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Dear Chairman Dixon, 

I am writing this letter concerning DODfs proposal to shift Space and 
Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington, Va. (Crystal City) 
to San Diego, California, some 3000 miles away. The basis for this 
decision, as I can determine it, is that DOD could save close to 250 
civilian billets and 50 military billets by combining NCCOSC, San Diego and 
SPAWAR. Additionally, this move would free up government owned space at 
the Washington Navy Yard to move Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), a 
command of over 4000 employees, to the Washington Navy Yard. 

In examining DODfs rationale as contained in the recommendations to 
the BRAC, some significant inconsistencies and lack of thorough analysis 
appear. First, the DOD report indicates that the move of 666 civilian 
billets and 154 military billets and the other associated move costs would 
cost $24 million. A more realistic calculation indicates a much higher 
number. Assuming the 666 civilian personnel either move or accept 
severance pay, the cost to the government alone is over $33 mil-lion, at an 
average $50 thousand move cost per employee. Adding the military move 
costs increases the $33 million by $7 million for a total of $40 million. 
This calculation doesn't include the cost of moving the contents of SPAWAR 
to San Diego, or the facility improvements which must be made at the 
receiving facility in San Diego. It is evident, just from this simple 
analysis, that the cost of the move is at least double DODfs estimate. An 
additional point to be made about the inconsistency of DODfs position is 
the fact that a move of NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard is estimated to 
cost $160 million while a move of an entire command cross country is only 
projected to cost $24 million. Does this sound like consistency to you? 

DOD analysis is also questionable. The reason for the move is to 
merge SPAWAR headquarters with it's NCCOSC operation in San Diego to 
provide an integrated product team for Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers and Intelligence (C4I). This move, DOD says, will save some 250 
civilian billets and 50 military billets per year through elimination of 
duplicative work. What is missing from this analysis is the fact that the 
same billet saving could be realized by merging NAVSEA and SPAWAR to 
provide an integrated ship building team. SPAWAR has only 2 major product 
organizations (PD 70 and PD 80) whereas NAVSEA and NAVAIR each have a 
minimum of 10 product lines, which makes it highly questionable as to 
whether or not SPAWAR should even be a separate command. Supporting these 
two product organizations are 200+ overhead personnel which could be 
eliminated by a more cost effective merger with NAVSEA. Additionally, over 
10% of product line and remaining functional organization billets could be 
eliminated by reduction of the duplication of efforts which currently 
exist. The Integrated Ship Product Team would not need to perform these 
functions. 

As 90% of SPAWARfs work is in direct support of NAVSEA or OPNAV 
sponsors in the Pentagon, it makes more sense to integrate the ship team 
here in the metropolitan area than to integrate the C41 team in San Diego, 
3000 miles away from it's primary customers. This ship team merger would 



also save the estimated $40M+ moving cost to San Diego ($24M by DOD 
estimate). Additionally, with all the movements at White Oak, Naval Annex, 
Navy Yard, there should be enough government owned space to move SPAWAR 
within the metropolitan area vice moving it 3000 miles to find unoccupied 
government owned space in San Diego. Savings would be immediate and would 
amount to at least the same as the $360 million as cited in Don's 
recommendation to the BRAC. 

By keeping SPAWAR in the D.C. metropolitan area, no matter where 
physically located, over 1100 government families and over 2800 contractor 
support families will continue to exercise their purchasing power in this 
region. Notice the 2800 contractor personnel referred to in the prior 
sentence. That is the estimate of the number of private jobs which will be 
lost with the SPAWAR move to ~alifornia. Not considered in the 
aforementioned job loss is spousal job loss of SPAWAR employees which could 
well be in excess of 600 positions. So, the total job loss to the area 
would be 3900+ jobs, not the 1100 referred to in DOD8s recommendation to 
the BRAC. This move could also disproportionately impact female and 
minority employees who make up the bulk of lower paying positions and 
hence, probably would be unable to move with their positions to San Diego. 

Thank you for your time in this matter. 
-- 



1061 1 New Hampshire Avenue 5 
Silver Spring, MD 20903 
March 16, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
The BRAC Commission 
1700 North More Street, #I425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Congress in its wisdom passed The BRAC Act with strong bi-partisan support. It intended 
to make base relocation and closure non-political. In 1993, The BRAC Commission, duly 
established under the authority of the BRAC Act, performed without political interference 
when they considered NAVSEA in perspective of the Eight BRAC Selection Criteria. After due 
consideration of the criteria and the relevant data, The Commission decided to relocate NAVSEA 
from Crystal City, Virginia to White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland. The then Commander of 
NAVSEA took appropriate steps to prepare for the move. 

In 1994, there was a change in command at NAVSEA, and the new command decided not to 
follow the decisions by The 1993 BRAC Commission. Instead, a strong campaign was launched 
to keep NAVSEA at Crystal City. The campaign obtained the support of the Senator from Virginia 
and eventually the Secretary of Defense. The Secretary then rescinded the 1993 
recommendations made by The Department of Defense to move NAVSEA to White Oak. Instead, it 
was recommended that NAVSEA be relocated to The Washington DC Navy Yard or "other suitable 
location". This last phrase places the process back into square one. 

Mr. Chairman, the original BRAC decision was based on the BRAC Selection Criteria and 
approved by the objective, bi-partisan civilian Commission. The present recommendation by 
the Department of Defense is primarily based on the unilateral opinions of the current military 
command at NAVSEA and the political support it was able to get. Thus, your Commission will 
have to weigh the judgement of the 1993 BRAC Commission vs the unilateral opinions of the new 
Command at NAVSEA. If the 1995 BRAC Commission permits itself to be influenced by these 
new activities, it could set a precedent in which base relocation and closure would be 
determined by military commanders, and not by an impartial, bi-partisan civilian 
Commission as set up by Congress. Mr. Chairman, please do not let this happen. Please uphold 
the original 1993 BRAC Commission decision to relocate NAVSEA from Crystal City, Virginia 
to White Oak, Maryland. According to BRAC's Selection Criteria, that would clearly be the best 
decision for our nation. 

Respectfully submitted 

A 7 7 Z L & f l t ~ d  b b S .  
Edward M. Barnett, DDS 
Citizen Member, Montgomery County 
Council's NAVSEA Task Force 



March 30,1995 

Mr. David S. Lyles 
Staff Director 
Defense Base Closure And Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va 22209 

Dear Mr. Lyles 

Thank you for taking the time to acknowledge my letter 
concerning the Space and Naval Warfare System Command (SPAWAR) 
proposed relocation from Arlington, Virginia to San Diego, 
California. It is encouraging to know that my concerns are being 
considered in the process. Since my initial letter two more 
interesting facts pertinent to the proposed move have surfaced 
and I offer them for the commissionfs consideration. 

(1) SPAWAR moved from National City 1 to its present 
location 5 Crystal Park in the CY 91/92 timeframe. A move of 
approximately 2 blocks. The total actual cost of the move was 
$10M, which means that the DOD estimates provided to the BRAC 
indicate that it will now only cost $14M ($12M - 10M = $14M) to 
move 3,000 additional miles. 

(2) SPAWAR HDQ1s is an Acquisition Command which procures 
both hardware and software. Nearly all of the engineers, 
logisticians and business/financial personnel are all certified 
in the acquisition professional community as required by the 
Congressionally mandated Defense Acquisition Workforce 
Improvement Act (DAWIA). SPAWAR personnel in San Diego are 
predominantly research or maintenance engineering and logistic 
personnel and are not certified as acquisition professionals. If 
most of the people in Washington choose not to relocate to San 
Diego and are forced out, replacement personnel in San Diego must 
be certified and trained to handle these positions/functions. As 
90% of the training assets required to certify personnel under 
DAWIA are located in the Washington D.C. area (mainly at the Fort 
Belvoir DSMC school), San Diego personnel would be required to be 
detailed back here for a minimum of 5+ months each for the proper 
mandated training prior to becoming DAWIA certified. The 
projected cost per individual including their salary would be in 
excess of $80K per person. This could lead to a total cost in 
excess of $50M which is at least comparable to the $40M cost of 
moving 800 SPAWAR employees from Washington to San Diego, the 
cost estimate contained in my initial letter. Both these 
estimates are well in excess of the DOD1s moving estimates of 
$24M contained in its BRAC recommendation. Neither of my figures 
include the cost of moving SPAWAR Headquarters contents to San 
Diego or the cost of San Diego facility improvements required to 
house the SPAWAR organization. 



(3) Recent guidance from NAVCOMPT has established $33M as 
the number to be used for SPAWAR BRAC FY97-2001 moves. Of this 
amount $24M is destined for SPAWAR Headquarters Washington move. 
If the total is exceeded SPAWAR must, according to NAVCOMPT, 
allocate funds from their other appropriations to cover the true 
cost of the move. This means SPAWAR could divert more than $30M 
of program dollars (if the move cost $50+M which is more 
realistic) to pay for the BRAC underestimation of the required 
funding. This could render some programs unexecutable which I 
don't believe is within the spirit of BRAC or Congressional 
intentions. 

Again my sincere appreciation and thanks for taking the time 
to read and acknowledge my letter expressing my concerns. 



March 30,1995 

Mr. David S. Lyles 
Staff Director 
Defense Base Closure And Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va 22209 

Dear Mr. Lyles 

Thank you for taking the time to acknowledge my letter 
concerning the Space and Naval Warfare System Command (SPAWAR) 
proposed relocation from Arlington, Virginia to San Diego, 
California. It is encouraging to know that my concerns are being 
considered in the process. Since my initial letter three more 
interesting facts pertinent to the proposed move have surfaced 
and I offer them for the commissionls consideration. 

(1) SPAWAR moved from National City 1 to its present 
location 5 Crystal Park in the CY 91/92 timeframe. A move of 
approximately 2 blocks. The total actual cost of the move was 
$10M, which means that the DOD estimates provided to the BRAC 
indicate that it will now only cost $14M ($24M - 10M = $14M) to 
move 3.000 additional miles. 

(2) SPAWAR HDQfs is an Acquisition Command which procures 
both hardware and software. Nearly all of the engineers, 
logisticians and business/financial personnel are all certified 
in the acquisition professional community as required by the 
Congressionally mandated Defense Acquisition Workforce 
Improvement Act (DAWIA). SPAWAR personnel in San Diego are 
predominantly research or maintenance engineering and logistic 
personnel and are not certified as acquisition professionals. If 
most of the people in Washington choose not to relocate to San 
Diego and are forced out, replacement personnel in San Diego must 
be certified and trained to handle these positions/functions. As 
90% of the training assets required to certify personnel under 
DAWIA are located in the Washington D.C. area (mainly at the Fort 
Belvoir DSMC school), San Diego personnel would be required to be 
detailed back here for a minimum of 5+ months each for the proper 
mandated training prior to becoming DAWIA certified. The 
projected cost per individual including their salary would be in 
excess of $80K per person. This could lead to a total cost in 
excess of $50M which is at least comparable to the $40M cost of 
moving 800 SPAWAR employees from Washington to San Diego, the 
cost estimate contained in my initial letter. Both these 
estimates are well in excess of the DODfs moving estimates of 
$24M contained in its BRAC recommendation. Neither of my figures 
include the cost of moving SPAWAR Headquarters contents to San 
Diego or the cost of San Diego facility improvements required to 
house the SPAWAR organization. 



(3) Recent guidance from NAVCOMPT has established $33M as 
the number to be used for SPAWAR BRAC FY97-2001 moves. Of this 
amount $24M is destined for SPAWAR Headquarters Washington move. 
If the total is exceeded SPAWAR must, according to NAVCOMPT, 
allocate funds from their other appropriations to cover the true 
cost of the move. This means SPAWAR could divert more than $30M 
of program dollars (if the move cost $50+M which is more 
realistic) to pay for the BRAC underestimation of the required 
funding. This could render some programs unexecutable which I 
don't believe is within the spirit of BRAC or Congressional 
intentions. 

Again my sincere appreciation and thanks for taking the time 
to read and acknowledge my letter expressing my concerns. 



March 30, 1995 

Mr. David S. Lyles 
Staff Director 
Defense Base Closure And Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

Dear Mr. Lyles 

In my haste to respond to your acknowledgement of my first 
letter, I sent you a second letter that contained two errors. The 
first error is in the first paragraph's last sentence were I state 
there are I1two more interesting factsw. This should have read 
I1threel1 vs lltwow . In addition, the calculation in the last 
sentence of paragraph 2 should have read ($241! - 10M = $14M). I 
apologize for these mistakes and I'm including a new corrected 
letter incorporating these revisions. 

Again thank you for your interest in this matter and your 
willingness to accept and review pertinent information that will 
ensure-fair and equitable BRAC deliberations. 



March 30,1995 

Mr. David S. Lyles 
Staff Director 
Defense Base Closure And Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va 22209 

Dear Mr. Lyles 

Thank you for taking the time to acknowledge my letter 
concerning the Space and Naval Warfare System Command (SP.AWAR) 
proposed relocation from Arlington, Virginia to San Diego, 
California. It is encouraging to know that my concerns are being 
considered in the process. Since my initial letter three more 
interesting facts pertinent to the proposed move have surfaced 
and I offer them for the commissionrs consideration. 

(1) SPAWAR moved from National City 1 to its present 
location 5 Crystal Park in the CY 91/92 timeframe. A move of 
approximately 2 blocks. The total actual cost of the move was 
$10M, which means that the DOD estimates provided to the BRAC 
indicate that it will now only cost $14M ($24M - 10M = $14M) to 
move ?,000 additional miles. 

(2) SPAWAR HDQrs is an Acquisition Command which procures 
both hardware and software. Nearly all of the engineers, 
logisticians and business/financial personnel are all certified 
in the acquisition professional community as required by the 
Congressionally mandated Defense Acquisition Workforce 
Improvement Act (DAWIA). SPAWAR personnel in San Diego are 
predominantly research or maintenance engineering and logistic 
personnel and are not certified as acquisition professionals. If 
most of the people in Washington choose not to relocate to San 
Diego and are forced out, replacement personnel in San Diego must 
be certified and trained to handle these positions/functions. As 
90% of the training assets required to certify personnel under 
DAWIA are located in the Washington D.C. area (mainly at the Fort 
Belvoir DSMC school), San Diego personnel would be required to be 
detailed back here for a minimum of 5+ months each for the proper 
mandated training prior to becoming DAWIA certified. The 
projected cost per individual including their salary would be in 
excess of $80K per person. This could lead to a total cost in 
excess of $50M which is at least comparable to the $40M cost of 
moving 800 SPAWAR employees from Washington to San Diego, the 
cost estimate contained in my initial letter. Both these 
estimates are well in excess of the DOD1s moving estimates of 
$24M contained in its BRAC recommendation. Neither of my figures 
include the cost of moving SPAWAR Headquarters contents to San 
Diego or the cost of San Diego facility improvements required to 
house the SPAWAR organization. 



(3) Recent guidance from NAVCOMPT has established $33M as 
the number to be used for SPAWAR BRAC FY97-2001 moves. Of this 
amount $24M is destined for SPAWAR Headquarters Washington move. 
If the total is exceeded SPAWAR must, according to NAVCOMPT, 
allocate funds from their other appropriations to cover the true 
cost of the move. This means SPAWAR could divert more than $30M 
of program dollars (if the move cost $50+M which is more 
realistic) to pay for the BRAC underestimation of the required 
funding. This could render some programs unexecutable which I 
don't believe is within the spirit of BRAC or Congressional 
intentions. 

Again my sincere appreciation and thanks for taking the time 
to read and acknowledge my letter expressing my concerns. 



Mike Johnson 
7224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22152 

28 March 1995 

Dear Commissioner Cox, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely scrutinize the 
RRAC 95 recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diego. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests of the 
Navy" is not in the best interests of the United States taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends changing 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to alllow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC). The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
a.nd other similar commands should be a part of that reduction. 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a ccxnmon 
sense test nor does it appear to take into considera.tion al:L 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

1. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCOSC. 
NCCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 - 40 emp:Loyees. 
NCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service Engineering West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
NCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Division (NRAD) 
located in San Diego. NCCOSC was created in an attempt to give 
the impression that there was a consolidation of Navy electronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of bureaucracy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
disestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR. This 
disestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
command structure. However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structure and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
Diego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smaller 



command structure without moving from the Washington area, The 
RRAC 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and NRAD will 
achieve cost savings, The savings can be accomplished through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other commands 
in the San Diego area. And the savings could be accomplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3 .  Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be totally and 
immediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
staff . Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly difficult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR is 
responsible for the program management and procurement of command, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing. The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and peace 
keeping operations. 

4. The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss. 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown awayv as a trade off for 
much higher stakes. 

5. $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even if many 
government employees do not move, which is likely to be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1,821 jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the government: 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected. Many of the contractor employees will 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they chose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb the 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
unemployed. 

6. Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San Diego with "their principal full 
spectrum RDTbE center." In reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers. Essentially 
they operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRAD's funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "market" will bear. S heir employee levels expand 
and contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
downsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
j-n meeting its personnel reduction goals. These reductions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in government 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
million or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousand 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations 'and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAR to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastructure. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consolidation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept the 
alternatives. Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing, consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Systems 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all 
NAVSEA and SPAWm laboratories and field activities into a common 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. Additionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others. 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
office space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
much broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, honest, and 
foresighted alternatives. The recommendation to move SPAWAIt to 
San Diego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared t:o the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendation 
that does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 



Mike Johnson 
7224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22152 

28 March 1995 

Dear Commissioner Steele, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely sc!rutinize the 
RRAC 95 recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diego. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests of the 
Navy" is not in the best interests of the United Sta-tes taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends changing 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to allow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
surveillance Center (NCCOSC). The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
and other similar commands should be a part of that reduction. 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a common 
sense test nor does it appear to take into consideration all 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

I. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCOSC. 
FCCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 -. 40 employees. 
KCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service Engineeri:ng West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
KCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Division (NRAD) 
located in San Diego. NCCOSC was created in an attempt to give 
the impression that there was a consolidation of Navy electronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of bureaucracy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
disestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR. This 
disestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
command structure, However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structure and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
~iego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smalle~~ 



command structure without moving from the Washington area. The 
BRAC 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and NRAD will 
achieve cost savings. The savings can be accomplished through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other cornmands 
in the San Diego area. And the savings could be accomplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3 .  Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be tota'lly and 
immediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
staff , Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly dif f .icult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR i:; 
responsible for the program management and procurement of ccmrnand, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing. The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and pei3ce 
keeping operations. 

4 .  The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss. 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown away" as a trade off for 
much higher stakes. 

5. $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even i : f  many 
government employees do not move, which is likely ta be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1,821 jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the governmen-t 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected. Many of the contractor employees will 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they chose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb the 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
E nemployed. 

6. Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San Diego with "their principal fill1 
spectrum RDTCE center." In reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers. Essentially 
they operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRADrs funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "market" will bear. Their employee levels expand 
and contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
clownsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
in meeting its personnel reduction goals. These reductions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in government 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
million or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousand 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations ,and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAR to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastructure. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consolidation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved .via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept the 
alternatives. Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing, consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Systems 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all 
NAVSEA and SPAWAR laboratories and field activities into a common 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. Additionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others. 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
cffice space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
much broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, honest, and 
foresighted alternatives. The recommendation to move SPAWXR to 
San Diego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared to the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendation 
that does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 

n 



Mike Johnson 
7224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22152 

28 March 1995 

Dear commissioner Cornella, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely scrutinize the 
BRAC 95 recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space and. Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diego. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests of the 
Navy" is not in the best interests of the United States taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends changing 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to allow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC). The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
and other similar commands should be a part of that reduction. 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a common 
sense test nor does it appear to take into consideration all 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

1. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCOSC. 
NCCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 - 40 employees. 
NCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service Engineering West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
MCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Division (NRAD) 
located in San ~iego. NCCOSC was created in an attempt to !give 
the impression that there was a consolidation of Navy e1ect:ronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of bureauc.racy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
d.isestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR. This 
disestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
command structure. However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structu.re and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
Diego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smaller 



command structure without moving from the Washington area. The 
BRAC 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and NRAD will 
achieve cost savings. The savings can be accomplished through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other commands 
in the San Diego area. And the savings could be accomplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3. Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be totally and 
i-mediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
staff. Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly difficult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR is 
responsible for the program management and procurement of ~~ommand, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing. The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and peace 
keeping operations. 

4 .  The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss. 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown away" as a trade off for 
much higher stakes. 

5. $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even if many 
government employees do not move, which is likely to be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1,821 jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the government 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected. Many of the contractor employees will 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they c:hose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb .the 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
unemployed. 

6. Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San Diego with "their principal full 
spectrum RDTtE center." In reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers. Essentially 
they operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRAD's funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "market" will bear. Their employee levels expand 
and contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary .to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
downsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
in meeting its personnel reduction goals. These reductions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in government 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
million or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousanti 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAR to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastruc!ture. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consoliclation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for .the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept t.he 
alternatives. Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing , consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Sys tems 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all 
NAVSEA and SPAWAR laboratories and field activities into a common 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. Additionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others. 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
office space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
much broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, honest, and 
foresighted alternatives. The recommendation to move SPAWAR to 
San Diego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared to the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendation 
that does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 



Hike Johnson 
7224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22152 

28 March 1995 

Dear Commissioner Kling, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely s<:rutiniz;e the 
RRAC 95 recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space ancl Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diego. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests of the 
Navyn is not in the best interests of the United States taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends changing 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to all-ow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC) . The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
and other similar commands should be a part of that reducti-on, 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a c!ommon 
sense test nor does it appear to take into consideration all 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

1. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCIOSC. 
NCCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 - 40 employees. 
NCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service Engineering West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
NCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Division (NRAD) 
located in San Diego. NCCOSC was created in an attempt to give 
the impression that there was a consolidation of Navy elect-ronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of bureaucracy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
disestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR, This 
disestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
command structure. However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structure and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
Diego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smaller 



command structure without moving from the Washington area. The 
BRAC 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and NRAD will 
achieve cost savings. The savings can be accomplislrred through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other commands 
in the San Diego area. And the savings could be accomplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3 .  Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be totally and 
immediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
staff, Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly difficult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more :in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR is 
responsible for the program management and procurement of command, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing, The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and peace 
keeping operations. 

4 .  The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss, 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to :increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown awayw as a trade off for 
much higher stakes. 

5. $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even if many 
government employees do not move, which is likely to be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1,821 jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the government 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected, Many of the contractor employees will 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they chose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb the 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
unemployed, 

6. Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San Diego with "their principal full 
spectrum RDTtE center." In reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers. Essentially 
t.hey operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRAD's funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "market" will bear. Their employee levels expand 
and contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary -to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
downsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
in meeting its personnel reduction goals. These reductions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in governrnent 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
million or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousand 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAR to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastruc:ture. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consolidation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept t.he 
alternatives. Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing, consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Systems 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all 
NAVSEA and SPAWAR laboratories and field activities into a common 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. ~dditionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others. 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
office space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
rn~~ch broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, honest, and 
foresighted alternatives. The recommendation to move SPAWAR to 
San ~iego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared to the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendat.ion 
that does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 



Mike Johnson 
7224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22 152 

28 March 1995 

Dear Commissioner Dixon, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely scrutinize the 
BRAC 95 recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diegro. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests olf the 
Navy" is not in the best interests of the United States taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends ch,anging 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to allow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC). The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
and other similar commands should be a part of that reduction. 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a common 
sense test nor does it appear to take into consideration all 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

1. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCOSC. 
NCCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 - 40 empl-oyees. 
NCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service Engineering West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
NCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Division (NRAD) 
located i n  San ~ i e g o .  NCCOSC was created i n  an attempt t o  give 
the impression that there was a,consolidation of Navy electronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of bureaucracy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
disestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR. This 
disestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
command structure. However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structure and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
Diego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smaller 



command structure without moving from the Washington area. The 
BRAC 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and NRAD wil.1 
achieve cost savings. The savings can be accomplished through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other commands 
in the San Diego area. And the savings could be accomplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3 .  Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be totally and 
j-mediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
staff. Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly difficult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR i;s 
responsible for the program management and procurement of command, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing. The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and peace 
keeping operations. 

4 .  The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss. 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown awayv as a trade off for 
much higher stakes. 

5. $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even if many 
government employees do not move, which is likely to be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that. the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1,821 jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the government 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected. Many of the contractor employees will 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they chose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb the 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
unemployed. 

6. Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San ~iego with "their principal full 
spectrum RDT&E center." In reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers. Essentially 
they operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRAD1s funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "market" will bear. Their employee levels expand 
a.nd contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary .to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
downsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
in meeting its personnel reduction goals. These red.uctions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in government 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
million or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousand 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAR to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastructure. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consolillation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept t.he 
alternatives. Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing, consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Systems' 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all. 
NAVSEA and SPAWAR laboratories and field activities into a common 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. Additionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others. 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
office space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
much broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, honest, and 
foresighted alternatives. The recommendation to move SPAWAR to 
San Diego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared to the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendation 
th.at does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 



Mike Johnson 
'224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22152 

28 March 1995 

Dear Commissioner Stone, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely scrutinize the 
BRAC 95 recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diego. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests of the 
Navy" is not in the best interests of the United States taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends changing 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to allow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC). The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
and other similar commands should be a part of that reduction. 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a common 
sense test nor does it appear to take into consideration all 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

1. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCOSC. 
NGCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 - 40 employees. 
NCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service ~ngineerirlg West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
NCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation ~ivision (NRAD) 
located in San Diego. NCCOSC was created in an attempt to give 
the impression that there was a consolidation of Navy electronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of bureaucracy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
disestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR. This 
disestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
command structure. However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structure and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
Diego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smaller 



command structure without moving from the Washington area. The 
BRAC 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and NRAD will 
achieve cost savings. The savings can be accomplished through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other commands 
in the San Diego area. And the savings could be accomplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3 .  Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be totally and 
immediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
staff. Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly difficult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR is 
responsible for the program management and procurement of command, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing. The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and peace 
keeping operations. 

4 ,  The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss. 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown awaym as a trade off for 
much higher stakes. 

5. $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even if many 
government employees do not move, which is likely to be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that; the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1,821 jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the government 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected, Many of the contractor employees wi.11 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they chose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb t.he 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
unemployed. 

6. Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San Diego with "their principal full 
spectrum RDTtE center." IQ reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers. Essentially 
they operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRAD's funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "marketw will bear. Their employee levels expand 
and contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
downsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
in meeting its personnel reduction goals. These reductions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in government 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
million or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousand 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAR to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastruc!ture. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consolidation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept the 
alternatives. Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing, consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Systems 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all 
NAVSEA and SPAWAR laboratories and field activities into a common 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. Additionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others, 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
office space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
much broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, honest, and 
foresighted alternatives, The recommendation to move SPAWAR to 
San Diego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared to the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendat.ion 
that does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 



Mike Johnson 
7224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22152 

28 March 1995 

Dear Commissioner Montoya, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely sc!rutinize the 
BRAC 95  recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diego. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests of the 
Navyw is not in the best interests of the United States taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends changing 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to allow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC). The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
and other similar commands should be a part of that reduction. 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a cc>mmon 
sense test nor does it appear to take into consideration all 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

1. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCOSC. 
NCCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 - 40 empl.oyees. 
NCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service Enyineering West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
NCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Division (NRAD) 
located in San Diego. NCCOSC was created in an attempt to give 
the impression that there was a consolidation of Navy electronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of bureaucr acy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
disestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR. This 
disestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
cc)mrnand structure. However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structure and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
Diego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smaller 



command structure without moving from the Washington area. The 
BRAC 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and IJRAD will 
achieve cost savings. The savings can be accomplished through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other commands 
in the San Diego area. And the savings could be acc!omplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3 .  Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be totally and 
j-mmediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
staff. Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly difficult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR is 
responsible for the program management and procurement of cc~mmand, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing. The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and peace 
keeping operations, 

4 -  The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss, 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown away" as a trade off for 
much higher stakes. 

5. $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even if' many 
government employees do not move, which is likely to be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that. the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1 , 8 2 1  jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the government. 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected- Many of the contractor employees will 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they chose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb the 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
unemployed. 

6. Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San Diego with "their principal full 
spectrum RDT&E center." In reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers- Essentially 
they operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRADis funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "market" will bear. Their employee levels expand 
and contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
downsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
in meeting its personnel reduction goals. These reductions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in government 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
rrillion or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousand 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAR to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastructure. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consoliciation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept t;he 
alternatives- Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing, consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Systems 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all 
NAVSEA and SPAWAR laboratories and field activities .into a common 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. Additionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others. 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
office space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
much broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, klonest, and 
foresighted alternatives. The recommendation to move SPAWAR to 
Sa.n Diego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared to the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendation 
that does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 



Mike Johnson 
7224 Kousa Lane 
Springfield, VA 22152 

28 March 1995 

Dear Commissioner Davis, 

I'm writing to request that you very closely scrutinize the 
RRAC 95 recommended relocation of the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington to San Diego. 
This relocation described as being "in the best interests of the 
Navyw is not in the best interests of the United States taxpayers. 

Based on BRAC 93, SPAWAR is currently scheduled to relocate 
from leased office spaces in Crystal City to government owned 
offices at the Washington Navy Yard. BRAC 95 recommends changing 
the 93 recommendation and moving SPAWAR to San Diego to allow for 
consolidation of SPAWAR and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC). The justification is based on the 
need to reduce administrative functions. 

There is without a doubt a need to continue to aggressively 
reduce administrative functions and activities in the Navy. SPAWAR 
and other similar commands should be a part of that reduction. 
However the BRAC 95 SPAWAR recommendation does not pass a cc)mmon 
sense test nor does it appear to take into consideration all 
relevant financial, business management, and personnel factors. 
The following factors are provided for your consideration: 

1. SPAWAR is currently the parent command of NCCOSC. 
NCCOSC was created in January 1992 and has only 35 - 40 empl.oyees. 
NCCOSC is the parent command of NCCOSC In-Service Engineering West 
Coast Division (NISE WEST) located in San Diego, NCCOSC In-Service 
Engineering East Coast Division located in Charleston, SC; and 
NCCOSC Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation D:ivision (NRAD) 
located i n  San ~ i e g o .  NCCOSC w a s  created in an attempt to give 
the impression that there was a consolidation of Navy electronics 
laboratories being implemented. NCCOSC has been a totally 
ineffective command that added an unneeded level of kmreaucracy 
disguised as a beneficial consolidation. NCCOSC should be 
disestablished regardless of the fate of SPAWAR. This 
dj.sestablishment would immediately eliminate one entire level of 
command structure. However, the cost savings will be 
insignificant because of the small size of the NCCOSC command. 

2. The Navy recommendation to relocate SPAWAR to San 
Diego is based on the justification that significant savings will 
be achieved from elimination of unnecessary command structurle and 
from efficiencies and economies of operation. A relocation to San 
Diego is not required to eliminate unnecessary command structure. 
As has been already accomplished at SPAWAR through radical 
reorganizations and aggressive downsizing efforts, continued 
downsizing and local consolidations will result in a smaller 



command structure without moving from the Washington area. The 
BRAG 95 recommended consolidation of NISE WEST and NRAD will 
achieve cost savings. The savings can be accomplished through 
personnel attrition alone. Additional savings could be achieved 
by consolidations of administrative functions with other commands 
Ln the San Diego area. And the savings could be acc!omplished 
without moving personnel three thousand miles. 

3 .  Any efficiencies and economies of operation expected 
to be achieved by locating SPAWAR in San Diego will be totally and 
immediately negated by moving SPAWAR away from NAVSEA, the Defense 
Information Systems Agency located in Reston and Roslyn, the 
Marine Corps Systems Command located in Quantico, the Navy 
International Programs Office located in Arlington, the Navy Space 
Command located in Dahlgren, and the Chief of Naval Operations 
eta£ f, Separation from NAVSEA would be a particularly difficult 
problem. The missions of NAVSEA and SPAWAR have much more in 
common than SPAWAR has with its field activities. SPAWAR is 
responsible for the program management and procurement of cc~mmand, 
control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems that 
are installed and used aboard ships that NAVSEA is responsible for 
building and modernizing- The responsibilities of those two 
commands are difficult at best to coordinate. Separating those 
commands by three thousand miles would have disastrous effects on 
the mission of equipping Navy ships for war fighting and peace 
keeping operations. 

4 .  The impact of the move of SPAWAR to San Diego would 
have positive impacts on the employment situation in southern 
California. However that gain will be the Washington area's loss. 
This relocation should not be made in an attempt to increase or 
decrease employment statistics in any locality. Nor should it be 
made for the purpose of simply moving another command outside the 
"beltway." SPAWAR should not be "thrown awayv as a trade of:£ for 
much higher stakes. 

5 -  $24 million appears to grossly underestimate the cost 
to move a command such as SPAWAR across the country. Even if many 
government employees do not move, which is likely to be the true 
intention behind this recommendation, history has shown that. the 
costs will be far greater. Additionally, the estimated 1,821 jobs 
to be effected as a result of this relocation does not fully 
describe the economic impact. In addition to the government 
employees impacted there are several thousand contractor employees 
that would be effected- Many of the contractor employees will 
likely not be able to transfer to California even if they chose to 
because company overhead rates would not be able to absorb the 
move costs. These people would then move into the ranks of the 
unemployed. 

6 -  Language in the BRAC 95 recommendations indicate 
that the Navy expects to achieve significant overhead savings from 
SPAWAR being colocated in San Diego with "their principal full 
spectrum RDT&E center." In reality, little savings will be 



achieved by this recommended colocation with NRAD compared to 
other alternatives. NRAD as do other SPAWAR field activities 
operate totally from funds received from customers. Essent.ially 
they operate based simply on the supply and demand for the 
services they provide. The largest demand for NRAD services does 
not come from SPAWAR. A majority of NRADfs funding comes from 
sources other than SPAWAR. These commands operate with personnel 
levels that the "marketfr will bear. Their employee levels expand 
and contract based on market forces. They operate much like 
contractors. This method of operation is totally contrary to 
SPAWAR methods. SPAWAR is currently undergoing a mandated 
downsizing of approximately 30%. The command is ahead of schedule 
in meeting its personnel reduction goals. These reductions along 
with other reductions in Washington based commands should allow 
eventual consolidation of all necessary personnel in government 
owned spaces in the Washington area. Instead of spending $24 
million or more to move SPAWAR to San Diego the funds could just 
as easily and more wisely be spent on buyouts for a thousan~d 
SPAWAR and NAVSEA employees. The resulting consolidations and 
efficiencies would drastically exceed anything thought possible by 
relocating SPAWAFI to San Diego. 

The taxpayers are looking for innovative and open minded 
solutions for how to change and downsize military infrastruczture. 
The move to San Diego is not such a solution. The San Diego 
solution will have unnecessary drastic and debilitating impacts on 
thousands of families and the military itself. All consolidation 
benefits and cost savings used as justification for the 
recommendation to move SPAWAR to San Diego can be achieved via 
other alternatives if Navy management only chose to accept t;he 
alternatives. Alternatives such as continued aggressive 
downsizing, consolidating with NAVSEA to reduce Navy Systems 
command similar infrastructure, and the consolidation of all 
NAVSEA and SPAWAR laboratories and field activities into a c!ommon 
management structure would produce tremendously beneficial 
economies of scale and reduce overlapping and duplicative work 
efforts. ~dditionally, the Navy must view from a much broader 
perspective the solutions that are available to resolve issues 
related to the use of excess government owned space in some 
locations and not enough government owned space in others. 
Personnel should not be moved from one coast to another to fill 
office space while ignoring solutions for cost savings that are 
much broader in scope and could achieve even greater savings. The 
taxpayers deserve and demand such bold, innovative, honest, and 
foresighted alternatives. The recommendation to move SPAWm to 
San Diego is not beneficial to the taxpayers when compared to the 
alternatives. 

I very respectfully request that you and your fellow 
commissioners send to President Clinton a SPAWAR recommendation 
th.at does not include moving to San Diego but does include a more 
common sense method of reducing Navy infrastructure. 



JUST A BRIEF NOTE TO LET YOU KNOW THAT IN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS THE COMMITTEE 
4T SOUTH WEYMOUTH HAS DECIDED TO SAY ANYTHING, INCLUDING LIE SO THAT THEY CAN 
SAVE THEIR OWN SKIN. ACCORDING TO THEM THERE IS NOTHING TO LOSE BY L,YING, 
EXAGGERATING, ETC. SOMETHING LIKE WHEN THEY PAID TO FLY PLANES WHEN COMM. ROBLES 
ARRIVED TO MAKE IT LOOK GOOD. 

AS A RETIED MILITARY AND NOW A CIVILIAN WORKER THIS PLACE IS A COUNTRY CLUB 
KNOWN AS SLEEPY HOLLOW. CIVILIANS DON1'T WORK AND MILITARY ON THE WEEKENDS HANG 
AROUND DOING THEIR PERSONAL AFFAIRS. 

IT COULD SAVE THE TAXPAYERS A LOT OF MONEY. 

THE OUTSIDE LOOKS GOOD, BUT THATS WHERE IT ALL ENDS. 



Docul~lent S eparator 



BRAC COMMISSION 
1700 N. MOORE ST. 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

DEAR COMMISSIONERS: 

THIS FAST WEEK THE NAVAL AIR STATION WAS VISITED BY COMMISSIONER KOBLES. 

THE AIR STATION TOOK GREAT TIME AND PAINS TO SHOW THE PLACE IN THE WRONG LIGHT. 
THERE ARE A GROUP WHO KNOW THE PLACE SHOULD BE CLOSED. 

THE AIR STATION IS A WASTE, FRAUD AND ABUSE. THEY TOOK A MONTH TO REPAINT, RECARPET 
AND RETILE TO IMPRESS AND MAKE IT LOOK LIKE A BUSTLINE PLACE. 

THE PLANES WERE BROUGHT FROM ~NSCOM AIR FORCE BASE, OTIS AIR FORCE BASE AND CHICOPEE 
TO PARK ON THE RUNWAY AND MAKE A LOT OF NOISE FLYING TO IMPRESS YOU. THE COST WAS 
EXORBITANT. 

READ THE ARTICLE THAT IS ENCLOSED AND YOU WILL SEE THAT BRUNSWICK IS CERTAINLY THE 
BETTER OF THE TWO PLACES. 

COME UNANNOUNCED AND SEE THE PLACE THEY CALL SLEEPY HOLLOW IN ITS DO NOTHING MODE. 

YOURS TRULY, 

A GROUP OF 30 WHO KNOW BETTER 



Size: 3.221 acres, with 12,446 acres in Rangely, Maine, for cold weather training of Navy's Survival, 
Escape, Resist and Evasion school 
People: 2,658 active-duty officials, 945 resenrists and 835 civilians (activeduty base) 

Economic impact: $147 million 
B~ildiIbgS: 400 
Hangars: Five, can hold 23 P-3C Orion submarine hunting planes 
Housing: 1,700 units of farnily housing 

Size: 1,442 acres, with 630 acres on No Mn's Island, south of Martha's Vineyard, for a 
gunnery range 

U People: 865 active-duty personnel; 2,500 nlbervists; 305 civilians (Reserve bass) 

Economic impact: $60 million t 
I .  ' 4 

Buildings: 130 r l  8 

Hangars: Two, can hold a total of four P-3dbrion submarine hunting planes 
Housing: 270 units of family housing 

I 

Bob Monahaflhcl Patriot LW 



By Sandra Oliynyk 
The Patriot Ledger 

BRUNSWICK, Maine - Inside 
the cavernous Hangar 5 at the 
Brunswick Naval Air Station, three 
submarine-hunting planes loom over 
their maintenance crews. 

Despite their 100-foot wingspans, 
the P-3C Orions still fit easily into 
the hangar - with 30 feet to spare 
between wingtips. In an adjacent 
room, four more planes sit ready for 
repairs. 
The hangar is the largest of five on 

the Brunswick base. And it is one of 
the reasons the Pentagon sees a 
brighter future for the Maine base 
and the end of an era for the South 
Weyrnouth Naval Air Station. . 

"Brunswick (Naval Air Station) is 
a significantly more capable air sta- 
tion than South Weymouth," the 
Pentagon stated in its base closing 
report laet month. 

In addition to hangar space. 
Brunswick, a 3,221-acre active duty 

I 

base 120 miles north of Boston, has I 
several features that surpass those of 
the South Weymouth reserve base: 
two 8,000-foot parallel runways, a 
NATO-sponsored intelligence ten- 

' ter, and a $6.7 million P-3C Orion 
flight simulator. And with virtually 
68,000 square miles of unhindered 
sky, flyingtime a t  Brunswick is not a 
concern. 

In preparing its list of recommend- 
d closings, the Navy initially con- 
sidered shutting down Brunswick as 
well as a reserve base in Georgia. 

However, the commander of the 
Atlantic Fleet said he wanted to keep 
open the most capable base in the 
Northeast. And that left South Wey- 
mouth going head-to-head with 
Brunswick. 

The two bases have similar mis- 
sions. Both have P-3C squachns, 
whose primary role during the Cold 
War was to track Soviet submarines. 
That mission has evolved to include 
pabolling hot spots in the world. 

Please see CLOSING - Page 13 , 



Na\l j officials consider size 
CLOSING . 

Qflnued from Page 1 t " 

~ d s w i c k  survived because of its perceived ability to 
Nn&e South Weymouth's two aviation.squadrons. 
k T h e  Navy believed it would be more difficult for South 
Weymuth to accommodate B~nswick's four active- 
duty quadrons, with a total of 36 planes, or its reserve 
ground battalion squadron and special projects squadron 
urith three planes. 
..By moving South Weymouth's assets to Maine, the 

vy makes better use of costly, unused space at % nswick and keep8 a Northeastern facility to train 
New Ehgland reserviats,'Navy officials said. 
,?If they closed this facility, there might have been a 
&!I that could not have been easily covered," said Cmdr. 
h r r y  _&own, chief staff officer for Patrol Wing 5 at . 
Wriswick. "And it would have cost a lot of money to 
&inve& the capability that we have here." 

South Weymouth, straddling the towns of Weymouth, 
&kland and Abington, is s d l e r  because it serves 
wtv is t s ,  who train primarily on weekends. The 1,442- 

b e  has two runways, 130 buildings, and 270 family 
Musing units. 
?:?To stay open, South Weymoith supporters must 
Grsuade an inde~endent commission to reverse the .- - 
Pentagon's recommendation. The commission will Lake 
its recommendation to President Clinton bv Julv 1. 
Clinton must approve or deny the entire lis't of proposed 
base closinga by July 15. 

Base supporters say they still are preparing arguments 
ou South Weymouth's military value, but they expect to 
( ~ . p n  the demographics of the surrounding 
v ~ n i t i e s .  
,18runswick may have a variety of facilities, but for a 

reserve squadron, a large pool of talented people is 
y-eded, said state Re . Paul Haley, D-Weymouth. 

Haiey, chairman o i' the committee trying to save the 
B t h  Weymouth base, said the Navy should have 
d8mpared reserve bases only with reserve bases, as it has 

2 e in deciding previous closures. In those scenarios, 
uth Weymouth ranked above two other bases in 

P-3C Orion submarine hunting planes are based at li 

military value. 
"Facilities are not going to help if they don't have the 

people," Haley said. "The reserve units should be where 
the people are. We have this area rich with talented 
people." 

And base supporters dispute the Navy's assumption 
that reservists will make the 2115-hour trip from Boston 
to Maine for their monthly training. 

But Lt. Cmdr. Chris Smiil of South Weymouth's VP. 
92 squadron,'which flies P-3Cs, said an informal poll 
showed that 90 percent of the 250 reservists are willing t 
drive to Brunswick. The trip is not the same for all: 



facility a plus 

runswlck Naval Alr Station in Maine. 

rbmt  60 percent of the reservists are from the Boeton 
rue% the others come from as far south as New York and 
am fat qorth as Brunswick. 

"It would be an adjustment, but it's not 
ountable," Smirl said. 
Brunswick Naval Air Station ia thd home of the " !  

Ni'.TC-sponsored Tactical Support Center, which 
coordinates fleet exercises and operations. Personnel in 

. . the certer collect classified information from 
headqcarters in Norfolk, Va., and Washington to prepare 

o the squadrons for their missions. 
At tke center, which allows limited access, the Navy ' 

can analyze missions, communicate directly with the 
planes regardless of distance, and set up a communication 
network anywhere in the world. 

Across the road from the center is a training f a c i e -  - 
with a P-3C flight simulator. Crews can practice take- 
offs, landings and crashes in the simulator, which costs 
only a few hundred dollars to run, compared with $3,000 
for an actual training flight, said John James, director of 
public affairs for.the base. The simulator also provides 
weapons training. a .  

The five hangar6 on the base can hold 23 P-3Cs, . 
James said. Hangar 1 is undergoing a $4.5 million - 
overhaul. 

& 

L One of South Weymouth's hangars can hold four b - 3 ~  
planes in tight quar.ters. The second hangar can hold two 
(2-130 transport planes, which are slightly larger than the 
P-3Cs. But together, the hangars don't equal the size of 
Brunswick's Hangar 5, which Jam@ said is the third 
largest hangar on the East Coast. It was built in the\: , $ 
1980s. trt : %. 

The extra hangar room makes a big difference W ~ ~ I  
working on the planes, said Lt. Cmdr. Chip Walter l# 
VP-10 squadron, which flies P-3Cs in Brunswick. sys 

. Walter said the hangar space, ramp space to park the 
planes, parallel runways and unfettered air space all boost 
Bnmswick's desirability. The runways allow the planes 
to train simultaneously, he said, and if one runway nee& 
repairs, the other stays open. . Smirl said pilots a t  the South Weyrnouth base hi'; tf 
follow constrained, predetermined routes because or the 
crowded air space in the Boston area, mainly because of- 
Logan International Airpcrt. 

And once in the air, pilots must carefully watch for 
commerc~al and private planes, he said. 

Air space in Brunswick is virtually empty. On a recent ' 
afternoon, four P-3C planes circled the base, while I 

anothier pilot practiced touching down on the wnwaiy qnd 
taking off immediately. 

"Brunswick is really the best secret in the maritime 
' 

community," Walter said. "If South Weymouth closes, 
the people who are down there should feel comfortable . 
coming up here." % .: 
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Dear Sir: 

As a taxpayer in this state, I would like to draw your attention to the promise 
made by bvernor  Weld to the Naval Air Station S.Weymouth let me point 
out some "why's'. 

WHY would we need to take tax money to build buildings at S.Weymouth to 
house National Guard when there is plenty of space at Ft.Devens not only is 
there space but there area other guard units. The figwe I have heard is one 
hundred million dollars to extend the runway and build buildings. 

WHY when the navy has made it clear that this base is not worth the money 
that it is costing and that Naval Air Station Brunswick has empty facilities to 
house both military and equipment from Weymouth. 

WHY is it that the man on the street only hears the plight of a handful of 
civilians(250) who may face a reduction in force, it should be kept in mind 
that most of these folks are within retirement and the others would be placed 
in other federal jobs. I challenge you to check with the civilian personnel at 
Ft.Devens and you will see that the placement rate was high and they had ten 
times the amount of employees. 

WHY don't they point out the success of closure at Westover AFB, this area 
now has more employment since the realignment, one section is an 
industrial park, the other is still military and very active I might add ALL the 
military deployed from this area to the Gulf, Somalia, and Haiti left from this 
base, a large number of housing units were turned over to the city of 
Springfield the remainder staying as base housing for the folks stationed on 
the base. 

WHY are the politicians so adamant when it comes to closing Weymouth, I 
live in the area and hear every two years the base is closing. My question is 
who is in command is it the navy or is it the politicians, I was stationed at 
Weymouth ten years ago and it was closing then. 

WHY does our tax money have to be spent by politicians ,and those who have 
a personal interest in saving this place, example of this is the individual - 
heading the "Save The Base Committee" just so happens to be a State 
Representative and guess what he is a drilling reservist at Weymouth should 
they move to Brunswick this would be inconvenient. 



What is the hidden agenda here, it certainly not the money the community 
generates from the base when all you have is five hundred (500) active duty 
,and two hundred fifty (250) civilians who live in the area, their spend.ing 
habits wont change whether they work at Weymouth or not, and as for the 
reservists they don't spend outside the base when they come to drill there 
money stays on base at the club, the exchange, and the bowling alley. I can see 
my tax money being put to better use for instance EDUCATION /ELDER 
AFFAIRS/ CHILD CARE/ etc., etc. Check with the navy and they will tell you 
they do not want to pour more money into this base. The people to contact 
would be Admiral Boorda Chief of Naval Operations in Washington D.C. and 
Admiral Hall Commander of the naval Reserve Force Washington D.C. 

Please look into this mess, and let the navy take care of there own business 
who better to know whether or not there is a mission there, common sense 
should tell you its not important to the defense of our countrv or we would 
not see it in question every two years. Again lets use the taxpayers money to 
their benefit. 

Respectfully Submitted 
A Concerned Citizen 



! 
'tr 

April 30,1995 4 ' , - 
7 

Dear Sir: 

As a taxpayer in this state, I would like to draw your attention to the piromise 
made by Governor Weld to the Naval Air Station S.Weymouth let me point 
out some "why's'. 

WHY would we need to take tax money to build buildings at S.Weymouth to 
house National Guard when there is plenty of space at Ft.Devens not c~nly is 
there space but there area other guard units. The figure I have heard i,, =* one 
hundred million dollars to extend the runway and build buildings. 

WHY when the navy has made it clear that this base is not worth the rnoney 
that it is costing and that Naval Air Station BrunsMrick has empty facilities to 
house both military and equipment from Weymouth. 

WHY is it that the man on the street only hears the plight of a handful of 
civilians(250) who may face a reduction in force, it should be kept in rrlind 
that most of these folis are within retirement and the others would be placed 
in other federal jobs. I challenge you to check with the civilian person~nel at 
Ft.Devens and you will see that the placement rate was high cand they had ten 
times the amount of employees. 

WHY don't they point out the success of closure at Westover AFB, this area 
now has more employment since the realignment, one section is an 
industrial park, the other is still military and very active I might add ALL the 
military deployed from this area to the Gulf, Somalia, and Haiti left frolm this 
base, a large number of housing units were turned over to the city of 
Springfield the remainder staying as base housing for the folks stationed on 
the base. 

WHY are the politicians so adamant when it comes to closing Weymot~th, I 
live in the area and hear every two years the base is closing. R4y question is 
who is in command is it the navy or is it the politicians, I was stationed at 
Weymouth ten years ago and it was closing then. 

WHY does o w  tax money have to be spent by politicians ,and those who have 
a personal interest in saving this place, example of this is the individual 
heading the "Save The Base Committee" just so happens to b t  a State 
Representative and guess what he is a drilling reservist at Weymouth should 
they move to Brunswick this would be inconvenient. 



What is the hidden agenda here, it certainly not the money the community 
generates from the base when all you have is five hundred (500) active duty 
,and two hundred fifty (250) civilians who live in the area, their spending 
habits wont change whether they work at Weymouth or not, and as for the 
reservists they don't spend outside the base when they come to drill th.ere 
money stays on base at the club, the exchange, and the bowling alley. I can see 
my tax money being put to better use for instance EDUCATZON/ELDEII 
AFFAIRS! CHILD CARE/ etc., etc. Check with the navy and they will tell you 
they do not want to pour more money into this base. The people to contact 
would be Admiral Boorda Chief of Naval Operations in Washington D.C. and 
Admiral Hall Commander of the naval Reserve Force Washington D.C. 

Please look into this mess, and let the navy take care of there own business 
who better to know whether or not there is a mission there, common sense 
should tell you its not important to the defense of our countrjr or we would 
not see it in question every two years. Again lets use the taxpayers money to 
their benefit. 

Respectfully Submitted 
A Concerned Citizen 
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Readersy opinions 

Reasons for keeping South Weymouth base 
This letter is in response to your recent fleet base. The missions are entirely differ- 

specie! i q ~ t  on the Brunswick, hlaine, ent. 
Naval Air Station. While you were singing On the issue of demographics, the truth is 
the praises of the Bmnswick base, you forgot that South Weymouth scored the highest of 
to mention a few facts. the six naval air stations. In fact, our score 

For several years now, Brunswick NAS has was almost double that of the number two 
also faced the prospect of closure. In fact, station. Atlanta ranked last. I t  doesn't take a 
during this last ranking among fleet naval genius to realize that some of the most 
bases, Bmnswick NAS fell short and was intelligent, well-educated and technically ad- 
recommended for closure. The reason was vanced individuals and industries are living 
excess capacity. and working in this area. This is, South 

In order to save the Brunswick base, the Weymouth station's demographic pool. 
Navy came up with the brilliant idea of While Brunswick NAS may have its mer- 
transferring two reserve squadrons and clos- its, South Weymouth NAS does not have to 
ing South Weymouth Naval Air Station. The be sacrificed to save it. The Xavy has other 
Navy then substantiated this move by claim- choices available in order to increase Bruns- 
ing only one air station was needed in the wick's capability. You owe i t  to the South 
Northeast and the reservists would be more Shore and especially those closely affected by 
than happy to go to Bmnswick. What was NAS South Weymouth's closure to print the 
eliminated from this statement was that only truth. 
the squadron's reservists would transfer. No South Weymouth is a good, strong, viable 
plans for the augmented aviation reservists base and deserves to stay open on its merit. 
attached to South Weymouth were proposed. and not closed because of a political whim. 

South Weymouth NAS is a reserve base Stop burying South Weymouth NAS before a 
ranked fourth in miltiary value by the Navy. decision is made. 
Improvements and construction continue. 
Earlier this month, the Quincy Reserve 
Center opened, adding surface reservists to 
the large number of aviation reservists al- 
ready stationed a t  the base. Brunswick, whiie - 
it may have merit as a fleet base, loses points 
on the reserve side. 

The past of the Brunswick station history 
has proved that the demographics are not , 
there to support reservists. In the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  
B ~ n s w i c k  NAS was given authorization to I 

man a Reserve unit consisting of only 40 
billets. This unit later had to be disbanded 
because of failure to fill billets. As for the 
informal VP-92 poll, how convenient of you 
to forget to add that expenses such as mileage 
and hotel rooms are out of pocket and not I 
reimbursable to the reservist. For how many 1 
reservists will the expense of getting to I 
Maine be more than the drill pay they 1 
receive? I 

I t  doesn't make sense to move a centrally 1 
located base to an isolated area with bad 
weather. If Maine is such a great place to be, 
why is it down to only four squadrons? Nor is 
i t  realistip to compare a reserve base with a Godoage A .  KeCW la. 

37 C a n Q ~ a n  AM. 
So. Wcynlr.!dr MA 02 190 
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Critical Navy base meeting on tap 
By Tom Henshaw 
NCan SM 

Weymouthns higher military value. 
"The strength of your argument is in the "I am thrilled that the general feels . 

The tlrne: Friday, May 5. analytical data. that they may in fact be be substantial 
The place: New York City. deviation (from procedures) and he is 
That.. when and where the full 1 WQS impressed by the quality of the units asking the Navy to consider other 

membership of BRAC (the Defense Base here. This is a seminal part of the country. alternatives," said Haley. 
Realignment and Closure Commission) 'He asked a lot of questions." said Bill 
d m e e t  to hearthe casefor keepingthe Thme h a symbiotic relationship between the Barry. chairman of Weymou th 
South Weyrnouth Naval Air Station open base and the community. But if you go to Selectmen. 'He was concerned with why 
for mllitarv business. they changed their minds." - - 

one mimberof B M c ,  rewed Malor Brunswick they'll tell ~ O U  the same thing. ~ e n n e d j  said he recognizes that the 
Gen. Joe Robles. visited the base last Defense Department must eliminate 
week and left the distinct impression - Major General surplus bases, in Massachusetts or 
that he liked what he saw and had some 
tough questions to ask of the Pentagon 

Joe Robles 
"But we have to make sure they give 

brass who recommended it be closed. full attention to reserve bases. 
'I'm impressed with Gen. Robles," 

said Sen. Ted Kennedy, who was in the 
visiting party. 'He asked intelligent 
questions. He has taken to time to learn 
about the base. I think it was a good 
day." 

The key questions posed by Robles 
are these: 

Why was South Weyrnouth picked to 
be closed when the Navy itself ranked it 
higher in demographics thah a similar 
base near Atlanta. Georgia. which was 
selected to remain open? 

- 'If you were at the bottom. it would be 
easy," qald Robles. 'I want to know why 
you were picked from the top." 

Why did the Navy decide to clbse 
South Weymouth, a reserve base, and 
transfer its reserves to Brunswick, Maine, 
which is an operational base 150 miles . to the north? 

'If they were ranking just reserve 
bases against reserve bases, we would 
not be standing her today." said Robles. 
'But instead they ranked operation& 
bases against reserve bases. 

'That's a whole new judgement. Why 

did the analyses get mixed? We are going 
to ask the Navy about that.* 

The strength of your argument," 
RoblCs told some 50 people gathered In 
the base chapel, 'is in the analytical 
data. 

'I was impressed by the quality of the 
units here. This is a seminal part of the 
country. There is asymbiotic relatlonship 
between the base and the community. 
But if you go to Brunswick they'll tell you 
the same thing. 

What we want is the facts." 
Most of those involved in the visit 

came away feeling that South Weyrnouth 
had agood chance of beating the closure 
rap for the second time in two years and 
the third time in four years. 

The  good news is that this is it: no 
more rounds of closings," said Robles. 
'Tke bad news is that you will have to go 
through it one more time." 

Rep. Paul Haley, who undelwent an 
emergency appendectomy Sunday, said 
he'll be ready for the full BRAC 
commission in New York Friday. 
His main contentions are that the 

Navy failed to follow its own procedure particularly the Navy." he said. "‘lie 
by comparing reserve bases to reserves are a tremendous asset to the 
operational bases and ignoring South country. They do the same things the 

regulars do and they do it at less cost." 
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Readers9 opinions 

Reasons for keeping South Weymouth base 
This letter is in response to your recent fleet base. The missions are entirely differ- 

special report on the Brunswick, Maine, ent. 
Naval Air Station. While you were singing On the issue of demographics, the truth is 
the praises of the Brunswick base, you forgot that South Weyrnouth scored the highest of 
to mention a few facts. the six naval air stations. In fact, our score 

For several years now, Brunswick NAS has was almost double that of the number two 
also faced the prospect of closure. In fact, station. Atlanta ranked last. I t  doesn't take a 
during this last ranking among fleet naval genius to realize that some of the most 
bases, Brunswick NAS fell short and was intelligent, well-educated and technically ad- 
recommended for closure. The reason was vanced individuals and industries are living 
excess capacity. and working in this area. This is,South 

In order to save the Brunswick base, the Weymouth station's demographic pool. 
Navy came up with the brilliant idea of While Brunswick NAS may have its mer- 
transferring two reserve squadrons and clos- its, South Weymouth NAS does not have to 
ing South Weymouth Naval Air Station. The be sacrificed to save it. The Navy has other 
Navy then substantiated this move by claim- choices available in order to increase Bruns- 
ing only one air station was needed in the wick's capability. You owe it to the South 
Northeast and the reservists would be more Shore and especially those closely affected by 
than happy to go to Brunswick. What was NAS South Weymouth's closure to print the 
eliminated from this statement was that only truth. 
the squadron's reservists would transfer. No South Weymouth is a good, strong, viable 
plans for the augmented aviation reservists base and deserves to stay open on its merits 
attached to South Weymouth were proposed. and not closed because of a political whim. 

South Weymouth NAS is a reserve base Stop burying South Weymouth NAS before a 
ranked fourth in miltiary value by the Navy. decision is made. 
Improvements and construction continue. 
Earlier this month, the Quincy Reserve 
Center opened, adding surface reservists to 
the large number of aviation reservists al- 
ready stationed a t  the base. Brunswick, while - 
it may have merit as a fleet base, loses points 
on the reserve side. 

The past of the Brunswick station history 
has proved that the demographics are not , there to support reservists. In the 1980s, 
Brunswick NAS was given authorization to ' 
man a Reserve unit consisting of only 40 
billets. This unit later had to be disbanded 
because of failure to fill billets. As for the 
informal VP-92 poll, how convenient of you 
to forget to add that expenses such as mileage 
and hotel rooms are out of pocket and not 1 
reimbursable to the reservist. For how many 
reservists will the expense of getting to , 
Maine be more than the drill pay they I 
receive? I 

I t  doesn't make sense to move a centrally / 
located base to an isolated area with bad 
weather. If Maine is such a great place to be, 
why is i t  down to only four squadrons? Nor is 
it realistic to compare a reserve base with a Geo.tge A .  KeCLey Jh. 

37 Cortclf~XILtion Arw. 
So.~eynouZh MA 02 190 
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Critical Navy base meeting on tap- 
By Tom Htnshaw 
Ntarr, s tan  "The strength of your argument is in the - - - 

The t h e :  Friday. May 5. 
The place: New York City. 

analytical data. 
That% when and where the fuU - 1 WClS impressed by the quality of the units 

memberahlp of BRAC (the Defense Base here. This & a seminal pa& of the country. Reallgnrnent and Closure Commission) 
wu meet to hear the case for keeping the There is a symbiotic relationship between the 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station open 
for militarv business. base and the community. But if you go to 

one member 0fBMc. remed Major Brunswick they'll tell you the same thing. 
Gen. Joe Robles. visited the base last 
week and left the distinct impression - Major General 
that he liked what he saw and hsd some 
tough questions to ask of the Pentagon . Joe Robles 
brass who recommended it be closed. 

WeymouthWs higher military value. - 
"I am thrilled that the general feels 

that they may in fact be be substantial 
deviation (from procedures) and he is 
asking the Navy to consider other 
alternatives," said Haley. 

"He asked a lot of questions," said Bill 
Barry, chairman of Weymouth 
Selectmen. "He was concerned with why 
they changed their minds." 

Kennedy said he recognizes that the 
Defense Department must eliminate 
surplus bases, in Massachusetts or 
elsewhere. 

"But we have to make sure they give 
full attention to reserve bases, 
particularly the Navy." he said. The 
reserves are a tremendous asset to the 
country. They do the same things the 
regulars do and they do it at less cost." 

'I'm impressed with Gen. Robles," did the analyses get mked? We are going Navy failed to follow its own procedure 
said Sen. Ted Kennedy, who was in the to ask the Navy about that." by comparing reserve bases to 
visiting party. "He asked intelligent The strength of your argument," operational bases and ignoring South 
questions. He has taken to time to learn Roblds told some 50 people gathered in 
about the base. I think it was a good the base chapel, "is in the analytical 
day." data. 

The key questions posed by Robles "I was impressed by the quality of the 
are these: units here. This is a seminal part of the 

Why was South Weymouth picked to country. There is asymbiotic relationship 
be closed when the Navy itselfranked it between the base and the community. 
higher in demographics thah a similar But if you go to Brunswick they'll tell you 
base near Atlanta. Georgia. which was the same thing. 
selected to remain open? What we want is the facts." 
' 'Ifyou were at  the bottom. it would be Most of those involved in the visit 

easy." ?aid Robles. 'I want to know why came away feeling that South Weymouth 
you were picked from the top" had a good chance of beating the closure 

Why did the Navy decide to close rap for the second time in two years and 
South Weymouth, a reserve base, and the third time in four years. 
transferitsreservesto Brunswick, Maine. "The good news is that this is it; no 
which is an operational base 150 miles more rounds of closings." said Robles. . to the north? -e Sad news is that you will have to go 

"If they were ranking Just reserve through it one more time." 
- bases against reserve bases. we would Rep. Paul Haley, who underwent an 

not be standing her today." said Robles. emergency appendectomy Sunday, said 
"But instead they ranked operationil he'll be ready for the full BRAC 
bases against reserve bases. commission in New York Friday, 

'That's a whole newJudgement. Why His main contentions are that the 
i 

A wi'--, 
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Readersy opinions. 

Reasons for keeping South Weymouth base 
Tliis letter is in rejijocse to your recent fleet base. The missions are e.ltirely diger- 

special report on the Brunswick, Maine, ent. 
Naval Air Station. While you were singing On the issue of demographics, the truth 1s 
the praises of the Brunswick base, you forgot that South Weymouth scored the highest of 
to mention a few facts. the six naval air stations. In fact, our score 

For several years now, Brunswick NAS has was almost double that of the number two 
also faced the prospect of closure. In fact, station. Atlanta ranked last. I t  doesn't take a 
during this last ranking among fleet naval genius to realize that some of the most 
bases, Brunswick NAS fell short and was intelligent, well-educated and technically ad- 
recommended for closure. The reason was vanced individuals and industries are living 
excess capacity. and working in this area. This is, South 

In order to save the Brunswick base, the Weyrnouth station's demographic pool. 
Navy came up with the brilliant idea of While Brunswick NAS may have its mer- 
transferring two reserve squadrons and ~10s- its, South Weymouth NAS does not have to 
ing South Weymouth Naval Air Station. The be sacrificed to save it. The Navy has other 
Navy then substantiated this move by claim- choices available in order to increase Bruns- 
ing only one air station was needed in the wick's capability. YOU owe it to the South 
Northeast and the reservists would be more Shore and especially those closely affected by 
than happy to go to Brunswick. What was NAS South Weymouth's closure to print the 
eliminated from this statement was that only truth. 
the squadron's reservists would transfer. No South Weymouth is a good, strong, viable 
plans for the augmented aviation reservists base and deserves to stay open on its merils 
attached to South Weymouth were proposed. and not closed because of a political whim. 

South Weymouth NAS is a reserve base Stop burying South Weymouth NAS before a 
ranked fourth in miltiary value by the Navy. decision is made. 
Improvements and construction continue. 
Earlier this month, the Quincy Reserve South R'eymouth 
Center opened, adding surface reservists to 
the large number of aviation reservists al- 
ready stationed at  the base. Brunswick, while e 

i t  may have merit as a fleet base, loses points 
on the reserve side. 

The past of the Brunswick station history 
has proved that the demographics are not 
there to support reservists. In the 1980s, 

' 
Brunswick NAS was given authorization to ' 
man a Reserve unit consisting of only 40 
billets. This unit later had to be disbanded 
because of failure to fill billets. As for the 
informal VP-92 poll, how convenient of you 
to forget to add that expenses such as mileage 
and hotel rooms are out of pocket and not I 
reimbursable to the reservist. For how many I reservists will the expense of getting to , 
Maine be more than the drill pay they I 
receive? 1 

It doesn't make sense to move a centrally 1 
located base to an isolated area with bad 
weather. If Maine is such a great place to be, 
why is i t  down to only four squadrons? Nor is 
i t  realistic to compare a reserve base with a 
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Critical Navy base meeting on tap* 
By Tom Henshaw 
News staff 

The Ume: Friday. May 5. 
The place: New York City. 
That's when and where the full . 

membership of BRAC (the Defense Base 
Realignment and Closure Commission) 
will meet to hear the case for keeping the 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station open 
for military business. 

One member of BRAC. retired Major 
Gen. Joe Robles. visited the base last 
week and left the distinct im~ression 

"The strength of your argument is in the 
analytical data. 

"I was impressed by the quality of the units 
here. This is a seminal part of the country. 
There is a symbiotic relationship between the 
base and the community. But if you go to 
Brunswick they'll tell you the same thing. 

- Major General 
that he liked what he saw and had some 
tough questions to ask of the Pentagon 

Joe Robles 
brass who recommended it be closed. 

"I'm impressed with Gen. Robles." did the analyses get mixed? We are going Navy failed to follow Its own procedure 
said Sen. Ted Kennedy, who was in the to ask the Navy about that." by comparing reserve bases to 
visiting party. "He asked intelligent The strength of your argument," operational bases and ignoring South 
questions. He has taken to time to learn Roblls told some 50 people gathered in 
about the base. I think it was a good the base chapel, "is in the analytical 
day." data. 

The key questions posed by Robles "I was impressed by the quality of the 
are these: - units here. This is a seminal part of the 

Why was South Weymouth picked to country. Tllere is asymbioticrelationship 
be closed when the Navy itself ranked it between the base and the community. 
higher in demographics thah a similar But ifyou go to BrunswLckthey'lI tell you 
base near Atlanta. Georgia, which was the same thing. 
selected to remain open? "What we want is the facts." 

"Ifyou were at  the bottom. it would be Most of those involved in the visit 
easy." %aid Robles. 'I want to know why came away feeling that South Weyrnouth 
you were picked from the top." had a good chance of beating the closure 

Why did the Navy decide to clbse rap for the second time in two years and 
South Weymouth. a reserve base, and the third time in four years. 
transfer its reserves to Brunswick. Maine. The good news is that this is it; no 
which is an operational base 150 miles more rounds of closings," said Robles. 

. to the north? "The bad news is that you will have to go 
"If they were ranking just reserve through it one more time." 

_ bases against reserve bases. we would Rep. Paul Haley, who underwent an 
not be standing her today." said Robles. emergency appendectomy Sunday, said 
'But instead they ranked operation& he'll be ready for the full BRAC 
bases against reserve bases. commission in New York Friday. 

ma t ' s  a whole newjudgement. Why His main contentions are that the 
, 

A m i - ,  

Weymouthns higher military value. , 
"I am thrilled that the general feels 

that they may in fact be be substantial 
deviation (from procedures) and he is 
asking. the Navy to consider other 
alternatives," said Haley. 

"He asked a lot of questions." said Bill 
Barry, chairman of Weymouth 
Selectmen. 'He was concerned with why 
they changed their minds." 

Kennedy said he recognizes that the 
Defense Department must eliminate 
surplus bases, in Massachusetts or 
elsewhere. 

"But we have to make sure they give 
full attention to reserve bases. 
particularly the Navy." he said. The 
reserves are a tremendous asset to the 
country. They do the same things the 
regulars do and they do it at less cost." 
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Fort lrwin expansion plans revived 
By TEYA VITU 
Dispatch Sraff Writer 6 

FORT IRWIN - The National (The Sierra Club) believes that before the Army em- 
Training Center, Immune from the barks on a $50 million land acquisition project ... the 
Base Closure and Realignment Com- alternative of joint use of the adjoining Navy lands 
mission in the past six years, may be should be fully evaluated by independent experts. 
examined for realignment in the One column quote I 
coming months, sources said. i - Carol Sebastian, Sierra Club 

Realignment is a matter of adding 
or removing functions and personnel, 
or changing missions. In Fort Irwin's 

Y 
case, realignment would involve the 
proposed expansion that has been 
under consideration since 1988. million land acquisition project east sideration for closure or realignment. 

The A n y  has looked toward to of Fort Irwin, the alternative of joint The Pentagon's list was submitted in 
Silurian Valley to the east and nonh- use of the adjoining Navy lands February. BRAC additions typically 
east for the past four years. Before should be fully evaluated by indepen- serve as comparisons. 
that the Army had proposed expand- dent experts," said Carol Sebastian. The Sierra Club maintains the 
ing to the south but in 1991 the U.S. chair of the club's San Gorgonio Navy has alwaj~s resisted efforts lo 
Fish and Wildlife Service nixed h e  Chapter. s h e  the China Lake facility with 
idea because of the desert tortoise, a In March the Sierra Club formally Fort Irwin, claiming Army training 
threatened species. approached BRAC with a request for would be incompatible, Sebastian 

The Sierra Club in recent months evaluation of the China Lake option. said. 
has suggested the Army look at the BRAC Chairman Alan Dixon said Sebastian said the compatibility 
China Lake Naval Weapons Center the commission would consider the issue has no merit since the Army 
range that touches on Fort Invin, idea and BRAC staff is analyzing it, regularly moves through Goldstone 
rather than setting aside more public BRAC spokesman Chuck Pizer said. and the operations at the Deep Space 
land for military use. On May 10 the commission will Communications Complex are not 

"(The Sierra Club) believes that announceadditions t thePentagon's affected. 
before the ~ r m y  emharks on a S5O list of bases rccomrncnded Tor con- Additionally, troops rctating lo 

Fort Irwin now land at ~ d w k d s  Air 
Force Base - a facility that previ- 
ously had claimed incompatibility 
with Army training. 

"The experiences with NASA and 
now Edwards suggest to many desert 
users, not just the Sierra Club, that 
successful deconfliction of mission 
incompatibilities is very possible," 
Sebastian said in a prepared 
statement 

The Army is examining a . 

330,000-acre area in the Silurian 
Valley. Mock battles would not be 
fought there. The area would be used 
for logistics and assembling batta- 
lions before they head out for train- 
ing. About half of the acreage is 
suitable for combat vehicles. 

The Army recently removed 
20,000 acres at the southeast extreme 
of  the pro jec t  a r ea  f r o m  
consideration. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
a year ago issued a "no jeopardy" 
biological opinion on the Silurian 
Valley land, meaning no threatened 
or endangered species would be 
affected by Army training. 

A draft environmenlal impact re- 
port should be ready lor public 
inspection later this year. 
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BASE COMMISSION CONSIDERING ARMY TANK TRAINING 

ON NAVY LAND AT CHINA LAKE 

Carol Sebastian, chair of the 5,000-member San ~orgonio 

Chapter of the Sierra Club, announced today that the Defense Base 

Closure and Realignment Commission is now reviewing and analyzing 

a Sierra Club proposal for shared use of land at the China Lake 

Naval Air Warfare Station for tank training by units at the Army's 

National Training Center at Fort Irwin, ~alifornia. 

"1 am pleased to be able to report that former Senator Alan 

Dixon, Cormnission Chairman, has informed the San ~orgonio Chapter 

that the Commission is now reviewing and analyzing our resolution 

and supporting documentsfw Sebastian said. 

After three months of analysis and discussion, the Executive 

Colnmittee of the San Gorgonio Chapter passed a formal resolution at 

its Harch 25th meeting calling on the Commission to independently 

evaluate the feasibility of the Army National  raining Center at 

Fort Irwin (NTC) using approximately 350,000 gross acres on the 

adjoining China Lake Mojave Range B. The NTC is the Armyfs premier 

tank and maneuver training facility to which an average of 4,000 to 

6,000 troops from A m y  facilities nationwide are sent monthly for 

intensive combat exercises called Nrotationsn. 

2 MORE - MORE - MORE - MORB 



BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION RESPONSE TO SIERRA CLUB (continued) 

The Sierra Club action was taken to suggest a fiscally and 

environmentally preferable alternative to an Army proposal to 

acquire approximately 330,000 gross acres in the Silurian Valley 

east of Fort Irwin. 

Since 1985 when the Army completed a land use requirements 

study that first documented the need for additional training land, 

the Army has evaluated more than a dozen possible options to meet 

a maneuver land shortfall averaging approximately 230,000 acres per 

rotation. The training land shortfall was independently reviewed 

and validated by the Congressional General Accounting Office (GAO) 

in 1991 and internally revalidated by the Army in 1993. 

In repeated efforts since 1986 to optimize the use of existing 

Department of Defense assets and hold down costs to the taxpayers, 

the Army has made numerous requests to make part-time use of 

adjacent Navy land in China Lake's Hojave Range B. The Navy's 

response to every Army request has been that nmaission 

incompatibilityw prohibits sharing land with the Army. 

"Unlike the Army which submitted its analyses to independent 

review and validation by the GAO, the Navy's asserted claims of 

,mission incompatibility' have never been independently eval.uatedn 

noted Chapter Chair Sebastian. years, the Air Force asserted 

that 'mission incompatibilityt prevented Army troops headed for 

training at the NTC from landing at Edwards Air Force Base. 

3 MORE - MORE - MORE - MORE 



BASE CLOSURE COnnISSION RESPONSE TO SIERRA CLUB (continued) 

There's been no mission change at Edwards, but thousands of troops 

on their way to Fort Irwin for training have been landing there for 

several months. NASA's Goldstone Deep Space Tracking Station on 

Fort Irwin has a mission even more rincompatiblef with tank 

training than what the Navy does at China Lake, but the Army and 

Goldstone have worked successfully side-by-side for decades through 

the Pioneer, Voyager, Magellan and other deep space projects. The 

experiences with NASA and now Edwards suggest to many desert users 

- not just the Sierra Club - that successful deconfliction of 
'mission incompatibilitiest is very possible. 

"The overwhelming majority of Sierra Club members in San 

Bernardino County believe that before the Army embarks on P 50 

million dollar land acquisition project east of Fort Irwin, the 

alternative of joint use of the adjoining Navy lands should be 

fully evaluated by independent experts. That's why we contacted 

the offices of both United States Senators, the Washington office 

of Representative Jerry ~ewis, and all eight members of the Defense -- - 

Base Closure and Realignment Commission to request such an 

evaluati~n,~ said Sebastian. 

High desert resident Jon Hiller, Conservation committee Chair 

af the Sierra Club8s Mojave Group, gives further evidence that 

support for an independent investigation of the Navy's opposition 

to sharing land with the Army extends into the defense 

establishment. mAlthough my personal career is wholly dependent 

4 MORE - MORE - MOFtE - MORE 



BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION RESPONSE TO SIERRA CLUB (continued) 

upon the defense industry," said Miller, "1 detest the thought of 

any military agency absorbing more public lands. After several 

decades, our fragile desert still bears visible scars from General 

Patton's tanks. If the NTC is to expand, then inter-service rivalry 

should be overcome to enable time sharing of the Navy's already 

damaged lands at China Lake." 

The Sierra Club's actions and the Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commissionfs favorable response have not gone unnoticed 

by present and retired officers who have served at the ~ational 

Training Center. Although current NTC spokesmen have declined 

comment on the Sierra Club's request for a Commission investigation 

of the China Lake situation, former NTC Public Works Director 

(1990-94), Lieutenant Colonel David E. Schnabel (RET), appeared 

cautiously, if only partially, supportive. 

"The interests of our nation will be best served by the NTC 

obtaining more maneuver land," said Schnabel. l~Nevertheless, 

satisfying this requirement by exclusively burdening the taxpayers 
" -  

with the purchase of vast amounts of public land must give way to 

a more acceptable course of action containing a combination of 

joint use of adjoining Navy lands and the conservative acquisition 

of public landsow 

Carol Sebastian concluded her remarks saying, "Many desert 

users share the Sierra Club's view that the public lands in the 

Silurian Valley should not be used for Army training. Miners, 

5 MORE - MORE - MORE - MORE 



BASE CLOSURE COHMISSION RESPONSE TO SIERRA CLUB (continued) 

recreational users, grazers, and others believe that the Silurian 

Valley should remain open to public use, although there is 

continuing debate about what those uses should be. We urge all 

those concerned about military training to join with us in 

supporting joint use of China Lake lands for Army training. Please 

call or write Senators Boxer and ~einstein and Representative Lewis 

as well as the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

before May 5th. 

"You can leave messages for Commissf on Chairman Alan Dixon and 

Commissioner Rebecca Cox, the lone California member, by calling 

( 7 0 3 )  696-0504. You can write to Mr. Dixon and Ms. Cox at: 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission ., 

1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 

Arlington, ~irginia 22209" 

According to Chairman Dixon, HThe Base Closure and Realignment 

Act provides that any additions to the list of bases recommended 

for closure or realignment by the Secretary of Defense must be 

published in the Federal by May 17th.. . . In order to have 
a base added to this list, a  omm missioner must offer a motion to 

add an installation for consideration. A majority of [the eight] 

 omm missioners must support such a motion for the base to be added 

for consideration." 

6 MORE - MORE - MORE - MORE 



BASE CfiOSURE COXMISSION RESPONSE TO SIERRA CLUB (continued) 

The Senate confirmed the appointment of the eight members of 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission in late February. 

They are: A1 Cornella from South Dakota; Rebecca Cox from 

~alifornia; J. B. Davis from ~lorida; Chairman Alan Dixon from 

Illinois; S. Lee Kling from Missouri; Benjamin F. Montoya from New 

Mexico: and Josue Robles Jr. and ~ e n d i  Steele, both from Texas. 

The San Gorgonio Chapter of the Sierra Club covers San 

Bernardino and Riverside Counties. Chapter offices are located at 

in San Bernardino. 
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Moreno Valley Group 

Please Respond to: 

930 Crescent Drive 
Barstow, California 92311 

April 6, 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 No. Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

RE: Sierra Club Request for BRACC Review. and Possible 
Realignment of the Naval Air Warfare Station, China Lake, 
California 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

The San Gorgonio Chapter of the Sierra Club requests that your 
Commission add the China Lake Naval Air Warfare Station (NAWS) to 
your list of installations, to be considered for possible 
realignment, The formal call for such action is included under 
item number four (4) of the policy resolution adopted by the 
Chapter's Executive Committee at its March 25, 1995 meeting, 

The basis for the request is discussed at length in the 
accompanying background reports submitted to the members of the San 
Gorgonio Chapter's Conservation and Executive Committees. In 
summary, the San Gorgonio Chapter questions the Navy's repeated 
assertions of mission incompatibility as,,the reason that not one 
square inch of the 1,100,000 acres comprising China Lake NAWS can 
be made available for joint maneuver training use with the adjacent 
A m y  National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin. 

The Navy claims that contractor demand for use of test 
facilities on the Mojave Range B of NAWS on only three days notice 
precludes coordinated use for up to 14 days monthly by the Army. 
'9s a result, the Army now proposes to spend nearly $50,000,000 for 
acquisition of land east cf Fort Irwin to meet a shortfall in 
training acreage validated by GAO in 1991. Unlike the Army, to the 
best of the Sierra Club's knowledge, the Navy has never submitted 
its mission incompatibility assertions to independent review by GAO 
or appropriate Congressional Committees. Personally, it seems to 
me that the Navy has surrendered its responsibility for management 
of its land and ranges if we have a situation in which contractors 
tell Naval personnel when Department of Defense (DoD) assets will 
be used. The Navy and DoD need to tell contractors when DoD 

@r, ,n tCd  c)n Rc~\clud b w r  . . . To explore. enjoy and preserve the nation's forests, w a t e n  wildltfe, and wilderness. . 



Chairman Alan Dixon 
April 6, 1995 

Page 2 

resources will be available for contractor use, not the other way 
around. 

We in the Sierra Club do not believe that you should allow to 
go unchallenged what may be parochial views dating from the 1940's 
regarding exclusivity and opposition to sharing assets with other 
military departments when joint use is in the best interests of the 
nation. Your present round of hearings provides an opportunity to 
independently confirm or refute the Navy's currently unvalidated 
claims. Certainly your review of the validity of the Navy's 
position is appropriate before the Army embarks on a land 
acquisition program projected to cost the taxpayers nearly 
$50,000,000. If you independently conclude that the Navy's 
position is justifiable, so be it. At least the issue will have 
been finally evaluated and analyzed once and for all by fiduciaries 
representing the best interests of the taxpayers, not special 
interests. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Respectfully yours, 
n 

~ e w i s  W. Trout, Member 
Conservation Committee 

cc: (with enclosures) 
Mr. A1 Cornella 
Ms. Rebecca Cox 
Mr. 3. B. Davis 

'Mr. S. Lee Kling 
Mr. Benjamin F. Hontoya 
Mr. Josue Robles, Jr. 
Ms. Wendi Steele 



THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE A N D  REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700  NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 [>I,;,;.:~) ?? 15;: :!,!IY~\;?~ 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209  
, 1 . , . t  . , ?soL/oZ2ff . . 

703-696-0504 
ALAN J. DIXON, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELLA 

April 9, 1995 REBECCA C O X  
GEN J. 6. DAVIS, USAF (RET) 
S. LEE KLlNG 
RADM BENJAMIN F. MONTOYA. USN (RET) 
MG JOSUE ROBLES, JF?., USA (RE71 
WEND1 LOUISE STEELE 

Mr. Lewis W. Trout 
Sierra Club, San Gorgonio Chapter 
930 Crescent Drive 
Barstow, California 923 1 1 

Dear Mr. Trout: 

Thank you for your letter regarding urging the Commission to consider the realignment of 
the Naval Air Warfare Station, China Lake, California. You may be assured that I will shart: your 
thoughts with the other members of the Commission. 

The Base Closure and Realignment Act provides that any additions to the list of bases 
recommended for closure or realignment by the Secretary of Defense must be published in the 
Federal Register by May 17. This would include any decisions to reconsider a previous 
Commission's actions if such action had not been recommended by the Secretary. In order to 
have a base added to this list, a Commissioner must offer a motion to add an installation for 
consideration. A majority of Cominissioners must support such a motion for the base to be 
added for consideration. 

The information that you have provided will be placed in the Commission's library and 
utilized by the Commission in our review and analysis process. 

I look forward to working with you during this difficult and challenging process. Please 
do not hesitate to contact me whenever you believe I can be of service. 

Sincerely, 
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Moreno Valley Group 

Resolved that the San Gorgonio Chapter of the Sierra Club: 

(1) opposes and calls on the Department of Defense (including 
but not limited to the Commander of the National Training Center, 
the Secretary of the Army, and the Secretary of Defense) to 
renounce any and all northerly land acquisition project 
alternatives that would require deletion of any lands located 
within the presented boundaries of Death Valley National Park; 

(2) opposes and calls on the Department of Defense (including 
but not limited to the Commander of the National Training Center, 
the Secretary of the Army, and the Secretary of Defense) to 
renounce any and all southerly land acquisition project 
alternatives that would require use of lands for which the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service issued a "Draft Jeopardy11 biological 
opinion in September 1991; 

(3) calls on the General Accounting Office of Congress (GAO) 
to review and analyze the 1993 Land Use Requirements Study (LURS) 
prepared by the Department of the Army to determine if the NTC8.s 
asserted training land shortfall averaging 222,000 acres per 
training rotation is accurate and realistically addresses the 
Army's asserted additional land requirement; 

(4) calls on the GAO, Base Realignment and Closure ~ominission 
(BRACC), and/or the Armed Services Committee of the United States 
Senate to investigate, review, analyze and evaluate the validity of 
the assertion by the Department of the Navy that mission 
incompatibility precludes any and all NTC joint use of the 
approximately 350,000 acres of land on the 550,000 acre Hojave 
Range B of the China Lake Naval Air Warfare Station (NAWS) that 
were not designated as critical habitat for the desert tortoise in 
the IvFinal Rulen published by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
in the Federal Registex on February 8, 1994 (Vol. 59, No. 26); and 
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(5) opposes any Army eastward land acquisition and training on 
BLM administered public lands in the Silurian Valley until full 
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) has 
been achieved, including but not limited to: 

(a) public release of a Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) which includes as one of the project alternatives 
carried fprward for full analysis joint use by the NTC of the 
approximately 350,000 acres of land on the 550,000 acre Mojave 
Range B of the China Lake Naval Air Warfare Station (NAWS) that 
were not designated as critical habitat for the desert tortoise in 
the "Final Rulem published by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
in the Federal Re- on February 8, 1994 (Vol. 59, No. 26); 

(b) holding public hearings on the proposed project 
following release of the DEIS including at least one hearing in the 
San Bernardino/Riverside area; and 

(c) completion of and public release of a Final EIS and 
associated Record(s) of Decision. 

S- BY: SAN GORGON10 CHAPTER EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
(12-2-2), March 25, 1995 

Note: The agenda item 4 Executive Committee report regarding the 
proposed interim policy on the NTC Land Acquisition Project was 
amended by the Executive Committee. The amending language inserted 
in line 1 of section 5 ("e . . .  " was the 
only change made to the p r j e r v a t i o n  
Committee. 

No further text below this line. 



SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

ACTION ITm - I 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER: - + 
MOTION : 

SUBMITTED BY: SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER CONSERVATION COMMITTEE - 
113-0-1-1, 3/13/95] 

PROPOSED INTERIM POLICY ON NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC) 

LAND ACOUISITION PROJECT (FORT IRWIN, CALIFORNIA) 

Resolved that the San Gorgonio Chapter of the Sierra Club: 

(1) opposes and calls on the Department of Defense (including 
but not limited to the Commander of the National Training Center, 
the Secretary of the Army, and the Secretary of Defense) to 
renounce any and all northerly land acquisition project 
alternatives that would require deletion of any lands located 
within the presented boundaries of Death Valley National Park; 

(2) opposes and calls on the Department of Defense (including 
but not limited to the Commander of the National Training Center, 
the Secretary of the Army, and the Secretary of Defense) to 
renounce any and all southerly land acquisition project 
alternatives that would require use of lands for which the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service issued a "Draft Jeopardyu biological 
opinion in September 1991; 

(3) calls on the General Accounting office of Congress (GAO) 
to review and analyze the 1993 Land Use Requirements Study (LURS) 
prepared by the Department of the Army to determine if the NTC's 
asserted+training land shortfall averaging 222,000 acres per 
training rotation is accurate and realistically addresses the 
Army's asserted additional land requirement; 

( 4) calls on the GAO, Base ~ealignment and Closure Commission 
(BRACC), and/or the Armed services committee of the united States 
Senate to investigate, review, analyze and evaluate the validity of 
the assertion by the Department of the Navy that mission 
incompatibility precludes any and all NTC joint use of the 
approximately 350,000 acres of land on the 550,000 acre Mojave 
Range B of the China Lake Naval Air Warfare station (NAWS) that 
were not designated as critical habitat for the desert tortoise in 
the "Final RuleN published by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
in the Federal Reaister on February 8, 1994 (Vol. 59, No. 26); and 



did validate the former 1985 LURS basis for the project, but a more 
timely update is appropriate); 

(3) the absence of any independent verification and 
validation of Navy's repeated assertions (in response to numerous 
Army requests made since 1986) that no land on the China Lake Naval 
Air Warfare Station (NAWS) can be used by the Army on a time-shared 
basis because of "mission incompatibilitiesmt (NASA's Goldstone Deep 
Space Tracking Station with missions even more ltincompatibl.eN than 
the Navy's has operated successfully on Fort Irwin since the 1950's 
despite on-going Army training and heavy vehicle movements. This . 
suggests that deconfliction of asserted Navy "incompatibilitiest1 in 
an environmentally responsible manner is technically possible and 
achievable based on the Army/NASA record of more than 30 years); 

( 4 )  the very timely opportunity for the Base Realignment 
and Closure Commission (BRACC) to independently evaluate the Army's 
asserted land needs and the Navy's unwillingness to permit joint 
use of China Lake because of jurisdiction assigned to the 
Commission by Congress (see attached BRACC schedule); and 

(5) the 1993 decision by the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM), the Lead Agent for the Land ~cquisition Project EIS not to 
include full consideration and analysis in the Draft EIS of (an) 
alternative(s) involving joint use of lands located on the china 
Lake Naval Air Warfare Station to meet the Army's asserted need for 
more training land. 

(6) the opportunity to more appropriately address the 
proposed RCC resolution and items 5 to 9 from Mr. Trout's 
alternative resolution at the ~pril conservation committee meeting. 

NOTE: The bold text was omitted from Mr. Trout's motion 
adopted by the Conservation Committee despite comments by at least 
three Conservation committee members regarding the BRACC process 
and need to consider western land acquisition alternatives in the 
Draft EIS. The additional language is included for Ex-Com 
consideration to more fully reflect the intentions of the maker and 
seconder of the motion and the conservation Committee majority 
that supported the call for the independent reviews and analyses 
included in sections 3 and 4 of the five point recommendat.ion. 

ARGUMENTS FOR - ; Although several of the arguments for are included 
in the full alternative 10 point policy proposal submitted by Mr. 
Trout, several points deserve special emphasis. 

(1) The ~dministration and the Army should be asked to 
>rn and renounce environmentally and fiscally irresponsible south€. 

northern land acquisition alternatives advocated by some 
congressional leaders especially in a time of budgetary 
constraints. Although the Commander of the ~ational   raining 



Center (NTC) does not have delegated authority to make such a 
decision, he can state his recommendations and position publicly if 
he so chooses. Since 1988, there are no known instances of denial 
or reversal of recommendations made by the NTC Commander regarding 
lands to be considered for possible acquisition to meet the Army's 
asserted land shortfall. 

(2) Because of environmental and budget constraints, the 
Departments of Interior and Defense should be required to evaluate 
joint use of adjacent Department of Defense lands on China Jake 
BEFORE seeking more than $80,000,000 to acquire, instrument, and . 

J responsibly prepare to manage any additional public domain and 
privately owned lands in the Silurian Valley, Even though a 
reasonable alternative such as joint use of Navy lands by the Army 
may be outside the scope and ability of an agency (the Army in this 
case) - to - implement by itself, the intention of Congress as 
expressed in the National Environmental Policy Act is that such 
reasonable alternatives be considered and evaluated. Congress will 
then make the decision about what should be done. 

(3) Independent review of the Armyls Land Use Requirements 
Study and the Navy's denial of Army requests to use portions of 
China Lake do a mean that the Sierra Club supports Army maneuvers 
on china Lake (the Club does not at this time). Rather, the Sierra 
Club supports compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act 
and fiscally responsible, environmentally sustainable governmental 
policies, which mav include joint use of military lands by two or 
more military services instead of acquiring new lands. Congress 
had delegated authority for such reviews to the Base Realignment 
and Closure Commission which is now evaluating operations on 
military bases nationwide. 

(4) since no Draft EIS on this project has been released, 
deferral until April of action on items 5 to 9 of Mr. Trout's 
alternative resolution and on the RCC proposed interim policy 
resolution will not adversely affect the Chapter's ability to take 
timely and comprehensive interim and final positions on the NTC 
Land Acquisition Project. 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST The NTC does not support the interim policy 
recommendation by the Conservation committee. ~pecifically, the 
NTC does not support calling for GAO, BRACC, and/or the Senate 
Armed Services Committee to independently review, evaluate, and 
analyze the Navy's methodology in arriving at its conclusions that 
Army training on adjacent Navy land is not "mission compatible." 
The Army also does not support the inclusion of western 
alternatives in .the Draft EIS involving joint use of adjacent Navy 
lands since such alternatives are outside the ability of the BLM 
(the lead agent for the EIS) and the Army to implement. The NTC 
also opposes inclusion of the Commander of the NTC in items 1 and 
2 of the recommended five point interim policy because the decision 
making authority in such matters does not rest at that level. 

, 
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Base closing process is under way 
B y  JEANNINE CLEGG 
Dispatch Washingron B urenu 

WASHINGTON - Most of the 
nation's military base communities 
will be rejoicing with relief rather 
than panicking Tuesday when the 
Pentagon releases its 1995 base clos- 
ing recommendations. 

One reason may be that for weeks 
- and in some cases months - their 
elected, appointed and paid represen- 
tatives have been lobbying the Penta- 
gon to keep bases in their back yards 
from being placed on the list. 

But the more Likely reason is that 
Pentagon officials have said re- 
peatedly in recent weeks that the 
recommended closure list will not be 
as long as had been planned for 1995. 
Previous estimates were that the 1995 
round of closings would be larger 
than any of the previous three rounds. 

Bases that are on the Pentagon's 
1995 hit list have a great chance of 
eventually being closed. Members of 
the independent base closing com- 
mission will decide which communi- 
ties win and lose. Losers will take a 
major shot to their economic base. 

"It's a nervous time for us." s&d 
Tom Rupli of Defense Realignment 
Advisers, a Washington fm that 

T I 

Base closings: What happens next? 
BY JEANNINE CLEGG 

gin to discuss the Pentagon's list. Defense Depment's base selec- 
Perry and the chairman of the Joint tion process. 

Dispatch Worhington Bureau Chiefs of Staff alf scheduled to May 17: Commission an- 
testify. nounces its proposed changes to 

WASHINGTON - As the 1995 March 6-7: Defense Department the Pentagon base closure recom- 
base closing commission nominees service chiefs will testify at base mendations. Afterwards. comrnis- 
await confmation, deadlines are closing commission hearings. sionen will begin visits to bases 
approaching in the base closing March 16: Base closing com- added to the list. 
process. mission hearing on base reuse and July 1: Commission sends its 

Here is a rundown of key dates: post closure. recommendations to President 
Feb. 28: Defense Secretary Wil- Mid- to late March: Commis- Clinton. 

liam Perry will formally release the sioners will begin visiting bases July 15: President approves or 
Pentagon's list of recommended recommended for cios~iie by the rejects the commission repon If 
closures. Pentagon. approved, the list goes to Congress. 

March 1: The defense base clos- April 15: General Accounting Congress has 45 days to disap- 
ing commission must be con- Office makes ifi repon to the prove the list, but thepresidentmay 
finned. Commission hearings be- commission and Congress on the veto congressional disapproval. 

represents seven community groups 
fighting to keep bases open. 

Everything the company has done 
for its clients over the last year has 
been in prepararion for the Pentagon 
list, Rupli said. 

The Pentagon list is not the end of 
the process, however. 

The 1895 base ciosing commission 
may add bases to Pentagon recom- 
mendations any time befoie May 17. 

. 'J' 

Th?t is Sy many communities 
will not give up their lobbying efforts 
until the base closing process is over. 

The base closing commission is . 
responsible for reviewing the De- 
fense Department's recommenda- 
tions to make sure it has not "de- 
viated substantially" from its force 

structure plan. 
Commissioners visit bases, hold 

regional hearings, listen to congrts- 
sional and other testimony and deter- 
mine which bases should be mom- 
mended to the president for closure. 

And they must do all of that in four 
months. i 



May 7, 1995 

BRACC 
1200 North Moore St. 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

SUBJECT: Base Re-alignment 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station 

Dear General Robles: 

Thank you for coming to South Weymouth Naval Air Station. I 
believe that you are a fair and open minded man. As BRACC 
acknowledged in 1993, South Weymouth Naval Air Station stands on 
it's own merits, i.e., demographics, large reserve pool, and high 
military value, etc. 

Also, Governor Weld has earmarked $100,000,000 for the 
installation of a National Guard unit at South Weymouth Naval 
Air Station which would make our air station even more cost 
effective for the federal government. 

In my opinion, South Weymouth Naval Air Station would be an 
ideal candidate for re-alignment to a Joint Reserve Base. I 
hope that you share my opinion and will consider that option in 
your deliberations. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul A. Crowell 
23 Tichnor Court 
Scituate, MA 02066 

cc: Mr. Alan Dixon, BRACC Commissioner 
Congressman Gerry Studds 



May 7, 1995 

BRACC 
1200 North Moore St. 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

SUBJECT: Base Re-alignment 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station 

Dear General Robles: 

Thank you for coming to South Weymouth Naval Air Station. I 
believe that you are a fair and open minded man. As BRACC 
acknowledged in 1993, South Weymouth Naval Air Station stands on 
it's own merits, i.e., demographics, large reserve pool, and high 
military value, etc. 

Al-so, Governor Weld has earmarked $100,000,000 for the 
installation of a National Guard unit at South Weymouth Naval 
Air Station which would make our air station even more cost 
effective for the federal government. 

In my opinion, South Weymouth Naval Air Station would be an 
ideal candidate for re-alignment to a Joint Reserve Base. I 
hope that you share my opinion and will consider that option in 
your deliberations. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul A. Crowell 
23 Tichnor Court 
Scituate, MA 02066 

cc: Mr. Alan Dixon, BRACC Commissioner 
Congressman Gerry Studds 
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I 
Reasons for keeping South Weymouth base 

This letter is in response to your recent fleet base. The missions are entirely differ- 
special report on the Brunswick, Maine, ent. 
Naval Air Station. While you were singing On the issue of demographics, the truth is 
the praises of the Brunswick base, you forgot that South Weymouth scored the highest of' 
to mention a few facts. the six naval air stations. In fact, our score 

For several years now, Brunswick NAS has was almost double that of the number two1 
also faced the prospect of closure. In fact, station. Atlanta ranked last. I t  doesn't take a 
during this last ranking among fleet naval genius to realize that some of the most, 
bases, Brunswick NAS fell short and was intelligent, well-educated and technically ad- 
recommended for closure. The reason was vanced individuals and industries are livjng: 
excess capacity. and working in this area. This is South 

In order to save the Brunswick base, the Weymouth station's demographic pool. 
Navy came up with the brilliant idea of While Brunswick NAS may have its mer. 
transferring two reserve squadrons and ~10s- its, South Weymouth NAS does not have to 
ing South Weymouth Naval Air Station. The be sacrificed to save it. The Navy has other 
Navy then substantiated this move by claim- choices available in order to increase Bruns- 
ing only one air station was needed in the wick's capability. You owe it to the South 
Northeast and the reservists would be more Shore and especially those closely affected b:? 
than happy to go to Brunswick. What was NAS South Weymouth's closure to print t h l ~  
eliminated from this statement was that only truth. 

, the squadron's reservists would transfer. No South Weymouth is a good, strong, viable 
. plans for the augmented aviation reservists base and deserves to stay open on its merits 

attached to South Weymouth were proposed. and not closed because of a political whim. 
South Weymouth NAS is a reserve base Stop burying South Weymouth NAS before a 

ranked fourt in miltiary value by the Navy. decision is made. + ' Impro ements and construction continue. LINDA M. LaPONTA 
I Earlier this month, the Quincy Reserve J South Weymouth 

Center opened, addiqg surface reservists to 1 

the large number of adation reqervists al- v 
ready stati6ned at th i  base. Brunswick, while : it may have merit as a fleet base, loses points 
on the reserve side. 

The past of the Bwnswick station history 
has proved that the demographics are not 
there to support reservists. In the 19809, 
Brunswick NAS was given authorization to 
man a Reserve unit consisting of only 40 , 
bilIets. This unit latkr had to be d 
because of failure to fill billets. wm 
informal V-011, how convenieht of you 
to forget to add that expenses such as mileage 
and hotel rooms are out of pocket and not 
reimbursable to the reservist, For how many 
reservists will the exvense of getting to 
Maine be more than the drill pay they 
receive? d -" . 
- I t a o e s n ' t  mak sense to move a centrally , 
located base to an isolated area with bad 
weeaherc~U- wqb r-0*4~%6,- 
why is it down to 0 3  four squadrons? Nor is 
it realistic to compare a reserve base with a 



on base : 

WEYMOUTH - Suppbrters of the South 
Weymouth Naval Air Station received 
ancouragemerit Friday when a federal Oacial; 
hatping decide the base's fate said there are: 
u~mpellin$ aguments to keep it o m .  

* ' Retired Army Maj. Gen. Josue "Joe" 
m l e s ,  who spent nearly four hours touring 

' 

reserve base and listening to officials' 
a m e n t s ,  said he will ask the Navy why It 
*ears to have suddenly decided to close/ 
South Weymouth. 

"I'm not here to prejudge, but fair is fair. 
We need to look at the process," Robles 9 
said. "There is enough co1;flict in my mind : 
a b b ~  by, w d w  !SQ 1miW.F 

k-h be 4 ;, hk to-questions a%6ut' 
why the Navy changed its initial strategy of 
comparing reserve bases with each other in 
one category and active duty bases in 
another. 

The new strategy led .N@vy offici& $$ 
decide in December to close South 'VK* 
mouth and move its aircrafts to an a d 9 1  
duty base in Brunswick, Maine. - , -  

Base advocates say the Navy did md . 
{! consider whether it  would be more'*, 

effective to close reserve bases in ~ta J 
and Fort Worth, Texas, which both s " 

lower in military value than South W'+ 
mouth by the Navy's own research. - 

Robles said the Navy should have data 
J 

showing it did conduct such an analysis. 
About 50 base supporters applaud& 

when Robles said he had not seen sue& $a/ 
analysis and would ask the Navy for it. 

Pentagon officials decided in February to 
reoompend slosiqg South We~rm* 
along with 56 other sites nation*. 
Robles is a member of the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, 
which must submit its own closure ream- 
mendations to President Clinton by July 1. 
Clinton will approve or deny the entire list 
by July 15. 

I* Please see BASE - Page 20 



@, ,d*? 

Federal official offers A 

station, did not attend. Weymouth ranking first i n  the 
' The meeting was the Navy'8 demographic s 

1 4  om& lirl 6 -zzj Tom, !homIlati V Z W  9, ifu? atlb I 

tion to Friday's meeting 
"cautiously optimistic" 

e fighting to save the base, 

works - in the base's ' m a i n t e ' h  
department, told Robles it did spt 
make any sense to close South W'!,: 
mouth to save Brunswick, which L.; 

Navy originally slated to close Bb 
cause it did not have enough sque&t 
rons. 

"Why would you take apart a 
station rated good to save a stAi6n 
not rated good?" Scopelleti asked. 

Kennedy said the cornmigeton 
should consider the role of rese* 

' 

in the post-Cold War era. Reselntirk 
do the same job as active 
oficers, for less money, he said. 

"They're doing the job, and t h  
doing it well." Kennedy said. "'le 
i s  a role for South Weymouth 

+ 

play." 







1 7 Tribou Street 
Brockton, MA 02401 
March 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

D e a r  Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Resenre Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/Desert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New England's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "~trength Through ~eadiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local camunities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "Meals on Wheels", 
Big ~rother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 



,,~alllw~-I**I - 
Edna Slifko 



46 Maplewood Circle 
Brockton, MA 02402 
March 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1 995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

D e a r  Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymuth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/Desert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New England's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through ~eadiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "Meals on Wheels", 
Big Brother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 

Francine A. Houston 



80 Van Buren Street 
Abinqton, MA 02351 
March 13, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

D e a r  Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
- Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/Desert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New England's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through ~eadiness" . 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local camunities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "~eals on Wheels", 
Big ~rother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 

/- .? 

Viola LaPonta 



12 Hawthorne Road 
Holbrook, MA 02343 
March 10, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1 995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/~esert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New Ehgland's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through Readiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the loca.1 communities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "~eals on wheels", 
Big FWother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 

Lm - 

David Curtin 



68 Monahan Lane 
Marshfield, MA 02048 
March 10, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/~esert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New England's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "strength Through Readiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife   lights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "~eals on Wheels", 
Big ~rother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations, 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 

Jenn Schubert 



21 Fir Road 
Rockland, MA 02370 
March 13, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Conmerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

D e a r  Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/~esert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New England's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through Readiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymuth contribute to the local communities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "Life Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "~eals on Wheels1', 
Big ~rother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upn the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymuth. 

Sincerely, 

George Frick 



127 Manomet Street 
Brockton, MA 02401 
March 13, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Comrce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

D e a r  Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/Desert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equiprent or cmplete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New Ehgland's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through Readiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "~eals on Wheels", 
Big ~rother/~i~ Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideratio11 and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 

William Butler 



5 Kalmia Raod 
Holbrook, MA 02343 
March 10, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1 995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/Desert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New ~ngland's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through ~eadiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local cormunities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "Life   lights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "Meals on Wheels", 
Big EWother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
m d  cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideratio11 and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 
4 



80 Van Buren Street 
Abington, MA 02351 
March 13, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of 'Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/Desert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or canplete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New ~ngland's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through Readiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "Meals on Wheels1', 
Big ~rother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through 1ayoffs.or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already 'under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, I 

Elaine Carty 





Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 95 BRAC 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

1 am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval Air Station 
South Weymouth. I have read many articles about the closure, and appreciate all the support 
and work you have done on the base's behalf. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian personnel. There 
are 47 drilling units on station each month. Naval Air Station South Weymouth is the only Naval 
Reserve Facility in thfe New England and New York area. To lose this air station would deprive 
the entire Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they did in Desert 
ShieldIDesert Storm. In an emergency, it will be to late to call up the Reserves and expect them 
to use equipment or complete missions if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS 
South Weymouth provides valuable training to New England's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of"  Strength Through Rediness " . 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities in many ways. 
For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back up to many towns; a playground 
was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when town funds were unavailable for this project; 
the air fields have been used for " Life Flights " to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of 
our personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as " Meals on Wheels ", Big Brother I 
Big Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations, etc. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the towns surrounding the 
base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area suffer, but many people will feel the 
effects through layoffs or permanent job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under 
depressed economy and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I am asking that you please do everything you can to prevent the Base Realignment 
and Closure Commission (BRAC) from closing NAS South Weymouth. I hope that you will be 
successful in your endeavor to keep the base open. I thank you again for all your help in the 
past and in the future. 

l i- James P. O'Rourke 









:-ul i. L l ~ f f y ,  C 5 ,  YSNd ( R e t . )  
2 2  ?It. Vernal  A V S .  
E r s  i n t r e e ,  ~v,a. 02184 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chmn. 1995 ERAC 

Dear S i r ;  

I Ezm w r i t i n s  t o  vo i ce  my s t r o n q  op in ion  c o - l c e r n i n ~  keeping KA.5 So. 
deymouth open. Les ' s  look a t  some of t h e  r ea sons  whyr 

F i r s t ,  Arrierica should be downgrading her  a c t i v e  du ty  pe r sonne l ,  whi le  
uparqding h e r  r e s e r v e s ,  i n  t imes  of r e l a t i v e  "Eesce" (But keep a b i g  
f i s t  r 2ady )  such as t h e s e .  TPe r e s s o n s  a r e  obvious.  
Look 8,t Deser t  S t o r z ,  and compare t h a t  t o  Vie t  Nam! Some of Namls 
problem w s s  t h e  way we " p o l i t i c a l l y "  chose t o  f i a h t  t h e  w a r ,  snd much 
waF ~ l s o  dge t o  a group of d r a f t e e s ,  qu i ck ly  r e c r u i t e C ,  i l l - t r a i n e d  
and s e n t  t o  f i a h t  a w s r  they  were no t  mot ivated t o  f i g h t .  I n  d e s ~ r t  
s t o r r  t h e  r e s e r v e s  went t o  work. a h igh ly  mot ivated a r d  wel l  t r s i n e d  
p r o f 2 s s i o n a l  f o r c e ,  t hey  made s h o r t  work of P.r. Hussein ,  and ~ ~ o u l d  hzve 
done even b e t t e r  had we chose " ~ o l i t i c s l l y ~ '  t o  f i n i s h  t h e  j o t .  

The Vavy has  s ~ e n t  nuch money on So. weyxouth t he  c a s t  few y e a r s ,  and 
i s  t r s 2 s f e r r l . n ~  u n i t s  i n  t o  r e p l a c e  r e t i r e d  m l t s  e t c .  I t ' s  a g r e q t  
r e s e r v e  qir t r s i n i n a :  f n . c i l i t y ,  end f o r  t r s n s p o r t z t i o n ,  r e c r l l i t i n ~  
snd 1 m i l l i o n  o t h e r  r ea sons  a t o p  drawer a . i r  r e s e r v e  t , r ~ . i n i n n  f ~ c i l i t y .  
The l o c s l  a r e a  wants t o  keep t h e  'case. The g r e a t e r  3oston recruit in^ 
t q l e r t  pool  i s  t 9 e  Sec t  i n  t h e  country! 

Lsa t  t ime we went throuhq t h i s ,  two new bases were a c t , x s l l y  s t5 , r t ed  
i n  s g m e  p o l i t i s n ' s  home d i s t r i c t ,  and ::ere 7oinp t o  d o  che saze job 
( w i t h  l e s s )  t h a n  50. Jeymouth w s s  q l r e s d y  doinp.  

The 2 i t y  of Guincy ha.s 3lr3sd.v. ride s l a g s  f o r  5he b u i l . d i n ~  f o r x e r l y  
xsed Sy r 2 s e r v e s  who hsve t r ~ n s f e r r e d  t o  So. ,vey~ol~ t ' ? .  

,-- ~ o v .  'rleld has a  ~ l a n  f )r t r - i i n ing  n s t i o r e l  ~ u ~ . r d  p e o ~ l e  a t  So. 
deym3uth. The f s c i l i t i e s  e r e  t h e r e  t o  do i t ,  hsv ins  t r e i n e d  many 
F~? r i ?e  r e s e r v e s .  T h ~ t  sounds very  sevlsible.  Xhy couldn ' t  t h e  bese  
s l s o  t r g i n  A i r  N ~ t i o ~ a l  ; u ~ r d ?  A i r  Force i ieserve u n i t s ?  You have 
l o s t  O t i s  snd l e a s e .  I ' v e  qlwsys been f o r  nore  c o o ~ e r ? r ; i o n  between 
the s s r v i c e s .  The 5 e s t  " A i r  t o  ~ i r "  coxbat  t r q i n i n s  I ' v e  wit,nessed 
cece  ou t  of Navy and 4 i r  "orce con bin in^ " toy Sunf' t r s i n i n g .  

The "sir-erf>lndW %?s been c u t ,  rind SO. rley~lollth )lac: l o s t  rnoqey t o  c l e a n  
s e v e r a l  " s i t e s "  on t h e  b s se  t h ~ t  Rre i n  d s v 7 ~ r  of contar*l ins t inp t h e  
d r i n r i n p  wa.ter i n  t h e  l o c a l  s e v e r ~ l  ~ v ; m s .  This  would have t o  be d e o l t  - 
with  should th t .  h s e  c l o s e ,  ~ n d  be fo re  s e l l i n r  t h e  lsvld t o  ~ n y o ~ ~ e !  --- 



1 ' - e  bemrd ruriors s%out  Snlnsvick l = e i n ~  11~9d  t o  t r ~ i l i  So. 
d e y - ; . o l ~ t h ~ s  r e s e r v e s .  H ~ v e  you s e g t  qnyone y s t  t o  -- l o c k  9.t 

arunswick? Thqt i s  l ud i c rous t  For a t r ? i u i m q  f ~ c l l i t y  i t  
does no t  even compare ... it  i s  WRY ou t  of t h e  " ~ e p t e r  Boston 
t a l e n t  ~ 0 3 1  f o r  recr11it in.- .  , .::o one wants t o  s o  t h2 re  i n  t h e  
;s;irter. . . it T-olxld c o s t  more t o  " r e ~ d y "  i t  thaqn you ' ~ ~ ; ~ ~ u l d  " s ~ v e ' ~  
by c l 9 s i ~ ~  80.  ,Je?; .outi?I You wo7;lld l o s b  a r .t ?In! l7 ?r o' t h e  
r e s e i  ves  you a l r e a d y  h a v ~ ,  DY t h 3 r l  no t  ' ' ch i rp ing  ove:rl' which 
has s l s o  bnen s ~ - 7 t  c o r s i d e r s t i o n  as it should S e ,  c%?n 
-.~liifl- over  c l o s i n r  a r e s e r v e  f e c i l i t y .  Alzo, t h e  Navy would 
spend Tore t r c - n o r t i n s  tthese people  t o  t h e  r n - c  f s c i l i t 1 7  "'?en 
t h e  " sav inas  would s ave l "  

I 1 x  vtrondering as i w r i t e  t h i s ,  -6ihy .firs s o  through t h i s  every 
t h r e e  v e a r s i  A-p t h e  r ea sons  any d i p f e r e r t  r o x  ' ; b ? -  t '?ey were 
t h r e e  years  ago': 1 +' b c ~  . ;'' -I- c s s e  just gets stronpe:r -01- -;.;.- .,-, i - -  
'Lases l i k e  t h i s  OPEN, rzc ' -  r t q s n  t h e  reverse4  

Sorneonn oYce s a i d :  "Those who do n o t  l e a r n  cram t h e i r  .xistakes, 
a r e  d e s t i 2 e d  t o  r e p e a t  thexion That  zlercon s ~ i d  a l i l o ~ t h f u l f  

So, what has changed? The only t h i n 4  I can th iz l l :  of is some 
new "Po17 with h i s  k e c k y a r d  being lobb ied  f o r ,  o r  zaybo t h e  
same t axpaye r s  money w z s t e r  as t h r e e  years ago ,  bsck f o r  
a n o t h e r  t r y4  Other then  t h a t ,  all t h e  r ee sons  t o  k e e p  f - i c i l i t i e s  
l i k e  So. Weymo71th open keep i n c r e a s i n ~  ~ n d  g e t t i n 7  ssronger. 



What% a reservist worth? More than they get 
while back, Vice President A1 
Gore's task force on reinventing 

ent discovered that resew- 
days basic pay for two-day 

weekend drills. His reinventors listed this 
as a classic exam~le of mvernment waste, 
supposedly the 
result of power- 
ful reserve and 
National Guard 
lobbying groups 
in Washington. 

Double pay 
seems ou t r a -  
geous, but drill- 
ing reservists 
are underpaid 
when aLl fadors 
are considered. 
T h e  two-day Carlton W. 
a t  Meyer 

:must  a t t e n d  
each month are a weekend d i c e d  be- 

tween two full work weeks. Resenkta also 
must devote time for physical fitness, uni- 
form maintenance and professional military 
studies on their own unpaid dap. In addi- 
tion, they must @ r f o ~ n  two weeks' active- 
duty baining each year, and may be forced 
to active duty dny time the president de- 
sires. These commitments o h n  disrupt col- 
lege, careers, f-ilies and vacatioxu. 

Double pay for reservists really means 
only double baw pay. Active-duty pay in- 
cludes a food allowance, a housing allow- 
ance, family mddical care and retirement 
pay after 20 y&s of service. Active-duty 
personnel normally receive paid weekends 
off, 13 paid holidays, 30 days paid leave, 
unlimited paid sick leave, and several long 
paid weekends each year. Overall, active- 
duty service members are paid at least 50 
percent more per day when benefits are 
considered, and are paid for up to 150 off- 
duty days a year 

While deploycd service members work 

many more days, they should ap&ate ' 
the fact that they are paid when- they- 
have a day off. Reservists are newer +d fan 
a day off and receive no food and hbw 
allowan-, unless key are on rm active 
duty status. A true comparison of total 
compensation for total days on duty will 
find that the average 'active-du@ service- 
man earns much more than any rosefist. 

The reserve force is a great bargain for 
our nation's defense. The House National 
Security Committee, formerly the House 
Armed Services Cormnittee. estimates that 
each active-dub seaciceman mete our na- - . - - .- . - 

a year when hous- 
oosts are 

included. A reservist costs leas than $= 
a year, and works to produce goods ser- 
vices in the private seetor that codiibutes 
to our nation's economic power. .p- 

Our entire reserve force requlrcy only a 
tiny fraction of defense spending, yet ~llows 
us to double the size of our armed forces in 

-- 7 - 

The experience 

pool of talent from thousands of Merent 
organiz-ations throughout the United 
States. Whenever reservists join active 
units, they inject an attitude of economy, 
&iciqtky and common ense often lacking 
in the military bureaucracy. 

Reserve volunteers and mobilized reserve 
units can respond to occasional flare-ups, 
particularly in the nearby Caribbean. a- 

of * could be s e d  by S n g  
more on e c o n o m i ~ r v i s t s  who can seye 
when needed, and cont&uk to the Ameri- 
can economy the rest o the time. Tens of 
U-d dedicated 
Americans leave the service each month. 

A1 Gore's task force should invent ways 
to retain more of these skilled service mem- 
bers in the reserves, and discard the poorly 
conceived idea that reservists are overpaid,, 

Carlton W. Meyer is a major in the Ma- 
rine Corps Reserve. 

March 13,199WW4WtlUES 
I 



Defense Secretary William J. Perry rec On the block Feb. 28 that these bases be closed. 

Source: department of Defen! ITPCO 'Scott McLnlle 





The Xonorable )$(,flihfd . ~ ~ f i I J / C ~ ~ 1 f l m . f f ~  ? rbLf iC*  

Dear n \ R %  $i$6d, : 

I (or we) am (are) writing to you about my (our) concern 
at the proposed closing of Naval Air Station South Weymouth. 
I (we) have read many articles about the closure, and 
appreciate all the support and work you have done on the 
basef s behalf. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 
300 civilian personnel., There are 47 drilling units on 
station each month. Naval Air Station South Weymouth is the 
oiily lu'aval Reser-V-e Facility in tks New England ard NSW Vex-k. 
To lose this air station would deprive the entire Northeast 
the opportunity to drill in the Naval air reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National 
crisis as they did in Desert Shield/Desert Storm. In an 
emergency, it will be too late to call up the Reserves and 
expect them to use equipment or complete missions if they 
have had little or no experience or training. NAS South 
Weymouth provides valuable training to New England's Naval 
and Marine Reservists and lives up to its motto of "Strength 
Through Readiness". _--/ 1 
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The Honorable 

r 

Dear 

I (or we) am (are) writing to you about my (our) concern 
at the proposed closing of Naval Air Station South Weymouth. 
I (we) have read many articles about the closure, and 
appreciate all the support and work you have done on the 
base's behalf. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 
300 civilian personnel., There are 47 drilling units on 
station each month. Naval Air Station South Weymouth is the 
only Naval Reserve Facility in the New England and New York. 
To lose this air station would deprive the entire Northeast 
the opportunity to drill in the Naval air reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National 
crisis as they did In Desert Shield/Desert Storn. In an 
emergency, it will be too late to call up the Reserves and 
expect them to use eauipment or complete missions if they 
have had little or nk; experience or training. NAS South 
Weymouth provides valuable training to New England's Naval 
and Marine Reservists and lives up to its motto of I1Strezlgth 
Through Readinessn. 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local 
communities in many ways. For exainple, the Medical and Fire 
Departments provide back up to many towns; a playground was 
built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when town funds were 
=available for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "Life Flightsn to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, 
many of our personnel volunteer their time to local agencies 
such as "Meals on Wheels", Big Brother/Big Sister, scouting, 
food pantries and church associations, etc. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon 
the towns surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and 
housing in the area suffer, but many people will feel the 
effects through layoffs or pernanent job loss. The South 
Shore, at this time, is already =der depressed economy and 
cannot handle any further hardships. 

I (we) are asking that you please do everything you can 
to prevent the Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) 
from closing NAS South Weymauth. I (we) hope that you will 
be successful in your endeavor to keep the base open. I (we) 
thank you again for all your help in the past and in the 
future. 

Sincerely, 



The Honorable 

Dear 7%- d0;k-j. 
I (or we) am (are) writing to you about my (our) concern 

at the proposed closing of Naval Air Station South Weymouth. 
I (we) have read many articles about the closure, and 
appreciate all the support and work you have done on the 
base's behalf. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 
300 civilian personnel., There are 47 drilling units on 
station each month. Naval Air Station South Weymouth is the 
only Naval Reserve Facility in the New England and New York. 
To lose this air station would deprive the entire Northeast 
the opportunity to drill in the Naval air reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National 
crisis as they did in Desert Shield/Desert Storm. In an 
emergency, it will be too late to call up the Reserves and 
expect them to use equipment or complete missions if they 
have had little or no experience or training. NAS South 
Weymouth provides valuable training to New England's Naval 
and Marine Reservists and lives up to its motto of "Strength 
Through Readinessn. 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local 
cornunities in many ways. Tor exnple, the Medical and Fire ' 

Departments provide back up to many towns; a playground was 
built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when town funds were 
-available for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "Life Flights" to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, 
many of our personnel volunteer their time to local agencies 
such as "Meals on Wheelsn, Big ~rother/Big Sister, scouting, 
food pantries and church associations, etc. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon 
the tow-s surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and 
housing in the area suffer, but many people will feel the 
effects through layoffs or permanent job loss. The South 
Shore, at this time, is already under depressed economy and 
cannot handle any further hardships. 

I (we) are asking that you please do everything you can 
to prevent the Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) 
from closing NAS South Weymouth. I (we) hope that you will 
be successful in your endeavor to keep the base open. I (we) . 
thank you again for all your help in the past and in the 
future. 

Sincerely, / 



The Honorable 

. . 

Dear 

I (or we) am (are) writing to you about my (cur) concern 
at the proposed closing of Naval Air Station South Weymouth. 
I (we) have read many articles about the closure, and 
appreciate all the support and work you have done on the 
base's behalf. 

The Air Station -ploys over 1,000 military and close to 
300 civilian personnel., There are 47 drilling units on 
station each month. Naval Air Station South Weymouth is the 
only Naval Reserve Facility in the New England and New York. 
To lose this air station would deprive the entire Northeast 
the opportunity to drill in the Naval air reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National 
crisis as they did in Desert Shield/Desert S t o m .  In an 
emergency, it will be too late to call up the Reserves and 
expect them to use eqipment or complete missions if they 
have had little or no eqerience or training. NAS South 
Weymouth provides valuzble training to New England's Naval 
and Marine Xeservists acd lives up to its motto of "Strength 

- Through Readinessn. 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local 
coinnunitf es in nany ways. r'cr exzinple, the Medical and Fire ' 

Departments provide back up to many t o m s ;  a playground was 
built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when town funds were 
=available for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "Life Flightsn to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, 
many of our personnel volunteer their time to local agencies 

. such as "Meals on  wheel^^^, Big ~rother/Big Sister, scouting, 
food pantries and church associations, etc. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon 
the towns surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and 
housing in the area suffer, but many people will feel the 
effects through layoffs or perinanent job loss. The South 
Shore, at this time, is already -der depressed economy and 
cannot handle any further hardships. 

I (we) are asking that you please do everything you can 
to prevent the Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) 
from closing NAS South Weymouth. I (we) hope that you will 
be successful in your endeavor to keep the base open. I (we) ' 

thank you again for all your help in the past and in the 
future. 

Sincerely, 



Apri l  8 ,  1995 

M r .  Alan Dixeon 
Chairman 1995 Brac 

RE: South Weymouth Naval A i r  S t a t ion  

Dear M r .  Dixson: 

Af ter  hearing t h e  Navy's idea t o  c l o s e  N.A.S. South Weymouth and 
send r e s e r v i s t s  t o  Brunswick, I f e l t  an ob l iga t ion  t o  voice my 
thoughts. The Boston a rea ,  with i ts  co l l eges  and u n i v e r s i t i e s ,  
has t o  be one of t h e  bes t  Naval recrui tung a reas  i n  t h e  county. 
However, i f  t h e s e  p o t e n t i a l  r e s e r v i s t s  a r e  forced t o  d r i v e  t o  
Maine, r e c r u i t i n g  w i l l  become almost impossible. Even long t i m e  
r e s e r v i s t s  w i l l  q u i t  a f t e r  making t h i s  t r e k  a few t i m e s .  

While t h e  Navy's idea  may sound good on paper, any New Englander 
w i l l  t e l l  you t h i s  commute, with summer t o u r i s t  t r a f f i c  and 
winter  storms, is abso lu t ly  r id iculous .  

P lease  keep qn open mind on t h i s  decis ion  and keep t h e  
p o l i t i c i a n s  out  of t h e  process. 

S incere ly ,  

William F. Brangifor te  
18 Riverview Place  
North Weymouth, MA 02191 



April 11, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman For The 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Style Road 
??. 0. Box 488 
~uincy, MA 02169 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of the 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station. I have read many articles about the 
closure, and appreciate all the support and work you have done on the 
base's behalf. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close ta 300 civilian 
personnel. There ars 47 drilling units cn ststicn each month. The 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station is the only Naval Reserve facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this air station would deprive the 
entire Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval air reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert Shield/Desert Storm, In an emergency, it will be too 
late to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or 
complete missions if they have had little or no experience or 
training. NAS South Weymouth provides valuable training to New 
England's Naval and Marine Reservists and lives up to its motto of 
"Strength Through ReadinessN. 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities in 
many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns; a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care 
Project; the air fields have been used for "Life Flights1' to assist 
Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our personnel volunteer their 
time to local agencies such as "Meals on WheelsN, Big Brother/Big 
Sister, Scouting, food pantries, and church associations, etc. 

The Base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the towns 
surrounding the Base. Not only will businesses and housing in the 
area suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or 
permanent job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under 
depressed economy and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I am asking that you please do everything you can to prevent the Base 
Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) from closing NAS South 
Weymouth. I hope that y u will be successful in your endeavor to keep 
the base open. I thank ou again for all your help in the past and in 
the future. 



April 10, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman 1995 Brac 

Fa: South Weymouth N.A.S. 

Dear Ms. Dixon: 

It certainly appears that politics has played a role in the decision to 
close the South Weymouth Naval Air Station. Apparently, Mr. Gingrich 
has pressured the Navy into keeping N.A.S. Atlanta open, and closing 
Weymouth, a much more valuable base. 

The Navys excuse is that the reservists from this area can travel to 
Maine for their training. Perhaps Mr. Gingrich should tbe forced to 
make this absurb commute, in order to serve his country. 

J do not envy you or your committee. I'm sure you are getting hit form 
:ill sides by politictions around the county. Please try to make your 
decisions based on the merits if the bases. In this case, it's a " no - 
brainer". Set the politicans asided and keep South Weymouth N.A.S. 
open. 

Sincerely, 

Eugene Brennan 
28 Washington Street 
Needham, MA 02192 



April 9, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixson 
Chairman 1995 BRAC 

RE: South Weymouth Naval Air Station 

Dear Mr. Dixson: 

As an army reservist and lifelong resident of the Boston area, I 
want to express my opinion on the closing of the South Weymouth 
N.A.S. and sending its reservist to Brunswick N.A.S. 

Apparently, none of the folks from Washington who came up with 
this idea ever tried making the trip from Boston to Brunswick on 
a weekend. If they did, they would never have thought it to be 
a good idea. If the Army forced me to drive to Maine for my 
training, I would drop out as soon as possible. 

South Weymouth, with its central New England location, is a 
perfect place for reservists to train. Please keep it open. 

Sincerely, 

Kirk Bellew 
93 Harding Ave 
Weymouth, MA 02188 



11 5 Murray Road e 
Bridgewater, MA 02333 
March 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman for 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, MA 02269 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month, adding another 
1500 reservists. NAS South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this Air Station would. deprive the entire 
Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert ~hield/Desert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too late 
to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions 
if they have had little or no experience or training. NAS South Weymouth 
provides valuable training to New ~ngland's Naval and Marine Reservists and 
lives up to its motto of "Strength Through ~eadiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities 
in many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns, a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care Center when 
town funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used 
for "~ife Flights" to assist Boston hospitals, In addition, many of our 
personnel volunteer their time to local agencies such as "Meals on Wheels", 
Big Brother/~ig Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations. 

The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the town 
surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under a depressed economy 
and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I hope that you will take what I have written into consideration and 
vote not to close NAS South Weymouth. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Ambrosino 





James M. Nawrocki 
8 Chauncy Street 
# 3 2  
So. Weymouth, Ma 0 2 1 9 0  
April 23, 1 9 9 5  

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I know you will be presented with every reason why Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth should, both, remain open and be 
closed. I hope whatever the committee decides, that its decision 
is its own and free of any of the political pressures it will 
be up against. Good luck. 

Thank voc 

' Jim ,I6awrocki/ 
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April 11, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman For The 1995 BRAC 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Style Road 
P. 0. Box 488 
Quincy, MA 02169 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of the 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station. I have read many articles about the 
closure, and appreciate all the support and work you have done on the 
base's behalf. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and close to 300 civilian 
personnel. There are 47 drilling units on station each month. The 
South Weymouth Naval Air Station is the only Naval Reserve facility in 
New England and New York. To lose this air station would deprive the 
entire Northeast the opportunity to drill in the Naval air reserves. 

Our Reserves are trained to help in case of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert Shield/~esert Storm. In an emergency, it will be too 
late to call up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or 
complete missions if they have had little or no experience or 
training. NAS South Weymouth provides valuable training to New 
England's Naval and Marine Reservists and lives up to its motto of 
"Strength Through Readiness". 

Personnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities in 
many ways. For example, the Medical and Fire Departments provide back 
up to many towns; a playground was built for a Weymouth Day Care 
Project; the air fields have been used for I1Life Flightsn to assist 
Boston hospitals. In addition, many of our personnel volunteer their 
time to local agencies such as "Meals on Wheelsn, Big Brother/Big 
Sister, Scouting, food pantries, and church associations, etc. 

The Base closure will have a severe economic impact upon tne towns 
surrounding the Base. Not only will businesses and housing in the 
area suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or 
permanent job loss. The South Shore, at this time, is already under 
depressed economy and cannot handle any further hardships. 

I am asking that you please do everything you can to prevent the Base 
Realignment and Closure  omm mission (BRAC) from closing NAS South 
Weymouth. I hope that y u will be successful in your endeavor to keep 
the base open. I thank ou again for all your help in the past and in 
the future. 

Sincerely, 
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James E. Tynan William Price 
PRESIDENT SECRETARY 

1275 Glebe Street 40 Meaansett Drive - 
ADDRESS ADDRESS I 

~ o c a l  No. F-98 Taunton, Ma. 02780 Plymouth, Ma. 02360 
C I T Y  STATE C I T Y  STATE 

*=--- DATE 

To: Alan Dixon Chainnan 
1995 B.R.AC. Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1245 
Arlmgton, Va. 22209 

Subject; B.R. AC. Hearing In New York City 

Dear Mr. Dixon , 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the commisrrion for thier 
time on Friday 05 May 95 . Giving the people of N.AS. So. Weymouth a chmce to 
testify . In a place that had such great part in Naval Aviation History like the Naval 
Air Station. 

James E. Tynm 
President Local F-98 
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U S A  

James E. Tynan William Price 

PRESIDENT SECRETARY 

1275 Glebe Street 40 Megansett Drive - 
ADDRESS ADDRESS 

Local No. F-9 8 Taunton, Ma. 02780 Plymouth, :Ma. 02360 
STATE C I T Y  STATE C I T Y  

1 995 
DATE 

To: Alan Dixon Chairman 
1995 B.R.A.C. Commission 
1 700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1245 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

Subject; Proposed Closure of Naval A r  Station South Weymouth, Ma. 

Dear Mr. Dixon , 

I am writing you to voice my concerns on the proposed closure of Naval An Station 
South Weymouth , Massachusetts. 

For years the Air Station has trained thousands of Naval and Marine Reservists from this 
demographically rich area of So. Weyrnouth/Metro Boston . Many which served andl support 
operations in the Persian Gulf, Haiti, and most recently in Eastern Europe. 

Our P-3 Onon Aircraft Have patroled countless Hours and miles in1 search of fixiegn 
Submarines, Drug surveilance for the Drug Enforcement Community and other various 
maritime missions. With the pride, determination, and dedication of a highly trained and 
skilled professional in the truest tradition of the Naval Ar  Reserve. Along with this, the 
1993 B.R.A.C. Commission, sent the new C-130T Arcraft for them to operate thier 
logstical mission from South Weymouth, and with the new Naval Reserve Center tc h l y  
make this one of the Navy's finest Reserve Station . 

This base is completely supported by the Communities that surround it. When. South 
Weymouth was placed on the B.R.AC. Closure list again, these Communities stood tall 
with their support for keeprng the base open. Th~s support only complirr~ents the operation 
of Naval Air Station on a everyday basis. In return we try to serve these c;ommunitie:; with 



There is a great deal of concern among these towns, as well as the civilian employees and 
the Naval reservist that drill here, about the future of the Air Station. There 1,s also a growing 
concern in the fire service community which we serve and support. Once the highly trained 
and specialized Firefighter are gone, there expertise and support ,which is an. asset to the: South 
Shore Area, in all probability will not be replaced by local towns placing a heavy toll and burden 
on an already taxed fire service in the local area. Like many others, I feel losing So. Weynouth 
would be a devastatmg loss of a major asset to the Navy, local communities, and the Nation as a 
whole. 

In closing I must compare both Fire Fighters and Naval R e s e ~ s t  in the same manner . 
Because of the nature of their missions, they to, have become, the world's " !?I 1 force" 
ready when the call comes to serve and protect as needed. 

'Ihs is the exact reason why N.A.S. So. Weymouth should not close. So the men and the 
women in the Naval Reserve have the place to train in Southern New England in a environment 
that is cost effective to both Navy and to those Reservists that dnll here . Ths can be done at 
So. Weymouth for a fraction of the cost . 

It is my sincere appreciation for all your time and effort to assist us in keeping N.A S. 
South Weymouth open permanently 

President Local F-98 
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, . . I ..:l,iLli,l i li :,;;, I . . J :5 . i  ,.; ' Navy (Continued Base from page 1) 
; demographics' and should remain open. 

YOME & GARDEN Y; the Navy's own MiLtary Value 

0 S u f h b 6 ~ a t i - i x  for reserve air stations rates NAS 
Atlanta last and NAS South Weymouth 'Fbhting for Drei. mt demoephles. 

1 supplement - inside Classified Business k- -I seenoreason that these (the G.40'~) 
concerns would not be relevant to the 
N a w  in 1995. 

> 'while the  GAO's 1995 report 
; describes the Navy's recommend+ons 
J as 'generally sound.' does the GAO . conA&ue toview the Navy's disregard for 
: military value - particularly the case of 
: NAS South Weymouth - as a problem 

in its decision-making process?" 
That's the question Dixon would like 

L+ the GAO to answer. 
4 

VOI. 129, No. 16 A MARINER newspaper Wednesday, April 19,1995 ' 337-1944 . r -". ..- 

1993 GAO 
A two-year-old report  by t h e  

Gcnmnment Accounting OBce (GAO) 
has emerge as significant in the fight to 
keep the +bth Weymouth Naval Air 
.Station off the-final base closure kt. 

Former Illinois Sen. Alan Dixon, 
chairman of the Defense Base Closure 
=J P?e&pmpnt C!mmf.;sion (BRAC). 
has zsked the GAO to giw him 'bitten 
answers" to a question raised by the 

report could help save Navy Base 
report by the end of the month. 'It shows they are aware of the issues. bases that remained open.' 

'This is good news.' said Cong. Gerry The GAO is the investigative arm of the Studds noted in his letter to Dixon 
Studds, followihg a BRAC hearing in Congress. That would certainhr carrv thatinrecommending:Sou+~Wevmouth - 

weight with BRAC.' * for closure 'apparen& overlooked two 
The GAO report, u-iitten in 1993, facilities (W Atlanta and NAS Fort 

identified what the GAO called "a Worth) with a lower 'millt.ary value." 
problem" with the Navy's process in according to the Navy's uwn criteria. 

Wmonatwhichthequestionswere instances when 'a b a s e  was 'InthecaseofNAS-ta . . .  the 
bro~, ; . r t  up  fn a letter from Stud& to rccci=rzcnded fgr e l n s ~ ~ r e ,  wPn though Navy has arewed thaL the area is 'rich ir 
Mxon. its military value m a s  rated higher than (See page 5j 
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From OJJackson@aol.com Tue Apr 4 22:47:33 1995 
Received: by WhiteHouse.Gov (5.65/fma/mjr-120691); 

id AA15331; Tue, 4 Apr 95 22:47:33 -0400 
Received: from mail02.mail.aol.com/152.163.172.66 via smap 
Received: by mail02.mail.aol.com 

(1.37.109.11/16.2) id AA006000038; Tue, 4 Apr 1995 %2:47:18 -0400 
Date: Tue, 4 Apr 1995 22:47:18 -0400 
From: OJJackson@aol.com 
Message-Id: i950404224711 - 72127503@aol.com> 
To: President 
Subject: Fwd: Returned mail: Host unknown 

Forwarded message: 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@mail02.mail.aol.com (Mail Delivery Subsystem) 
To: OJJackson@aol.com 
Date: 95-04-04 00:28:53 EDT 

------- = aaaaaaaaaa 
content-~ype: textlplain; ~harset=~~us-ascii~ 
Content-Description: Session Transcript 

550 whitehouse.com (tcp) ... Host unknown 
550 President@whitehouse.com ... Host unknown 
------- = aaaaaaaaaa 
content-~ype: message/rfc822 
Content-Description: Returned Content 

Received: by mail02.mail.aol.com 
(l.37.109.11/16.2) id AA052849708; Tue, 4 Apr 1995 00:28:28 -0400 

Date: Tue, 4 Apr 1995 00:28:28 -0400 
From: OJJackson@aol.com 
Return-Path: <OJJackson@aol.com> 
Message-Id: <950404001516 70949593@aol.com> 
To: President@whitehouse.~m 
subject: Closure NAS South Weymouth, Ma. 

Dear Mr. President, 
I am writing to you about my concern at the proposed closing of Naval 

Air Station South Weymouth. I realize that you have the last word and I 
sincerely hope that you will not concede this base to the Republicans. 

The Air Station employs over 1,000 military and somewhere around 300 
civilian personnel. There are 47 Drilling units on station each month. Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth is the only Naval Reserve Fac:ility i.n New England 
and New York. To lose this air station would deprive the entire Northeast of 
the opportunity to drill in the Naval Air Reserves. 

NAS South Weymouth provides valuable training to New England's Naval 
and Marine Reservists and lives up to its motto "Strength Through Readinesstt. 
Our Reserves are trained to help in the event of a National crisis as they 
did in Desert Shield/Desert Storm. In an emergency it will be to late to call 
up the Reserves and expect them to use equipment or complete missions if they 
have had little or no experience or training. 



.. - 
The base closure will have a severe economic impact upon the towns 

surrounding the base. Not only will businesses and housing in the area 
suffer, but many people will feel the effects through layoffs or permanent 
job loss. The South Shore is already suffering under depressed economy and 
cannot handle any further hardships. 

?ersonnel at NAS South Weymouth contribute to the local communities in 
many ways. For example the Medical and Fire Departments provide backup to 
many towns; a playground was built for a Weymouth day care center when town 
funds were unavailable for this project; the air fields have been used for 
nLife Flightsvv to assist Boston hospitals. In addition, many of the personnel 
volunteer their time to local agencies such as vvMeals on Wheelsvv, Big 
Brother/Big Sister, scouting, food pantries and church associations, etc. 

I am asking that you please do everything you can to prevent the Base 
Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) from closing NAS South Weymouth. 
Thank you very much for your time and your help. 

Many of us in Massachusetts are looking forward to voting for you 
again in 1996. 

Sincerely, 

Owen J. Jackson Jr. 
58 Harding Street 
Medfield, Ma. 0 2 0 5 2  



April 19, 1995 C// -25 

This is so ridiculous, I have lived around here for years and am sick and tired 

of listening to the Navy Base gasping for breath. If South Weymouth is so 

important then why is it always in question. 

AEter reading this article in the local newspaper I begin to wonder who runs the shop, 
this unnamed Admiral should know better than anyone including the politicians 

whether or not this place is important to the defense of the country. 

Brunswick seems to have the hangers etc. to do the job for both bases, not only should 

the BRACC listen to the man on the street but also to those who know fully the 

function and cost of keeping S.Weymouth open. The article mentioned Desert Storm, 

Somalia, and Haiti, yes these places did present threats one does not have to be a 

rocket scientist to figure that out, but did S.Weymouth deploy folks the answer is 

no they did not, ofcourse they were in a state of readiness t:hats there job,thats 

what they get paid for. 

hhat a joke using the medical facilities in the area as a reason to keep the place 

open,the navy has Newport hospital and it is not every day that a specialist is 

needed, Another point to keep in mind is that S. Weymouth has so few active duty 

on board, I hear its around 500, and 200 civilians compare that to Brunswick and 

that would be like comparing a Mom and Pop store to large super market (Brunswick) 

Leave the closure decision to the exper-ts, t&experts,being the mil i tary  and ilot the 

politicians, and more important think about the taxpayer. Another thought that 

sh;uld be kept in mind is that the BRACC has as one of the important factors for 

closure is keeping in mind the effect on the local community, I find it laughable 

when the local papers through out the numbers such as $60 million dol.lars per year 

will be lost by the local community if Weymouth closes, all I can say is these folks 
stationed at this base must be very wealthy people to generate this kind of money 

into the local area. I also know that included into this figure are utilities etc. 

Whoever this person Charles Nemfakos is, if he is so well informed then why not name 

the Admiral that he is acusing of doing a trade off, if I were the Admiral I would 

want to know why that statement was made. Personally hearing what I have heard about 

Weymouth I would not want to be a share holder if it were a private business, but 
then again I am sure it would have gone through bancrupcy procedures long before this. 



Let me just finish by passing on a disturbing conversation I had with a local 
resident and that was when the BRACC meet in New York that the repreentatives from 

Weymouth will be making statements that will embarass the navy, this has become 

so disgusting and should be stopped whaere is the authority gone and where have the 

decision makers gone. I will be watching this very closely and hopefully will see 

the right thing done not what is the most popular for the pol-itician but what is the 

most sensible thing that needs to be done. 

JUST ANOTHER TAXPAYER 
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Continued from Page 1 L. :; with , the ,.commission .abo 

Navy's htionale for closing 
-maintenance facility. I t  als6 would * station. He said research 
pay for added parking. .. . - committee show that the Navy con- ' 
-' Stah Rep. Paul ~Haley, D-Wey- ducted extensive studies prov,ing that 
mouth, said locating the unit on the the South Weymouth base has a 
base would allow the National Guard stronger military value than a Navy ; to station the entire battalion on one reserve base in Atlanta, which the 

f , I , : 8 -!"73i* ,., * '  site and use the airfield for deploy- Navy chose to keep open. , - ,  < 
,. *. - 

.ment, if necessary. * .  L , t : 3 . * ,, ,;4+c4 - . 
However, when' Navy officials de- By ~ a n d i a  Oiiynyk . . I . a - !,;.,.tt,oe.eu:: : ' 'Hdlund said he news ofthe - cided to shut South Wepouth  and . The Patriot Ledger *a .; - t , - ,:! , "., ' .' \-J.3; &$ state's* commitment *will boost* *move ib,aircraft-b an active duty ., , . r  chances of keeping the base open, base in Brunswick, Maine, there was 

because '- Pentagon officials have little analysis about whether B-s- 
looked favrabIy On multiuse facili- wick could-handle a resqrve contin- 
ties elsewhere.'- ,& ' .  

7 -. - ..:. gent, Haley said. L 7 .  s ,,, 2 
: In -addition to the '$12 million, - 4 .  

;here could be additional money. He a i d  the ~0mmitGe wa 
spent on the base improve facili- bIes tb- see new construction and 
ties that the unit would use jointly improvements on the base, including 
with Navy personnel, he said. - .- - a newd.aviation tow& and a reserve 
" Heldund said the National Guard , centec for troops from Chicopee, 
Srobably could locate at the base- Lawrelice and Quincy. -? 
even'if the Navy section is closed,' . *The.base in Atlanta is a 181 
but i t  would cost a lot more. . .. . .. .. . , :complex a t  the Dobbins Air 

Supporters fighting to keep fii Reserve Base. I t  has 2,800 rese 
base open :are :putting :finishing ;'.and \go0 :active duty. military. 
touches on arguments they , will :civil* personnel. , 
Present to Robles- In addition bnext  3 :. ..?The 1,142:acre South Weymouth 
week's meeting* the commission will base,' which .'straddles Weymouth, t -, .field a regional hearing in New Yprk Abington, -employs , *" 

On May 5 to gather testimony on the 
base. : + , :.. < J  - - 5  
'. Haley said the committee .- 2- __- 
* 
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DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE A N D  REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON. V A  22209 
703-696-0504 

- - 
March 6,  1995 

Mr. Terry Piepiora 
P.O. Box 2558 
Matthews, NC 28105 

Dear Mr. Piepiora: 

Thank you for providing the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission with 
information pertinent to the present round of base closure and realignment recommendations. I 
appreciate your interest in the hture of South Weymouth Naval Air Station. 

You may be certain that the Commission will thoroughly review the information used by 
the Defense Department in making its recommendations. I can assure you that the information 
you have provided will also be used in the Commission's review and analysis process. 

I appreciate your interest in the work of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission. 

.l 

David S. Lyles 
Staff Director 



Feb 10, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dfxon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 R. Moore S t . ,  Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear M r .  Diron, 

I am writing to you regarding the impending Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission (BRAC) list t o  be prontulgated 
In the near future. I also wrote to your predscaasor, Mr. 
Jamea Courter, about the 1993 BRAC actions. 

X t  appears inevitable to me that NAS, S .  Waymouth, MA will 
once again be on the BRAC list for closing and while I do 
not disagree with the requirements to close military bases 
I want to try to save the military units at HAS, S .  Wey- 
mouth and reloaate them t o  the Masaachusatt& Military Rss- 
ervation (Canp Edwards, Coast Guard Air Station, Otis Air 
Rational Guard Base), some 35 miles South of S.  Weymouth. 
I also have other suggestions regarding bases in N s w  Eng- 
land that I think are worthy of your consideratl.on, (gri- 
marily concerning Navy and Marine Corps as$ets). 

The Massachusetts Military Reservation ( W R )  comprises 
some 22,000 acres of FederalIState land, i t  has an active 
operating airfield (Coaat Guard, Air and Amy Nat5onal 
Guard], ranges (up t o  artillery), family housing (650 
sets) ,  barracks, mssshalls and other lnfrastruature f o r  
absorption of the Navy and Marine reserve forces at NAS, 
S .  Weymouth. This dwarfs NAS, S.  Weyraouth's 3400 acres, 
congestion with Boston air traffic and outmodedness, etc. 
The MMR i o  currently occupied by the USAF 6th Space Wasn- 
ing Squadron, Coast Guard Air Station-Cape Cod, Army and 
Air National Guard uni t s  and the USMCR's 1st Battalion, 
25th Marines. The only wervice not represented a t  the MMIt 
is Navy Reserve and i f  S.  Weymouth is closed, I strongly 
recommend transfer of its Reserve units to the MMR. 

The active duty military presence in the sax states of Phew 
England has fallen 45% since 1987, co~gared to 26% for the 
United States overall, and now comprise 1.4% o f  
the nation's 1.6 million military pesaonnel. A drastic 
cut for so vital and strategic a region as New Englsmci. 
When comparisons are Bade with other regions o:f the caun- 
try, it As difficult not t o  believe that New England ha$ 
baren treated unfairly, even in view of the  nacdssary down* 
sizing of the Department of Defense's manpower/facilitles. 
In Sight of past ERAC actions in thS8 region, I propose in 
addition to the aforementioned actions even if NAS, S. 
Weymouth is closed, that the fallowing realignment8 be 
made to NXTC!, Hewport, RI t o  replace the relocation of 



t rim- 

* .  * 

Officer Candidate School and fleet units removed from 
Newpart (by the 1993 BRAC actions): 

Relocate the following to NETC, Newgort: 

a .  Naval and Marine Corps Intelligence Center fro@ 
Dam Neck, VA. 

b. Naval Oceanographic Command from Whiting F i e l d ,  
PL . 

c ,  Naval Supply Corps School from Athens, GA. 

d.  Naval Nuclear Bower Training Centers a t  Idaho 
Falls, ID, and Ballston Spa, NY. 

Since Newport is THE Naval Education and Training Center, 
it should be obvSous of the  rationale in locating the 
above trafning/education organizations to use the fac i l i -  
ties vacated by Officer Candidate School and Fleet units. 

1 further believe substantial savings can be obtained by 
relocating USN/USMC Reserve Training Canters, Army Reserve 
and National Ouard Armories t o  major military bases (wfth- 
in 60 +/- miles of present Training Centers/Arnoriea). 
Additionally, the M)D should cgnsider the feasibility of 
collocating Navy Communications Stations with Coast Guard 
Cosamunications Stations (I realize the Caaat Guard i s  in 
the Department of Transportation) wherever they are 10- 
cated or other service Communications Stations, as the 
case may be. 

1 know you have an unwelcone task before you and f Crust 
that you will be f a i r  in a l l  your deliberations, I f  f c:an 
be of any rervice please feel free to calk upon me, 





- . . . a  . ... 
. . . I  - DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

1 700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 
ARLINGTON. VA 2 2 2 0 9  

703-696-0504 

February 13, 1995 

LtCol William F. Hurley, USMC (Ret) 
268 Huckins Neck Rd 
Centerville, MA 02632 

Dear LtCol Hurley: 

Thank you for sending information concerning NAS S. Weymouth and other Navy and 
Marine Corp activities to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission. I certainly 
understand your interest in this important issue. 

The Commission will begin its deliberations in March, 1995 when it receives the Secretary 
of Defense's list of recommended closures and realignments. The information you provided will 
be helphl to the Commission as it carries out its responsibilities to review the recommendations 
of the Secretary of Defense. 

Thank you for providing this information to the Commission. 

-.J 
David S. Lyles 
Stag Director 



January  31, 1995 1 
Sir: 

It is my understanding t h a t  your c o  m mitee is in t h e  process of corn piling t h e  
n e x t  base closure list, it is also my understanding t h a t  one very i m p o r t a n t  
f a c t o r  in t h e  decision making is t h e  e f f e c t  on t h e  l o c a l  com c u n i t y ,  this brings 
m e  t o  m y question. How in t h e  world does  t h e  Naval Air Sta t ion  S. W ey  mouth 
Massachusetts  end up s taying open. 

L e t  me state wha t  I h e a r  again t h i s  is all second hand. 
1. W eymouth h a s  a military s i z e  of around 500 a c t i v e  duty personnel  . 
2. It has  a t o t a l  of 180 Federa l  employees. 
3. It has  l o s t  a lmos t  all t h e  marines once s ta t ioned there ,about  50 remain.  
4. A l l  you need t o  do is go unanounced i n t o  any building and see how 

busy folks are. 
5. Money going i n t o  t h e  c o  m m upicy is very little, t o  begirl with reservists 

do not  spend money in t h e  l o c a l  c o  m m unity they  come  on base 
do the i r  d r i l l  and leave.  The few ac t ive  duty  on t h e  base cer ta in ly  
do no t  boost t h e  l o c a l  econom y. 

6.  The a r e a s  t h a t  would f e e l  s o m e  e f f e c t  if t h e  base should c lose  would 
be t h e  l o c d  schoo l  sys te  m ,oil c o  m pany, phone company, e l ec t r i c  c o  m pany. 
Certainly n o t  any of t h e  l o c a l  retail stores.  

7. You fo lks  should be t a b g  a ser ious  look a t  t h e  Naval A i r  S ta t ion  i n  
Brunswi& ;l aine,  again t h i s  is second hand inform at ion  which is t h e i r  
rnlssion is t h e  same as t h e  mission a t  S. Weymouth and t h a t  they  
have many more a c t i v e  duty personnel, and many more Federa l  employees. 
iil o re  i m p o r t a n t  is t h a t  they  are in a n  area where t h e  economy is in 
very sad  shape,  unlike Weymouth which h a s  Boston and many l a r g e  
towns on t h e  sou th  shore  where t h e  econo  m y js thriving. 

8. !4e all know t h a t  Weymouth is prime r e a l e s t a t e  and if turned over  t o  
t h e  state o r  pr ivate  industry it would bring in many jobs n o t  j u s t  
jobs for 180 Federa l  workers. One does  n o t  have t o  be a r o c k e t  sc i en t i s t  
t o  compare  and see which base would benefit, t h e  t axpayer  and t h e  
loca l  c o  m m unity by s taying open. 

Hopefully you will do what  is r igh t  and f a i r  when you make t h i s  decision and 
n o t  allow t h e  poli t ics t o  make t h e  decision f o r  you. P u t  yourself i n  t h e  place 
of t h e  folks in Maine, and  also think abou t  the t axpayers  dollar being s p e n t  
f o r g e t  what  t h e  politicians with t h e r e  s t rong arm tactics say or do all you 
should do is honestly eva lua te  t h e  s i tua t ion  and fo:ilow t h e  plan of ac t ion  
set by t h e  Vice Pres ident  t o  Reinvent goverment.  

Sincerely 

YES A MAINE TAXPAYER 

cc: Senator  Cohen 
Vice President  Gore 
Senator  Dole 

Senator  N . Gingrich 



5 
May 1,1995 

Defense Base Closure & Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore S t r ee t  
Su i te  1525 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Commission: 

There is no good reason why the  Defense Department sllould 
r e t a i n  Rome Laboratories a t  Rome, New York. 
Rome Labs should be moved f o r  the  following reasons: 
1. I t  would be too expensive f o r  the  taxpayers t o  operate 
the  Lab a s  a stand-lone fo r  the  convenience of t he  
ct~rnmunity . 
2,The cos t  of moving the  Lab equipment has been 
exaggerated. Equipment such a s  chambers and towers a r e  o ld  
and need t o  be updated. Therefore such items should be 
szxapped on si te.  
3.This is a good time t o  r e t i r e  senior  engineers who no 
l ~ n g e r  a r e  contr ibutors  t o  the  mission. 
4. The engineers i n  t h e i r  prime w i l l  move. With todays 
economy they have no choice but move. 
5 .  This is a good t i m e  t o  cu t  out the  high priced support 
rersonnel  (GSl4-15) who a r e  over ra ted  f o r  the  work they 
c.0 . 
6. Moving the  Lab w i l l  brake-up a c l i c k  of contractors  
t h a t  have the  run of the  lab.  
". There is very l i t t l e  research going on a t  the  lab. Most 
of the  research is done on contract .  That is why there  is 
so much p o l i t i c a l  pressure t o  r e t a i n  the  lab.  Majority of  
Tome Lab business is with DARPA. Rome Lab is used ky DARPA 
to Contract out research f o r  them. 
5 .  About the  only research being done at Rome Labs is 
Photonics. This is a t  a small s ca l e  a s  compared t o  the  
Photonics Lab i n  Boston between the  Government and MIT 
consortium. 
If re locat ion of Rome Laboratories is reversed, the  mer i t s  
of such decision w i l l  be based purely on p o l i t i c s .  

Concerned Taxpayers 



UTICA- AREA CHAMBE 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 

R OF 
Utica, 

, Fax: ( 

COMMERCE, INC. 
blew York 13502-4698 
315) 724-31 77 

April 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 members firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory". This is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

We respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which differ considerably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent community group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and to central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's value is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, will agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

Sincerly, 

4n.kGd K ~ T ; I ~ . ~ - -  
Anita A .  Vitullo, Chairperson 
Utica Area Chamber of Commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice President 



UTICA- AREA CHAMBE 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, 

HAS IT ALL! Tel: (315) 724-3151 

R OF 
Utica, 
Fax: ( 

C O M M E R C E ,  INC. 
New York 13502-4698 
:3'15) 724-31 77 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 members fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for realignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Counc;il and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation developed a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Rome Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace so as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the Griffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC C>ommission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort Monmouth and 
Hanscom AFB, while the off-base test sites are to remain in New York 
State; 

CMANlKR M CON 
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- - ,,Xi ,. i idT2Q UTICA-AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC. 
UTICA-AREA 258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, Utica, New York 13502-4698 

HAS IT ALL! Tel: (315) 724-3151 Fax: (315) 724-3177 

April 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 members firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory". This is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

We respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which diff.'er considerably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent community group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and tlo central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's value is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, will agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

Sincerly , 

Anita A. ~it;lio, Chairperson 
Utica Area Chamber of Commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice President 

ACCRED 



UTICA- AREA CHAMBE 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 

@ BRING OG@n 4 
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.R OF COMMERCE, INC. 
Utica, New York 13502-4698 
Fax: (3'15) 724-31 77 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 rr~embers fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for lrealignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Council and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation cleveloped a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Rome Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace so as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the Griffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC Commission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort Monrnouth and 
Hanscom AFB, while the off-base test sites are to rem~ain in New York 
State; 



UTICA- AREA CHAMBE 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 

R OF COMMERCE, INC. 
Utica, New York 13502-4698 
Fax: (315) 724-3177 

April 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 members firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory". This  is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

We respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which diffe,r considerably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent community group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and to central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's value is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, will agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

Sincerly , 

/'/,n.ckb d Kf& (,,(,p-- 
Anita A .  Vitullo, Chairperson 
Utica Area Chamber of Commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice President 



UTICA-AREA CHAMBE 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 

IT HOME! 
R OF COMMERCE, INC. 
Utica, New York 13502-4698 
Fax: (315) 724-31 77 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 members fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for realignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griff iss Redevelopment Planning Council and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation developed a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Rome Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace SO as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the (3riffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC Cornmission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort Monmouth and 
Hanscom AFB, while the off-base test sites are to rema.in in New York 
State; 

ACCREDITED 
cn&rmn of COMICOCC :-.".'. J .  .O"Y, .C,  
3 8  .-, . * . * I D  % - a , , ,  



IT HOME! 
UTICA- AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC. 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, Utica, New York 13502-4698 

HAS IT ALL! Tel: (315) 724-3151 Fax: (315) 724-3177 

April 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 members firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory". This; is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

We respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which differ considerably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent conlmunity group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and to central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's value is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, will agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

Sincerly, 

d;n.kL d C( 
Anita A. Vitullo, Chairperson 
Utica Area chamber of commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice President 



UTICA- AREA CHAMBER 0 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, Utic 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 Fax: 

C,OMMERCE, INC. 
New York 13502-4698 
31 5) 724-3 1 77 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 members fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for realignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Council and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation developed a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Home Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace so as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the G~riffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC Commission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort Monmouth and 
Hanscom AFB, while the off-base test sites are to remain in New York 
State; 

ACCREDITED 
CN4YBCR Of COYYLRCC 

.".".I. U. .O"", .C,  
7 ,  ..', ... , t o  *..,'. 
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258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, Utica, 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 Fax: ( 

COMMERCE, INC. 
New York 13502-4698 
:315) 724-31 77 

April 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 members firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory1'. This is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

We respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which differ considerably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent community group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and to central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's va1u.e is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, will agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

Sincerly, 

Anita A. ~itullo, Chairperson 
Utica Area Chamber of Commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice President 
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UTICA- AREA CHAMBE 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 
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R OF COMMERCE, INC. 
Utica, New York 13502-4698 
Fax: (315) 724-31 77 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 members fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for realignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Council and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation developed a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Rome Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace so as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the Griffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC Comlmission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort IWonmouth and 
Hanscorn AFB, while the off-base test sites are to remain in New York 
State; 
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April 17, 1995 

FIr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 inembers firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory". This :is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

Ide respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which differ c:onsiderably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent cornmilnity group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and to central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's value is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, brill agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

Sincerly, 

Anita A. ~itdllo, Chairperson 
Utica Area Chamber of Commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice Presi'dent 

ACCREDITED 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
C H I M R E Y  O i  i O M U t R C t  
06 , " I  " N T 1 0  iT.1C9 
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The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 members fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for realignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Council and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation developed a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Rome Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace so as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the Griffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC Commission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort Monmouth and 
Hanscom AFB, while the off-base test sites are to remain in New York 
State; 
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April 17, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 members firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory". This; is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

We respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which differ considerably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent conununity group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and to central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's value is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, will agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

S incerly , 

dnilhb A l,L& ~ l . r  
Anita A. Vitullo, Chairperson 
Utica Area Chamber of Commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice President 



UTICA- AREA CHAMBER OF 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, Utica, 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 Fax: ( 

COMMERCE, INC. 
Fdew York 13502-4698 
315) 724-31 77 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 members fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for realignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griff iss Redevelopment Planning Council and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation developed a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Rome Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace so as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the Griffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC Cornmission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort Monmouth and 
Hanscom AFB, while the off-base test sites are to remain in New York 
State; 

ACCREDITED 
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UTICA-AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC. 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, Utica, New York 13502-4698 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 Fax: (315) 724-3177 

April 17, 1995  

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700  North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its 934 members firmly 
support the effort to "Save Rome Laboratory". This is witnessed by 
the attached resolution. 

We respectfully request the BRAC Commission carefully review 
figures presented by the Air Force, which differ considerably to 
the actual dollars presented by an independent conununity group. A 
large discrepancy can be found in this area. 

Rome Lab is of great value to the military and to central New York. 
We stand behind our objective in ensuring it's value is recognized. 

We hope you and other members of the Commission, will agree that 
Rome Lab should be removed from the BRAC Commission's closure and 
realignment list. 

Thank-you for your consideration. 

Sincerly, 

I K;b CI.~- 
Anita A. Vitullo, Chairperson 
Utica Area Chamber of Commerce 

William H. Randall 
Vice President 



UTICA-AREA 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. INC. ' 

UTICA- AREA CHAMBER 0 
258 Genesee Street, Suite 10, Utic 

Tel: (315) 724-3151 Fax: 

F COMMERCE, INC. 
;I, New York 13502-4698 

(315) 724-31 77 

The Utica Area Chamber of Commerce and its over 900 members fully and 
without question or hesitation support keeping Rome Lab in Rome, New 
York. 

WHEREAS, Griffiss Air Force Base was designated for realignment in 
1993 by the Base Closure Realignment Commission: 

WHEREAS, Under this realignment plan, Rome Laboratory -- one of four 
super labs of the Air Force -- was to remain as a stand alone operation; 

WHEREAS, The Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Council and, its 
successor, the Griffiss Local Development Corporation developed a master 
plan for the realigned Griffiss that focused on the use of Rome Lab as an 
anchor for the overall redevelopment plan; 

WHEREAS, Under the redevelopment plan, the resources of Rome 
Laboratory would be leveraged through the creation of the New York State 
Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) that was created and funded 
by New York State; 

WHEREAS, NYSTEC is a vehicle that will work closely with Rome Lab to 
foster and transition technology into the marketplace so as to create jobs 
and build an economic base that is important for the Griffiss reuse effort 
and the Central New York State economy; 

WHEREAS, The proposal made to the current BRAC Commission 
recommends that Rome Laboratory be re-located to Fort IMonmouth and 
Hanscom AFB, while the off-base test sites are to remain in New York 
State; 



CALSPAN CORPORATION 
r l  DVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
P.O. Box 400. Buffalo. New York 14225 Tel. (716) 632-7500 

Fax:  (716) 631-6722 

April 7, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, Vqinia 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

As the General Manager of a New York State business that has exte:nsive experience with 
military research and development for advanced technology applications, 1 am writing to you to 
express my support for Rome Laboratory, located at Griffiss Air Forcle Base in Rome, New 
York. You are undoubtedly well aware of the value of Rome Lab to the Air Force in the areas of 
Command, Control, Communication, Computers and Intelligence. I would like to focus your 
attention not only on how that value has been created largely through a symbiotic relationship 
between the Air Force and New York State industry, working together to achieve our mutual 
goals, but also of Rome Lab's value in facilitating technological infrastructure so necessary for a 
region's success as we approach the 21st Century. 

Rome Lab's strong interface with the private sector serves as a powerful economic development 
tool. Rome Lab contracts out approximately 80% of its annual budget. Last year, that translated 
into over 250 contracts worth approximately $132 million, for New Jrork State alone. this 
resulted in almost 3,500 jobs, primarily in small, high technology businesses which are the 
backbone of the retooling of the American economy in the post-Cold War era. In just the past 
year. our company received contracts from Rome Lab with face value in excess of three million 
dollars. 

Private industry serves as both supplier to the Lab and consumer of the Lab's product. Because 
of the excellent formal and informal networks that have been established over the years, Air Force 
scientists and engineers avail themselves of the technology that is commercially available, even as 
industry is developing applications for technology the Lab has developed for the military. In 
fact, we are currently in the process of developing a product, based 011 Rome Lab sponsored 
technology, for the commercial sector and are working a cooperative venture with Rome Lab and 
the New York State Technology Enterprise Corporation (NYSTEC) to accelerate bringing that 
product to market. 

Virtually every company that has ever done contractual work with $Lome Lab is using Lab 
technology in some form or another in its business. In fact, I could arpe that all of the Lab's 
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work could be characterized as dual use; even programs that do not have direct commercial 
applications have enabling technologies which contribute to an overall system with dual use 
applications. 

Every one of the four Air Force Superlabs is engaged in key science and technology activities. 
Rome Lab, however, is unique; it leads the way in assuring our downsized military forces are 
used efficiently through its outstanding work in command and control while at the same time 
advancing the "Information Society" that our country will become in the 2 1 st Century. 

mere are countless examples of the successfid science and technology public-private partnership 
that is anchored by Rome Lab. This partnership has been fostered through years of hard work, 
relationship building, and definition of shared goals. We add our voice to the message that closing 
Rome Lab would disable a key entrepreneurial infrastructure in New York State and urge you to 
avoid inflicting so serious a blow to our future by removing Rome Lab from the closure list. 

J $ E ~  E. Wagner 
Senior Vice President & General Manager 

Copy: Gov. George E. Pataki 
Executive Chamber 
State Capitol 
Albany, New York 12224 

Senator D. Patrick Moynihan 
464 Russell Senate -ce Building 
Washington, DC 205 10 

Senator Alphonse D' Amato 
520 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 10 

Mr. Ivan Siedenberg 
NYNEX Corporation 
1 1 13 Westchester Avenue 
White Plains, New York 10604-3510 



March 3 1, 1995 

Mr. Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Subject: Rome Laboratory 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am President of Odyssey Research Associates (ORA) a small, high technology company located in 
Ithaca, NY (home of Cornell University, where I am also a Professor). I am writing to express my 
support for keeping Rome Laboratory at Griffiss AFB in Rome, NY. 

ORA's main mission is the transfer of academic-level research and technology results to govxnment 
and commercial arenas. Rome Labs has played a key role in our endeavors. Being located within 100 
miles of the Lab, I am well aware of their influence in our region and nationally. In addition to 
supporting world class R&D work in their chartered areas, Rome Lab engine:ers are both technically 
knowledgeable and visionary. They have helped, and continue to help, define:, guide and manage the 
development of a substantial number of emerging technologies. Over the twelve years that ORA has 
been in business we have worked with numerous defense and other government contracting centers. 
In my experience, the Rome Labs personnel rank in the first tier as far as being consistently at the 
cutting edge of technological developments. It seems to me that to risk breaking up and losing this 
national asset is not an appropriate Federal policy decision. 

As an illustration, let me mention ORA's work in computer security. Over the years, Rome Labs has 
supported our research into the mathematical foundations of computer security and the development 
of tools and methodologies to support the building of secure systems which guarantee the privacy and 
integrity of data. In particular, we lately have focused on secure distributed, (object oriented systems. 
Distributed systems (i.e., a system which resides on a network of machines and devices) is a 
technology largely developed by the military (with many contributions being made by Rome Labs) 
which is now emerging as the dominant paradigm in the commercial world. OMG (Object 
Management Group) is a consortium of all the major hardware and software vendors as well as 
important users. Their membership list reads like a Who's Who of Information Technology. ORA, 

301 Dates Drive 
Ithaca, NY 14850-1326 (607) 277-2020 

FAX: (607) 277-3206 INTERNET: oracorp@oracorp.com 



with the strong approval of Rome Labs, is presently leading the discussions wil hin OMG concerning 
zomputer security standards for the next generation of distributed, object oriented, commercial 
systems. This is a perfect example of government sponsored military research having significant 
commercial application. 

Another area in which Rome Labs has supported ORA is the development of' mathematical proofs 
of hardware correctness. This is called formal, hardware verification. The recent Intel Pentium fiasco 
could have been avoided if this technology had been used in the verification of the chip. Intel has 
admitted this and is investing in this area. But there would be no area to invest in had organizations 
like ORA not pursued this work as a research topic and had not a far seeing spclnsor like Rome Labs 
not believed in the future. 

I could add numerous other examples. Attempting to move and reconstitute a research laboratory 
is not the same as moving other military support groups. The collective wisdom and experience of 
the technical engineers and managers will be lost. This is unfortunately already happening in industry. 
If it can be avoided on the government laboratory level it certainly should be. 

Respectfully yours, 

Er. Richard ~la'tek 
President 
Odyssey Research Associates, Inc. 



SYNECTICS 
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3 1 March 1995 LiibStay3-ID95-95033 I -AHL 

The Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Suite 1425 
1800 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22200 

Dear Sir: 

I am writing to express my deep concern that splitting and moving Rome Laboratory from Rome, 
New York will have a devastating effect upon the information technology education community in 
the Northeast. This effect will be compounded by actions on two fronts: (1) disruption of current 
educational facilities and (2) removal of a highly educated skill base in a critical, evolving 
technology (the information sciences). 

Splitting and relocating Rome Laboratory will disrupt NYNET. NYNET is a cooperative Rome 
Laboratory, New York State, and NYNEX activity to install and operate the prototype 
"Information Super Highway" by connecting a large majority of universities in the Northeast. 
NYNET provides interactive multimedia services to educate our youth in capabilities of the 
Information Revolution. Closure of Rome Laboratory may terminate NYNET. This would 
seriously erode information science education capabilities in these universities, a technology upon 
which our future national economy and defense capability is critically dependent. 

Splitting and relocating Rome Laboratory will remove from central New York a highly educated 
population, skilled in information sciences. This population is estimated to be more than 5,000 
strong. It includes Rome Laboratory employees plus employees of all the local information 
sciences businesses supported by the Laboratory. These include companies such as Syracuse 
University Research Corporation, PAR, IITRI, Kaman Sciences, Booz*Allen & Hamilton, Dove 
Electronics, GTE Government Systems, Sterling Software, Synectics Corporation, and others. 
Removal of this industrial and government population will affect all levels of education-from 
elementary schools to local institutions of higher learning. The most serious impact will be at the 
higher levels, caused by: (1) reduction in the number of highly qualified adjunct faculty positions 
(with practical real world experience) and, more importantly, (2) reduction in the number of 
students (sons and daughters of this skill base). This combined reduction of teachers and students 
will seriously degrade the educational capabilities of Cornell University, Syracuse University, the 
SUNY system, RPI, Clarkson, RIT, and many other higher level institutions in the Northeast. 

1 1 1 East Chestnut Street + Rome, New York  13440 + Voice (31 5 )  337-351 0 Fax (31 5) 336-651 4 
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Disruption of the educational institutions and removal of a uniquely qualified skill base will greatly 
amplify the economic costs to our nation of splitting and relocating Rome La.boratory. It will also 
stifle for several decades our nation's growth in a science and technology that is urgently needed to 
maintain U.S. leadership in the New World Order. I respectfully request that you consider the 
unique and diverse contributions made by Rome Laboratory to our information technology 
education community in the Northeast as you deal with the difficult decision associated with down- 
sizing our military. 

Arnold H. Lanckton 
Vice President and 
Director of Rome Operations 

Copy: The Honorable D. Patrick Moynihan 
United States Senate 
464 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 10 

The Honorable Sherwood Boehlert 
United States House of Representatives 
2246 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15 

The Honorable Alphonse D' Amato 
United States Senate 
520 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 10 

The Honorable James Walsh 
P.O. Box 7306 
100 South Clinton Street 
Syracuse, NY 1326 1 





Jim Ocuto 
846 Lawrence S t  
Rome , N.Y. 13440 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

May 6 ,1995 

Dear BRAC Commission Member, 
As a first priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the commission for the 

thoroi~ghness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding the fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzing the cost data. 
L urge you to read this letter and give %ese :ssuos zome cdnsidertition ... 
Over the past several years, the BRAC Commission has had the responsibility to streamline the U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservatiarns predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component of this decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estima~tes. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions, the cost of closure or realignment and the total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost or savings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavily in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates were found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation , incorrect pricing, political / military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be rc:considered in light of 
REAL costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term , and that May 17 marks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense installations may be 
considered for possible realignment andlor closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President. 

It appears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, because the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people, there has been no continuity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from " square one". 

I am most familiar with the 1993 BRACC decisions regarding Grifiss AFB in Rome , N.Y. and 
Maguire AFB in New Jersey. I was involved with the Central New York Defense Economics Council in the 
preparation of a real , hard cost estimate for improvements at Grifnss. These included additional parking 
apron area, expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system, and an additional hangar .This estimate 
which totalled $60 million, was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As the transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal , on the day that the final decision was made, this estimate had g r o m  to % 164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at  Maguire was $100 million. hlaguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide mlore than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, at best, inaccurate. The majority of the comcrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate of $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated , and a reliable source has provided information that the 
final cost will exceed SO0 million. Apparently decisions were made based on inaccurate data , and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air Force's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop, look back, and re-examine the effects of Ithe decisions that were 
made, and the data on which they were based ? 

cont.. . 



Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995... 

The five missions at  Griftiss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base (Si 

Grand Forks Air Force Base. 
COST $25 Million 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases at  Minot & Barksdale. 
- 485th Engineering G i a 5 ~ ~  is  m~Yilig to Tinker LGB. 

COST $120.8 Million 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * COST - - -- 

- Funds allocated for repairs at Maguire 
COST $175 Million 

TOTAL $321 Million + 

Currently we have spent or allocated U21 million. This is in excess of the projeclsd expense . This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditions at Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware, Maguire had been acknowledged as obsolete and , 
at the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maintenance for FIFTEEN 
YEARS .The existing runway and apron area is not of sufficient size or strength tab handle it's assigned 
task Massive improvements will need to be made. Latest estimates are well in excess of $500 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Griffiss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled , 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast. As a result, when supplorting missions to 
Europe or the Middle East, these tankers must fly halfway across the U.S. to reach their original 
departure point. 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe , the Midldle East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate. 

Griffiss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft. military airfields, lies dormant while hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Maguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military value ,while there are some 
very obvious new expenses. 

The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National Guard has had , and 
will continue to have additional costs, but we have no dependable estimates as of 'this time. 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are later found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especially in cases where 
little or  no money has yet been spent. 
As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at  

Maguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
Group has not completed the move to Tinker AFB , and the KC .I35 Tankers can still be 
returned to Griffiss. 
I urge you and the other members of the commission to please examine not only the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close, but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benefits , then this commission will have not only allowed past mist;akes to stand , 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome Lz~boratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely, 

Jim Ocuto 





Jim Ocuto 
846 Lawrence St. 
Ronre , N.Y. 13440 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

May 6 ,1995 

Dear BRAC Commission Member, 
As a first priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the commiission for the 

thororlghness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding the fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzing the cost data. 

I urge you to read this letter and give these issues some consideration ... 
Over the past several yesrs, the EtWC Commission has had the rcsponsiliiity to sbeamlirne ths U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservations predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component of this decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estima~tes. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions, the cost of closure or  realignment and the total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost or savings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavily in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates were found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation , incorrect pricing , political / military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be reconsidered in light of 
REAB, costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term, and that May 17 m~arks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense i~~stallations may be 
considered for possible realignment and/or closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President. 

It appears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, becarrse the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people, there has been no contir~uity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from " square one". 

I am most familiar with the 1993 BRACC decisions regarding Griffiss AFB in Rome , N.Y. and 
Ekgi;ir~ AFB In Nev JSEZ;.. I Tsa S ~ ~ d v e C !  wifk tht C e ~ b !  yew Ycrk Defense lCronomica Council in the 
preparation of a real, hard cost estimate for improvements at  Grifflss. These included additional parking 
apron area , expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system , and an additional hangar .This estimate 
which totalled %60 million, was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As the transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal , on the day that the final decision was made, this estimate hrrd grown to % 164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at Maguire was $100 million. Maguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide more than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, at  best, inaccurate. The majority of the concrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate of' $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated , and a reliable source has providetd information that the 
final cost will exceed 32300 million. Apparently decisions were made based on inaccurate data , and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air Force's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop, look back, and re-examine the effects of th~e decisions that were 
made , and the data on which they were based ? 

cont... 



Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995.. 

The five missions at  Grif?iss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base '& 
Grand Forks Air Force Base. 

COST $25 Million 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases at  Minot & Barksdale . 
- 485th Engineering Group is moving to Tinker AFB. 

COST $120.8 iMiflion 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * COST - - -- 

- Funds allocated for repairs at Maguire 
COST $175 Million 

TOTAL $ 321 Million + 

Currently we have spent or  allocated S 2 1  million. This is in excess of the projected expense. This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditions at Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware , Maguire had been acknowlt!dged as obsolete and , 
at the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maintenance for FIFTEEN 
YEARS .The existing runway and apron area is not of suficient sue or strength to handle it's assigned 
task Massive improvements will need to be made . Latest estimates are well in excess of $500 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Griffiss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled , 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast. As a result, when supporting missions to 
Europe or the Middle East, these tankers must fly halfway across the U.S. to reaclh their original 
depart.lpi.e point. 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe, the Middle East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate. 

Griffiss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft, military airfields , lies dormant wl~ile hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Maguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military value ,while there are some 
ve y obvious new expenses. 

* The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National Guard has had , and 
will continue to have additional costs, but we have no dependable estimates as of this time. 



During the 1993 round of BRACC hearings , a complete coxqmrism of 
Magutre and Grfttlss could have been llsted as shown below , :addressing some 
of the major criteria of the Department of Defense. 



What about the Future ? 

Because of of major deficiencies at  Maguire that were undisclosed at  the BRACC hearings, 
additional funds will have to be spent to provide additional runway pavement, ramps', and fuel systems. ( This 
estimate does not include the necessary housing & infrastructure improvements ) 

EST. COST $ 500 Million 

Because Fort Drum has been left without a nearby Miltary airfield , plans are underway to construct a 
completely new facility at Fort Drum.( This estimate does not include constructing the needed aircraft parking 
aprons , ramps , fuel hydrant system , and instrument landing system ; all of which were left behind at Griffiss ) 

EST. COST $51.3 Million 

It has been proposed to break-up Rome Lab and relocate i t (  This number is presently under review by this 
commision. ) 

EST. COST $130 Million 

Operations transfered from GriffIss ( in central N.Y. ) to Maguire ( in New Jersey )will1 neccessitate additional 
expenditures of approximately 2.3 Million per year, due to increased costs of living and doing business. 

EST. COST $11.5 Million ( 5 mi.) 

Presently uncalculated is the expense of economic assistance programs to assist the co~nmunities dessimated by 
the closure of the Griffiss and Plattsburg bases. 

EST. COST ???? 

F'UTURE COSTS $692 Million + 
+ 

CURRENT COSTS $320 Million 
- - 

OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS 

When we have spent this one billion h U m s  or more, what will we have bought ? 
We will have taken the antiquated, obsolete airfield at  Maguire , in an already congested area, and spent 

millions to construct a new facility which must deal with even greater congestion / air encroachment We will have 
spent over % 50 million ( probably closer to $200 million ) for improvements to Ft Dn~m's airfield facilities in 
order to address a need that has been filled honorably for years by Griffiss. 
We will have taken an experienced engineering group and a top-notch research facility and minimized their 
effectiveness by splitting them up,  relocating them and subsequently losing a lot of experienced professional 
staff. And , we will have caused untold economic damage to the communities of Rome and Central N.Y. , which 
we will have to pay for with job retraining programs , economic assistance programs and unemployment costs. 

We have re-arranged people and equipment around the country like pieces on a chess board. We have taken 
assets from some communities and given them to others. 

Bottom line ... For $60 million , we could have had everything the Air Force requircd in a northeast U.S. 
airbase , but the '93 BRACC chose to go in their own direction, at  great additional exlpense for taxpayers and 
reduced effectiveness for the military. 

cont .... 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are later found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especially in cases where 
little or no money has yet been spent. 
As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at  

Maguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
Group has not completed the move to Tinker AFB , and the KC-135 Tankers can still be 
returned to Grifflss. 
I urge you and the other members of the commission to please examine not only the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close , but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benefits , then this commission will have not only allowed past mistakes to stand , 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome La~boratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely, 

Jim Ocuto 





Jim Ocuto 
846 :Lawrence S t  
Rome, N.Y. 13440 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

May 6,1995 

Dear RRAC Commission Member, 
As a first priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the commission for the 

thoroughness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding the fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzing the cost data. 

I urge you to read this letter and give these issues some consideration ... 
Over the past several years, the BRAC Commission has had the respmsibility to ,streamline the U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservations predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component of this decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estimates. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions, the cost of closure or  realignment and the total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost or savings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavily in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates were found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation , incorrect pricing , political / military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be reconsidered in light of 
REAL costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term , and that May 17 marks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense installations may be 
considered for possible realignment and/or closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President 

It appears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, because the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people , there has been no continuity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from " square one". 

I am most familiar with the 1993 BRACC decisions regarding Griffiss AFB in Rome , N.Y. and 
Maguire AFB in New Jersey. I was involved with the Central New YorkDefense Economics Council in the 
preparation sf zi real , hard cost estimate f ~ r  fmprovemonts at  GriMss. These included additional parking 
apron area , expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system , and an additional Irangar .This estimate 
which totalled $60 million , was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As th~e transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal , on the day that the final decision was made, this estimate had grown to % 164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at Maguire was % 100 million. Marguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide more than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, at best, inaccurate. The majority of the concrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate of $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated , and a reliable source has providecl information that the 
final cost will exceed SO0 million. Apparently decisions were made based on inaccurate data , and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air Force's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop, look back, and re-examine the effects of the decisions that were 
made, and the data on which they were based ? 

cont... 



Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995.,. 

The five missions at Griffiss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base #& 
Grand Forks Air Force Base. 

COST $25 Million 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases at Minot & Barksdale. 
- 485th Engineering Group is moving to Tinker AFB. 

COST $120.8 M!licm 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * cm3T - - -- 

- Funds allocated for repairs at Maguire 
COST % 175 Million 

TOTAL $321 Million 

Currently we have spent or allocated $321 million. This is in excess of the projecled expense . This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditions at  Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware, Maguire had been acknowledged as obsolete and , 
at the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maintenance for FIFTEEN 
YEARS .The existing runway and apron area is not of sufficient size or  strength to handle it's assigned 
task Massive improvements will need to be made . Latest estimates are well in excess of $500 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Griffiss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled , 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast. As a result, when supp~orting missions to 
Europe or the Middle East, these tankers must fly halfway across the U.S. to reach their original 
departure point. 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe , the MId~dle East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate, 

Griffiss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft military airfields , lies dormant while hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Maguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military valule ,while there are some 
very obvious new expenses. 

* The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National Guard has had, and 
will continue to have additional costs, but we have no dependable estimates as of ithis time. 



D m h g  the 1993 round of BRACC hearings , a complete c o q d s o n  of 
M-e and Grlfllss could have been listed as shown below , ;addressing some 
of the major criteria ofthe Department of Defense. 



What about the Future ? 

Because of of major deficiencies at  Maguire that were undisclosed at the BRACC hearings, 
additional funds will have to be spent to provide additional runway pavement, ramps, and fuel systems. ( This 
estimate does not include the necessary housing & infrastructure improvements ) 

EST. COST $ 500 Million 

Because Fort Drum has been left without a nearby Miltary airfield , plans are underwqy to construct a 
completely new facility at Fort Drum.( This estimate does not include constructing the nieeded aircraft parking 
aprons, ramps , fuel hydrant system , and instrument landing system ; all of which were left behind at  Griffiss ) 

EST. COST $51.3 Million 

It has been proposed to break-up Rome Lab and relocate i t (  This number is presently under review by this 
commision. ) 

EST. COST $130 Million 

Operations transfered from Griffiss ( in central N.Y. ) to Maguire ( in New Jersey )will neccessitate additional 
expenditures of approximately 2.3 Million per year, due to increased costs of living and doing business. 

EST. COST $11.5 Million ( 5 yrs.) 

Presently uncalculated is the expense of economic assistance programs to assist the comnlunities dessimated by 
the closure of the Grimss and Plattsburg bases. 

EST. COST ???? 

FUTURE COSTS $692 Million + 
+ 

CURRENT COSTS $320 Million 
- - 

OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS 

When we have spent this one billion dollars or more, what will we have bought ? 
We will have taken the antiquated, obsolete airfield at  Maguire , in an already congested area, and spent 

millions to construct a new facility which must deal with even greater congestion / air enc~roachment We will have 
spent over % 50 million ( probably closer to % 200 million ) for improvements to Ft. Drum's airfield facilities in 
order to address a need that has been filled honorably for years by Griffiss. 
We will have taken an experienced engineering group and a top-notch research facility and minimized their 
effectiveness by splitting them up,  relocating them and subsequently losing a lot of experienced professional 
staff. And, we will have caused untold economic damage to the communities of Rome andl Central N.Y. , which 
we will have to pay for with job retraining programs, economic assistance programs and rrnemployment costs. 

We have re-arranged people and equipment around the country like pieces on a chess board. We have taken 
assets from some communities and given them to others. 

Bottom line ... For $60 million, we could have had everything the Air Force required in a northeast U.S. 
airbase, but the '93 BRACC chose to go in their own direction, at great additional expense for taxpayers and 
reduced effectiveness for the military. 

cont .... 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are later found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especially in cases where 
little or no money has yet been spent 
As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at  

Maguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
Group has not completed the move to Tinker AFB , and the KC-135 Tankers can still be 
returned to Griffiss. 
I urge you and the other members of the commission to please examine not only the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close , but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benef&, then this commission will have not only allowed past mista~kes to stand , 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome Laboratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely, 

Jim Ocuto 





Jim Ocuto 
846 Lawrence St. 
Rorne , N.Y. 13440 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base .Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington , Va. 22209 

May 6 ,1995 

Dear BRAC Commission Member, 
As a first priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the comnrission for the 

thoroughness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding the fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzimlg the cost data. 

I urge you to read this letter and give these issues some consideration ... 
Over the past several years, the B l U C  Commission has had the responsibility to streamline the U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservations predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component ofthis decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estimrrtes. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions, the cost of closure or realignment and the total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost orb savings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavily in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates were found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation, incorrect pricing, political / military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be reconsidered in light of 
REAL costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term, and that May 17 mtarks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense installations may be 
considered for possible realignment and/or closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President. 

It appears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, becarrse the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people, there has been no contin~uity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from " square one". 

I am most familiar with the 1993 BRACC decisions regarding Griffiss AFB in IRome , N.Y. and 
P?&!grrire -AJB in New Jersey. I was involved with the Central New York Defense E:conomics Council in the 
preparation of a real, hard cost estimate for improvements at Griffiss. These Sncbelded sddWiona! parking 
apron area , expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system , and an additional hangar .This estimate 
which totalled $60 million, was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As th~e transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal, on the day that the final decision was made, this estimate had grown to % 164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at Maguire was % 100 million. Wguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide more than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, at  best, inaccurate. The majority of the concrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate of $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated, and a reliable source has provided information that the 
final cost will exceed SO0 million. Apparently decisions were made based on inaccurate data , and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air Force's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop , look back, and re-examine the effects of the decisions that were 
made, and the data on which they were based ? 

cont... 



Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995... 

The five missions at Grifiss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base & 
Grand Forks Air Force Base. 

COST $25 Million 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases at  Minot & Barksdale . 
- 485th Engineering Group is moving to Tinker AFB. 

COST $120.8 Million 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * ~ O S T  - - -- 

- Funds allocated for repairs at Maguire 
COST $175 Million 

TOTAL $321 Million + 

Currently we have spent or allocated S 2 1  million. This is in excess of the projected expense. This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditiolns at  Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware, Maguire had been acknowledged as obsolete and,  
at  the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maintenance for FIFTEEN 
YEARS .The existing runway and apron area is not of sufficient size or strength to handle it's assigned 
task. Massive improvements will need to be made . Latest estimates are well in excess of SO0 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Grifliss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled, 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast As a result, when supporting missions to 
Europe or the Middle East, these tankers must fly halfway across the U.S. to reach1 their original 
deparhmr9 point 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe , the iMidcl1e East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate. 

Grifliss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft military airfields , lies dormant while hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Maguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military value ,while there are some 
ve ry obvious new expenses. 

The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National Guard has had, and 
will continue to have additional costs, but we have no dependable estimates as of this time. 



During the 1993 round of BRACC hearings , a complete comparison of 
Maguire and GrMlss could have been llsted as shown below , addressing some 
of the major criteria of the Department of Defense. 



What about the Future ? 

Because of of major deficiencies at  Maguire that were undisclosed at  the BRACC hearings, 
additional funds will have to be spent to provide additional runway pavement, ramps, and fuel systems. ( This 
estimate does not include the necessary housing & infrastructure improvements ) 

EST. COST $500 Million 

Because Fort Drum has been left without a nearby Miltary airfield , plans are undernay to construct a 
completely new facility at Fort Drum.( This estimate does not include constructing the needed aircraft parking 
aprons , ramps, fuel hydrant system, and instrument landing system ; all of which were left behind at  Grifiss ) 

EST. COST % 51.3 Million 

It has been proposed to break-up Rome Lab and relocate i t (  This number is presently under review by this 
commision. ) 

EST. COST % 130 Million 

Operations transfered from Griffiss ( in central N.Y. ) to Maguire ( in New Jersey )will neccessitate additional 
expenditures of approximately 2.3 Million per year, due to increased costs of living anld doing business. 

EST. COST $11.5 Million ( 5 yrs.) 

Presently uncalculated is the expense of economic assistance programs to assist the com~munities dessimated by 
the closure of the Griffiss and Plattsburg bases. 

EST. COST ???? 

When we have spent this one biUion dollars or more, what will we have bought ? 
We will have taken the antiquated, obsolete airfield at Maguire , in an already congested area, and spent 

millions to construct a new facility which must deal with even greater congestion 1 air encroachment. We will have 
spent over S 50 million ( probably closer to $200 million ) for improvements to Ft. Druna's airfield facilities in 
order to address a need that has been filled honorably for years by Grifiss. 
We will have taken an experienced engineering group and a top-notch research facility end minimized their 
effectiveness by splitting them up , relocating them and subsequently 1cr:izg a lot sf experienced professional 
staff. And, we will have caused untold economic damage to the communities of Rome and Central N.Y. , which 
we will have to pay for with job retraining programs, economic assistance programs ant1 unemployment costs. 

We have re-arranged people and equipment around the country like pieces on a chess board. We have taken 
assets from some communities and given them to others. 

Bottom line ... For $60 million, we could have had everything the Air Force required in a northeast U.S. 
airbase, but the '93 BRACC chose to go in their own direction , at  great additional expense for taxpayers and 
reduced effectiveness for the military. 

cont .... 

FTJTURE COSTS $692 Million + 
+ 

CURRENT COSTS $320 Million 
- - 

OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are later found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especially in cases where 
little or no money has yet been spent 

As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at 
Maguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
Group has not completed the move to Tinker AFB , and the KC-135 Tankers can still be 
retarnee: to Gr!ffls;. 
I urge you and the other members of the commission to please examine noit only the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close, but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benefits, then this commission will have not only allowed past mistakes to stand , 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome Laboratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely , 

Jim Ocuto 





Jim Ocuto 
84Ci Lawrence St. 
Ro,me , N.Y. 13440 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington , Va. 22209 

May 6 ,1995 

Dear BRAC Commission Member, 
As a first priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the commission for the 

thoroughness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding th~e fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzing the cost data. 

I urge you to read this letter and give these issues some consideration ... 
Over the past several years, the BRAC Commission has had the responsibility te  streamline the U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservathons predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component of this decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estimates. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions, the cost of closure or realignment and tke total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost or savings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavily in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates were found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation , incorrect pricing , political / military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be reconsidered in light of 
REAL costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term, and that May 17 nlarks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense i~nstallations may be 
considered for possible realignment and/or closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President. 

It sppears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, because the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people , there has been no contir~uity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from '* square one". 

I am most familiar with the 1993 BRACC decisions regarding Griffiss AFB in Rome , N.Y. and 
Maguire AFB in New Jersey. I was involved with the Central New YorkDefense Economics Council in the 
preparation of a real, hard cost estimate for improvements at Griffiss. These included additional parking 
apron area , expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system , and an additional hangar .This estimate 
which totalled S O  million , was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As the transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal , on the day that the final decision was made, this estimate hatd grown to $ 164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at  Maguire was $100 million. hlrrguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide more than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, at  best, inaccurate. The majority of the concrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate of $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated , and a reliable source has provided information that the 
final cost will exceed SO0 million. Apparently decisions were made based on inaccurate data , and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air ISorce's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop, look back, and re-examine the effects of the decisions that were 
made , and the data on which they were based ? 

cont... 



Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995.. 

The five missions at Grifiss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base! & 
Grand Forks Air Force Base. 

COST $25 Millior~ 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases at  Minot & Barksdale . 
- 485th Engineering Group is moving to Tinker AFB. 

COST $120.8 Million 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * COST - - -- 

- Frrnds allocated for repairs at Maguire 
COST $175 Million 

~ -- 

TOTAL $321 Million + 

Currently we have spent or allocated $321 million. This is in excess of the projected expense . This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditialns at  Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware, Maguire had been acknow1i:dged as obsolete and,  
at the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maintenance for FIFTEEN 
YEARS .The existing runway and apron area is not of sufficient size or strength to handle it's assigned 
task. Massive improvements will need to be made. Latest estimates are well in excc!ss of SO0 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Griffiss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled , 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast. As a result, when supplorting missions to 
Europe or the Middle East, these tankers must fly halfway across the U.S. to reach their original 
departure point. 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe , the Middle East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate. 

Griffiss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft. military airfields , lies dormant whlile hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Maguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military valui: ,while there are some 
very obvious new expenses. 

* The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National (Guard has had , and 
will continue to have additional costs, but we have no dependable estimates as of this time. 



During the 1993 round of BRACC hearings , a complete com3parison of 
Maguire and Gmss could have been listed as shown below , addressing some 
of the major criteria of the Department of Defense. 



What about the Future ? 

Because of of major deficiencies at  Maguire that were undisclosed at  the BRACC hearings, 
additional funds will have to be spent to provide additional runway pavement, ramps, and fuel systems. ( This 
estimate does not include the necessary housing & infrastructure improvements ) 

EST. COST $500 Million 

Because Fort Drum has been left without a nearby Miltary airfield , plans are underway to construct a 
completely new facility at Fort Drum.( This estimate does not include constructing the needed aircraft parking 
aprons, ramps, fuel hydrant system , and instrument landing system ; all of which were left behind at  Griffrss ) 

EST. COST $51.3 Million 

It has been proposed to break-up Rome Lab and relocate i t (  This number is presently under review by this 
commision. ) 

EST. COST $130 Million 

Operations transfered from GriHiss ( in central N.Y. ) to Maguire ( in New Jersey )will neccessitate additional 
expenditures of approximately 2.3 Million per year, due to increased costs of living and doing business. 

EST. COST $11.5 Million ( 5 yrs.) 

Presently nncalculated is the expense of economic assistance programs to assist the conrmunities dessimated by 
the closure of the Griffiss and Plattsburg bases. 

EST. COST ???? 

FUTURE COSTS $692 Million + 
+ 
CURRENT COSTS $320 Million 

- - 
OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS 

When we have spent this one billion doUars or more, what will we have bought ? 
We will have taken the antiquated , obsolete airfield at Maguire , in an already congested area, and spent 

millions to construct a new facility which must deal with even greater congestion / air encroachment We will have 
spent over % 50 million ( probably closer to % 200 million ) for improvements to Ft. Drum's airfield facilities in 
order to address a need that has been filled honorably for years by Griffiss. 
We will have taken an experienced engineering group and a top-notch research facility and minimized their 
effectiveness by splitting them up ,  relocating them and subsequently losing a lot of experienced professional 
staff. And, we will have caused untold economic damage to the communities of Rome and Central N.Y. , which 
we will have to pay for with job retraining programs, economic assistance programs and unemployment costs. 

We have re-arranged people and equipment around the country like pieces on a chess board. We have taken 
assets from some communities and given them to others. 

Bottom line ... For $60 million , we could have had everything the Air Force required in a northeast U.S. 
airbase , but the '93 BRACC chose to go in their own direction , at great additional expense for taxpayers and 
reduced effectiveness for the military. 

cont .... 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are later found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especial1.y in cases where 
little or no money has yet been spent 
As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at 

Maguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
Group has not completed the move to Tinker AFB , and the KC-135 Tankers can still be 
returned to Griftlss. 
I urge you and the ather members of the commission to please examine no.t only the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close , but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benefits, then this commission will have not only allowed past mistakes to stand, 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome Laboratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely , 

Jim Ocuto 





Jim Ocuto 
846 Lawrence S t  
Rome , N.Y. 13440 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington , Va. 22209 

May 6 ,1995 

Dear B W C  Commission Member, 
As a first priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the commisston for the 

thoroughness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding the fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzing the cost data. 

I urge you to read this letter and give these issties some consiQereti',cn ... 
Over the past several years, the BRAC Commission has had the responsibility to streamline the U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservations predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component of this decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estimates. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions, the cost of closure or  realignment and the total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost or srtvings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavily in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates were found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation , incorrect pricing , political I military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be reconsidered in light of 
REAL costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term , and that May 17 marks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense installations may be 
considered for possible realignment and/or closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President 

It appears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, because the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people , there has been no continuity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from " square one". 

I am mos; familiar with the l993 BIPACC decisiczs regarding Griffiss MI3 In Rome , N.Y. and 
Maguire AFB in New Jersey. I was involved with the Central New YorkDefense Economics Council in the 
preparation of a real, hard cost estimate for improvements at Grifiss. These included additional parking 
apron area , expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system , and an additional hangar .This estimate 
which totalled $60 million , was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As the transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal, on the day that the final decision was made , this estimate had grown to % 164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at  Maguire was $100 million. Waguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide more than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, at best, inaccurate. The majority of the concrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate 01f $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated, and a reliable source has provided information that the 
final cost will exceed $500 million. Apparently decisions were made based on inaccurate data , and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air Force's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop , look back, and re-examine the effects of tlhe decisions that were 
made, and the data on which they were based ? 

cont..,. 



Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995.. 

The five missions at  Griffiss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base 4% 
Gmnd Forks Air Force Base. 

COST $ 25 Million 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases at Minot & Barksdale . 
- 485th Engineering Group is movdfig to Tiakcr mB. 

COST $120.8 Million 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * COST - - -- 

- Funds allocated for repairs at  Maguire 
COST $175 Million 

TOTAL $321 Million + 

Currently we have spent or allocated S21 million. This is in excess of the projected expense. This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditia~ns at  Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware, Maguire had been acknowledged as obsolete and , 
at the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maiintenance for FIFTEEN 
YEARS .The existing runway and apron area is not of sufficient size or strength to handle it's assigned 
task. Massive improvements will need to be made. Latest estimates are well in excess of $500 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Griffiss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled , 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast. As a result, when supporting missions to 
Europe or the Wddle East, these h~kers mcst fly halfway across the U.S. to reach their original 
departure point. 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe , the Midldle East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther. from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate. 

Griffiss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft. military airfields , lies dormant while hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Maguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military value ,while there are some 
very obvious new expenses. 

* The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National Guard has had , and 
will continue to have additional costs , but we have no dependable estimates as of'this time. 



During the 1993 round of BRACC hearings , a complete coqmrison of 
Maguire and Grifllss conld have been llsted as shown below , addressiug some 
of the major criteria of the Department of Defense. 

[ needs additional 4000' ) 

S 60 Million needed for existing pisvemcnt is of 

direct fuel pipeline Refineries nearby 

near heavilydeweloped 



What about the Future ? 

Because of of major deficiencies at Maguire that were undisclosed a t  the BRACC hearings, 
additional funds will have to be spent to provide additional runway pavement, ramps, and fuel systems. ( This 
estimate does not include the necessary housing & infrastructure improvements ) 

EST. COST $500 Million 

Because Fort Drum has been left without a nearby Miltary airfield , plans are underway to construct a 
completely new facility at Fort Drum.( This estimate does not include constructing the needed aircraft parking 
aprons , ramps , fuel hydrant system , and instrument landing system ; all of which were left behind at  Griffiss ) 

EST. COST $51.3 Million 

It has been proposed to break-up Rome Lab and relocate i t (  This number is presently under review by this 
commision. ) 

EST. COST $130 AWllion 

Operations transfered from Griftiss ( in central N.Y. ) to Maguire ( in New Jersey )will neccessitate additional 
expenditures of approximately 2.3 Million per year, due to increased costs of living and doing business. 

EST. COST $11.5 Million ( 5 yrs.) 

Presently uncalculated is the expense of economic assistance programs to assist the con~munities dessimated by 
the closure of the GrifEss and Plattsburg bases. 

EST. COST ???? 

FUTURE COSTS $ 692 Million + 
+ 

CURRENT COSTS $320 Million 
- - 

OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS 

When we have spent this one billion &Urns or more, what will we have bought ? 
We will have taken the antiquated, obsolete airfield at  Maguire , in an already congested area, and spent 

millions to construct a new facility which must deal with even greater congestion 1 air encroachment. We will have 
spent over % 50 million ( probably closer to $200 million ) for improvements to F t  Dn~m's  airfield facilities in 
order to address a need that has been filled honorably for years by Griffiss. 
We will have taken an experienced engineering group and a top-notch research facility and minimized their 
effectiveness by splitting them up,  relocating them and subsequently losing a lot of experienced professional 
staff. And , we will have caused untold economic damage to the communities of Rome and Central N.Y. , which 
we will have to pay for with job retraining programs , economic assistance programs and unemployment costs. 

We have re-arranged people and equipment around the country like pieces on a chess board. We have taken 
assets from some communities and given them to others. 

Bottom line ... For $60 million , we could have had everything the Air Force required in a northeast U.S. 
airbase, but the '93 BRACC chose to go in their own direction, at  great additional expense for taxpayers and 
reduced effectiveness for the military. 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are later found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especially in cases where 
little or no money has yet been spent. 
As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at 

Maguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
Group has not completed the move to Tinker M B ,  and the KC-135 Tankers can still be 
returned to Grifflss. 
I urge you and the other members of the commission to please examine not only the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close, but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benefits , then this commission will have not only allowed past mistakes to stand , 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome Laboratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely, 

Jim Ocuto 





Jim Ocuto 
846 Lawrence St. 
Rome , N.Y. 13440 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

May 6 ,1995 

Dear BRAC Commission Member, 
As a first priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the commission for the 

thoroughness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding the fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzing the cost data. 

I urge you to read this letter and give these issues some consideration ... 
Over thc past several years, the BNAC Commission has had the responsibility to adreamline the U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservatiolns predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component of this decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estimates. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions, the cost of closure or realignment and the total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost or savings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavilly in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates vvere found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation , incorrect pricing , political / military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be reconsidered in light of 
REAL, costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term, and that May 17 marks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense installations may be 
considered for possible realignment andfor closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President. 

It appears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, because the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people, there has been no continuity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from " square one". 

I am most familiar with the 1993 BRACC decisions regarding Grifiss AFB in Rome, N.Y. and 
Maguire AFB in New Jersey. I was involved with the Central New York Defense Economics Council in the 
preparation of a real, hard cost estimate for improvements at  Grifiss. These included additional parking 
apron area , expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system , and an additional hangar .This estimate 
which totalled $60 million , was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As the transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal, on the day that the final decision was made, this estimate had grown to % 164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at Maguire was $100 million. Maguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide more than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, at  best, inaccurate. The majority of the concrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate of $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated, and a reliable source has providedl information that the 
final cost will exceed $500 million, Apparently decisions were made based on inaccurate data, and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air Force's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop , look back, and re-examine the effects of the decisions that were 
made , and the data on which they were based ? 

cont.. .. 



- - -  -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 

am- 

Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995... 

The five missions at Griffiss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base tSr 

Grand Forks Air Force Base. 
COST $25 Million 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases a t  Minot & Barksdale . 
- 485th Engineering Group is moving to Tinker AFB. 

COST $120.8 Million 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * CmST - - -- 

- Funds allocated for repairs at Maguire 
COST $175 Million 

TOTAL $321 Million + 

Currently we have spent or allocated $321 million. This is in excess of the projected expense. This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditions at  Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware, Maguire had been acknowledged as obsolete and , 
at the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maintenance for FIFTEEN 
Y E M S  .The existing runway and apron area is not of sufficient size or strength tab handle it's assigned 
task. Massive improvements will need to be made . Latest estimates are well in excess of $500 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Grifiss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled, 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast. As a result, when supp~orting missions to 
Europe or the Middle East, these tankers must fly halfway across the U.S. to reach their original 
departure point. 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe , the Mid~dle East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate.. 

Griffiss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft. military airfields , lies dormant while hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Maguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military value ,while there are some 
very obvious new expenses. 

The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National Guard has had , and 
will continue to have additional costs , but we have no dependable estimates as of this time. 



During the 1993 round of BRACC hearings , a complete com~larisrm of 
Magutre and GrlUlss could have been llsted as shown below , ;addressing some 
of the major criteria of the Department of Defense. 

[ needs additional 4000' ] 

$ 60 Million needed for existing pavement is of 

direct fuel pipeline Refineries nearby 

New system completed 

near heavilydeveloped 



What about the Future ? 

Because of of major deficiencies at  Maguire that were undisclosed at the BRACC hearings, 
additional funds will have to be spent to provide additional runway pavement, ramps, and fuel systems. ( This 
estimate does not include the necessary housing & infrastructure improvements ) 

EST. COST % 500 Million 

Because Fort Drum has been left without a nearby Miltary airfield , plans are underway to construct a 
completely new facility at  Fort Drum.( This estimate does not include constructing the rreeded aircraft parking 
aprons , ramps , fuel hydrant system , and instrument landing system ; all of which were left behind at  Grifiss ) 

EST. COST $51.3 Million 

It has been proposed to break-up Rome Lab and relocate i t (  This number is presently under review by this 
commision. ) 

EST. COST $130 Million 

Operations transfered from Griffiss ( in central N.Y. ) to Maguire ( in New Jersey )will lneccessitate additional 
expenditures of approximately 2.3 Million per year, due to increased costs of living and doing business. 

EST. COST $11.5 Million ( 5 yrs.) 

Presently uncalculated is the expense of economic assistance programs to assist the communities dessimated by 
the closure of the Griffiss and Plattsburg bases. 

EST. COST ???? 

FUTURE COSTS % 692 Million + 
+ 

CURRENT COSTS % 320 Million 
- - 

OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS 

When we have spent this one billion dollms or more, what will we have bought ? 
We will have taken the antiquated, obsolete airfield at Maguire , in an already congested area, and spent 

millions to construct a new facility which must deal with even greater congestion / air encroachment We will have 
spent over $ 50 million ( probably closer to $200 million ) for improvements to Ft  Drum's airfield facilities in 
order to address a need that has been filled honorably for years by Griffiss. 
We will have taken an experienced engineering group and a top-notch research facility and minimized their 
effectiveness by splitting them up ,  r<:locating them and subsequently losing a Iot of experienced professional 
staff. And, we will have caused untold economic damage to the communities of Rome and Central N.Y. , which 
we will have to pay for with job retraining programs , economic assistance programs and unemployment costs. 

We have re-arranged people and equipment around the country like pieces on a chess board. We have taken 
assets from some communities and given them to others. 

Bottom line ... For $60 million , we could have had everything the Air Force requireti in a northeast U.S. 
airbase, but the '93 BRACC chose to go in their own direction, at  great additional expense for taxpayells and 
reduced effectiveness for the military. 

cont .... 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are Itter found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especially iin cases where 
little or no money has yet been spent. 
As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at 

hlaguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
Group has not completed the move to Tinker AFB , and the KC-135 Tankers can still be 
returned to Griffiss. 
I urge you and the other members of the commission to please examine not a~nly the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close, but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benefits , then this commission will have not only allowed past mistalces to stand, 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome Laboratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely , 

Jim Ocuto 



Jim Ocuto 

Alan Dixon , Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlington , Va. 22209 

May 6,1995 

Dear BRAC Commission Member, 
As a f ia t  priority, I would like to thank you and the other members of the commission for the 

thoroughness and compassion you have shown in your deliberations regarding the fate of Rome 
Laboratory. It has been heartening to see the the care with which you are analyzinrg the cost data. 

T ----- -.--- ----I A L .  
A u~ 6s JVU iii 1 GIIU L L L ~ S  :iFik iid thtse isiiii~ aoze ;~n;Me~rstior, ... 
Over the past several years, the BRAC Commission has had the responsibility to streamline the U.S. 

military. The initial purpose of the commission was to downsize military reservations predicated upon the 
stategic necessity and the overall cost savings. However, an intricate component of this decision-making 
process is dependent upon information provided to the commission via cost estimates. These include cost 
of facilities accomodating new missions , the cost of closure or realignment and the total overall savings to 
the government and taxpayers. It is my understanding that these estimated cost or savings numbers, 
which were generated by the military facilities and affected parties , weighed heavily in the decision - 
making process in previous commissions as well as in your own. If these estimates were found to be be 
grossly less than accurate,due to misinformation , incorrect pricing , political 1 military preference ,or 
merely a failure to fully account for all contingent costs, could past decisions be reconsidered in light of 
REATJ costs based on corrected data ? 
I realize that your commission is nearing the end of it's term, and that May 17 marks the deadline for 

final reccommendations by your commission as to which Department of Defense i~~stallations may be 
considered for possible reaiignment and/or closure. I also understand that June 30 is the date for 
submitting your final list to The President. 

It appears that there is presently no provision for members of the BRACC ,or any other group ,to re- 
examine any cost estimates on which previous decisions were based. In fact, because the various BRAC 
committees were made up of completely different people, there has been no continuity in the realignment 
process. Each successive group starts from " square one". 

I am most familiar with the 1993 BRACC decisions regarding Griffiss AFB in Rome , N.Y. and 
Maguire AFB in New Jersey. I was involved with the Central New York Defense IEconomics Council in the 
preparation of a real, hard cost estimate for improvements at Griffiss. These included additional parking 
apron area, expansion of the aircraft fueling hydrant system, and an additional hangar .This estimate 
which totalled S O  million, was passed along to the '93 BRAC Commission. As the transcript of the 1993 
hearings will reveal, on the day that the final decision was made, this estimate had grown to $164 
million. A similar estimate for all required work at  Maguire was $100 million. Maguire was also 
promoted for it's massive expanse of concrete pavement which would provide more than enough space for 
aircraft parking ... basically true but, a t  best, inaccurate. The majority of the concrete proved to be only 7 
inches thick, and therefore insufficient for the heavy tankers. The cost estimate of $100 million has been 
surpassed with $175 million already allocated, and a reliable source has provided information that the 
final cost will exceed $500 million. Apparently decisions were made based on ina~ccurate data , and the 
1993 BRAC commission chose to reccommend Maguire , even in spite of the Air Force's stated 
opposition. At what point do we stop, look back, and re-examine the effects of the decisions that were 
made, and the data on which they were based ? 

conk... 



Where we stand as of May 1 ,1995.. 

The five missions at Griffiss have been dispersed to other locations 
- KC-135 tankers were split up and moved to Niagara Air National Guard Base & 
Grand Forks Air Force Base. 

COST $25 Million 

- B-52 Bombers were split-up between bases at  Minot & Barksdale . 
- 485th Engineering Group is moving to Tinker AFB. 

COST $120.8 Million 

- Northeast Air Defense Sector was converted to Air National Guard 
? * COST - - -  

- Funds allocated for repairs at Maguire 
COST $ 175 Million 

- - 

TOTAL $321 Millior~ + 

Currently we have spent or allocated $321 million. This is in excess of the projecbd expense. This minor 
excess pales in comparison to what appears to be ahead. Apparently, the conditicans at  Maguire were not 
as they were represented originally. Please be aware , Maguire had been acknowledged as obsolete and , 
at  the time of the 1993 BRACC , was semi - active and had seen no significant maintenance for FIFTEEN 
YEARS .The existing runway and apron area is not of sufficient size or strength to handle it's assigned 
task. Massive improvements will need to be made. Latest estimates are well in excess of $500 million. 

All of the aircraft relocated from Griffiss are still operational in other areas. They are still being fueled , 
flown and repaired .There have been no cost savings. 

We now have no KC-135 tankers based in the Northeast, As a result, when supporting missions to 
Europe or the Middle East, these tankers must fly halfway across the U.S. to reach their original 
departure point. 

The 485th Engineering group primarily deals with projects in Europe, the Middle East and the 
Eastern U.S. When they complete their move to Tinker AFB , they will be farther from from their areas 
of interest and stand to lose many valuable professional staff who will not relocate. 

Grifiss , one of the country's finest 11,000 ft. military airfields , lies dormant while hundreds of 
millions are being spent to resusitate Miguire. 

At this point we are unable to detect any cost savings or improved military value ,while there are some 
very obvious new expenses. 

* The transfer of Northeast Air Defense Sector responsibilities to the Air National1 Guard has had , and 
will continue to have additional costs , but we have no dependable estimates as off this time. 



During the 1993 round of BRACC hearings , a complete con-rparisan of 
Maguire and GrilSlss could have been Usted as shown below , addressing some 
of the major criteria of the Department of Defense. 



What about the Future ? 

Because of of major deficiencies at  Maguire that were undisclosed at the BRACC hearings, 
additional funds will have to be spent to provide additional runway pavement, ramps, and fuel systems. ( This 
estimate does not include the necessary housing & infrastructure improvement. ) 

EST. COST $500 Million 

Because Fort Drum has been left without a nearby Miltary airfield, plans are underway to construct a 
completely new facility at Fort Drum.( This estimate does not include constructing the needed aircraft parking 
aprons, ramps, fuel hydrant system , and instrument landing system ; ail of which were left behind at  Griffiss ) 

EST. COST % 51.3 Million 

It has been proposed to break-up Rome Lab and relocate i t (  This number is presently under review by this 
commision. ) 

EST. COST $130 Million 

Operations transfered from Grifflss ( in central N.Y. ) to Maguire ( in New Jersey )wil!l neccessitate additional 
expenditures of approximately 2.3 Million per year, due to increased costs of living and doing business. 

EST. COST $11.5 Million ( 5 yrs.) 

Presently uncalculated is the expense of economic assistance programs to assist the calmmunities dessimated by 
the closure of the Grifiss and Plattsburg bases. 

EST. COST ???? 

- 

FUTURE COSTS $692 Million + 
+ 

CURRENT COSTS $320 Million 
- - 

OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS 

When we have spent this one biUion dollars or more, what will we have bought ? 
We wilI have taken the antiquated, obsolete airfield at Maguire , in an already congested area, and spent 

millions to construct a new facility which must deal with even greater congestion 1 air encroachment We will have 
spent over $ 50 million ( probably closer to $200 million ) for improvements to Ft. Drum's airfield facilities in 
order to address a need that has been filled honorably for years by Griffiss. 
We will have taken an experienced engineering group and a top-notch research facility and minimized their 
effectiveness by splitting them up , relocating them and subsequently losing a lot of experienced professional 
staff. And, we will have caused untold economic damage to the communities of Rome and Central N.Y. , which 
we will have to pay for with job retraining programs, economic assistance programs and unemployment costs. 

We have re-arranged people and equipment around the country like pieces on a chess board. We have taken 
assets from some communities and given them to others. 

Bottom line ... For $60 million , we could have had everything the Air Force required in a northeast U.S. 
airbase , but the '93 BRACC chose to go in their own direction , at  great additional expense for taxpayers and 
reduced effectiveness for the military. 

cont .... 



In closing, I would like to pose one final question ... 
At what point is it too late to reverse a past decision ? When decisions are later found to 

have been based on incorrect data , they should be re-addressed ; especially in cases where 
little or  no money has yet been spent. 
As of the writing of this letter, little of the funding allocated has actually been spent at 

Maguire. The staff of Rome Lab is holding it's collective breath. The 485th Engineering 
G r w p  has not completed the move to Tinker AFB , and the KC-135 Tanken can still be 
returned to Griffiss. 
I urge you and the other members of the commission to please examine not only the list of 

bases you are planning to realign or close, but take some time to re-examine the moves 
that have already been made by previous groups. If the system continues to function as-is , 
with no opportunity for readdressing past decisions or in any way tracking the ACTUAL 
costs vs. benefits, then this commission will have not only allowed past mistakes to stand, 
but will quite possibly make more of it's own. 
Thank you again for the attention you have given to the matter of Rome Laboratory. This 

community cannot afford another loss. 

I remain , sincerely, 

Jim Ocuto 



1 
C O R N E L L  UNIVERSITY 

FRANK H. T. RHODES 
PRESIDENT 

April 27, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment & Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I write in strong support of Rome Laboratory. Rome Laboratory is a world leader in 
such areas as photonics and command, control, communications, computing, arrd 
intelligence, which are areas of importance not only to the Air Force, but to the entire 
United States economy. Rome's work provides vital support for national priorities such 
as development of the National Information Infrastructure. 

I am familiar with Rome's work because Cornell researchers h'ave long-standing 
relationships with their counterparts at the laboratory and make use of each other's 
facilities. Rome draws on work at such Cornell facilities as the National Nanofabrication 
Users Network (the National Fabrication Node at Cornell University') and the Theory 
Center (Cornell's national supercomputing center), both of which are federally funded 
centers of excellence. 

As an illustrative example, programs at the National Nanofabrikation Users 
Network at Cornell are strongly linked to Rome's Pnotonic Program. There is major 
overlap involving smart communications and distributed processing1 systems. This is an 
applied, commercial and military systems driven effort with an increasing focus on high 
speed, high capacity communications systems for military and civilian aerospace 
applications. Within the Photonics Program, Gallium Arsenide, Gallium Nitride and 
other Ill-V compounds are fabricated into devices, using lithographlic techniques at 
Cornell's NNF. Members of the Photonics Program at Rome utilize Cornell's NNF 
facilities on a weekly basis. Cornell's programs benefit from the ad,vanced optical and 
digital testing facilities available at Rome Laboratory. Cornell students travel regularly to 
Rome for collaboration and measurement. 

The Cornell Theory Center collaborates with the Command, C;ontrol, 
Communications and Intelligence (C3I) group at Rome Laboratory on a variety of 
projects. One is an advanced Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Testbed called 
NYNET. This high-speed network testbed enables distributed corrlputing applications 
between Rome Laboratory, Cornell, Syracuse, Columbia, and Polytechnic University, 
and is model for such networks around the world. The Theory Center has also 
collaborated with Rome's Virtual Reality group. This collaboration has demonstrated the 
ability for a scientist to 'walk through' a molecule, providing a better understanding of 
molecular structure, which will lead to advances in chemistry, materials research, 
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medicine, and other fields. Other projects underway include developing algorithms and 
protocols for reliable networks using an ATM switching fabric. 

Rome contributes increasingly to the economy of New York State. The State 
Government has invested in improving technology transfer at Rome, insuring that the 
greatest possible use is made of Air Force research -- a benefit to the Air Force in a 
time when commercial technology is often ahead of that of the military. 

As someone who is deeply concerned with the future of science and technology in 
this country, I urge you to maintain Rome Laboratory in its current loc:ation, where it can 
continue to build on partnerships with universities and companies that have proven their 
worth to the Air Force and the nation. 

With all good wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank H. T. Rhodes 



VICE PRESIDENT 
GENERAL MANAGER 

ROME SENTINEL COMPANY 
333 W. DOMINICK STREET P.O. BOX 471 ROME, NEW YORK 13440-0471 

I April 26, 1995 

Alan Dixon, Chairman . . DD 4 cr Po--.-..- 
U L U - X ~ L  L IIU:IIJJICZ~ 

1700 N. Moore St. 
Suite 1425 1 Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Sir: 

Your Commission has been denied the total capacity of the facilities available at Griffiss Air Force 
Base to consider in your decisions. Look at them before you decide tht: Rome LaboratoryIGriffiss 
Air Force Base hture. Consider that your wisest and most economical decision may be to  & 
Rome Lab and to redirect the Air Mobility Wing @ Griffiss from McCitire AFB. 

And factor these in to the cost of moving Rome Lab: 
a) The cost of installing a new runway at Fort Drum. ->$52M 
b) The combined Military Construction cost of McGuire Air Force Base, NJ. ->$320M 

On the basis of its own submitted evidence in the 1993 BRACC, McGuire had overwhelming 
problems that were not considered during the BRACC  commission^'^ final vote. According to 
McGuire's own facilities report: 

Load bearing capability of McGuire pavements limits usability for E 5 2  aircraft. 
Both runways are only in fair conditic~~. "Ma_ior work needs to br: done, in the next five years or 
numerous failures of pavement can be expected.." 
Of the 944,708 square yards of ramp space: "Rows Delta to Juliet, and maintenance ramps are in 
poor condition. This area comprises approximately 40 percent of the operational ramp and must 
be upgraded to avoid failures.." The two Guard ramps are in very poor condition. 
"The POL jet fuel system is insufficient. Currently less than 40 percent of the aircraft parking 
spaces are serviced by a fie1 hydrants. A Type 111 system with 32 hydrants was installed but 
abandoned due to weld failures." 
Utilities-Electrical: "1 0'26 of the power poles are rotted and need replacement." 
Utilities-I-ieating: "Without major renovation (boilers), the capacity to expand will not be 
possible." The condition of all but one of the boilers (built in 1953; 1 renovated in 1991) is fair, 
with n~ultiple tube failures. "Approximately 50 percent of the lines will need to be replaced in the 
next five years due to corrosion." 
Utilities--Water: Wells need repair. State limits require a 35% drawdown of usage for the 900 foot 
aquifer. The pipes ". . .condition range from poor to good. There are a large number of water main 
breaks caused by old and antiquated pipes. 
Utilities-Wastewater: ". . . facility will be at near-capacity when finushed in 1994." 
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Airspace: ". . . is under two TCAs with large volumes of VFR traffic;. The ". . .high density traffic 
in the local area requires standard amvalsldepartures that limit flexibility." 
AICUZ: "The local community (county/cities) have not adopted the AICUZ guidelines for 
development of growth." Two of four clear zones are incompatible (:20%) 
Air Quality: ". . .in a non-attainment area for ozone pollution as is all of New Jersey." 

You can both save money and set the process straight again. Thank you for your attention. 

~tep)(en B. Waters 
Publisher, Dcily Smtinel 



Prince George's Co. MD 

6 April 1995 

Mr. David Lyles 

Dear Mr. Lyles: 

I know that your Commission is considering the case of Rome Laboratory, whose 
principal location is presently at (the former) Griffiss AFB, Rome, New York. The 
purpose of this letter is to provide you with some input that may help you and the 
Commission to strengthen Department of Defense Research, Development and 
Engineering at an acceptable cost. 

I write as a private citizen, but I do draw on considerable experience in asserting that I 
know of no one, among many government officials, contracted firms, and university 
researchers, who thinks that the Griffiss Rome Lab installation is a particularly competent 
entity, or likely to make significant achievements in areas where it is charged. 
I hope you would regard statements in this letter not as "allegations", but are suggestions 
which you in your duty to the People and government, may want to look into further and 
corroborate independently. 

The problems of Rome Lab (Griffiss) have historical roots in the nearby communities. 
The Laboratory is a "local industry" and important part of what remains of an economic 
base in the Mohawk Valley region. Residents with long-standing roots in this region 
have attained prominent positions at the Lab and tend to regard it as an ethnic fiefdom, or 
better, as a professional sinecure for coming generations. 

Of the current research managers there, few have the Ph.D., which may not have been 
necessary for full credentials in research or research management in the 1960's or earlier, 
but is today a sine qua non. A good number of the researchers who do hold advanced 
degrees, have them from nearby Syracuse University. While certainly a respectable 
school, it is not of the caliber of many other engineering arid technical colleges to be 
found on the East Coast. The proximity has led to interesting incestuous situations 
developing, such as thesis advisors and other teachers or Rome Lab civil service 
personnel rapidly obtaining grants and consultancy positions through the good offices of 
Rome Lab, in its capacity as a project contracting shop. 



Thesis professors at Syracuse (and at a few other schools involved in similar 
cul-angements) may be tempted to cycle their "government" students through a degree 
program on an "accelerated track" due to unwitting pressure from Lab officials to 
produce the "product" (a degreed Lab person), and to become available for the perquisites 
mentioned, including grants from the DoD Basic Research funding agencies. Thus the 
stature of the degree, compared to one painfully acquired by a student not supported by 
the government, can come into question. 

One sees why very few employees are sent to nearby schools of high repute, such as 
Cornell University: such an institution is not willing to risk its reputatilon by engaging in 
'arrangements that so easily lead to a conflict of interest. 

There are measures by which the competence of technically-employed individuals and 
groups can roughly be judged. In science and technology the universal standard is still 
"publications in referred journals of high repute". The Commission should consider 
obtaining information along these lines from Rome Lab. The highest weight should be 
given to publication solely-authored by a Lab employee, with lesser weight given to 
publications with several civil service Lab authors, and no value given to publications 
with a non-Lab co-author (inevitably this was a contracted employee, paid to put Lab 
names on the journal roster). The Lab will tell you that there is no time to reach journal 
publication, that what counts in in-house technical reports (let me assure you, Sir, that no 
one reads these, even the appointed review panels). Then the question is, what 
proportion of these technical reports actually reach an outside publicatjion status (with 
only Lab authors)? 

The Commission should undertake a comparison on this and other bases between Rome 
Lab (Griffiss) and the Rome Lab Hanscom AFB facility. The Hanscorn facility has 
achieved international renown in a number of areas, of which arrayed radar, 
electromagnetics, seismology etc. are some known to me. The superiority of Hanscom is 
not surprising since it is located in a major science and technology center of the world. 
This and the cultural amenities which are arguably richer than those at Utica, NY, 
continue to draw the best and brightest young technicians and scholars. 



Griffiss facility on the other hand is a trap where competent scientists may land by 
circumstance, and generally expend a great deal of effort trying to escape from. In this 
they are not abetted by the old-time "home-boys" who by staying powcx have attained the 
highest positions at the Lab. There are of course exceptions to the general mediocrity of 
the Lab management: the appointment of Mr. Sam deNitto as head of the RLIC~I 
directorate is a significant positive step, but probably comes too late to turn around a self- 
serving culture that bides time untii retirement, desperately working to avoid drawing 
attention to itself and its vast expenditures of public funds. 

I think that you might consider, unless you have overriding reasons that I do not know of, 
that realignment of the Griffiss facility is distinctly in the interest of Rome Laboratory 
and of Department of Defense R D & E. Moving part of the Lab to Hanscoln will have an 
immediate re-vitalizing effect on the research, and bring it into fruitful contact with 
institutions such as MIT, Lincoln Laboratories, MITRE and many others. As an 
independent commission, you should, I suggest, continue to serve the long-term interests 
of the nation by resisting pressure from well-meaning parties to preserve an obsolete 
facility. 

Certainly you will want to take into account the judgments, subjective olr otherwise, of 
many others. No doubt that a "show-and-tell" presentation at the Rome facility will make 
some kind of impression. The question is whether the power and expertise behind the 
facade are effective in achieving DoD goals. This is difficult assess since those concerned 
have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo, that is, a grants and contracts "cow" 
ready to be milked. In an era of difficult choices and priorities, the value: of the present 
arrangement, versus some other arrangement, must be weighed. 

I do not give my name here since I subsist under the same system as everyone else, but I 
plan to contact you by telephone, referring to this letter, after a suitable interval. 

Very sincerely yours, 

cc: Sec'y John Deutsch, Sec'y Wm. Perry, Rep. John Kasich, Pres. Wm. Clinton 



FAXed M E M O R A N D U M  

To: Hon. Sam Gibbons, U.S. House of Representatives 
Hon. Bob Graham, U.S. Senate 
Hon. Connie Mack. U.S. Senate 

From: J .  Robert Ashley (Retired Professor of Engineering.) 813 961 7617 
2523 Lake Ellen Ln. 
Tampa, Hillsborough County, Florida 33618-3205 R&FUJ~ 

Subject: Brooks Air Force Base closing Date: 1995 March 24 ' I  
The listing of military bases scheduled for closing rmeleased late in 

February included Brooks Air Force Base, San Antonio, TX. One jmportant 
activity at Brooks AFB is the Armstrong Laboratory, site of the tri.-service 
research effort regarding possible adverse health effects of radio frequency 
(RF) radiation, which includes microwave radiation. Currently this research 
involves 80 scientists studying RF and 53 scientists doing similar research 
for laser safety. 

Through the activities of the IEEE Standards Coordinating Committee 
28, which is engaged in writing maximum permitted exposure standards for RF 
and in the future the power frequency exposure, I have in the past decade 
become professionally familiar with these issues, particularly regarding 
power line safety. The information broadcast in the elltertainment/news 
media on these issues is most often based on a blatant attack on the profes- 
sional ethics of engineers and scientists--claiming but never coming close 
to proving a cover-up. By contrast, the research started by the War Depart- 
ment in the 1940s and now carried forward by the interdisciplinary teams at 
Armstrong Laboratory has prevented any significant harmful heath effects 
from RF equipment -- including high power radar which could be harmful if 
not thoroughly understood and carefully engineered. 

One issue of real concern in the U.S., and particularly here is Flori- 
da, is the siting of NEXRAD weather radars. Instead of obtaining profes- 
sional engineering advice on what was done to insure safety by the New York 
research lab where NEXRAD was developed, the former governor of New York and 
a U.S. Representative apparently were swayed by material - ~ n  the entertain- 
ment media, e.g., THE NEW YORKER, in preventing the optimwrn site for check- 
ing the wind shear at Laguardia and Kennedy Airports. (NE:iRAD was sited at 
Brookhaven.) This was absurd--there is absolutely no harmful exposure to 
microwaves for members of the public or the people manning NEXRAD. In the 
future, we can expect a furor about adding new High Definition TV broadcast 
stations. Without solid research from the groups at Armstrong, our govern- 
ment officials cannot rebut the quackery regarding microwaves, 1% and TV 
broadcasting, etc., and prevent further obstruction of optimum siting of 
NEXRAD radars. Also, regarding the power line issue, of all the government 
efforts I have studied, only the work from DOD has good solid background in 
physics and biophysics. 

Thus, I implore you to intervene and keep the Armstrong Laboratory 
group together and working in their present quarters. Perhaps the rest of 
Brooks AFB may not be needed enough to remain open; however, for administra- 
tive purposes, the Armstrong Laboratory could report to some other base. 



Where might Congress cut out a wasteful program or two to find the 
Funding for Armstrong Laboratory? After studying EPA efforts related to 
both the RF and power frequency safety issues, I suggest EPA work on the so- 
called "EYF" issues be abandoned because of inadequate basis in science. 
llso, the projects initiated by the NIEHS EMF RAPID program have no bearing 
,n the matter of why living near a power line increases the risk of child- 
llood leukemia, Cancelling the EMF RAPID program would not delay resolving 
the power line safety issues. Because of the interdisciplinary scientific 
skills of the people at Armstrong Laboratory, the power line safety question 
would be more likely resolved there than by the DOE/EPA/NIEHS/lndustry 
groups now floundering around and wasting taxpayer money studying nonsignif- 
icant electromagnetic fields. 

Another area where money is being wasted is the remora.1 of asbestos 
from existing buildings. There is no scientifically valid need for federal, 
state or local government funding of asbestos removal. 

Chairman Alan Dixon, BRAC 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Mr. Paul Robertson, Chairman BRAC-San Antonio 
Chamber of Commerce, Greater San Antonio 
P.O. Box 1628 
San Antonio, TX 78296 

E-Mail copies: 

Dr. Eleanor Adair, Chairman IEEE Committee on Man and Radiation 
John B. Bierce Laboratory, Inc.\ 
290 Congress Ave. 
New Haven, CT 06519 

Mr. Chris Brantley, IEEE USAB 
1828 L Street, Suite 1202 
Washington, DC 20036-5104 



Microwave-Narda 

435 Moreland Road 
Hauppauge, NY 1 1788 
USA Tel 516 231-1700 

Int'l. Tel 01 516 231-1390 
Fax 516 231-1711 

March 24, 1995 

Senator Alfonse M. D' Amato 
SH-520 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 10-3202 

Dear Senator D'Amato: 

I am writing in connection for the possible closing of Brooks Air Force Base under the 
Federal Base Realignment Commission. 

Brooks Air Force Base houses in the Armstrong Laboratories the 1:ri-services research 
laboratories concerned with the human bioeffects of non-ionizing electromagnetic 
radiation. 

This research is needed for safety of the general public at this tirne, while the use of 
Radio Frequency energy increases dramatically. 

My  company produces instrumentation which is used to monitor and establish a safe 
environment around emitters of non-ionizing radiation. We are aware of the scientific 
expertise at the Armstrong Laboratory and the valuable research being conducted 
there. 

We urge you to  support the continuing existence of the Armstrong Laboratories. 

Very truly yolurs, 

%bn < - 
Edward E. Adan 
Engineering Manager 
Instrument Group 
Loral Microwave-Narda 

EEA:cf 
cc: Alan Dixon 

Paul Robertson 



LmRAL - 
Microwave-Narda 

435 Moreland Road 
Hauppauge, NY 1 1788 
USA Tel 516 231-1700 

Int'l. Tel 01 516 231-1390 
Fax 516 231-1711 

March 24, 1995 

Senator Daniel P. Moynihan 
SR-464 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 10-3201 

Dear Senator Moynihan: 

I am writing in connection for the possible closing of Brooks Air Force Base under the 
Federal Base Realignment Commission. 

Brooks Air Force Base houses in the Armstrong Laboratories the tri-services research 
laboratories concerned with the human bioeffects of non-ionizing electromagnetic 
radiation. 

This research is needed for safety of the general public at this time, while the use of  
Radio Frequency energy increases dramatically. 

M y  company produces instrumentation which is used to monitor and establish a safe 
environment around emitters of non-ionizing radiation. We are aware of the scientific 
expertise at the Armstrong Laboratory and the valuable research being conducted 
there. 

We urge you t o  support the continuing existence of the Armstrong Laboratories. 

Very truly yours, 

5 L h A  OJL, 
Edward E. Aslan 
Engineering Manager 
Instrument Group 
Loral Microwave-Narda 

EEA:cf 
cc: Alan Dixon 

Paul Robertson 
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March 23, 1995 

Chairman Alan Dixon 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are blest served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and continues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRDAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will b'e lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nationfs 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense. 

Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locatte the missions of 
Hanscom and the Armyfs CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaters Society (AES), Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineerel (IEEE), American Inrtitate of 
Industr~al Enmneers (AIIE),  Amencan Societ for Enpeer ing  Education (ASEE), American Societ for Metah (ASMI. 
American Society for Quality Control (ASQO, Amencan Soclrty of Mechrn~ul m (AS.&., socis of hfanu- L facturing Engineers (SYE), American Society for Safety En neers (ASSE), New R r k  State Saclet of feuiond 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of ~m&siona! Engineen (NYBSPE), N ~ W - Y O ~ ~  SUts *.socia- 
tion of Transportation Engineets (NYSATE), Armed Forces Cornrnun~cat~ons & E l e c F n ~ c  Aneociabon ( A E e ) ,  Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts ( A I M ) ,  G.  E. Elfun Soc~ety, International Management Council (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 



Chairman Alan Dixon 
Page 2 
March 23, 1995 

Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
W E E C  Chairman 
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March 23, 1995 

General James B. Davis 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear General Davis: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rorne, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and continues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRDAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move!, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense . 
Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to 1ocat:e the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplatera Society (AES), Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineem (IEEE), American Inntitub of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Enqneering Education (ASEE), American Societ for Meklr (ASM), 
American Society for Quality Control ( A S Q ~ ,  Amencan Society of Mechanical En .nee~n ( A S M ~ ,  Sode of Manu- P facturing Engineers (SME), American Soeiety for Safety En n e e n  (ASSE), New Fork S t a b  Saiet  of mfessionai 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Soc~ety of ~ r n R s i o n a !  Eqgineen (NYSSPE), ~ = w . ~ o r ?  Stab Asaocia- 
tion of Transportation Enqneers (NYSATE), Armed Forces Communlcatlons & Electronic Areoclatlon (AFCEA), Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G. E. Elfun Society, International Management Coancll (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 



General James B. Davis 
Page 2 
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Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clea~cly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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Ms. Wendi L. Steele 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Ms. Steele: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical co~mmunities of 
Central New York, The organization considers th.e plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and continues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRDAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense. 

Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locate the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 

Greater Ut ia  Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 



Ms. Wendi L. Steele 
Page 2 
March 23, 1995 

Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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Mr. S. Lee Kling 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Mr. Kling: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and c:ontinues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRIIAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense . 
Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locate the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaters Society (AES), Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineere (IEEE), American Inatitate of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Engineering Education (ASEE), Americnn S&et for MeUa (ASM), 
American Society for Quality Control (ASP&, American Society of Mechanical Eh 'neera ( A S M ~  socie of Mmu- 

3 L O  facturing Engineers (SME), American Society for Safety En n e e n  (ASSE). New Fork State S m e t  of feaaional 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of ~roifssiona! Engineen (NYSSPE), New ~ o r i  State M a -  
tion of Transportation Engineers (NYSATE). Armed Forces Commun~cat~one & Electron~c thociation (AN&??), Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G. E. Elfun Society, International. Management Counul (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 



Mr. S. Lee Kling 
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March 23, 1995 

Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather lone based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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March 23, 1995 

Mr. David Lyles 
Chief of Staff 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Mr. Lyles: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are be:st served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and ciontinues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRDAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense. 

Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locate the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will :be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaters Society (AES), Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers (IEEE), American Imtitafe of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Engineering Education (ASEE), American Societ for Metal8 (ASM). 
American Society for Quality Control (ASP&, American Society of Mechanical Eh 'men (AS.&, W e  of Manu- 
facturing Engineers (SME), American Society for Safety En neera (ASSE), New Fork State Soaet of ?rofeaaional 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS)! New York State Society of ~rngssiona! Engineers (NYSSIJE), W = r  YO~I Stab Auoeia- 
tion of Transportation Engneers (NYSATE), Armed Forces Communlcatlons & Electronic: Aaauaation (AFCEA), Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G. E. Elfun Society, International Management Coaacil (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 



Mr. David Lyles 
Page 2 
March 23, 1995 

Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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Ms. Rebecca G. Cox 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Ms. Cox: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical csmmunities of 
Central New York. The organization considers th.e plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and c:ontinues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRDAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding, The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense. 

Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locate the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaten Society (AES). Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineera (IEEE), American Institute of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE), American Societ for Enmneer~ng Education (ASEE). American Societ for Metals (ASM), 
Ameriean Society for Qualify Control (ASQX. Ameriean Society of Mechanical Eh 'nee13 ( A S M ~ ,  Sode of Manu- 
facturlng Engineers (SME), American Society for Safety En n e e n  (ASSE), New Fork S t a b  Socier of?kfeuiond 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of ~ r o ~ s s i o n a l  Engineen (NYSFPE), ~ ? . ~ o r i  Stat. Iluoeia- 
tion of Transportation Engineers (NYSATE), Armed Forces Communications & Electronrc A ~ m ~ a Q o n  (AFCEA), Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G .  E. Elfun Society, International Mmqpment Council (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 
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Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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Alton Cornella 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Mr. Cornella: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and czontinues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRIIAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense . 
Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locate the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaters Society (AES). Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers (l.EEE), American Inrtitute of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Engineering Education (ASEE), American Societ for Metalr (ASM), 
American Society for Quality Control (ASP&, Amencan Society of Mechanical En ' w s m  ( A S Y ~ ,  Socie of Mw- B faeturing Engineers ISME), American Society for Safety En n e e n  (ASSE). New Fork Stat. Societ of mfeuionnal 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of ~mP;bsiona! Engineen (NYSSPE), ~ e r - ~ o r ?  Stat. Associa- 
tion of Transportation Engineers (NYSATE), Armed Forces Cornmunlcations & Electronic AiwciaQon ( A F C g ) ,  Amer- 
ican Inst~tute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G .  E. Elfun Society, Intematlonal Management Councll (IMC), 
Greater Uticn Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 



Mr. Alton Cornella 
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Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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General Josue Robles, Jr. 
Defense Base Closure and ~ealignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear General Robles: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and c:ontinues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRIIAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will bta lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the ~ i r  Force and Department of 
Defense. 

Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locate the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaters Society (AES), Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineera (IEEE), American Inrtitnte of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE), American Societ for Engineering Education (ASEE), American Societ for Met& (ASM). 
American Society for Quality Control  AS^&, American Society of Mechanical Eh 'neem (ASME., M e  of Manu- 
facturing Engineers (SME). American Society for Safety En neen (ASSE), New qork State S m a r  of a, femional 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of ~ m g s s i o n a l  En.gineen (NYSSPE), IUo.yor? Stata *uodr 
tion of Transportation Engneers (NYSATE). Armed Forces Commun~cat~ons & Electron~c AmlloclaQon (AFCEA), Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G. E. Elfun Society, International Management Council (IMC), 
Greater Utics Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 



General Josue Robles, Jr. 
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Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretaryfs ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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Charles Smith 
Executive Director 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and c.ontinues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRClAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be: lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A serieS of technican networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense. 

Our cost of housing and established cultural, social and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to locatle the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Rome becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaters Society (AES). Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineera (IEEE), Americun Inrti-te of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Engneering Education (ASEE), Ameritm Societ for Metala (ASM), 
American Society for Quality Control (ASQK. American Society of Mechanical En 'nmn (ASME$ M e  of M*u- 

x-0 factvring Engineers (SME), American Society for Safety En neers (ASSE), New Fork State Sauet of fessiond 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of Progssional Eqglneera (NYSSPE), N=W.YO~{ State Asmcia- 
tion of Transportation Engineers (NYSATE). Armed Forces Communi~ations & Elec@nitr A~oclataon ( A F C q ) ,  Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G .  E. Elfun Society, Internabonal Management Couaul (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 
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Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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Mr. Benjamin F. Montoya 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Mr. Montoya: 

MVEEC represents the scientific and technical communities of 
Central New York. The organization considers the plan to divide 
and disperse the missions of Rome Laboratory to be an ill 
conceived move. The needs of the country are best served if the 
mission of Rome Laboratory remains intact in Rome, New York. 

Rome Laboratory is always ranked very high and czontinues to be the 
leader in Technology Transfer as measured by CRDAs. Its strength 
is its people, our members, many of whom will be lost in a move. 
This will result in a delay in current projects and a loss of Air 
Force knowledge of both new and legacy systems. Those systems are 
now deployed in the field and are a direct service to field 
commanders. This move will jeopardize our fighting forces. 

By moving the lab, the country will lose the benefit of the 
technological infrastructure established in this region. Each 
year the IEEE hosts an international conference focused on the 
technologies at Rome Lab. A series of technical networks have 
been established to support the mission of the lab and to foster 
military and industry cross fertilization. The Central New York 
region offers easy access to more than a dozen of the nation's 
leading research universities. This diversity eliminates the 
possibility of technology inbreeding. The move, from Rome, will 
rip the heart of C41 mission of the Air Force and Department of 
Defense. 

Our cost of housing and established cultural, s,ocial and business 
infrastructure make it less expensive to 1ocat.e the missions of 
Hanscom and the Army's CECOM in Rome. Add this to the millions of 
dollars of committed state resources that will be lost to the 
federal government in the event of a move and Home becomes the 
obvious host location. 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American  electroplate^ Society (AES), Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineem (IEEE), American Inrtitots of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Eneneering Education (ASEE), American Societ for Metab (ASH), 
American Society for Quality Conrml (AS?&, American Society of Mechanical En .neera (ASH&, W e  of Manu- 

V r O  facturing Engineers (SME), Amencan Soc~ety for Safety En neen (ASSE). New Fork State S m e t  of f.ui0n.l 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of ~rogssiona! Engineem (NY&!PE), ~ ~ r + ~ o r t  Stata Anmcia- 
tion of Transportation Engineen (NYSATE), Armed Forces Communlcationa & Electron~c A w a t l o n  ( A F C e ) ,  Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G. E. Elfun Society, Internauonal Management &tlI l~l  (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 
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Finally, several times in the recent past there have been efforts 
to move the missions of Rome Laboratory to Hanscom. We are 
concerned that this is based on a clear conflict of interest 
because of the Secretary's ties to MIT. 

This should not be a political move, but rather one based on merit 
and cost savings. If that is true, Rome is clearly your choice. 

Ronald George 
MVEEC Chairman 
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IEEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEE.RS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley March 27, 1995  

Charles Smith, Executive Director 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(315) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley @ieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by the local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of Rome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engxneers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over maiiy years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more mone.y, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performancis on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



- . ,  

' and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as PJtPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it,was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base closing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses will not sell in 'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacrifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

W&, 
Richard A. Ackley 
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lEEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEEiRS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley 

David Lyles, Chief of Staff 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(315) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley Qieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by the local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of Rome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over many years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk'? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratlory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Sase closing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they nust leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses will not sell in the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Bostorl area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sac~:rifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

gYiL4/c Richard A. Ackley c* 
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REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley 

Alan Dixon, Chairman 
BRACC Commission 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome. NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(31 5) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley@ieee.org (E-Mall) 

1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), an.d Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by t.he local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of F:ome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performancx. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many 3f the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over many years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, d.edicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base cl.osing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" t.he Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision., 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses will not sell in 'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacrifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 



EEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley 

Gen. James Davis 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(315) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley @ieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by t:he local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of Rome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate th.ese costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the ecclnomies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will netrer be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cxinnot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over marly years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



- .  . 
and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executi.ves," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base closing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision.. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain fhere are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses will not sell in'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston, area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacrifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

Richard A. Ackley d 
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1EEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley 

Rebecca Cox 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1 4 2 5  
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1 9 9 5  
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(315) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackleyQieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Ms. Cox; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by the local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of Rome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there a.re critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will. not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over many years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I ma.y be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 
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and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base ~:~osing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal1' the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses w:i:Ll not sell in'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacr:ifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

ichard A. Ackley wLMk 
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1EEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
R'chard A. Ackley 

Wendi Louise Steele 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(31 5) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley 8ieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Ms Steele; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers 2t Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by the local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of Rc~me Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention, 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over many years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base closing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses w.ill not sell in4the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severlely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacr.ifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

Richard A. Ackley 1 



lEEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEE.RS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley 

S. Lee Kling 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(31 5) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley @ieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by the local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of :Rome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate th.ese costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who c:annot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over marly years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more monel;?, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base closing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses will not sell in'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacri.fice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

Richard A. Ackley a 
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lEEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley 

Benj amin Montoya 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(31 5) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley@ieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), an.d Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by t.he local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of Rome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the :Last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over many years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I ma.y be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top ~ixecutives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Labora.tory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base closing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain .there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses w:i.ll not sell in'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacrifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide 1,esser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

Richard A. Ackley d' 
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lEEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC. 

REGION 1 DIRECTOR 
Richard A. Ackley 

Gen. Joe Robles Jr. 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(31 5) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley @ieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by t:he local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of F:ome Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your attention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/~t. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been effectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over many years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may be able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top ,executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base czlosing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal1' the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses wi.11 not sell in'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacrifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said a.nd think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

wkl 
ichard A. Ackley 
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Richard A. Ackley 

Alton Cornella 
BRACC Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22206 

March 27, 1995 
PLEASE REPLY TO: 
6328 Lorena Road 
Rome, NY 13440 
(31 5) 337-5649 (Home) 
(315) 337-2941 (Fax) 
r.ackley @ieee.org (E-Mail) 

Dear Sir; 
As an introduction; I am a Director of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Chairman of 
Region 1 of that Society, which covers the northeast United 
States, and has over 42,000 members. Over 500 of these members 
are in the Utica/Rome area, many are engineers at Rome 
Laboratory. I know you have been bombarded by the local 
politicians on the adverse effect the move of Rorne Laboratory 
would have on the area, however, I feel there are critical 
factors that may not have been brought to your aztention. 

First I thought that the base closings were supposed to 
result in cost savings and improved performance. I submit that 
the opposite of these desired results will happen as a result of 
moving Rome Laboratory. There is no indication that the mission 
of the Laboratory will be reduced. Many of the older engineers 
with the in-depth knowledge and expertise will not choose to go. 
This capability will be very costly to rebuild, and the higher 
cost Boston/Ft. Monmouth areas will escalate these costs. With 
the same mission, this will never reach the economies of a Rome 
Laboratory at Rome. Note that homes cannot be sold in this area 
due to the closing of most of the Base in the last BRACC effort. 
The cost to the government of buying these engineers homes, who 
do relocate, is another high cost that will never be overcome. 

One very vital factor which has not been ef'fectively 
discussed is the impact that the loss of many of the highly 
trained, highly knowledgeable engineers, who cannot afford to 
relocate, will have on the critical Laboratory technical programs 
underway. Many of these engineers have worked on very complex 
programs that have continued to evolve over many years. Without 
any savings can our Country afford to take this risk? 

Since this will definitely cost more money, both short-term 
and long-term, may severely degrade performance on current 
programs, and will significantly reduce the capability of the 
displaced laboratory far into the future, why is the Air Force 
insisting on shooting itself in the foot? I may he able to answer 
this question, since I was an engineer at Rome Laboratory for 30 
years. Over these years I watched MIT and it's associates, MITRE 



and Lincoln Laboratory consistently trade top executives with 
various high level Government agencies, such as ARPA, DDRE, Air 
Force Headquarters, etc.. Over this period on at least three 
occasions, possibly due to these "shared executives," it was 
attempted to relocate Rome Laboratory to the Boston area. These 
attempts always failed due to the exceptional, dedicated and 
crucial research being conducted by Rome Laboratory. I submit 
that this move is being hidden under the Base closing efforts in 
another attempt by the Boston group to "steal" the Laboratory. 
I think if you check you will find that the current Secretary of 
the Air Force was employed at MIT or one of their associates, and 
must have had some involvement in this decision. 

The effect of this move on my fellow engineers has not 
received much discussion, either. This move will have a very 
severe impact on these people who have over the years provided 
such exemplary service to the U.S. Air Force. In the past few 
years engineering jobs have disappeared in this area at a very 
rapid pace, therefore if the engineers remain there are no jobs 
for them that utilizes their high expertise. This is not only a 
severe financial impact but an accompanying loss in self-esteem 
and mental anguish. On the other hand if they must leave, they 
face near total financial ruin. Their houses will not sell in'the 
very deflated market, and since the Government only promises to 
pay 80 percent of value, many will suffer severely. A 
very adequate house in Rome that sells for $65,000, cannot be 
purchased for 3 times that amount in the Boston area. How can we 
ask these devoted engineers to make such a sacrifice, when it 
will cost more to operate the Laboratory and provide lesser 
performance? 

I plead with you to read what I have said and think about 
the points I have made when you make this decision which can be 
so potentially damaging and irreversible. 

Sincerely 

Richard A. Ackley 

ij 



SYNECTICS 
C O R P O R A T I O N  

28 March 1995 

A N  EMPLOYEE-OWNED C O M P A N Y  

LabStay2-ID95-032895-JWA 

The Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
Suite 1425 
1 800 North Moore Street 
~ l i n g t o n ,  Virginia 22200 

Dear Sir: 

I am writing to support retaining Rome Laboratory as an integrated facility at Rome, New York. I 
want to share some of the reasons why I believe Rome Laboratory is an increasingly valuable na- 
tional technical resource, one which will help the U.S. maintain its competitive edge in the face of 
keen international competition in information technology. 

Rome Laboratory has long been the world's preeminent institution in applying advanced informa- 
tion technology to military command, control, communication and intelligence (C3I). DoD's re- 
cent Outstanding Laboratory award to Rome Laboratory and appointment to le,ad joint programs 
silch as Global Grid and Speakeasy recognize Laboratory capabilities and pel-formance record. 

Rome Laboratory's core business is applying advanced information technology to real-world prob- 
lems. Thls business is enjoying explosive growth. Information superiority is a primary military 
force multiplier. Information technology has also become a principal U.S. export. Indeed, Japan's 
recent major response underscores the current U.S. lead in multimedia informaltion networks (see 
Edward W. DesmondfKobe, Japan is now determined to make up for its lag on the info highway 
and give the U.S. some competition, TIME Domestic, March 6, 1995, Volume 145, No. 9). 

Recent events highlight the convergence of Rome Laboratory capability with the surging impor- 
tance of information technology. First, DoD's recommendation to disestablish Rome Laboratory 
confirms the importance of the functions for which it has been responsible. Rather than terminat- 
ing the Laboratory mission, the recommendation calls for a split and physical re:location - a vali- 
dation of the ongoing mission. Second, voluntary and growing use of Rome Laboratory capabili- 
ties by non-Air Force defense agencies, New York State, local government and the Department of 
Justice, as examples, show the potential of the Laboratory for synergy with applications outside 
the Air Force. Fusing DoD and civilian information technology objectives is an area with great 
promise for boosting our international competitiveness. Over the last several years, New York 
State, universities and business have joined together in many synergistic actions, including: 

d Established the University of New York College of Technology next to liome Laboratory to 
provide education and teaching opportunities for Laboratory staff and to take advantage of 
research capabilities of Rome Laboratory. 

10400 Eaton Place, Suite 200 + Fairfax, Virginia 22030-2208 Voice (703) 385-01 90 Fax (703) 385-1 987 
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4 Created the Photonics Development Corporation to encourage industrial application of pho- 
tonic technology. 

4 Created NYNET as a prototype high speed information superhighway to help university 
and college students throughout the Northeast U.S. to develop skills appropriate to the ad- 
vanced information society. 

4 Created the Infomall to combine the communications capabilities of the NYNET with facili- 
tated access to massively large distributed data holdings. 

4 Created the New York State Technology Enterprise Corporation to facilitate dual military 
and civilian use of Rome Laboratory technology and to reduce DoD costs for selected capa- 
bilities. 

An institution with a demonstrated record of unique and superior service to the military, to the civil- 
ian sector, and to our future economic competitiveness in the international marketplace is one worth 
cherishing. This institution is Rome Laboratory. I respectfully request that you consider the irre- 
placeable strengths and capabilities of Rome Laboratory as you deal with the difficult decisions as- 
sociated with downsizing our military. 

SYNECTICS CORPORATION 

James W. Altman, Ph.D. 
Chairman 

Copy: The Honorable D. Patrick Moynihan 
United States Senate 
464 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 10 

The Honorable Alphonse D' Amato 
United States Senate 
520 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC ;!05 10 

The Honorable Sherwood Boehlert The Honorable Jo.hn W. Warner 
U.S. House of Representatives United States Senate 
2246 Rayburn House Office Building 225 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15 Washington, DC 2:05 10-4601 

The Honorable Charles S. Robb 
United States Senate 
493 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 10-4603 

The Honorable Thomas Davis I11 
U.S. House of Representatives 
1609 Longworth Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15-43 1 1 

The Honorable James P. Moran, Jr. 
U.S. House of Representatives 
405 Cannon Building 
Washington, DC 205 15-4308 

The Honorable Frank R. Wolf 
U.S. House of Representatives 
24 1 Cannon Buildling 
Washington, DC 2805 15-46 10 



MOHAWK VALLEY ENGINEERS 

Chairman Alan Dixon 
Rear Admiral Benjamin F. Montoya ret. 

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
A 

\ 

April 3, 1995 

Dear Admiral Montoya, 

The proposed move and dismemberment of Rome ]Laboratory and 
transfer to Hanscom and Fort Monmouth will decrease competition 
and severly harm the United States research & develolpment 
community. Eventually, Phillips Laboratory will go because it will 
set a precedent that Department of Defense planners will use against 
Phillips the next time. 

The Laboratory system has been successful in the past because of 
competition, and only because of competition. The proposed move is 
like consolidating the Naval Academy, West Point, and the Air Force 
Academy. Would there be any football, debating teams; and other 
competitions? How about consolidating Renesselaer Polytechnical 
Institute, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and R.ochester 
Institute of Technology ? 

You, Admiral Montoya, can avert this ill conceived, poorly 
planned move against Rome Laboratory. A family of research 
laboratories at different parts of the country, is good for science & 
technology development. Without it, our future technology grows 
weaker. 

The next step will be to dismember Phillips Laboratory, and other 
Laboratories. The people that are thinking of dismembering 
Laboratories, are not considering the consequences and are harming 
the future of science & technology in the United States. 

James J. Maier Electronic Engineer 
Chairman Student Introduction to Engineering & Science 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electraplaten Society (AES), Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineem (IEEE), American Inrtitut. of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Engineering Education ASEE), American Socie for Met& (ASM), 
American Society for Quality Control ( A S Q ~ .  Arnencan Society of Mec 6 a n i d  En urn ( A S Y ~ ~  S h e  of Manu- 
facturing Engineers ( S I E ) ,  American Society for Safety Engineen (ASSE), New R r k  State S m e  of tbrfesaional 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of Professions! Engineem (NYSSPE), W ~ . Y O ~  Stat. Aaaoeia- 
:ion of Transportation Enqineers (NYSATE), Armed Forces Cornrnunlcations & Electronic Aorocrabon (AFCEA), Amer- 
[can Institute of Aeronaubcs & Astronauts (AIILA), G. E. Elfun Society, International .Management Council (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 
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Rear Admiral Benjamin F. Montoya ret. April 3, 1995 

Dear Admiral Montoya, 

The proposed move and dismemberment of Rome 1,aboratory and 
transfer to Hanscom and Fort Monmouth will decrease competition 
and severly harm the United States research & development 
community. Eventually, Phillips Laboratory will go because it will 
set a precedent that Department of Defense planners will use against 
Phillips the next time. 

The Laboratory system has been successful in the past because of 
competition, and only because of competition. The proposed move is 
like consolidating the Naval Academy, West Point, and the Air Force 
Academy. Would there be any football, debating teams and other 
competitions? How about consolidating Renesselaer Polytechnical 
Institute, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Rochester 
Institute of Technology? 

You, Admiral Montoya, can avert this ill conceived, poorly 
planned move against Rome Laboratory. A family of research 
laboratories at different parts of the country, is good for science & 
technology development. Without it, our future technollogy grows 
weaker. 

The next step will be to dismember Phillips Laboratlory, and other 
Laboratories. The people that are thinking of dismembering 
Laboratories, are not considering the consequences and are harming 
the future of science & technology in the United States. 

Yames J. Maier Electronic Engineer 
Chairman Student Introduction to Engineering & Science 

MOHAWK VALLEY PARTICIPATING SOCIETIES . . 
American Electroplaters Society (AES). Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineera (IEEE), American htitnte of 
Industrial Engineers (AIIE). American Societ for Engineering Education (ASEE), American for M e w  (ASM), 
American Society for Quality Control (ASQ&, American Society of Mechanical En een (y?%g, S a i e  of Manu- 
facturing Engineers (SME), American Society for Safety Engineers (ASSE), New Erk State Sod0 of tbmessiond 
Land Surveyors (NYSPLS), New York State Society of Profession+ Engineen (NYSSPE), New  YO^ State Associa- 
tion of Transportation Engineers (NYSATE), Armed Forces Communications & Electronic Amxiation ( A F C F ) ,  Amer- 
ican Institute of Aeronautics & Astronauts (AIAA), G. E. Elfun Society, International Muiagement Coanul (IMC), 
Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce (GUCC). 
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Dear Sirs : 

I am employed at the Navy Management System Support Office 
(NAVMASSO) located in Chesapeake, Virginia. NAVMASSO employs 
approximate 300 civilian and 125 military personnel. The 
recommendation for action to the Secretary of Defense from the 
Secretary of Navy was to close NAVMASSO. The rec:ommendation from 
the Secretary of Defense to the BRAC Committee was to 
disestablish NAVMASSO and relocate the functions and personnel. 
I know you want to make the best decision possibl-e for the good 
of government and the tax payer. To perform this task you should 
have information about the affected activity. 

NAVMASSO designs computer systems and develops software to run 
these systems. All the NAVMASSO systems that the Navy now uses 
have been very satisfactory and NAVMASSO has been praised for the 
good work in providing such outstanding systems. For the past 
year NAwSSO has been instructed not to modify anymore sof~ware 
until further notice. This is known as a lrBlack outn. This 
decision has left NAVMASSO employees in a con:fused and most 
unpleasent predicament. The workload has dwindled to a minimum 
software fixes. Approximately 65 percent or more of NAVMASSO 
employees are not fully employed every day, All departments are 
doing make-shift work due to this moratorium placed on the 
software. The idea has arose to re-engineer (rewrite) the 
software in a different language. This has :resulted in one 
language after another being selected and training in that 
language giving to each NAVMASSO employee and then rejected for 
one reason or another. NAVMASSO has spent hundr2ds of thousands 
of dollars doing this and it is still continuing. The users are 
very satisfied with the NAVMASSO systems installed at their 
facility. Few benefits would be realized by rewritting the 
software in a different language. The cost to rewrite the software 
will be tremendous and can not be justified by the few benefits. 

Computer equipment is another area of concern. Computer 
equipment is purchased and discarded like it was free here at 
NAVMASSO. Every employee seems to get new or upgraded computers 
every six months. Ths old equipment is sent to be destroyed or 
stored in a warehouse to deteriorate. A lot of the equipment is 
not accounted for and ends up missing. This is costing the tax 
payer thousands of dollars. 

NAVMASSO management was ordered to restucture and decrease 
upper grade levels. This was accomplished on paper but in 
reallty NAVMASSO promoted six employees to GM-13 and others to 
GM-14 and GM-15. The grade level of 90 percent of NAVMASSO 
employees is GS-12 or above. Managers use government travel to 
take trips with their wife or girl friends working at NAVMASSO at 
no cost to them. The contractors for NAVMASSO have scheduled 
meetings in an area where NAVMASSO employees c:c)uld have a few 
days of golf at government expense. 



The present computer systems are installed at the user site by 
military personnel assigned to NAVMASSO. They also recieve and 
take action on the systems troubles. Based on the information 
above and with the workload reduced at NAVMASSO and the increase 
in operating cost, the most logical decision would be to close 
NAVMASSO. A small contingency of military personrlel could manage 
the functions and repairs of software on the existing systems. 
This would save the tax payer 25 million plus each year and 
contribute to reducing the deficit. 

Concerned, 



Dear Mr. Dixon: 

Please examine the following facts concerning the c:losure of the 
Military Ocean Terminal, Bayonne, New Jersey (MOTBY'). Although 
MOTBY is a small installation, it is important to the nation in 
addition to the Department of Defense. 

LOCATION - 
- MOTBY is strategically located within New York Harbor, 

across from the World Trade Center, New York Stock Exchange 
and the Statue of Liberty. Its position allows the U.S. 
Army to use the East Coast as a power projection platform to 
aefend Europe and the Mid-East. It is one day cl~ser in 
sailing time to Europe via the Atiancic Ocean than ail>- o t b r  
Eastern port. 

- The current dredging permit which took two years to finalize 
will allow MOTBY to have adequate depth to load deep draft 
ships carrying heavy military cargo at MOTBY which in turn 
would allow immediate accesr to the Atlantic Oceari. The 
location of MOTBY enables ships to have ocean access without 
risking hazardous bridge and river passages which further 
reduces sailing time. 

- The desirable East Coast location is also important to our 
NATO allies. In times of international conflicts, the value 
of time and speed is essential to saving lives and, 
therefore, resolving conflicts. If the U.S. Army is fcrced 
to relocate from MOTBY, this advantage will ble greatly 
reduced or lost. 

- The costs for environmental cleaning are significant. In 
addition to the estimated $23 million for dredging costs 
within New York Harbor, it is estimated to cost $50 million 
for asbestos abatement from buildings and structures located 
on the MOT. It is also estimated to cost $5 million for 
environmental remediation and $1 million for long term 
environmental monitoring. 

- The U.S. Army has been consistently upgrading the facilities 
to improve the quality of life on MOTBY. Additionally, the 
following new structures have been completed: Fire Station, 
Child Development Center, Youth Activities Center, Health 
Clinic, Lodge, and the Harbor View Community Club. The 
Visitors Center is completed. Rehabilitation of the rail 
yard to 21st century standards and reconstruction of the 
berths is ongoing. 



- The data released by the BRAC Commission identified costs 
associated with specific U.S. Army components. In fact, 
there is a total of nine Army organizations, 14 Federal 
agencies and eight government commercial contractors for a 
total of 31 tenants located on MOTBY in addition to the 
organizations identified by the BRAC Commission. 

- There are approximately 2,445 people living and working on 
MOTBY. The number of employees can be subdivided as 
follows: 171 military and 2,274 civilian including tenants 
and contractors. The workforce resides in the following 
states: New Jersey (primarily in Hudson County), New York 
and Pennsylvania. 

- Total salaries for Fiscal Year 1994 were $71.7 million. 
Estimated annual impact on the local community is $118.0 
million. These figures doe not include contracts awarded 
for specific projects. New Jersey businesses reaped more 
than $71 million in contracts from the installation from 
stevedoring, supply, construction and service contracts. 

- A cost analysis reveals that to rent the same space from the 
General Services Administration (GSA) would result in a 700% 
.increase in rental costs. 

- The U.S. Army is not responsible for relocating tenant 
egencies. Each tenant must make their own decision whether 
to leave or remain at MOTBY if the installation closes. 

- -- 

- The major tenants are the Military Sealift Command; Navy 
Resale; the National Archives and Records Administration, 
Federal Records Center - New York; the Federa.1 Bureau of 
Investigation and the U.S. Post Office. The U.S. Coast 
Guard is considering relocating to MOTBY. Each organization 
has its own unique requirements and finds MOl'BY a desirable 
location because of these requirements. 

- Many tenant organizations wish to remain on MOTBY. However, 
if the U.S. Army Garrison closes, there will be no provision 
for sustaining the residual tenants due to the unique 
distribution of utilities to support the facilities. 
Additionally, there will be no police or fire servi.ce. 

Please seriously consider the negative impact closing MOTBY will 
have on the New York metropolitan area and voice these concerns 
to your colleagues/elected officials. 

Sincerely, 



Mr. Alton Cornella 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closure & Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Cornella, 

I am writing you to express my concern regarding the DLA BRAC proposal to disestablish the 
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in Philadelphia. As the Deputy Comnander at DISC, 
preceded by a tour as Director of Planning and Data Systems at the co-located Navy Aviation 
Supply Office (ASO), I feel I can add some unique insight into you decision prlocess. 

Nowhere in the Department of Defense today can one find the breath and depth, of Interservice 
Logistics, Engineering and weapons management talent and expertise then on t:he ASOIDISC Base. 
BRAC '93 identified the existing and potential benefits of using the Northeast Philadelphia 
Complex as a laboratory to nurture Joint Logistics synergy. This '93 decision iwas effective in that 
it provided the catalyst for DISC and AS0 to develop joint acquisition contracts in critical Jet 
Engine Blades, Vanes and Bearing worth about $140M. Myself, as Deputy Chnrnander, and the 
Executive Director of AS0 were personally involved in integrating this pr0ces.s and I see it 
continuing today. Together, ASO/DISC acquire about $1 Billion in aerospace parts. The process 
of jointness on the Compound has begun. In a declining aerospace industry tlus is an immense 
leverage that can yield huge benefits to DoD. 

The concept of operation called for by DLA is counter to shat we see in other government agencies. 
DLA proposes more specializing while our other clients are oriented around diversity of product 
/service lines. The intent is to focus on the customers using entrepreneurial multiskilled teams. 

An ICP is more than the automated systems that make it work. It is a conglomeration of expertise, 
experience, culture and physical environment. The culture of excellence at DISC is obvious by it's 
performance and reputation as an innovative, cost conscious ICP. The physical environment 
includes the most sophisticated automated support structure of all the DLA ICPs and the immense 
opportunities presented by co-location with the Aviation Supply Office, Naval Air Technical 
Facility, Naval Aviation Engineering Service Unit, Navy International Logisti~ics Command and 
Defense Personnel Support Center. 

Sir, I am passionate about tlus position because of the experiences I've had bath while in uniform 
at AS0 and DISC and now in the private sector. The solution to sustain the BRAC 93 decision, 
enhance consolidation of DISC and DPSC at ASP on the Philadelphia complex and nurture the 
interservice opportunities is the best alternative. 



BG Robert W. Pointer, Jr. USA (Ret) 
75 Robinwood Drive 

Clifton Park, NY 12065 
518 371-2412 

June 2,1995 

MG Josue Robles USA (Ret) 
Commissioner 
BRAC 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear General Robles, 

I am writing to express my thoughts, concerns and recommendations relating to the 
proposed disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in- 
Philadelphia. Although I did not serve in DLA, I have significant experience in the Army 
logistics and acquisition structures.. 

I commanded support battalions in Vietnam and in CONUS, and a support group. I was 
Program Manager of two major programs in the Tank Automotive, ancl .Armament 
communities. I also served as Commander of Watervliet Arsenal, a G(3GO 
manufacturing plant for all of our large caliber guns. I also served as Dc:puty 
Commander of the Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command (AMCCOM) and as 
the first Commander of the Armament Research Development and Engineering 
Command (ARDEC). All of these activities provided me with a hands oln understanding 
of the complexity of providing weapon systems for our troops in the field, and supporting 
those systems in peace and war. As you know, it is not easy. It takes teamwork. 

I also served on the Kalergis Group in the Office of the Chief of Staff Amy in the early 
1970s responsible for the reorganization of the Army, and I was responsible for 
DCSLOG and DCSRDA in the reorganization of the Army Staff, and for. the first base 
closure and realignment plan for the Army. This base of experience has ,given me a good 
understanding of challenges and difficulties in maintaining an effective logistics support 
base and the impact of turbulence to that base through restructuring. 

I have found that the most important element in providing effective logistics support is 
not facilities & equipment. Most crucial are the trained people acting as a team, with the 
systems and processes to do the job. 

Over a year ago, the commander of DISC asked me to visit to see how they are working 
to accomplish their expanding mission. He and his staff briefed me on their innovative 
approaches and the new processes they have put in place to assure efficient mission 
accomplishment and customer satisfaction. I was impressed and still am. As DISC 
assumes increasing responsibility for the supply of spares to support the Services, the 
support team within DISC, a close working relationship with the cognizant engineers in 
the services is critical to success. Not unexpected, there have been rough edges in 
transferring missions from the services to DLA. However through innovative 
approaches, DISC has continued to establish a working team relationship with the 



services to assure that the spares acquired by DISC meet the stingent fiequirements of 
weapon systems. 

I understand that DISC leads DLA in performance. This is not by acciclent. It is the 
result of team work, organizational effectiveness, and development of effective systems 
and processes. 

Breaking up this mission and transferring it to the other ICPs is a risky proposition and is 
bound to undo much of the progress made by DISC and the Services. bdy experience 
tells me that projected savings are either not realized or are offset by the turbulence 
inherent in such a move. This looks to be the case here. The trained and experienced 
team developed over the years to accomplish the specialized mission of jproviding 
weapon systems spares will be lost. This loss is bound to affect the readiness of our 
forces. 

I hope that this information will be useful as you and your fellow Commissioners make 
this significant decision. If I can help in any way, please do not hesitate to call. 



2213 N0rt.h Wanamaker Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19131 
28 May 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

I work at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in 
Philadelphia and have been a federal employels for :t3 years. 
I am proud to serve my country, and believe that the work I 
and my colleagues do to support our military customers 
worldwide is of vital importance. 

I am writing to protest the disestablishment: of DISC as 
proposed by the Defense Logistics Agency (DL-rl) to the Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Commission. :If approved, 
"disestablishment" means that DISC will close and our entire 
workload and function will be transferred to DLA centers 
either in Richmond, VA or Columbus, OH. By being 
"disestablished" we at DISC will have no job retention rights 
and will lose all rights associated with the transfer. 
The loss o f  only 382 civilian jobs as promuXgated by the 
Department o f  Defense (DOD) is not t o  be g i v e n  credence - at 
least 1800 jobs will be lost. 

DLA talks euphemistically of greater cost savings if DISC is 
closed. But for whom? The proposed closure will not provide 
recurring savings. If anything, it will leave Defense 
readiness in serious jeopardy since the displacement of DISC 
commodities, among which are some of the most. difficult and 
critically-managed military spares, will mean a precipitous 
loss of valuable procurement experience, supply support, and 
technical expertise gained through years of service by a 
diversely-trained and skilled workforce. This knowledge 
cannot be imparted by closing one door and opening another, 
nor can it be learned at a new center in a short time span. 
( I  speak from personal experience as I've handled bearings and 
related hardware for over 10 years and can attest to ongoing 
inherent procurement difficulties associated with this class). 
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More importantly, though the Cold War has ended, the thrust of 
its pre-1988 form has entered a new, potentially more 
disruptive stage as witnessed by events in Bosnia, Russia, the 
Middle East and Latin America. Additionally, the Russian 
republics that possess nuclear weaponry and the third world 
countries eagerly seeking this power pose future global 
hazards. How, then, can Richmond (where all DISC items are to 
be slotted) be expected to support the services in a timely 
manner lacking a conceptual understanding of, and exposure to, 
these critical commodities when confronted with military 
crises that surely will develop? This is a question that DLA 
has not addressed at all. 

For nearly ten years DISC has downsized its klorkforce by 800 
and continues to trim its numbers by 4% annually in keeping 
with DOD's policy of personnel reduction. Concomitantly, a 
major investment was made by DLA renovating and upgrading our 
facilities with state-of-the-art technology that has enabled 
DISC to provide the highest level of support throughout the 
Agency. DISC has pioneered and incorporated techniques geared 
to the changing role of Government defense in the 1990's: 
automated procurement (DPACS, a PC-based contracting system); 
ED1 (electronic data interchange); team-oriented, multi- 
skilled, multi functional commodity business units; corporate 
contracting - to name a few of the innovations - have been 
successfully implemented at DISC. Other DLA centers are just 
beginning and now look to us for leadership. The fact that 
this Center receives numerous quality and innovative awards, 
and has been singled out by General Schwar-tzkopf for playing a 
major role in the success of Desert Storm only underscores the 
importance of DISC as a key weapons systems ICP (inventory 
control point) within DLA. DISC leads all centers in every 
area of performance - stock availability, supply assistance, 
procurement leadtime - and maintains this foremost position 
while managing an increasingly large workload with requisite 
personnel reductions. As a consequence, DLA's recommendation 
of dismantling DISC and allowing its mission to be 
jump-started at Richmond defies all logic particularly since 
that center still has not recovered from a very small transfer 
of items over 5 years ago. 
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What must be addressed is the BRAC decision of 27 June 1993 
which mandated that the Defense Personnel Support Center 
(DPSC) be co-located with DISC and the Aviation Sup13ly Office 
(ASO). This objective was to eliminate duplication of comrnon 
functions of 2 DLA centers (legal, security, policy) and, by 
so doing, be more cost effective without either endi~~nsering 
military preparedness or disrupting the DOD supply lifeline. 
The fact that DISC interacts with AS0 in management of weapons 
systems commodities only enhances the presence of the two DLA 
and one Navy installation in this Northeast Philadelphia 
compound. 

In slightly more than 18 months, how was it possiblle for the 
DISC mission to have eroded so quickly in the eyes of DLA? 
What figures were used-or manipulated-to entirely dismantle 
the DISC function so that instead of being cited as the Center 
to emulate it was downgraded to the status of non-entity? 
Rather than being precise, the DLA report in its 
recommendation uses such mellifluous catch-all phrases as 
"host activity", "high military value", "depot synergy" in its 
comparison of DISC to the more "viable" centers at ~?ichmond 
and Columbus. These simplistic buzz words mean nothing, for 
nothing of substance is essentially being said. In order to 
better understand DOD's great desire for consolidation and the 
results such amalgamations have achieved, particularly at 
Richmond and Columbus, two examples will suffice. A few years 
ago, the SAMMS system (Standard Automated Materiel Management 
System) which was located at each center- was consolidated by 
DLA by centralizing all of the mainframe operations at 
Richmond. Whereas SAMMS functioned smoothly prior to the 
transfer, the results at Richmond have been disastrous. 
Hardly a day goes by without extensive and excessiv,e 
down-time. These unnecessary delays have negatively impacted 
DLA mission effectiveness by delaying funding of awm2rds, by 
increasing acquisition leadtimes and overall management costs, 
and, most tellingly, by preventing expeditious processing of 
customer requirements. It begs the question of how a center 
unable to manage an important DLA system can realistically be 
expected to competently handle the transfer of over 1 million 
weapons and related items (more than double its current 
non-weapons workload) that critically affect military 
readiness of the entire Armed Services. Why has DL6 chosen to 
cast aside DISC'S proven effectiveness in this area in favor 
of a center already lacking exposure to such items and with 
less than a stellar record of its own? 
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In another instance, DLA elected to consolidate all payment 
functions at Columbus, OH. As in the Richmond/SAMM,S scenario 
payment had previously been made at the centers or regional 
management offices. Since transfer of payment activities to 
DFAS Columbus, there have been countless instances 'of 
contractors failing to get paid timely, of contractors having 
to continually resubmit invoices, and of uninformed frequently 
rude personnel lacking the professional expertise and courtesy 
needed to deal effectively not only with private industry but 
with personnel from other agencies. This is not a fictive 
account nor are such occurrences isolated; contractors 
complain to me of their exasperation with the payment office 
and their great hesitancy in communicating with Columbus in 
the future. Prior to the consolidation these functions were 
handled efficiently at the centers and management offices. 

Overlooked with the proposed shift of this vast array of 
weapons systems commodities is the demographic make-up of the 
Richmond region. Serious doubts arise as to whether that area 
has sufficient resources to properly assimilate not only the 
influx of these items but the extensive support mechanisms 
needed to ensure stability of their management. From a very 
small population base (under 200,000) where .are people to 
materialize to oversee operations that are far more visible 
and intensive than ones currently handled? IDLA'S projected 
post-1995 figures notwithstanding, it is not unreasonable to 
anticipate the hiring and training of additional non-DOD 
personnel in contravention of existing cutbacks. 

A greater cause for concern is the proposed disestablishment 
of a Center strategically located in the Northeast Corridor, 
close to its main depot in New Cumberland, and to DL-A HQ and 
the Northeast region. Philadelphia's excellent air and rail 
facilities far overshadow those at more isolated Richmond and 
Columbus. Further, the city has double the .resources and 
population pool of Richmond and Columbus combined. f'actored in 
are the rapport and professional working relationsh.ips this 
Center has fostered with private industry, and with a vendor 
base attuned and responsive to the urgent and unique 
priorities generated at DISC. A break in this link could lead 
to serious consequences in matters of national security since 
such interaction takes years to develop and maintain. Has DLA 
seriously taken this into account? 
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It is important to emphasize here that Richmond and Columbus 
have small population centers neither of which is labor 
surplus-as is Philadelphia, nor has either city ever been 
adversely affected by recent BRAC recommendations-as has 
Philadelphia. DLA's disinformation machine (28 Feb 1995: DISC 
will be disestablished but the 2 local centers will merge; 10 
Mar 1995: DISC employees will have no rights once this center 
is phased out; squibs of DLA's ever-changing accounts 
filtering through the media regarding the proposed closure and 
total numbers affected; a specious justification of the 
planned DLA structure without DISC that also highlights 
"potential" for future growth for the disestablished 1800 in a 
letter written by a ranking DLA official to a local 
congressman) is as manipulative as it is self-serving and 
cannot be given serious credibility. Still unanswered is why 
the Agency has even attempted to tinker with its top- 
producing, highest-achieving center that oversees management 
of these critical weapons commodities. 

In light of issues mentioned above and attendant questions 
raised, it is very difficult to believe responsible, 
non-partisan BRAC decisions were made within DLA. I am thus 
asking you to work to change the current proposal before the 
BRAC Commission and to allow DISC to remain in Philadelphia as 
the leading entity within DLA. The 1993 Commission mandate 
and subsequent appropriations providing for the co-location of 
DPSC with DISC and AS0 should be complied with to the utmost. 

/' Steven F'riedman 
Contract Specialist 



na BRISTOL 
industries 
630 East Lambert Road 
P.O. Box 630/Brea, California 92622 
Tel: (714) 990-4121 Fax: (714) 529-6726 

May 15, 1995 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Attn: Alton Cornella 

Dear Mr. Cornella: 

Bristol Industries hereby communicates its concern with the proposed closure of DISC. It may be 
that decision makers see DISC as merely a procurement center; this perception could be nothing 
less than totally inaccurate. 

Over the years, DISC has been a facilitator in developing policies associated with fastener 
requirements, as well as being an innovator of technical change that has greatly benefited the 
military services. 

DISC has been at the forefront of such issues as quality assurance, standardized testing, process 
standardization and technology-based dissemination of technical information. It is fair to say that 
DISC has teamed with industry to significantly advance fastener technology. 

As a major manufacturer of fasteners for aerospace applications, we envision the creation of 
serious voids in the procurement of quality fasteners if DISC is closed. 

Please hear our concerns and consider them in your deliberations. 

Very truly yours, 

Jim Mineo 
Vice President and 
General Manager 
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DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION (BRAC) 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 
ATTN: Alton Cornella 

Dear Mr. Cornella: 

We are concerned about the proposed closure of DISC. There is a vital need to keep the 
fastener industry appraised of important policies and procedures that deal with fastener require- 
ments. In this role DlSC has led the way in adopting realistic practices to deal with legal and 
environmental issues. It has also been proactive in instituting changes of a technical nature that 
have been beneficial to the armed services. 

As long as there are weapon systems in use, an organization is needed to keep pace with 
technical requirements. We feel DISC is in the best position to continue this effort. In the past years, 
DISC has drawn together the fastener industry and created compatibility ofthe requirements of the 
Department of Defense with the commercial community. The establishment of enhanced quality 
systems and qualified manufacturers are a result of DlSC leading the way in this effort. 

We, too, are concerned about government bureaucracy and we applaud all efforts in reducing 
and streamlining that bureaucracy, but we feel that the closure of DlSC in this case would have a 
deleterious effect on the procurement of the quality fasteners that are much needed to keep the 
armed service in readiness. 

Please take our concerns into consideration. 

John A. Shiffe 
Executive Director 



May 1,1995 

Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 
Attn: Altou Cornella 

As Managing Director of lndustrial Fasteners Institute (IFI), I have been made 
aware from a number of domestic fastener manufacturing sources to the effect 
that Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and 
its several satellite locations might be on the candidate list for DOD facility 
closings. While I do appreciate the need to lean out the numbers of military 
operational locations, IF1 represents a significant industrial sector (fasteners) 
which is the supply side of a critical ingredient in the functional ability of a U.S. 
military. 

DlSC is sometimes referred to as "the hardware store" of the U.S. military - 
such term is a positive reflection on that organization. The fact is, no viable 
private, public or military entity can properly function without such "a hardware 
store" resource. Certainly in the unsung importance of fasteners so critical to 
military operations, we have found DlSC ready and willing to call for and put to 
good use the input which industry can provide to facilitate DlSC missions. 

On behalf of IF1 members involved in the manufacture and service of 
aerospace and industrial fasteners, I urge that DlSC remain intact and continue 
to function as a supply and engineering center to its military and other U.S. 
Government users. 

Sincerely 

C. G. Scofi 
Managing Director 

INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE 
East Ohio Bldg., Suite 11 05 171 7 East Ninth St. Cleveland, OH 44 1 14-2879 

Phone216/241-1482 Fax216/241-5901 



William J. Busch. Jr. 
Manager, Technical Services 

Aerospace Fastening Systems 
Cherry Division of Textron Inc. 

1224 East Warner Avenue 
Post Office Box 21 57 
Santa Ana, CA 92707-0157 
Tel: (71 4) 850-6040 
FAX (71 4) 850-6093 

May 10,1995 

Mr. Alton Cornella 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Cornella: 

My name is William Busch. I am the Technical Services Manager for Cherry Textron, 
the world's largest manufacturer of aerospace blind rivets. 

Our main function, in Technical Services, is to provide usable information about our 
products and their use to our customers. The U. S. government is one of our major 
customers. 

Aerospace fastener manufacturers in the United States are recognized worldwide as 
the leaders in their field. One of the ways we maintain our leadership is working with 
the using industry on a face-to-face basis, and through the efforts of standardization 
bodies. The two main bodies at this time are the National Aerospace Standards 
Committee (NASC), which is part of the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA), and 
DlSC through the Component Technology Improvement Program (CTIP). 

The NASC is involved with NAS Standards while DlSC is involved with military 
specifications and standards as well as federal standards. The CTIP meetings held by 
DlSC also discuss new technical items of interest to fastener manufacturers and OEMs. 

Each organization does an excellent job in its respective field. Each organization is 
necessary to maintain a leadership position by the United States. 

Fastener standards and specifications are maintained, revised, and updated as 
necessary, and new standards and specifications are generated as the need arises. 
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Many people who are not involved in the aerospace fastening industry may not realize 
how dynamic an industry it is. 

Fasteners are continually being upgraded (or improved upon), new fasteners are 
designed to provide new benefits to users, and new airplane technology demands new 
fasteners, whether it be new designs, materials, finishes or a combination thereof. 

To make these things happen, we need to make use of groups such as provided by the 
NASC and DISC. 

Prior to DlSC stepping in and taking over the responsibility for maintaining 
governmental standards, the industry was in a state of disarray. Other government, or 
military, sponsored standardization groups had gone by the wayside. For a number of 
years, it was almost impossible to have a military standard updated, let alone generate 
a new one. No one would take the responsibility. This situation made life very difficult 
for fastener manufacturers and users alike. We had to work around errors on 
standards and improvements in technology could not be incorporated into existing 
standards. 

As a result of a joint SAEIMilitaryllndustry meeting (FACTS), DlSC emerged as the 
recognized body to maintain and update military specifications and standards. Since 
assuming this role, governmental standards have been updated at a rate unequalled in 
the past. Once agreement is reached by all parties, the standards are revised and 
printed with a minimum of delay. 

The result of the work are documents of very professional quality done by a 
professional group. 

We, in the fastening industry, both manufacturers and users, need to maintain the work 
that is being done by DISC. We believe that DlSC personnel have done a job that is 
unequalled in the past. It would be a disservice to all of us if this effort was 
discontinued. 

If you have any questions about any of my comments, I would be pleased to discuss 
them with you. I can be reached at (714) 850-6040. 

Yours truly, 

o& 9 
William J. Busch, Jr. 



SUBJECT: The DLA BRAC-95 Proposal to DISESTABLISH The 
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) Work Force 

Honorable Commissioner: 

It is with great concern that I write to you about the 
Disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) 
work force. What we know is that the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA) did not adequately assess the risk to military readiness. 
You only have to go back to the BRAC-93 DLA-ICP (Inventory Control 
Point) analysis that states a disestablishment of DISC is too high 
a risk to mission failure. We also know that the hidden costs 
associated with the BRAC-95 proposal will run into millions of 
dollars. Military professionals have voiced their opinion that the 
mission is sure to suffer. Then why is a flawed DLA-ICP work load 
balancing concept. even being considered in a legislative BRAC 
process? The BRAC-95 DLA-ICP proposal is ladened with inherent 
risks, massive hidden costs, and offers no proven mission benefits. 
This proposal raises a red flag that DLA mission objectives, which 
require commodity expertise, are being undermined by unspoken, if not 
hidden agendas. 

DISC is as close as you get to a DLA Weapons Systems ICP. The 
DISC work force pays for itself by saving the taxpayers over 50 
million dollars annually by precluding unnecessary purchases of 
replacement parts. The millions of items to be transferred with the 
63 million dollar price tag gets us no closer than what you already 
have. In fact, a true Weapons Systems ICP, that DLA says the 
customer wants, cannot happen. Forty percent of the items in any 
Federal Supply Class (FSC) will remain commercial - no matter 
where they are transferred. 

We propose DLA Headquarters establish a DLA Weapons Systems 
Management office to provide the single point of contact the 
customer prefers. This is certainly less expensive and more 
effective, without inherent risks, whether there are 2 or 3 hardware 
ICPs. The 12 members of that office would be assigned certain 
weapon systems and be responsible for coordinating DLA-ICP customer 
service. The DLA-ICPs could provide staff for that office without 
DLA personnel increases. If DLA 'truly wants to provide customer 
service at the least cost to the taxpayer, this seems simple enough 
and the risk of the DLA-ICP BRAC-95 proposal is much too great and 
without benefit to the taxpayer or the military. 

We strongly recommend the BRAC Commission implement and build 
onto the BRAC-93 decision. The Disestablishment of DLA's most 
effective and cost efficient ICP work force affords no recoverabil- 
ity for commodity specific mission failure. DLA has made it very 
clear they have the authority to work load balance outside the BRAC 
process. It would seem that the flawed and inaccurate cost savings 
in the BRAC-95 proposal is a way of getting BRAC funds to pay for 
such a risky concept and provides cover if the mission should fail. 



We, the dedicated employees of DISC, encourage you to remove the 
word Disestablishment and build onto the BRAC-93 decision by collo- 
cating 2 DLA-ICPs (DISC and DPSC) under one DLA command structure, 
with 1 Navy ICP (Aviation Supply Office) in northeast Philadelphia. 
The certified savings and synergies of the BRAC-93 decision are 
undeniable and eliminates the BRAC-95 proposal's hidden costs, 
inherent risks of mission failure, and the overall threat to defense 
readiness. 

Intact, the DISC work force stands ready to answer the call of 
duty in a world where simultaneous military missions are a real 
possibility in the near future. The work we do impacts every Air 
Wing, Naval Fleet, and Ground Troop. The DISC work force is the 
only one in the world that has and can continue to quickly respond 
to their critical hardware needs for existing inventory by using 
commodity intelligence. We analyze item-of-supply characteristics 
and critical end item applications to supply suitable substitute 
replacement parts from existing DoD inventories. With our commodity 
expertise, we are able to meet emergency parts requirements without 
the risk of mission failure. In the final analysis, the BRAC-95 
DLA-ICP proposal does not close a base or save money. It actually 
costs money, weakens defense, and destroys a highly specialized, 
unique and dedicated, world class work force. 

Respectfully, 



SUBJECT: The DLA BRAC-95 Proposal to DISESTABLISH The 
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) Work Force 

Honorable Commissioner: 

It is with great concern that I write to you about the 
Disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) - 
work force. What we know is that the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA) did not adequately assess the risk to military readiness. 
You only have to go back to the BRAC-93 DLA-ICP (Inventory Control 
Point) analysis that states a disestablishment of DISC is too high 
a risk to mission failure. We also know that the hidden costs 
associated with the BRAC-95 proposal will run into millions of 
dollars. Military professionals have voiced their opinion that the 
mission is sure to suffer. Then why is a flawed DLA-ICP work load 
balancing concept even being considered in a legislative BRAC 
process? The BRAC-95 DLA-ICP proposal is ladened with inherent 
risks, massive hidden costs, and offers no proven mission benefits. 
This proposal raises a red flag that DLA mission objectives, which 
require commodity expertise, are being undermined by unspoken, if not 
hidden agendas. 

DISC is as close as you get to a DLA Weapons Systems ICP. The 
DISC work force pays for itself by saving the taxpayers over 50 
million dollars annually by precluding unnecessary purchases of 
replacement parts. The millions of items to be transferred with the 
63 million dollar price tag gets us no closer than what you already 
have. In fact, a true Weapons Systems ICP, that DLA says the 
customer wants, cannot happen. Forty percent of the items in any 
Federal Supply Class (FSC) will remain commercial - no matter 
where they are transferred. 

We propose DLA Headquarters establish a DLA Weapons Systems 
Management office to provide the single point of contact the 
customer prefers. This is certainly less expensive and more 
effective, without inherent risks, whether there are 2 or 3 hardware 
ICPs. The 12 members of that office would be assigned certain 
weapon systems and be responsible for coordinating DLA-ICP customer 
service. The DLA-ICPs could provide staff for that office without 
DLA personnel increases. If DLA truly wants to provide customer 
service at the least cost to the taxpayer, this seems simple enough. 
We believe the costs and risks of the DLA-ICP BRAC-95 proposal are 
much too great and without benefit to the taxpayer or the military. 

We strongly recommend the BRAC Commission implement and build 
onto the BRAC-93 decision. The Disestablishment of DLA's most 
effective and cost efficient ICP work force affords no recoverabil- 
ity for commodity specific mission failure. DLA has made it very 
clear they have the authority to work load balance outside the BRAC 
process. It would seem that the flawed and inaccurate cost savings 
in the BRAC-95 proposal is a way of getting BRAC funds to pay for 
such a risky concept and provides cover if the mission should fail. 



We, the dedicated employees of DISC, encourage you to remove the 
word. Disestablishment and build onto the BRAC-93 decision by collo- 
cating 2 DLA-ICPs (DISC and DPSC) under one DLA command structure, 
with 1 Navy ICP (Aviation Supply Office) in northeast Philadelphia. 
The certified savings and synergies of the BRAC-93 decision are 
undeniable and eliminates the BRAC-95 proposal's hidden costs, 
inherent risks of mission failure, and the overall threat to defense 
readiness. 

Intact, the DISC work force stands ready to answer the call of 
duty in a world where simultaneous military missions are a real 
possibility in the near future. The work we do impacts every Air 
Wing, Naval Fleet, and Ground Troop. The DISC work force is the 
only one in the world that has and can continue to quickly respond 
to their critical hardware needs for existing inventory by using 
commodity intelligence. We analyze item-of-supply characteristics 
and critical end item applications to supply suitable substitute 
replacement parts from existing DoD inventories. With our commodity 
expertise, we are able to meet emergency parts requirements without 
the risk of mission failure. In the final analysis, the BRAC-95 
DLA-ICP proposal does not close a base or save money. It actually 
costs money, weakens defense, and destroys a highly specialized, 
unique and dedicated, world class work force. 

Respectfully, 
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The saga of the jackscrews and the T-2C fleet 
ln this time of doom and gloom, We came into the picture on ing, the finished units passed 

we would like to share a little Monday night. We felt we were first article testing and headed 
sunshine and let the world know ideally suited to support the for actuator installation ... well 
how good DISC really is. Navy's urgent requirement. By ahead of schedule. 

These success storiesillustrate early Wednesday afternoon, a The teamwork aspect, consist- 
the typo of customer service we project order was issued to ing of our Engineering and CBU 
can and do deliver.. .particularly NADEP Jacksonville and produc- folks, AS0 and NADEP Jack- 
when readiness is the issue. tion commenced almost immedi- sonville, on this effort was quite 

One Friday, the Naval Air Sys- ately.Total turnaround time once rewarding. Through their com- 
tems Command (NAVAIR) we got involved was less than 48 bined efforts, in less than 48 
grounded the entire T-2C air- hours. hours, the team validated the 
craft fleet due to problems with Another twist to this story, the technical data, reinstated one of 
jackscrews failing in the elevator competitiveness and viability of the NSNs, surveyed industry and 
trim tab actuators. flexible computer integrated public sources, and made the 

Naval Air Depot Jacksonville manufacturing (FCIM) was used. award.. .significantly enhancing 
had an extremely urgent need for Industry's best offer was over readiness. 
replacement jackscrews for two $200 each and nine weeks deliv- And, the great news to finish 
NSNs. The Navy requested au- ery. NADEP offered $188 each our story, jackscrews are no 
thority to make these urgent buys with a three week delivery. longerconstraining the readiness 
itself, through ASO. Two weeks after the ground- of the T-2C fleet. 

- - 
1 , .s. 
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i;i;4r+jjtya~ :y{~;;!~;~;;~;:.;:.;;,;~;;;.';:,;".~~~;+,~rjrji~:; uunnlr cnt,,loh,ns iyatcm; tllC alnndnrd17.ntlon of 6\l~pll~!l nnd Lhc morc'emclent 
,,rc$$t$~~~~~r~:,G.'"i~A3i(I; . ~:$.',*,i::::;;: : i ; ~ ~ ! : ~ , ~ ' s : ~ ~ ' ~ : ;  lppplY  loo, . . . . . . . .  pncknglng, n n d  nacnt~ncc.fa~!l!tIcs nnd . . . . . . . .  .f!!,$;~.<ik" . 1 , ; ' ! : . , "  . :  , ,, ': uer~Jre!3.: . . .. . . . , ,  .. . ,,,i.,l!,. . s .. . . : . . . . . .  , . .,*. ' .;',;. . . . , . . . . . . .  
.j;~~~;fi.)~2~~;<ti;:!.,;;,;~; y ,  :;,: ; :;. , . % I . .  

. . . .  
! t;:;,:~~?:>!,r!;::$..:!,;-~,> , , . ; -, . , 

. .' 
.! ,;t~;,i'<,:~::; I.;$! i ~ ~ . : .  :::;;~:,:., ,, , .. ;.!:;! ,. , : 

. :..:Be it.'cn&led aY 'thcSon&e wd now; of ~ i ~ i c ~ e n t i i i ~ < 8 o f  
Jt.!,;$;:;:: .. ..... ; ,..I.. ;::: a D re n ;'c.t~- uILifed Stnlcj  0 Allwrica in  Corlgrc~s aqs~nlled, T h a t  fllis' Act InaY 

. . . . .  . " ' t i  ..' ., :, .. .: ;., . lo  1w end S l l n b -  , cihcl tllc fibcfcnse cntdoging  and Stnlldardizntioll Act". .......... :,, , 3.f: I * .  ? 

!j:';,:,:.;!;:<. :? , ' .. ,, ,..:: , . Agency. SEcc. 2. Tllcrc in  l1eL-~by c.tablis11ed within LIIC Depnr t l~~cnt 'of .Dcfc~l~~,  
., .$ ,,. t,,;,,'.,::.:'? . .,,, , 
. s r ' . .  . ','.. 
.??,.?,;. :, .; , , 

tllc ~ c f c n s c ' ~ u l ~ l ~ ~ y  ~ l lnngcmcn t  ~ g c n c y ,  llercillnftcr refcrrcd Lo 3s 
.'..:. ..I.'..'... . ; : 

. , : :  
11,~ "Agcncy." Tills Anpl~cy dlr l l  dcvclol) n sillglc cntfilog systcnl ~ 1 1 ~ 1  

I . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . 
l-clntcd supl~ly stnndnrd~zntioll progrnm. 

. . 
I 

D i r e c t o r  Src. 3. Thore dIall  be n Director of tllc Agency nlld n DC'U~Y 
... . . . . . .  .. , .  .. , , . Deputy Dbector. ,,..,, ;,,:,>:; . . . .  ,.. . . . . . . . .  '=irCctor, l ~ ~ ~ o ~ s ~ ~ n ~ ~  x t  Director in t l ~ c  nbscncq or  disability 01 

. . . . .  . . . . .  ,#I ,: . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,.: njrector, nlld ~ ~ - 1 1 ~  dllll pcr for~n such othcf dutios ns prcscribed 
- *  .,;, <:. ,>:; ::st: ,,;,,. 

.I . . . . . . . . .  .... . . . . . . .  '- ' by tllc Director. Tllc Director sllnll FC appointed f o r  f o u r - ~ c n r  tern' 
. . ,,, , , a  . . I;\, tllC president, by m d  bi th  the consent of the Scllntc. The Deputy 

., .,. rjircctor sll;lll bc nppointcd by tl~c.Sccretnry of p c i c n s ~  not11 the 
1:. . . Director 2nd tllc Deputy Director .shrill bc appollltcd from civiljnn 

life l\ritllout r e g a d  to civil-scr%cc 1n\t7s, ~ l t 1 l  due regard bclng 
to tllc bacl<grollnd and rlualificntiol~~ of each 31)poilltec to tllcsc 

011 tllC bnsis of his erpcricncn in tho C O I I ~ U ~ ~  of mulor s l l p p l ~  
opcr;ttions, catqloginp, stnndnrdirntioa, cilgiilccnn~", nn? clv11l~ll 
incluslrinl l)r;l~tlccs. The  Director sllnll recclec ~ 0 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ s ~ t l o ~ ~  nt tllc 
r.ltc of $14,800 n yellr ;,nd tllc Dcpoty Dircctor slinll rcccivc co!npcn- 
*tion a t  tlIc r r tc  of $13,O(lO :I, year : Crovided, T l l~ i t  tllc prcscntnlr$or 

I 

of tllc bfallitiors D0:lx-d Supply ~ ~ n i l l ~ g ~ l n ~ ~ t  hgcncics sh~lll  cllgiblc 
for  : ~ p p o i a t ~ n c ~ ~ t  under this section 

i 

. 

' 

, 

. 
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See. 4. (a) I n  cnl~iloging, tlic Agcncy sliull I I I ~ I I I C ,  tlcscril)~, clnssiiy, cat*Og1w* 
]itl ~iumbcr cac11 i ton  rcl)ctitivcly used, purcltnscd, slocltcd, or dis- 

~.~.ibutcd, by thc Dc ~nrtnlcnt  of Dcfcllsc or I ~ I I ~  of Lllc d c ~ ~ ; i r L ~ i ~ o ~ l b  I ctinctivo (rlcrsof, by sucll mct lods iind in sl~cli mnn~icr tli:it only one di. .- . t.. . 
(.om~j~ll,t lon of lcttcrs or  numcrnls or both will idcnt.iiy tlic s:lmc itmn . . .  .:. 

.. , 
c.jl,]lcr \\.ithi11 n burcnu or scrvicc, bcL\~cclr burcnus or scrviccs, o r  . ... l,ct\vccn the tlcpnrt,~nc~~ts. Thc  single itctil idcnt.ilicnt.1on shall bc used - ....- -...- 
folb all fu~icl.ions of s111)ply fro111 orrg11i~1 1)urclinsc t.o fir~nl field or nrcn 
~ l i s l ~ o ~ n I .  Thcrc shnll bc n singlc cnl.nlog, wliich 1nny co~lsist of n ..... . . . . . . . . .  . ......... I l l~ l l l l~cr  of volumcs, scct.ions, or sr~pplcrncnts, j ~ i  ~vhicll :dl itcrns of . . . . .  1 : ., c...,,t .& sll13ply shall bc includccl nncl i l l  ~r~l i ich Llicrc shnll nppcnr jnforrnntio~l . . . . . . .  . .'.., . :. . :. . 
i,n cach itcm nccdcd for  supply o >crntions such ns descriptive nncl per- 

_ 
L ... I*. ...,, 

.1 . .  . for~n:ulcc data, siz-e, wcight, cu n~c, 'pnck:~ving or )ncIcing dntn, a . . . . . . . .  .+ a ........ .:! :;: :, ,-%;, o.! 

r ( a ~ ~ d r r d  q u n n t i h t ~ r c  mcnsurc~ncnt ilnlt, an$ sileh o k c r  rclnled dntn , 
L 

:IS is dctcrnlincd by tlic Director of the . . Agcncy to bc ncccssnry or 
: * .  ... clcsirablc. 

....... . . 

. . . . .  . . . . . .  
' ' I .  . : , . ,  . . 

. . . .  

. . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  

. '.,,, ' . . . . . . .  

. . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
" ; ! . , , , . .; .: , ;, 

. . ..... . . . . . . . .  .* 1 .  . . ; . .  d.; $;:c . .  . .i .,.,, . I  .; . .  
program ;. I ;. 

(c) rcvlcw, nmcnd, rcvisc, l~ ron~u lgn tc~  and cstnbli~h ~vitllin tlic .: 
Dcl)nrtmcnt of Dcfcnsc militnry specifications, stnnclnrds,.~ancl '. 

. . . . .  qunlificd product lists nnd rcsolvc diffcrcl~ccs bctwccn military . , dcp:irtmc~~ts, bl!!:cnus, and scrviccs ~vitll.rcspcct to thc snmc; . .... . . . _  
. . ( f )  nssign nmong tllc mi1itnr-y dcpnrtmcnts, burcnus, nncl scrv- . . .  . I . . ,  

iccs \ v i t l ~ i ~ ~  tlic Dcpnrtmcnt'of Dcfcnsc whcn prnct.icn1 nntl con- 
sistcnt wit11 thcir capacity rind supply intcrcst, tlic responsibility 
for portions of thc cntnloging nlid stnndnrdizntion pronmms 

1 .  
, . 

licrcin cstnblisllcd, and cst,tublieh tinlo schcdulcs for  tho compqctiol~ 1. : '  :' 
of such nssignmcnts; nnd 

. . . . .  (g) malrc final dccisio~ls in all mnttcrs conccrncd wit11 the cntn- 
lowing nild stnndardizntion authority cstnblislicd in this Act, . . .  ..... 
s&jcct to rcvic\v and ~nodificntioll by tllc Sccrctnry of Dcfcnsc. .... ,,-,. 

':? .... 
I 

.'.>..' 
. .  .;;>;;3,:;:, 

, , , .:;. . . " <  



C ~ t d o ~ ~ 8 ' r ' b U -  SEC. (i. TVIicn 1)ort,io1is of tlic sinfile s111)1)1y cnt:ilog provided for t l o n  
.11crcin arc C O I I I I ) I C ~ C  :111d rc:~tly for  ~ I S C  they sllnll bc d i s t~ .~b~i tc t l  by tho 
Agc~lcy and :111 csist.ing c:lt:~lofis sli:lll be rcl)l:tccd :~ccording to 

~schcclulcs cstnblisliccl by tlic Dil-cctor. Tllcrc:~ft.cr all tlcpnrtlncnts, 
burcnus, nnd scrviccs \vithin tlic Dcpnr t~ i ic~ l t  of Dcfc~isc s11:tll usc such 
si11,ylc supl~ly cc~tnlog and no olhcr. 1111 property reports :~n t l  rccords 
sllnll rlsc tlic ~io~~icnclnturc,  i t c ~ n  ~ iu~nbcrs ,  2nd dcscr ip t i~c  data as 
l~~~blisliccl in thc single sul)ply c:~t:~log. 

...+< : '. .:... 
4.'-.>.. . ,r:?;V<! 

o f  SEC. 7. F01101vill~ tllc l)tlblic:~tio~i n ~ i d  1)ronlulg:ttion of tllc single auppllam. 

;.:?.l supply catalog or  portions tlicrcof :IS provided licrcin o~ l ly  tliosc itclns 
;., i" &,.({.<. \I 

:,,i,;..,;;,i!L;c . 
of supply listcd tlicrcin s1i:lll Llicrcnftcr bc procurc(1 for  r c l ~ c t i t i ~ ~  usc 

- - - - ..... . .- - -. - . - . - . . -,,-... ". ... . .  > .  
i l l  thc dcpnrt.mclits, burcnus, nntl scrviccs of the Dep:~rL~nc~it  of 

..,, , .,,r.?!!.::.' .;q$;;; 5; Dcfcnsc: ProvicZed, /r.owc?~er, 'l'lint i tc~lls so cntnlopcd 111:ly bc chnngcd 
.,,ll{+l.!. ,.<- 0 ,.,-)y 0 .':* 

from t i ~ n c  to t.imc t.o include nc~v  i t m s  2nd lo delctc obsolctc i t c~ns :  
,4,,,".j';.: ;.. !;;; !. . .;A";;:..,... Pr.ovided jut-[her, Tint notliing ill this sccl.ion sll:ill be  coiistrucd to 
fiyft,y$r:JL*:, - 
::.&.L~YS;:.: . proliibit tlic niilitnry dcpnr l~ncnt .~  ill thc Dc l ) :~ r l~nc~ l t  of Dcfcnse from 

:lcquiring nclv itcms rcquircd to carry out  tlicir missions: A I I ~  ~wovidcd 
' 

furlh.cr, Tllntsucll nc~v  itcms \vlic~i and if :icquircd slinll bc im~iicdi:itcly 
submittccl to tlic Dircctor of thc Agcncy for  ilicliision in lllc cntnloging 
: ~ n d  stnndnrdizntion progr:lm cst:tblishctl in this Act. 

Required r e -  SEC. 8. Tlic rc110rt.s rcq\til;Cd by sectio~is 9 niid 10 of this Act may 
: ~ t  tlic discretion of tllc Dircctnr bc combilicd inlo onc report. 
SEC. 9. Tlic Dircctor of the. Agcncy slinll trnnsniit. to tllc Cominittces 

,:> on,  ~lr!llcd Scrviccs of tllc Scn:ltc and 1 3 0 ~ s ~  of I tc1) rcsc~~fn t i~~cs  ,011 
Jnnunry 31 nncl July 31 of cxch ycnr, progrcss reports on cntnloging 

, f rom cnch of tlic lnilitnry dcpn r tmcn t~  within tllc Dcpnrtpcnt  of :.: . ,Pcfcnsc for tllc previous s l s  months bct~i-ccn Ju ly  1 nnd  Dcccinbcr 31 
. ": nlld Jnnunry 1 and Junc  30, r~spect i \~cly.  Tlicsc rcports slinll contnin- 

(3) the nun~bc r  of singlc.supply catalog scctiolls o r  portions 
publ~shcd and tllc ti tlcs; 

(b) tllc numbcr of item idcntificntion numbcrs d&clol>cd under 
thc slliglc catalog systc~ll ~v l i i c l~  linvc rcplnccd, for  all su )ply pur- 
poses, Iornlcr itcln idcntificntions, stoclc or cntnlog nun1 1 crs; 

(c) thc rcduct,ion in tllc nu11ib.r of scpamlc itcm idcntificntions 
7. :~cllicvcd ; and 

(d)  silcli othcr inform:~lioll ns tlic Dircctor considcrs will bcst 
inforni tllc Congrcss of tllc status and pi;ogrcss of tlic cataloging 
program licrcill cst:tblishctl. 

SEC. 10. Tllc Dircct.or of tllc Agcncy sll:lll t i n s m i  t Lo tlik Com~~iittccs 
on Arlncd Scrviccs of lllc Scnatc :111tl I-Iousc of Rcprcscntti\*cs on 
Jnnunry 31 : ~ n d  Ju ly  31 of cacll yc:1r,,1)rogrcss rcports on st:uidardizn- 
tion \vithin thc ~ n i l i t : ~ l y  c1cp:irLmcnts 111 tlic DcpnrLnlcnt of Dcfc~isc for 

;;:%If$<?; I$<:- : : 
. ,,.:2:~,!~;;. . ,I 

thc ~ ) ~ * c ~ ~ i o u s  s i s  ~non ths  bct\vccn July. 1 :uirl Dccembc~:Jl and Jnn11:lry 
,-<$,!. ;,. I I .-: ?, 1 :~ntl Jnnc 20 rcspcctivcly. T l ~ c  1.c1)ol.t s1r:ilI cont:li~i-'-. ...... . 

,, : :j,<$.: ';, : 
11;2 

(:I) tlic ~ ~ u n l b c r  ol  se11:tr:llc s~)scilic:~t.ioi~s ~vliicli l l : ~ \ ~  bcc~i con- ..... .. 
a :;;,:;:;: : . .' solitl:~lctl illto s i ~ ~ g l c  spccilic:~Liorls for Ll~c r ~ s c  of:111 of tlic 1r1ilit:iry 
,--../z: -2:::. ..... . ... ;., ;: .. . . t1cp:trt lncn ts, burc:~us, :111tl s c r ~ ~ i c c s  : 
........ ..... .._. : _.. . . ( b )  [hc rctluctior~ :~cliic\-ctl ill lllc 1111rnbcr of  sizes, l<intls, or  
.:;,... 

.--. .... l y ] ~ s o f  gc~ic~. :~l ly  si111il:tr ilcllls;. 
. -. , ... 
.::.. (c) du l ) l i c i~ l io~~s  c l i ~ ~ i i n : ~  lcscl i l l  scrviccs, sp:lcc, :111tl f:lcili tics; ... . . . .,. z . . . . . . . .  :,: .' ' .',. ,;: :,.:;c;,. n ~ l d  

. .  . . ;,,::: ' : '. 4 '.;. 
(d)  sucli olllcr inform:~tion :IS t l ~ c  llircclor consitlcrs \\-ill bcst 

. . . . .  : .... . i inform ~ l l c  Congress of tllc progress of tlic stnnd:lrtliz:ilion p1:o- 
:I  

gr:lm I~crciri cst.:tblisl~ctl. 
, .. c s A and De - SEC. 11. '1.11~ I \ d ~ ~ ~ i l i i s t r : ~ ~ o r  of (;CIICI.:I~ Scl'vi~cs :11lt1 t l ~ c  Sccr~t:iry of! 
! . . f*nme c o o r d l n a -  
... tlon. ,I>cfcnsc s11:tII coort1i1inl.c tlic cnt:llogil~g :ind sl:~~~tl:~rtliz:~tiori  :~cliviLics 

a ,  of tlie ( ; c I~c I~ : I I  S c r ~ i c c s  ~ i ( l ~ ~ ~ i ~ l i s t r : i t ~ o ~ l  : I I I ~  l l ~ c  I ) ~ ~ ~ I I - ~ I I I C I ~ L  of Dcfc~isc 
a $ .. ' 

', . so ns to rlvoid i~~~licccss:i~.y t lup l ic :~( io~~;  
. . :  
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MFR: 6 A O  Study of Federal Catalog System of M a y ,  1988 8 Aug 94 I 
1. Page 2: Results in Grief: The FCS continues to fall short of its 
legislated mandate to adequately identify supply items s o  they can be 
distinguisqed a s  unique and not duplicative of items . . .  Many cataloged items 
are inapprgpriately named, inadequately described, incorrectly classified . . .  
Inadequate identification-..hinders other logistics functions and may cause 
unnecessary purchases. It can also result in millions of dollars being 
needlessly spent to enter and maintain items previously cataloged. 

2. Page 3: Inadequate Item Identification: Cataloging is one of many 
logistics functions and receives a lower priority than deploying a major 
weapon system. (Less data provided; few updates later]. 

3. Page 4: Recommendations: G A O  recommends improving 11s and reducing 
dupl icates. 

4. Page 9: Customers include the military services, OLA supp4.y centers, 
federal agencies, foreign governments, and the industrial community. 

5. Page 10: Selecting the right name for each item is the critical first 
step in item identification . . .  the least desirable method for describing 
items is the reference or nondescriptive method . . .  Partially or nondescribed 
items that do not meet all the guide data requirements . . .  are discouraged for 
cataloging purposes because they provide fewer data elements that could be 
used to detect item duplication. 

6. P a g e  1 1 :  Numerous reports on federal cataloging have highlighted 
inadequate item identification as a recurrent problem in the FCS. 

7. Page 13: In a 1985 study, DLA concluded that catalog data requirements 
were poorly enforced, and the practice was to provide just enough 
information to get an NSN. The study said that OIOS integrity was being 
impaired because supply sources and other pertinent data were not being 
cataloged. 

8. Page 15: Inadequate item identification that prompted passage of the 
1952 act still persist. This is largely due to cataloging activities' 
failure to ( 1 )  obtain o r  furnish contractor technical data that could 
improve the cataloging database and ( 2 )  give sufficient attention to item 
identification. 

. . 
9. Page 15: W e  found that a11 basic elements of item identification - 
naming, describing, classifying, and numbering supply items - need to be 
improved if the system is to fulfill its intended purpose. 

10. Page 16: . T h e  1 9 5 2 , a c t  requires each cataloged item to be identified by 
its unique characteristics: size, weight, packaging or packing data, a 
standard quantitative measurement unit; and other pertinent descriptive and 
performance information. 



11. P a g e  19: D u r i n g  t h e  last 1 0  y e a r s ,  a n  a v e r a g e  o f  1 2 7 , 0 0 0  N S N s  w e r e  . 
r e v i e w e d  a n n u a l l y  u n d e r  ( t h e  I R  p r o g r a m ) .  T h e s e  r e v i e w s  c o n c l u d e d  t h a t  
a l m o s t  o n e  o f  e v e r y  f i v e  N S N s  r e v i e w e d  c o u l d  b e  e l i m i n a t e d .  

12. P a g e  21: C a t a l o g i n g  is . . .  a  l o w e r  p r i o r i t y  t h a n  d e p l o y i n g  w e a p o n  
s y s t e m s  . .. T h i s  o f t e n  m e a n s  g e t t i n g  N S N s  w i t h  m i n i m a l  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  d a t a  
w h e n  i t e m s  a r e  i n i t i a l l y  c a t a l o g e d .  

13. P a g e  22: W h i l e  OLA h a s  a c h i e v e d  b e t w e e n  30 a n d  4 2  p e r c e n t  of t h e i r  
g o a l ,  s e r v i c e  c a t a l o g i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  h a v e  m e t  b e t w e e n  1  a n d  25 p e r c e n t  o f  
t h e i r  i n d i v i d u a l  g o a l s  d u r i n g  t h e  p e r i o d .  ( u p g r a d i n g  1 1 s )  T h e  A r m y  h a d  the 
p o o r e s t  r e z o r d  f o r  f u l l y  d e s c r i b e d  i t e m s  w h e n  t h e y  i n i t i a l l y  e n t e r e d  t h e  
f e d e r a l  c a t a l o g  ( 1 9 8 6  - 94.5 p e r c e n t  n o n d e s c r i b e d ) .  
14. P a g e  2 5 :  A l l o w i n g  m o r e  t h a n  o n e  o f  t h e  s a m e  i t e m  t o  e n t e r  t h e  s u p p l y  
c a t a l o g i n g  s y s t e m  c a n  b e  c o s t l y  . . . .  m i l l i o n s  o f  d o l l a r s  a r e  b e i n g  s p e n t  t o  
o r o c u r e ,  c a t a l o g ,  s t o r e ,  a n d  i s s u e  d u p l i c a t e s  ...(p a g e  26) Unnlicessary c o s t s  
a r e  incurred w h e n  a  d u p l i c a t e  i t e m  is c a t a l o g e d  b e c a u s e  l o g i s t i c s  s u p p o r t  
f u n c t i o n s  m u s t  n o w  b e  p e r f o r m e d  f o r  t w o  i t e m s  o f  s u p p l y .  

15. P a g e  28: C o n c l u s i o n s :  T h e  F C S  d o e s  n o t  m e e t  t h e  3 5 - y e a r - o l d  
c o n g r e s s i o n a l  m a n d a t e  t h a t  e v e r y  c a t a l o g e d  i t e m  b e  i d e n t i f i e d  in a  m a n n e r  t o  
distinguish..one s u p p l y  i t e m  f r o m  a n o t h e r  . . . .  T h e  F C S  h a s  a  h i s t o r y  o f  I 1  ' 
d e f i c i e n c i e s  . . .  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  c a n n o t  b e  s u r e  w h a t  it h a s  in 
its s u p p l y  i n v e n t o r i e s ,  o r  w h e t h e r  it is b u y i n g  i t e m s  t h a t  d u p l i c a t e  w h a t  is 
a l r e a d y  in the s y s t e m .  

! 6 .  P a g e  28: R e c ~ m m e n d a t i o n s :  W e  r e c o m m e n d  . . .  t h a t  S e c D e f  d i r e c t  ( s e r v i c e s  
a n d  D L A ]  t o :  i m p r o v e  1 1 s  by ( I ]  e x p a n d i n g  A I N s ,  (2) d e v e l o p i n g  a d d i t i o n a l  
F I I G s ,  (3) g i v e  m o r e  a t t e n t i o n  t o  I 1  i m p r o v e m e n t  p r o g r a m ,  (4) p r o v i d e  m o r e  
e m p h a s i s  o n  g e t t i n g  m o r e  t e c h  d a t a  m o r e  t i m e l y , .  a n d  (5) e s t a b l i s h  more. 
e f f e c t i , v e  v e c h a n i s m s  for c h a l l e n g i n g  c o n t r a c t o r  p r o p r i e t a r y  d a t a  c l a i m s .  
( A l s o  recormend): s i g n i f i c a n t l y  r e d u c e  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  d u p l i c a t e  i t e m s  i n  t h e  
FCS. 
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Concur ren t  w i t h  the  d i m i n i s h i n g  resources and i n c r e a s e d  b u d g e t a r y  
c o n t r o l  b e i n g  e x p e r i e n c e d  th roughout  the  Defense L o g i s t i c s  Agency 
(DM) comes t h e  i n c r e a s e d  need f o r  h i g h l y  a c c u r a t e  and d e f e n s i b l e  
measures  of sys tem per fo rmance .  Two such measures a r c  t h e  c o s t s  t o  
e n t e r  and m a i n t a i n  a  N ~ t i o n a l  S tock  N~unber (NSN) i n  t h e  DLA sys tcm.  
I-lanagement mus t have r c n l i s  c i c  f i g u r e s  f o r  making t i ~ n e l y  and sound 
d e c i s i o n s  r e l n e i n g  t o  t h e s e  imporcant  p r o c e s s e s .  A s  e x p l a i n e d  i n  some 
d e t a i l  i n  t h e  accompanying r e p o r t ,  e x i s t i n g  c o s t  f i g u r e s  f o r  t h e s e  NSN 
p r o c e s s e s  a r e  deemed t o  b e  incomple te  o r  a r e  o t h e r w i s e  u n a c c e p t a b l e  
f o r  c u r r e n t  u s e .  

Consequen t ly ,  t h e  E n g i n e e r i n g  Progrzrns Div i s ion  o f  the  D i r e c t o r a t e  of 
T e c h n i c a l  and L o g i s t i c s  S e r v i c e s  r e q u e s t e d  t h a t  t h e  DL% O p e r a t i o n s  
Resea rch  and Economic A n a l y s i s  Management Suppor t  O f f i c e  i d e n t i f y  t h e  
c z s t s  t o  e n t e r  and m a i n t a i n  an  NSN i n  t h e  DLA sys tem.  

The s t u d y  found t h a t  t h e  m a r g i n a l  d i r e c t  c o s t s  were a p p r o x i m a t e l y  $50 
t o  e n t e r  a n  NSN, and $250 t o  m a i n t a i n  an  N S N  i n  t h e  D L A  s y s t c m  f o r  one 
y e a r ,  b a s e d  on FY89 d a t a .  

The c o s t  d a t a  i n  t h i s  s t u d y  can be  o f  use  i n  a s s e s s i n g  i t e m  r e d u c t i o n  
s t u d i e s  a s  w e l l  a s  d e t e r m i n i n g  what l e v e l  of  r e s o u r c e s  s h o u l d  b e  
a p p l i e d  t o  d u p l i c a t e  i t e m  r e s e a r c h . '  The p r e s e n t  v a l u e  o f  removing an 
N S N  from t h e  DLA system would approximate  $ 0 3 2  i n  d i r e c e  c o s t s ,  
assuming a n  o t h e r w i s e  r e m a i n i n g  l i f e  o f  f o u r  y e a r s .  P r e v e n t i n g  t h e  
e n t r y  o f  a new N S N  would amount t o  $50 i n  e n t r y  c o s t s ,  p l u s  t h e  
p r e s e n t  v a l u e  o f  $250 f o r  each  y e a r  o f  t h e  expected l i f e  o f  a n  NSN, 
f o r  a total o f  $2283 .  

The s t u d y  f u r t h e r  rccorrmends t h a c  t h e s e  f a c t o r s  be u p d a t e d  
p e r i o d i c a l l y  f o r  i n f l a t i o n  and major changes i n  p r o d u c t i v i t y .  A l s o ,  
t h e  . accoun t ing  sys tems  f o r  c o n t r a c c  management 'and payment s h o u l d  be 

. r e f i n e d  t o  a l l o w  b e t t e r  t r a c k i n g  of  c o s t s  t o  f u n c t i o n a l  p a r a m e t e r s  
( o r g a n i z a t i o n a l ,  f u n c t i o n a l  and c a t e g o r y  of  customer s u p p o r t ) .  

L- " Act ing  A s s i s t a n t  D i r e c t o r  ! l o l i c y  and P lans  
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April 24, 1995 PATRICK MEADE 
PRESlDENT & 

CHIEF OPERATING OfflCER 

Mr. Alton Cornella 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Cornella: 

I am writing to you in response to  the proposed action to close the 
DlSC activities in Philadelphia. 

It is probably an understatement to say that you most likely receive 
many letters -- pro and con -- on the base closures. I hope, therefore, 
you do not dismiss this one our of hand. I write it out of genuine 
concern. 

Industry has been plagued for many years with Engineering Standards 
which were poorly conceived when written and which then placed a 
compliance burden on industry which many times was not only 
unnecessary but also not achievable. 

DlSC in Philadelphia has risen to  the task of correcting this problem. 
This action has saved the U.S. ~overnment'countless dollars and has 
assured the continuing and timely supply of products needed to 
assure our country's readiness in defense of our freedom. 

I am writing to ask you to recmsider the c!osure of DISC in 
Philadelphia. It is my belief that we need a strong central operation 
to  bring some consistency and reasonableness to the Engineering 
Standards issued by government agencies. I am writing not only as 
President of Hi-Shear Corporation, but also as Chairman of Industrial 
Fasteners Institute Division VI (aerospace fasteners) and as a 
concerned private citizen. 

Pat Meade Y 

PM:sc 
cc: D. Scofield 
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SUBJECT: The DLA BRAC-95 Proposal to DISESTABLISH The 

Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) Work Force 

Honorable Commissioner: 

It is with great concern that I write to you about the 
Disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) 
work force. What we know is that the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA) did not adequately assess the risk to military readiness. 
You only have to go back to the BRAC-93 DLA-ICP (Inventory Control 
Point) analysis that states a disestablishment of DISC is too high 
a risk to mission failure. We also know that the hidden costs 
associated with the BRAC-95 proposal will run into millions of 
dollars. Military professionals have voiced their opinion that the 
mission is sure to suffer. Then why is a flawed DLA-ICP work load 
balancing concept even being considered in a legislative BRAC 
process? The BRAC-95 DLA-ICP proposal is ladened with inherent 
risks, massive hidden costs, and offers no proven mission benefits. 
This proposal raises a red flag that DLA mission objectives, which 
require commodity expertise, are being undermined by unspoken, if not 
hidden agendas. 

DISC is as close as you get to a DLA Weapons Systems ICP. The 
DISC work force pays for itself by saving the taxpayers over 50 
million dollars annually by precluding unnecessary purchases of 
replacement parts. The millions of items to be transferred with the 
63 million dollar price tag gets us no closer than what you already 
have. In fact, a true Weapons Systems ICP, that DLA says the 
customer wants, cannot happen. Forty percent of the items in any 
Federal Supply Class (FSC) will remain commercial - no matter 
where they are transferred. 

We propose DLA Headquarters establish a DLA Weapons Systems 
) Management office to provide the single point of contact the 

customer prefers. This is certainly less expensive and more 
effective, without inherent risks, whether there are 2 or 3 hardware 
ICPs. The 12 members of that office would be assigned certain 
weapon systems and be responsible for coordinating DLA-ICP customer 
service. The DLA-ICPs could provide staff for that office without 
DLA personnel increases. If DLA truly wants to provide customer 
service at the least cost to the taxpayer, this seems simple enough. 
We believe the costs and risks of the DLA-ICP BRAC-95 proposal are 
much too great and without benefit to the taxpayer ox the military. 

We strongly recommend the BRAC Commission implement and build 
onto the BRAC-93 decision. The Disestablishment of DLA's most 
effective and cost efficient ICP work force affords no recoverabil- 
ity for commodity specific mission failure. DLA has made it very 
clear they have the authority to work load balance outside the BRAC 
process. It would seem that the flawed and inaccurate cost savings 
in the BRAC-95 proposal is a way of getting BRAC funds to pay for 
such a risky concept and provides cover if the mission should fail. 



We, the dedicated employees of DISC, encourage you to remove the 

, word Disestablishment and build onto the BRAC-93 decision by collo- 
cating 2 DLA-ICPs (DISC and DPSC) under one DLA command structure, 
with 1 Navy ICP (Aviation Supply Office) in northeast Philadelphia. 
The certified savings and synergies of the BRAC-93 decision are 
undeniable and eliminates the BRAC-95 proposal's hidden costs, 
inherent risks of mission failure, and the overall threat to defense 
readiness. 

Intact, the DISC work force stands ready to answer the call of 
duty in a world where simultaneous military missions are a real 
possibility in the near future. The work we do impacts every Air 
Wing, Naval Fleet, and Ground Troop. The DISC work force is the 
on"y one in the world that has and can continue to quickly respond 
to their critical hardware needs for existing inventory by using 
conmodity intelligence. We analyze item-of-supply characteristics 
and critical end item applications to supply suitable substitute 
replacement parts from existing DoD inventories. With our commodity 
expertise, we are able to meet emergency parts requirements without 
the risk of mission failure. In the final analysis, the BRAC-95 
DLA-ICP proposal does not close a base or save money. It actually 
costs money, weakens defense, and destroys a highly specialized, 
unique and dedicated, world class work force. 

Respectfully, 

Sb - 
l 

- b r s c  -AAA 
w t / l  hshr L3n 



SUBJECT: The DLA BRAC-95 Proposal to DISESTABLISH The 
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) Work Force < I 

Honorable Commissioner: P) d f i  

It is with great concern that I write to you about the 
Disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) 
work force. What we know is that the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA) did not adequately assess the risk to military readiness. 
Ycu only have to go back to the BRAC-93 DLA-ICP (Inventory Control 
Point) analysis that states a disestablishment of DISC is too high 
a risk to mission failure. We also know that the hidden costs 
associated with the BRAC-95 proposal will run into millions of 
dollars. Military professionals have voiced their opinion that the 
mission is sure to suffer. Then why is a flawed DLA-ICP work load 
balancing concept even being considered in a legislative BRAC 
process? The BRAC-95 DLA-ICP proposal is ladened with inherent 
risks, massive hidden costs, and offers no proven mission benefits. 
This proposal raises a red flag that DLA mission objectives, which 
require commodity expertise, are being undermined by unspoken, if not 
hidden agendas. 

DISC is as close as you get to a DLA Weapons Systems ICP. The 
DISC work force pays for itself by saving the taxpayers over 50 
million dollars annually by precluding unnecessary purchases of 
replacement parts. The millions of items to be transferred with the 
5 3  million dollar price tag gets us no closer than what you already 
have. In fact, a true Weapons Systems ICP, that DLA says the 
customer wants, cannot happen. Forty percent of the items in any 
Federal Supply Class (FSC) will remain commercial - no matter 
where they are transferred. 

We propose DLA Headquarters establish a DLA Weapons Systems 

I Management office to provide the single point of contact the 
customer prefers. This is certainly less expensive and more 
effective, without inherent risks, whether there are 2 or 3 hardware 
ICPs. The 12 members of that office would be assigned certain 
weapon systems and be responsible for coordinating DLA-ICP customer 
service. The DLA-ICPs could provide staff for that office without 
DLA personnel increases. If DLA truly wants to provide customer 
service at the least cost to the taxpayer, this seems simple enough. 
We believe the costs and risks of the DLA-ICP BRAC-95 proposal are 
much too great and without benefit to the taxpayer or the military. 

We strongly recommend the BRAC Commission implement and build 
onto the BRAC-93 decision. The Disestablishment of DLA1s most 
effective and cost efficient ICP work force affords no recoverabil- 
ity for commodity specific mission failure. DLA has made it very 
clear they have the authority to work load balance outside the BRAC 
process. It would seem that the flawed and inaccurate cost savings 
in the BRAC-95 proposal is a way of getting BRAC funds to pay for 
such a risky concept and provides cover if the mission should fail. 



We, the dedicated employees of DISC, encourage you to remove the 
word Disestablishment and build onto the BRAC-93 decision by collo- x' cating 2 DLA-ICPs (DISC and DPSC) under one DLA command structure, 
with 1 Navy ICP (Aviation Supply Office) in northeast Philadelphia. 
The certified savings and synergies of the BRAC-93 decision are 
undeniable and eliminates the BRAC-95 proposal's hidden costs, 
inherent risks of mission failure, and the overall threat to defense 
readiness. 

Intact, the DISC work force stands ready to answer the call of 
duty in a world where simultaneous military missions are a real 
possibility in the near future. The work we do impacts every Air 
Wing, Naval Fleet, and Ground Troop. The DISC work force is the 
only one in the world that has and can continue to quickly respond 
to their critical hardware needs for existing inventory by using 
commodity intelligence. We analyze item-of-supply characteristics 
and critical end item applications to supply suitable substitute 
replacement parts from existing DoD inventories. With our commodity 
expertise, we are able to meet emergency parts requirements without 
the risk of mission failure. In the final analysis, the BRAC-95 
DLX-ICP proposal does not close a base or save money. It actually 
costs money, weakens defense, and destroys a highly specialized, 
unique and dedicated, world class work force. 

Respectfully, 



APRIL 25,1995 

DEAR MS. COX, 

MY NAME IS STEPHANIE BECKER AND I 
LIVE AND WORK IN PHILADELPHIA, PA. I AM WRITING 
TO YOU BECAUSE I KNOW THAT YOU WERE A MEMBER OF 
THE 1993 BRAC COMMISSION. 

THE FACILITY I AM WRITING TO YOU 
ABOUT IS THE DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CTR. ON 
ROBBINS AVE. IN PHILADELPHIA. AS YOU MAY RECALL 
YOU AND THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THE 1993 BRAC 
COMMISSION VOTED TO MERGE THE PHIZADELPHTA 
DPSC AND DISC AND KEEP THE JOBS HERE IN OUR CITY. 
AS YOU KNOW, WE NOW ARE IN THE PROCESS OF TRYING 
NOT TO BE DISESTABLISHED AS WE ARE NOW RECOMMENDED 
TO DO JUST THAT. WE EMPLOYEES ARE BROKEN HEARTED 
THAT THE 1993 DECISION IS BEING IGNORED AND 
NEGLECTED. WE FEEL IT IS SO UNFAIR THAT WE WERE 
CHOSEN TO BE DISESTABLISHED AND OUR WORK SHOULD 
GO TO FACILITIES IN VIRGINIA AND OHIO. IT JUST 
MAKES NO SENSE TO ANY OF US . 

I WAS WRITING TO YOU TO ASK FOR 
YOUR HELP. I DONT KNOW IF WE ARE ALLOWED TO ASK 
YOU YOUR OPINION ON THIS MATTER OR HOW YOU WILL 
VOTE, SO PLEASE EXCUSE ME IF I AM ASKING TOO 
MUCH. WE ALL WANT TO KEEP OUR JOBS AS WE FEEL 
WE HERE ARE HIGHLY QUALIFIED FOR THEM AND HAVE 
BEEN THROUGH EXTENSIVE TRAINING OVER THE YEARS. 

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR TAKING THE 
TIME TO READ MY 1,FTTER. 

SINCERELY 

C;z$daru. - 
STEPHANIE BECKER 



Ms. Marie Tooks 
5533 West Thompson Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19131 

President Clinton 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W. 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Clinton: 

I work at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in 
Philadelphia. I have been a Federal employee for 20 years. I am 
proud to work for my country, and I believe that the work I do, 
ard what DISC does, to support our military customers world-wide 
is important. 

However, recent recommendations to the Base Realignment and 
Closure (BRAC) Commission to rldisestablish" DISC have put my job, 
and those of my co-workers here, in jeopardy. It is my 
understanding this means DISC will close and the functions we 
perform and our workload will be transferred to Columbus, Ohio and 
Richmond, Virginia. How can this possibly a "saving"? Worst of 
all, we will lose most of our rights to move with the work, and we 
will not even be eligible for so-called "stopper" list placement 
in other DOD jobs. Why are DISC workers being singled out to take 
the full brunt? 

DTSC has been recognized by the Defense Logistics Agency, our 
headquarters "umbrellaM organization, as a first-rate innovator. 
We've taken a leading role in reducing our cost of doing business. 
Much money has been spent to upgrade our facility with 
state-of-the-art technology. Since 1986, we have reduced our 
overall staffing by 800, and we expect to further reduce it over 
the next four years by at least 4% annually. We are working 
together to accomplish this and still "take care of people." We 
have diverse work force. We contribute to the welfare and 
well-being of Delaware Valley through wage taxes, the contracts 
with businesses in the area for the hardware-type items we buy, 
and the volunteer-type activities we contribute our money, time 
a ~ d  energy to. 

I am appealing to you for help. Please consider the pain and 
disruption to my family and the plans we have made for the future. 
There are at least 1800 DISC jobs which will be lost - -  1800 other 
real lives affected by the "shell game" being played to show 
"paper savings." There can be no savings in the real human 



suffering that approval of the disestablishment of DISC will 
cause ! 

Most sincerely, 

. /  
Marie Tooks 
Your constituent 



3 15 8 Draper street 
Philadelphia, PA. 171 3 6  

March 30, 1995 

The President 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in Philadelphia. I 
am deeply concerned about my future , as well as the future of all 1800 employees at 
DISC. We have recently been informed that the Defense Logistic Agency (DLA) 
recommended to disestablish DISC. This recommendation which is a result of 
government streamlining will go before the 1995 Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (BRAC). I can't emphasize enough my shock and dismay at this 
recommendation. DISC has been recognized with numerous awards, we are regarded as 
the leader and first rate innovator of many programs. Despite the fact that our center is 
an outstanding performer with an excellent reputation, DISC is being considered for 
disestablishment, with no employment rights in any job within DLA. With our centers 
performance record, this recommendation should have sent shock waves to the 
government, especially when our military readiness is at stake. 

I am a permanent part time costlprice analyst with DISC , and have been for the last 
8 years, I have over 17 years with DISC. 

I know that there are o her alternatives other than to singularly affect the lives of 
1800 loyal hard working c f eer minded employees in Philadelphia. DISC has done our 
fair share in downsizing and we are willing to continue to strive at the goals our leaders 
set forth for the sake of our country. But we must speak out now, because this 
recommendatioin is an unjustice to the employees, to Philadelphians and to the military 
whom will all be affected if this recommendation becomes law per the 1995 BRAC. I 
would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank You. 
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We. the dedicated employees of DISC, encourage you to remove the 
word Disestablishment and build onto the BRAC-93 decision by collo- 
cating 2 DLA-ICPs (DISC and DPSC) under one DLA command structure, 
with 1 Navy ICP (Aviation Supply Office) in northeast Philadelphia. 
The certified savings and synergies of the BRAC-93 decision are 
undeniable and eliminates the BRAC-95 proposalls hidden costs, 
inherent risks of mission failure, and the overall threat to defense 
readiness. 

Intact, the DISC work force stands ready to answer the call of 
duty in a world where simultaneous military missions are a real 
possibility in the near future. The work we do impacts every Air 
Wing, Naval Fleet, and Ground Troop. The DISC work force is the 
only one in the world that has and can continue to quickly respond 
to their critical hardware needs for existing inventory by using 
commodity intelligence. We analyze item-of-supply characteristics 
and critical end item applications to supply suitable substitute 
replacement parts from existing DoD inventories. With our commodity 
expertise. we are able to meet emergency parts requirements without 
the risk of mission failure. In the final analysis, the BRAC-95 
DLA-ICP proposal does not close a base or save money. It actually 
costs money, weakens defense, and destroys a highly specialized, 
unique and dedicated, world class work force. 

Respectfully, * f i  
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SUBJECT: The DLA BRAC-95 Proposal to DISESTABLISH The i 

Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) Work Force 

Honorable Commissioner: 

It is with great concern that I write to you about the 
Disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) 
work force. What we know is that the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA) did not adequately assess the risk to military readiness. 
You only have to go back to the BRAC-93 DLA-ICP (Inventory Control 
Point) analysis that states a disestablishment of DISC is too high 
a risk to mission failure. We also know that the hidden costs 
associated with the BRAC-95 proposal will run into millions of 
dollars. Military professionals have voiced their opinion that the 
mission is sure to suffer. Then why is a flawed DLA-ICP work load 
balancing concept even being considered in a legislative BRAC 
process? The BRAC-95 DLA-ICP proposal is ladened with inherent 
risks, massive hidden costs, and offers no proven mission benefits. 
This proposal raises a red flag that DLA mission objectives, which 
require commodity expertise, are being undermined by unspoken, if not 
hidden agendas. 

DISC is as close as you get to a DLA Weapons Systems ICP. The 
DISC work force pays for itself by saving the taxpayers over 50 
million dollars annually by precluding unnecessary purchases of 
replacement parts. The millions of items to be transferred with the 
63 million dollar price tag gets us no closer than what you already 
have. In fact, a true Weapons Systems ICP, that DLA says the 
customer wants, cannot happen. Forty percent of the items in any 
Federal Supply Class (FSC) will remain commercial - no matter 
where they are transferred. 

We propose DLA Headquarters establish a DLA Weapons Systems 
Management office to provide the single point of contact the 
customer prefers. This is certainly less expensive and more 
effective, without inherent risks, whether there are 2 or 3 hardware 
ICPs. The 12 members of that office would be assigned certain 
weapon systems and be responsible for coordinating DLA-ICP customer 
service. The DLA-ICPs could provide staff for that office without 
DLA personnel increases. If DLA truly wants to provide customer 
service at the least cost to the taxpayer, this seems simple enough. 
We believe the costs and risks of the DLA-ICP BRAC-95 proposal are 
much too great and without benefit to the taxpayer or the military. 

We strongly recommend the BRAC Commission implement and build 
onto the BRAC-93 decision. The Disestablishment of DLA's most 
effective and cost efficient ICP work force affords no recoverabil- 
ity for commodity specific mission failure. DLA has made it very 
clear they have the authority to work load balance outside the BRAC 
process. It would seem that the flawed and inaccurate cost savings 
in the BRAC-95 proposal is a way of getting BRAC funds to pay for 
such a risky concept and provides cover if the mission should fail. 



We, the dedicated employees of DISC, encourage you to remove the 
word Disestablishment and build onto the BRAC-93 decision by collo- 
cating 2 DLA-ICPs (DISC and DPSC) under one DLA command structure, 
with 1 Navy ICP (Aviation Supply Office) in northeast Philadelphia. 
The certified savings and synergies of the BRAC-93 decision are 
undeniable and eliminates the BRAC-95 proposal's hidden costs, 
inherent risks of mission failure, and the overall threat to defense 
readiness. 

Intact, the DISC work force stands ready to answer the call of 
duty in a world where simultaneous military missions are a real 
possibility in the near future. The work we do impacts every Air 
Wing, Naval Fleet, and Ground Troop. The DISC work force is the 
only one in the world that has and can continue to quickly respond 
to their critical hardware needs for existing inventory by using 
commodity intelligence. We analyze item-of-supply characteristics 
and critical end item applications to supply suitable substitute 
replacement parts from existing DoD inventories. With our commodity 
expertise, we are able to meet emergency parts requirements without 
the risk of mission failure. In the final analysis, the BRAC-95 
DLA-ICP proposal does not close a base or save money. It actually 
c o s t s  money, weakens defense, and destroys a highly specialized, 
unique and dedicated, world class work force. 

Respectfull 4 2 ~ ~  



The saga of the jackscrews and the T-2C fleet 
In this time of doom and gloom, We came into the picture on ing, the finished units passed 

we would like to share a little Monday night. We felt we were first article testing and headed 
sunshine and let the world know ideally suited to support the for actuator installation ... well 
how good DISC really is. Navy's urgent requirement. By ahead of schedule. 

These success stories illustrate early Wednesday afternoon, a The teamwork aspect, consist- 
the type of customer service we project order was issued to ing of our Engineering and CBU 
can and do deliver.. .particularly NADEP Jacksonville and produc- folks, AS0 and NADEP Jack- 
when readiness is the issue. tion commenced almost immedi- sonville, on this effort was quite 

One Friday, the Naval Air Sys- ately. Total turnaround time once rewarding. Through their com- 
te ms Command (NAVAIR) we got involved was less than 48 bined efforts, in less than 48 
grounded the entire T-2C air- hours. hours, the team validated the 
craft fleet due to problems with Another twist to this story, the technical data, reinstated one of 
jackscrews failing in the elevator competitiveness and viability of the NSNs, surveyed industry and 
trim tab actuators. flexible computer integrated public sources, and made the 

Naval Air Depot Jacksonville manufacturing (FCIM) was used. award.. .significantly enhancing 
had an extremely urgent need for Industry's best offer was over readiness. 
replacement jackscrews for two $200 each and nine weeks deliv- And, the great news to finish 
NSNs. The Navy requested au- ery. NADEP offered $188 each our story, jackscrews are no 
thority to make these urgent buys with a three week delivery. longerconstraining the readiness 
itself, through ASO. Two weeks after the ground- of the T-2C fleet. 
- I ,  
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HURST METALLURGICAL 
21 1 1  West Euless Boulevard (Highway lo), Euless, Texas 76040-6707 

Phone (817) 283-4981, Metro 267-3421, Fax: Metro (817) 267-4234 
Located in the Dallas/Fori Worth Metroplex 

April 14, 1995 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1 700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

A ttention: Mr. Alton Cornella 

Dear Mr. Cornella: 

We learned that consideration is being given to the discontinuation of the current 
method of subcontracting of testing that is presently being utilized by Defense 
lndustrial Supply Center in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania with independent testing 
facilities such as Hurst Metallurgical Research Laboratory, lnc. 

Hurst Metallurgical Research Laboratory provides highly skilled services to DISC in 
a timely manner at an affordable price. Our laboratory has equipment for a variety 
of testing procedures and our staff members have a combined experience in 
metallurgical testing and consultation exceeding 74 years. As an independent 
testing laboratory, we are able to provide an impartial opinion which can be a 
factor in assessing a problem accurately. 

The background information pertaining to various technical projects, and the 
preparation of test protocols by Mr. Bill Curran and his fellow staff members a t  
Defense lndustrial Supply Center, has assisted us greatly in our ability to provide 
technical services at highly competitive rates in a prompt manner. Their capability 
of retrieving information necessary for evaluation concerning a vast assortment of 
products utilized by various government facilities expedites research time, thus 
allowing us to keep our costs low. 

Hurst Metallurgical is a small testing facility with nine(9) employees. Our income 
is not solely dependent upon services provided to Defense lndustrial Supply Center, 
but its loss, in the long run, could be significant and may affect the future growth 
of this company. 

1 request that you consider this matter when determining the ultimate future of 
Defense lndustrial Supply Center and its employees. 

Respectfully, 

~ a h e s h  J. Madhani 
President l Chief Metallurgist 



R i t a  S t a c k  
7 4 0 7  Rowlancl  Ave .  
C h e l t e n h a m ,  P a .  1 9 0 1 2  M a r c h  1 9 , 1 9 9 5  

D e a r  S i r :  

My name  i s  R i t a  S t a c k .  I am a  c o n c e r n e d  t a x  p a y e r  o f  
P e n n s y l v a n i a  ancl a n  e m p l o y e e  o f  t h e  D e f e n s e  I n d u s t r i a l  S u p p l y  
C e n t e r ,  l o c a t e d  i n  N .E .  P h i l a d e l p h i a .  I u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  o u r  
e c o n o m y  i s  v e r y  b a d ,  a s  i t  h a s  b e e n  f o r  many y e a r s .  

I am w r i t i n g  t h i s  l e t t e r  t o  y o u  t o  b e g  y o u  ancl y o u r  
c o m m i t t e e  t o  r e c o n s i c l e r  i n  y o u r  p l a n s  t o  c l o s e  DISC.  I 
arn a s k i n g  y o u  t o  p l e a s e  k e e p  t h i s  f a c i l i t y  o p e n .  We 
h e r e  a r e  v e r y  b u s y  a t  t h e  N a v a l  D e p o t  i n  P h i l a d e l p h i a  
f o r  s e v e r a l  r e a s o n s ,  o n e ,  we h a v e  a l r e a d y  down s i z e d  o u r  
w o r k  f o r c e  t o  t h e  b a r e  minimum . A n o t h e r  r e a s o n  i s ,  b e e a u s e  
o f  o t h e r  b a s e s  r e c e n t l y  b e i n g  o r d e r e d  c l o s e d  b y  t h i s  
c o m m i t t e e  we h e r e  a t  DISC a r e  t h e  o n l y  p l a c e  f o r  c o m p a n i e s  
t o  c o n t i n u e  t o  b e  a b l e  t o  f i l l  t h e i r  o r d e r s .  

I f  y o u  c h o o s e  t o  c l o s e  t h i s  b a s e  clown t h i s  move  w i l l  
s e r i o u s l y  h u r t  o u r  a l r e a d y  t r o u b l e c l  e c o n o m y .  C l o s i n g  DISC 
w o u l d  s e r i o u s l y  e f f e c t  t h e  many h a n d i c a p  e m p l o y e e s  who a r e  
w o r k i n g  t h e r e  a s  w e l l . ,  l e a v i n g  t h e m  w i t h  n o t h i n g  t o  d o  o r  
l o o k  f o r w a r d  t o  e a c h  clay.  I t  w o u l d  a l s o  m a k e  t h e m  l o s e  t h e i r  
s e l f - c o n f i d e n c e  i n  t h e m s e l v e s .  T h e y  w i l l  n o t  b e  a b l e  t o  
f i n d  a n y  o t h e r  k i n d  o f  w o r k  a n y w h e r e ,  clue t o  t h e i r  l i m i t e d  
a b i l i t i e s  . I u r g e  y o u  t o  p l e a s e  r e c o n s i d e r .  

T h a n k  y o u  f o r  y o u r  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  ancl c o c e r n  i n  t h i s  
m a t t e r .  I l o o k  f o r w a r d  t o  h e a r i n g  f r o m  y o u  a s  s o o n  a s  
p o s s i b l e .  

T h a n k  Y o u ,  

R i t a  S t a c k  



646 1 Oxford Ave. Apt. A1 1 1 
Philadelphia, PA 19 1 1 1 1 
March 29,1995 

President Clinton 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W, 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Clinton , 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the 
Aviation Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), 
located in South Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing 
DISC completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose 
their jobs. These people will have no rights to the DLA or DoD jobs, regardless of years 
of service, education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR 
GOVERNMENT JOBS. In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the 
benefit of another center. Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA 
employees at DPSC with one day of experience to have rights over DLA employees at 
DISC with l0,20, or 30 years of experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off? Why is DLA throwing away the same 
center it continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation 
awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TV/radio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another 
location in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service 
count for anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

fixby 4 &r;r, 
Alan S. Coonin 



J 
March 30, 1995 

KATHLEEN NOLAN 
8 9 1 7 Maxwell Place 
Philadelphia, PA 19 152-1 5 17 

President Clinton 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Clinton: 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation Supply 
Ofice Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is one of five Inventory Control Points (ICPs) 
of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), 
located in South Philadelphia, is also an ICP of DLA. 

\$%en the BRAC list was announced on 1 March, the initial information was that DLA was 
recommending a merger of DPSC and DISC under one Command. DPSC was scheduled to 
move to the Northeast Philadelphia Compound in 1995 per the 1993 BRAC decision. Most 
employees understood that DLA would not support two separate commands on one compound. 
In light of the continued drawdown, this recommendation is most reasonable. But as further 
reports showed, DLA was not honest with you or its employees. On 10 March 1995, our 
Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC completely. This equates to 
almost 1800 people at DISC losing their jobs by about 1999. 

Apparently due to the closure, DISC employees have no rights to DLA or DOD jobs, regardless 
of their years of service, education or performance ratings. I realize that defense cutbacks are 
necessary. All ICPs were planning to meet the 4% attrition projection for each coming year. It 
appears that some/all of the other ICPs are requesting that they be exempt from these cutbacks. 
If this is allowed, it will equate to less jobs being available for displaced DISC employees. 

As you have been made aware, DISC is one of the top ICPs at DLA. We are only requesting fair 
and equitable treatment. It appears that DLA is proposing a hnctional alignment of two weapon 
systems ICPs and one general support ICP. The weapon system alignment at the Defense 
Construction Supply Center in Columbus has been a disaster. DLA is recommending BRAC 
money be used to hnd a hnctional alignment across DLA that it could not make work at one site. 

Plezse continue to support us and require DLA be honest in its proposal. I appreciate any 
assistance you can provide myself and DISC co-workers. Thank you. 

' Crr7_ 



Francisco & Maryellen Madeja 
5 15 Robbins Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19 1 1 1 

27 March 1995 

Defense ~ a s e  Realignment and closure Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va., 22209 

Dear Commission Members: 

My wife I are currently employed at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located 
on the Aviation Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. I am a supervisor in a 
commodity business unit and my wife is a commodity business specialist in the innovative 
acquisition branch. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The Defense 
Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 
38 years old with 20 years government service which includes time in the US Navy and the 
Phila. Naval Shipyard. My wife is 26 years old and has been working at DISC for only 6 
years. We have a 6 year old son who is in first grade at ST. Williams R.C. Church located in 
the Lawndale section of Northeast Phila. (same as DISC). We have recently purchased a 
home in this area. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 
education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off! Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? Doesn't 
loyal government service count for anything? The employees at DISC are true innovators. 
They are years head  of their counterparts in DLA and displacing them outright under the, 
& 

p r z a p p e a r s .  The proposed action to - 
disestablish DISC could have su& a negative impact on any remainig DLA employees - 
because it sends a clear message: inovation and desire gets you nothing! I hope you 
reconsider the decision to disestablish DISC carefully and thank you for your time. 

Home (2 5j-725-5465 Work (21 5) f 7 - 6 1 0 1  7 



Thomas J. Bruckshaw 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19 149 

A1 Cornelia 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1 700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

3 1 March 1995 

Dear Mr. Cornelia, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South 
Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

On I0 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 

education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off! Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TV/radio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service count of 
anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

, , 

c ; Z A  

Home (55) 624-3785 
Work (21 5) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE STATISTICS F O R  BRAC LETTERS 

DISC - 1993 vs  1994 

Nurrtber of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

S u p p l y  A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4 .2% above Goal 

Average Aye of Backorders Down 3% i n  Dec 9 4  

Total  Center Lead Time (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ivery  of mater ia l  t o  customer) Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S a l e s  U p  11% i n  Dec 94 

Average T i m e  t o  process  a  customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of d iscrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1386 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1413 ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 v s  1394 - S a l e s  per workyear up 16% 

I n  FY 9 4 ,  DISC provided $12.8 mi l l ion  of bus iness  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
I, I ,  I t  I 1  ,I 8 ,  I $32 .5  " " Pennsylvania " 

I' I, I ,I ,I I ,  $60 " c o n t r a c t o r s  i n  PA,  NJ & DE 

DISC h a s  a 89% product conformance r a t e .  

D I S C  manages 1.1 mi l l ion  i tems -- 64% a r e  weapon system items. 

DISC has around 5 mi l l ion  customer r eques t s  per y e a r .  

Out o f  t h e  top  10 items requi red  during t h e  t i a i t i  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
D I S C  items. 

D I S C  p u t  i n  a c t i o n  t h e  concept of re invent ion  i n  January 1593 when we 
reovganized i n t o  customer o r i en ted  teams. 

Pennsylvania has t h e  t h i r d  highest unemployment r a t e  i n  t h e  count ry .  
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President William Clinton 
White House 
United States of America 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W. 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear President Clinton, 

I am a supply clerk at the Defense Industrial Supply Cenier (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philade1pl:ia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Perso!:?el % - ? ~ y * . : ~  ?e:.?r (gPSC), Iccated in South Philadelphia, 
is also part of DLA. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by disestablishing 
DISC. DPSC will not be affected at all, however over 1 800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
'These people will have no rights to the DLA or DoD jobs, regardless of years of service, 
education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. In 
effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. Defense 
cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA enlployees at DPSC with one day of experience to 
have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20, or 30 years of experience? 

M%y are DISC employees being written off! Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the TV/radio 
media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location in 
Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal g svernment service count for anything? 
I would appreciate any assistance you cc dd provide me. Thank you. 



907 1 Mill Creek Rd. #422 
Levittown, PA. 19 154-42 14 
March 3 1, 1995 

President Clinton 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W. 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Clinton , 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense 
Logistics Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in 
South Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing 
DISC completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose 
their jobs. These people will have no rights to the DLA or DoD jobs, regardless of years 
of service, education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR 
GOVERNMENT JOBS. In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the 
benefit of another center. Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA 
employees at DPSC with one day of experience to have rights over DLA employees at 
DISC with 10,20, or 30 years of experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off, Why is DLA throwing away the same center 
it continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another 
location in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service 
count for anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Eric kebr - 



Ms. Carol T. Wasniewski 
218 Belle Arbor Drive 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 
29 March 1995 

The President 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

I am an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in 
Philadelphia, and I am writing to you to appeal for help to stop the 
disestablishment of my installation. There are 1800 people currently 
employed here; and if DISC is closed, they will be put out of their jobs 
with no rights to positions at the remaining ICPs due to the language that 
DLA chose to use in its BRAC proposal. Because of one word, 
"disestablish," all of our rights to transfer with our items or to bump the 
employees of DPSC, with whom we are actually merging, are negated. 

Many of us are perplexed because the BRAC 93 DLA proposal to move DPSC and 
DISC to New Cumberland was overthrown and a more rational alternative was 
accepted by the BRAC Commission. At that time, it was considered too 
dangerous to our national defense to disrupt the expertise and talent that 
was needed to effectively manage the weapon systems items. As a result, it 
was decided that ASO, DISC and DPSC should stay in Philadelphia intact as a 
large percentage of the work force would not relocate to New Cumberland. 
Why is it not dangerous two years later? What has changed? As a concerned 
citizen as well as a DoD employee who fully understands what is meant by 
the "management" of a weapon systems item, I believe that our national 
defense would be in jeopardy if DLA were allowed to relocate millions of 
critical NSNs in the manner that is proposed. 

I know that they have disestablished DESC and are in the process of 
transferring their items to DCSC. The situation between Dayton and 
Columbus, Ohio is a little different than DPSC and DISC, both in 
Philadelphia. Dayton is 1 1/2 to 2 hours from Columbus, and many of the 
employees from DESC were picked up for employment by DCSC. In 
Philadelphia, DPSC will be moving into our offices and DISC personnel will 
be going out the gate. It is rumored that DPSC has already asked for a 
waiver from the POM 4% reduction since "their" workforce will increase from 
2300 to 2600 employees. Without bumping rights this means that someone 
like me with 26 years of government service and a multifunctional 
designation will be on unemployment while someone from DPSC with one year 
of service will have a job. There's something wrong with that scenario. 



Let me tell you a little about myself and DISC. In January 1993, we had a 
huge reorganization. The stove pipe structures were dismantled and 
Commodity Business Units (CBUs) were created. I am a Division Chief in a 
CBU, and I supervise a multifunctional workforce consisting of Contract 
Specialists, Item Managers, Quality Assurance Specialists, Equipment 
Specialists, and Supply Catalogers. After some growing pains, the 
reorganization has begun to pay off. We are training our people to become 
multifunctional which is possible due to our advanced computer systems, and 
our statistics are showing the results of our success. Our supply 
availability has increased, our administrative leadtimes have been reduced, 
and our customer response has improved, In other words, we're out 
performing the other ICPs! Many of our military customers were distressed 
when they learned of our pending demise. To quote an unnamed Air Force 
customer "You can't even talk to an Item Manager at Col~mbus.~~ 

I realize performance was not considered in the DLA BfZAC proposal. Again, 
as a citizen of the USA concerned with the safety of my family and friends 
as well as the men in uniform, I believe it should have been. 

There are two issues here: first, the bad treatment of the DISC workforce 
who have been stripped of their rights to continue in government service; 
and second, the national security of our country which will be jeopardized 
by the disruption of the management of millions of weapons systems items. 
I beseech you to do all in your power to stop the disestablishment of DISC. 

Thank you for reading this letter. 

Sincerely, rt 
/ t ,  

CAROL T. WASNIEWSKI 



P>:esl lent Clinton 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W 
Washington, DC 20500 

3 0  March 1995 
Dear Mr. President: 

I am currently employed as a supervisor at the Defense Industrial 
Supply Center/Defense Logistics Agency (DISC/DLA) in Philadelphia, 
PA. As I'm sure you are fully aware, DISC has been rec2ommended for 
disestablishment under BRAC 95. Disestablishment is synonymous with 
the uord "closure". 

Under the current proposal DISC will be transferring the bulk of the 
items it manages to: Defense General Support Center (DGSC) in 
Richnond, VA. The majority of items to be transferred are Weapons 
systems support items many of which have critical application. The 
cadrc of people who have developed commodity expertise in managing 
these items at DISC will become casualties of the closure, as 
perscnnel at closing or disestablished activities simply put, are out 
of a job. Moreover, they have no rights to transfer with the items 
being; transferred nor do they have any reemployment rights with "any" 
othe~, government activity locally or otherwise to do the same or 
similar type of work. 

Unde~. BRAC 93, the DISC and the Defense Personal Support Center 
(DPS(I1 were recommended for transfer to New Cumberlanil, PA.. to be 
collocated with the Defense Distribution Region East (DDRE) depot in 
place there. In addition, the Aviation Supply Office (AS01 waE 
recommended for transfer to Ships Parts Control Center (SPCC) in 
Mech;inicsburg, PA. The successful argument presented to the BRAC 
which changed the recommendation was based on the synergy of 
operntions and expertise, that resulted In dollar savings without 
sacr.ficing or ~eopardizing natlonal defense. Consequently, under 
the 33 BRAC final decision, DISC remained in place on the AS0 
comp2und, the AS0 remained in place and the Defense Personal Support 
Centzr (DPSC), located approximately 15 miles south of the DISC and 
also in Phlladelphia, was scheduled to abandon their present site for 
relozation to the AS0 compound to be "collocated" with DISC by 1997. 
No transfer of personnel or items has begun. Under BRAC 95  the DPSC 
move to the AS0 compound would be delayed until 1999. Glven the 
prop2sals, studies and conclusions of BRAC 9 3 ,  BRAC 95  defies loglc 
and is contradictory. 

Under BRAC 95, DISC as an Inventory Control Point (ICPI is being 
uprooted and disestablished only to be replaced by DPSC, also a ICP, 
on a compound rated to have low military value, which appears to have 
been the deciding factor to disestablish DISC in the first place. It 
is even more odd that this is recommended, in that AS0 is likely to 
looee it's ICF status, combining with SPCC as one ICP. This will 
rel~gate the AS0 a det.achment with SPCC holding the pr~rse ~trings. 
It is susplcious at least that D L A  and Admiral Stpaw would recommend 
t h a t  DPSC F ~ e i ~ ~ n e  - -,.-. a tenant activity of a detachment. that could abandon 
thejr present location with little fanfare and through gradual 
erozion and transfer of responsibility to SFCC Mechanicsburg which 
xi?] become the Navy's gingle ICF. 

sppearz, t,.-. k.- s r  a carefully 01.chestl.ated scheme to phase out ICFs 

i n  ?,he Fhi ladelphi3 ap,za. It f ur+h LI el - 7 appeal>.=2 that the "smoke and 
f i i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r s "  b e i n g  errlployed is t.o avoid the resistance >LA and t:he Navy 
exptrrienced in BRAC 93 in their attempt to transfer DISC, DPSC and 



the AS0 to upstate Pennsylvania. It is even more curivua that. DGSC 
in Richmond, together with the depot located there, has gone 
unscathed in BRAC 95. DGSC has extremely old buildings, part of it's 
"expandable acres" are wetlands which is conveniently omitted in the 
DLA proposal, and anyone who has visited DGSC finds it absolut,ely 
ludicrous that the BRAC recommendation stated that DGSC is in the 
best condition of all the DLA Centers1 It is simply not true. 
Furthermore, DGSC is not exactly doing a good job of handling the 
weapons systems items transferred to them only a few years agc. If 
they are having problems handling the relatively small number of 
weapon system items they currently have, how will they function as a 
weapons system ICP? Moreover, how will national defense be affected? 

In Secretary Perry's opening statements on February 28, he attempted 
to explain how more emphasis than ever before was being place on 
short term as well as long term savings. It appears that the DLA 
proposal gave little or no forethought to long term savings nor the 
potential for mission failure. The long term maintenance, repair and 
modernization of one of the oldest facilities in DLA was obviously 
not a consideration; i.e. DGSC and the Richmond Depot; nor was that 
center's inovativeness or lack thereof or their track record, as 
compared to DISC'S record as consistently being the leading center 
above all others in most measurable categories and initiatives. It 
leaves to question as to what's being rewarded; and what is the logic 
behind the recommendation? 

Mathenat icians and accounting types can do wondrous magic when the 
desirsd result is known beforehand, which is the reason no attempt is 
made to compute or dispute savings projected in DLA's proposal by 
further mathematical wizardry. Numbers skewed or omitted can alter 
any r?sult. The fact of the matter is that the published data, 
savin3s and reasoning simply does not compute in real life. 

There is no disputing that consolidation and restructuring is 
necessary to streamline government. However, logic must prevail 
especially when national defense is at stake. Restructuring, 
reorgmizing, rightsizing, downsizing, consolidation or what ever we 
want to call it should be done with forethought and not just for the 
sake ~f putting something on the table. This writer does not have 
all tie answers, but perhaps an option that should be 
consiiered/revisited is the New Cumberland Depot scenario, noting 
that "merging" DGSC, DISC, DPSC and Depot Richmond at QDRE New 
Cumbe?land, results in combining five ( 5 )  activities at, one site. 
Also ~oting that savings in locality pay alone which i f  projected out 
for five years would pay for any new construction required. 
Furthsrmore, lobs for anyone willing to transfer would be available 
and djwnsizing would take care of itself through those who declined 
trans f el-. . 

- 
4 5 7  Buck Rd. 
Holland, PA 18966 

P.S. Rhy not think towards the future'? 



9768 Susan Rd. 
Philadelphia, PA 1 9 1 1 5 
March 23, 1995 

President Clinton 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Clinton , 

I am protesting the disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center 
(DISC), 700 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as proposed to the Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Commission. 

DISC has a proven performance record that has won accolades from General 
Schwartzkopf for our key role in the success of Desert Storm. DISC leads all of the 
Inventory Control Points (ICP) in every area of performance (e.g. stock availability, 
procurement, technical and quality); automated procurement systems; electronic data 
interchange to allow for paperless procurement. The transfer of these items to Richmond, 
VA or Columbus, OH, would be a major step backwards since these ICP's do not have 
DISC'S proven track record. The cost savings projected by DLA is not realistic as proven 
by the fact that the procurement system has still not recovered from a much smaller 
transfer of items to Richmond, VA five years ago. The unprecedented massive proposed 
transfer of one million items to Virginia and Ohio would cause a great increase in cost of 
procurement and vital lead time to supply our troops, and the loss of valuable expertise in 
these weapon system items. 

Pennsylvania has already lost proportionately as many jobs through base closures as 
California, the worst hit state. The economic impact of further job loss on this area 
would be devastating. A better solution would be a consolidation of the Defense 
Personnel Support Center (DPSC) and DISC at the 700 Robbins Avenue location. This 
would allow for great savings as duplication of functions (e.g. personnel, legal, security, 
policy, staff, etc.) would be eliminated, without endangering the military preparedness of 
this country or the economy of the region. 

I am asking for your support in this time of crisis and I will remember your efforts in 
the future. 

Sincerely, 



9071 Mill Creek R. #422 
Levittown, PA 19 154 

April 2, 1995 

President Clinton 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Clinton , 

I am protesting the disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center 
(DISC), 700 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as proposed to the Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Commission. 

DISC has a proven performance record that has won accolades from General 
Schwartzkopf for our key role in the success of Desert Stom. DISC leads all of the 
Inventory Control Points (ICP) in every area of performance (e.g. stock availability, 
procurement, technical and quality); automated procurement systems; electronic data 
interchange to allow for paperless procurement. The transfer of these items to 
Richmond, VA or Columbus, OH, would be a major step backwards since these ICP7s do 
not have DISC'S proven track record. The cost savings projected by DLA is not realistic 
as proven by the fact that the procurement system has still not recovered from a much 
smaller transfer of items to Richmond, VA five years ago. The unprecedented massive 
proposed transfer of one million items to Virginia and Ohio would cause a great increase 
in cost of procurement and vital lead time to supply our troops, and the Ioss of valua5le 
expertise in these weapon system items. 

Pennsylvania has already lost proportionately as many jobs through base closures as 
California, the worst hit state. The economic impact of further job Ioss on this area 
would be devastating. A better solution would be a consolidation of the Defense 
Personnel Support Center (DPSC) and DISC at the 700 Robbins Avenue location. This 
would allow for great savings as duplication of functions (e.g. personnel; legal, security, 
policy, staff, eetc.) would he eliminated, without endacgering the military preparedness of 
this cocnt.; or the economy of the region. 

1 am asking for your support in this time of crisis and I wili remember your efforts in 
the future. 



Thomas J. Bruckshaw 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 1 9 149 

lgonorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
.4rlington, VA 22209 

3 1 March 1995 

Dear Mr. Dixon, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South 
Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 

education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off? Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service count of 
anything? 1 would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Home (2 15) 624-3785 
Work (2 15) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE STATISTICS FOR BRAC LETTERS 

DISC - 1993 vs  1994 

Number of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

S u p p l y  A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4.2% above Goal 

Average Age of Backorders Down 3% i n  Dec 94 

Tc ta l  Center Lead Time (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ive ry  o f  material  t o  customer) Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S a l e s  U p  11% i n  Dec 94 

Average Time t o  process a  customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of d iscrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1986 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1413 ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 vs  1794 - S a l e s  per workyear u p  16% 

I n  FY 94 ,  DISC provided $12.8 mi l l ion  of bus iness  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
I t  ,I I, I 1  a 0 ,  I $32 .5  " " Pennsylvania " 

11 I, I ,I I1 I $60 " c o n t r a c t ~ r s  i n  PA, NJ & DE 

DISC has a  99% product conformance r a t e .  

DISC manages 1.1 mi l l ion  items -- 64% a r e  weapon system i tems.  

DISC has around 5 mil l ion  cu.stomer r eques t s  per y e a r .  

O u t  of t h e  top  10 items required during t h e  H a i t i  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
DISC i tems.  

D I S C  p u t  i n  a c t i o n  t h e  concept of re invent ion  i n  January 1593 when we 
reorganized i n t o  customer o r i en ted  teams. 

Pennsylvania has t h e  t h i r d  highest  unemployment r a t e  i . n  t h e  count ry .  





704 Chandler St . 
Philadelphia, PA 19 1 1 1 
March 22, 1995 

President Clinton 
1 600 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Clinton , 

I am protesting the disestablishment of the Defense Industrial Supply Center 
(DISC), 700 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as proposed to the Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Commission. 

DISC has a proven performance record that has won accolades from General 
Schwartzkopf for our key role in the success of Desert Storm. DISC leads all of the 
Inventory Control Points (ICP) in every area of performance (e.g. stock availability, 
procurement, technical and quality); automated procurement systems; electronic data 
interchange to allow for paperless procurement. The transfer of these items to Richmond, 
VA or Columbus, OH, would be a major step backwards since these ICP's do not have 
DISC'S proven track record. The cost savings projected by DLA is not realistic as proven 
by the fact that the procurement system has still not recovered from a much smaller 
transfer of items to Richmond, VA five years ago. The unprecedented massive proposed 
transfer of one million items to Virginia and Ohio would cause a great increase in cost of 
procurement and vital lead time to supply our troops, and the loss of valuable expertise in 
these weapon system items. 

Pennsylvania has already lost proportionately as many jobs through base closures as 
California, the worst hit state. The economic impact of further job loss on this area 
would be devastating. A better solution would be a consolidation of the Defense 
Personnel Support Center (DPSC) and DISC at the 700 Robbins Avenue location. This 
would allow for great savings as duplication of functions (e.g. personnel, legal, security, 
policy, staff, etc.) would be eliminated, without endangering the military preparedness of 
this country or the economy of the region. 

I am asking for your support in this time of crisis and I will remember your efforts in 
the future. 

Sincerely, 

Francis A. Sims 



Aerospace Fastener Division 
3000 West Lomita Boulevard 
Torrance, California 90505 
31 0/530-2220 Fax: 310/530-6451 

March 29, 1995 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington VA 22200 

Attn: Alton Comella 

Dear Mr. Comella, 

We recently learned about the decision to close the DlSC Operation at Philadelphia. We are 
very concerned about the impact this decision will have on the Aerospace Fastener Community. 

As chairman of the IFI* Division VI technical committee for the past eight years I have worked 
closely with the engineering group at DlSC on a number of fastener standards which needed 
attention. Changing a govemment standard or drawing had become so tedious and bogged down 
as to be virtually impossible. In order to remedy this situation DlSC stepped up to the task and 
took charge of the DOD's Fastener progam. 

Since this time the volume of standards which have been corrected has increased dramatically. 
This effort has developed a feeling of much needed mutual trust between Qualified fastener 
manufacturers and using agencies. These efforts go well beyond what would be perceived as 
simple procurement activity. 

In our opinion the continuous efforts of DlSC will be absolutely essential to the privatization of 
fastener standards activities as proposed by the govemment. For this reason we strongly urge 
you to take our concerns into consideration and to move ahead very cautiously before making 
what we believe could be a devastating decision. 

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns, 

Sincerely, 

William Matievich 
Vice President, Engineering 
Div VI Tech. Comm. Chairman 

* Industrial Fasteners Institute 
171 7 East Ninth Street, Suite 11 05 
Cleveland, OH 441 14 
(216) 241-1482 

Part of the Fairchild Corporation 



Thomas J. Bruckshaw 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19 149 

S. Lee Kling 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

3 1 March 1995 

Dear S. Lee Kling, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), iocated in South 
Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 
education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off! Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service count of 
anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Work (2 1 5) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE STATISTICS F O R  BRAC LETTERS 

DISC - 1993 us  1994 

N'~rnber of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

S u p p l y  A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4.2% above Goal 

Average Aye of Backorders Down 3% i n  Dec 94 

Total  Center Lead Tine (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ivery  of mater ia l  t o  customer) Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S a l e s  U p  11% i n  Dec 94 

Average Time t o  process a customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of d iscrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1386 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1 4 1 3  ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 vs  1994 - S a l e s  per workyear u p  16% 

I n  FY 94 ,  DISC provided $12.8 mi l l ion  of bus iness  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
I ,  $1 I 1  ,I I ,I I $32.5 " " Pennsylvania " 

$ 0  I ,  I I I 0 560 " c o n t r a c t o r s  i n  PA,  N J  & DE 

DISC has a 39% product conformance r a t e .  

DISC manages 1.1 mi l l ion  items -- 64% a r e  weapon system i tems.  

DISC has around 5 mill ion customer r eques t s  per yea r .  

O u t  of t h e  top  10 items requi red  during t h e  t-iaiti  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
DISC i tems.  

DISC p u t  i n  a c t i o n  the  concept of re invent ion  i n  January 1493 when we 
reorganized i n t o  customer o r i en ted  teams. 

Pennsylvania has the  t h i r d  highest  unemployment r a t e  i n  t h e  count ry .  



Thomas J. Bruckshaw 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19 149 

Josue Robles, Jr. 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1 700 North Moore Street, Suite 1 425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

3 1 March 1995 

Dear Mr. Robles, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South 
Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 

education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off? Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
in Philadelphia that could accommodate us?' Doesn't loyal government service count of 
anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

9 2' 
4' ys4*44/& - - 

Home (2 15) 624-3 785 
Work (2 15) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE STATISTICS F O R  BRAC LETTERS 

D I S C  - 1993 vs  1994 

Number of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

S u p p l y  A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4.2% above Goal 

A ~ ~ e r a g e  Aye of i3ackorders Down 3% i n  Dec 94 

T ~ t a l  Center Lead Time (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ive ry  of mater ia l  t o  customer) Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S e l e s  U P  11% i n  Dec 94 

Average Time t o  process a  customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of discrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1386 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1 4 1 3  ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 vs  1794 - S a l e s  per workyear u p  16% 

I n  FY 94 ,  DISC provided $12.8 mi l l ion  of bus iness  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
I ,  I, I' , I  I ,  $32.5 " I t  I 

0 I ,  I, 

" Pennsylvania " 
I $60 I I " c o n t r a c t o r s  i n  PA, N J  & DE 

DISC has a  99% product conformance r a t e .  

D I S C  manages 1.1 mi l l ion  i tems -- 64% a r e  weapon system i tems.  

DISC has around 5 mi l l ion  customer r eques t s  per y e a r .  

O u t  of the top 10 i tems requi red  during t h e  kiait i  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
DISC i t ems .  

DISC p u t  i n  a c t i o n  the  concept of re invent ion  i n  January 1993 when w e  
reorganized i n t o  customer o r i en ted  teams. 

Pennsylvania has t h e  t h i r d  highest  unemployment r a t e  i . n  t h e  count ry .  



Thomas J. Bruckshaw 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19 149 

James B. Davis 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

3 1 March 1995 

Dear Mr. Davis, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South 
Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 
education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
zxperience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off! Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
'TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service count of 
mything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Home (21 5) 624-3785 
Work (2 15) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE STATISTICS F O R  BRAC LETTERS 

DISC - 1993 vs 1994 

N~rnber of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

S u p p l y  A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4 . 2 %  above Goal 

Average Age of Backorders Down 3% i n  Dec 94 

Total  Center Lead Tine (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ive ry  of mater ia l  t o  customer)  Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S a l e s  U p  11% i n  Dec 94 

Av3rage T i m e  t o  process a customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of discrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1986 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1413 ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 v s  1994 - S a l e s  per workyear u p  16% 

I n  FY 94 ,  DISC provided $12.8 mil l ion  of bus iness  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
I ,  I t  ,I ( I  9 1  0 ,  I, $32 . 5  " 

II I ,  

" Pennsylvania " 
I ,  $60 I I, " c o n t r a c t o r s  i n  PA, N J  & DE 

DISC has a 39% product conformance r a t e .  

D I S C  manages 1.1 m i l l i o n  items -- 64% a r e  weapon system i tems.  

D I S C  has around 5 m i l l i o n  customer r eques t s  per y e a r .  

O u t  of t h e  t op  10 i tems required during t h e  H a i t i  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
DISC i tems.  

D I S C  p u t  i n  a c t i o n  t h e  concept of re invent ion  i n  January 1493 when we 
reorganized i n t o  customer or iented  teams. 

Pennsylvania has t h e  t h i r d  highest  unemployment r a t e  i n  t h e  count ry .  



Thomas J. Bruckshaw 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 1 9 149 

Wendy L. Steele 3 1 March 1995 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
4rlington, VA 22209 

Dear Ms. Steele, 

am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
4gency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South 
"hiladelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 

education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
sn effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off! Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
'TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
;n Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service count of 
anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Home (21 5) 624-3785 
Work (2 15) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE STATISTICS F O R  BRAC LETTERS 

DISC - 1993 vs 1994 

Number of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

S u p p l y  A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4.2% above Goal 

Average Age of Backorders Down 3% i n  Dec 94 

Total  Center Lead Time (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ive ry  of mater ial  t o  customer)  Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S a l e s  U p  11% i n  Dec 94 

kvzrage Time t o  process a  customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of discrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1986 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1413  ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 v s  1794 - S a l e s  per workyear u p  16% 

I n  FY 94,  DISC provided $12.8 mil l ion  of bus iness  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
,I 0 0 ,  I, 0,  It  ,I $32.5  " " Pennsylvania " 

# I  I, I I I I $60 " c o n t r a c t ~ r s  i n  PA, NJ & DE 

DISC has a 39% product conformance r a t e .  

DISC manages 1.1 mi l l ion  i tems -- 64% a r e  weapon system i tems.  

D I S C  has around 5 mi l l ion  customer r eques t s  per y e a r .  

O u t  of t h e  top  10 i tems requi red  during t h e  t i a i t i  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
D I S C  i tems.  

DISC p u t  i n  a c t i o n  t h e  concept of re invent ion  i n  January 1593 w h e n  we 
reorganized i n t o  customer o r i en ted  teams. 

Pennsylvania has t h e  t h i r d  highest  unemployment r a t e  i . n  t h e  count ry .  



Thomas J. Bruckshaw 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19 149 

Benjamin F. Montoya 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1 700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
.4rlington, VA 22209 

31 March 1995 

Dear Mr. Montoya, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South 
Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
'These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 

education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off! Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
ir: Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service count of 
anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Home (2 15) 624-3785 ' 
Work (2 15) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE  S T A T I S T I C S  FOR BRAC LETTERS 

DISC - 1993 vs  1994 

Number of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

Supply A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4 . 2 %  above Goal 

Average Age of Backorders Down 3% i n  Dec 94 

Total  Center Lead Time (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ive ry  of mater ia l  t o  customer) Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S a l e s  U P  11% i n  Dec 94 

Average Time t o  process a  customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of discrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1386 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1413 ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 v s  1994 - Sales per workyear u p  16% 

I n  FY 94,  D I S C  provided $12.8 mil l ion  o f  business  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
I ,I I, , I  I I I $ 3 2 . 5  " " Pennsylvania " 
4 I, I ,  I, I I $60 " c o n t r a c t o r s  i n  PA, NJ & DE 

DISC has a  89% product conformance r a t e .  

D I S C  manages 1.1 mi l l ion  i tems -- 64% a r e  weapon system i tems.  

D I S C  has around 5 mi l l ion  customer r eques t s  per y e a r .  

O u t  of t h e  top 10 i tems requi red  during t h e  H a i t i  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
DISC i tems.  

D I S C  p l ~ t  i n  a c t i o n  t h e  concept o f  re invent ion  i n  January 1593 when we 
reorganized i n t o  customer o r i en ted  teams. 

Pennsylvania has t h e  t h i r d  highest  unemployment r a t e  i . n  t h e  country.  



/ 

Thomas J. Bruckshaw 1 
1 

k l 
3028 Disston Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19 149 < \ ,  1 

Rebecca G. Cox 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

3 1 March 1995 

Dear Ms. Cox, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), located in South 
J'hiladelphia, is also part of DLA. I am 37 years old, married with two small children. I have 
worked at DISC for the past fifteen years as an Contract Specialist. 

3 n  10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC 
completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. 
These people will have no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, 
education or performance rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. 
Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of 
experience to have rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off? Why is DLA throwing away the same center it 
continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the newspapers and the 
TVIradio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate hearing your position on this 
matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has another location 
in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal government service count of 
anything? I would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank you. 

Home (215) 624-3785 
Work (21 5) 697-4394 



COMPARATIVE STATISTICS F O R  BRAC LETTERS 

DISC - 1993 vs 1994 

Nunber of Backorders Down 22% i n  Dec 94 

S u p p l y  A v a i l a b i l i t y  89.2% i n  Dec 94 -- 4.2% above Goal 

Average Aye of Backorders Down 3% i n  Dec 94 

Total  Center Lead Time (from r e c e i p t  of t h e  r e q u i s i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
s i g n i f i c a n t  de l ivery  of mater ial  t o  customer)  Down 11% i n  Nov 94 

S a l e s  U p  11% i n  Dec 94 

Average Time t o  process a  customer complaint ( r e p o r t  of d iscrepancy)  
Down 29% i n  Dec 94 

S t a f f i n g  1986 = 2503 
1994 = 1824 
2001 = 1413 ( p r o j e c t e d )  

1986 vs 1394 - Sales  per workyear u p  16% 

In  FY 94, DISC provided $12.8 mil l ion o f  business  t o  P h i l a .  c o n t r a c t o r s  
a I f  I1 ,I I, 0,  I $32 .5  " " Pennsylvania " 

I ,  I 1  , I  I I, $60 " c o n t r a c t o r s  i n  PA, N J  h DE 

D I S C  has a 39% product conformance r a t e .  

DISC manages 1.1 mi l l ion  i tems -- 64% a r e  weapon system i tems.  

DISC has around 5 mil l ion  customer r eques t s  per y e a r .  

O u t  of t h e  top  10 i tems requi red  during t h e  H a i t i  o p e r a t i o n ,  6 were 
DISC i tems.  

DISC p u t  i n  a c t i o n  t h e  concept of re invent ion  i n  January 1993 when we 
reorganized i n t o  customer o r i en ted  teams. 

Pennsylvania has t h e  t h i r d  highest  unemployment r a t e  i . n  t h e  count ry .  



Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commision 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

I 

I\ 

3 158 Draper street 
Philadelphia, PA. 19 136 

March 30, 1995 

Dear Commision: 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in Philadelphia. I 
am deeply concerned about my future , as well as the future of all 1800 employees at 
DISC. We have recently been informed that the Defense Logistic Agency (DLA) 
recommended to disestablish DISC. This recommendation which is a result of 
government streamlining will go before the 1995 Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (BRAC). I can't emphasize enough my shock and dismay at this 
recommendation. DISC has been recognized with numerous awards, we are regarded as 
the leader and first rate innovator of many programs. Despite the fact that our center is 
an outstanding performer with an excellent reputation, DISC is being considered for 
disestablishment, with no employment rights in any job within DLA. With our centers 
performance record, this recommendation should have sent shock waves to the 
government, especially when our military readiness is at stake. 

I am a permanent part time cosdprice analyst with DISC , and have been for the last 
8 years, I have over 17 years with DISC. 

I know that there are other alternatives other than to singularly affect the lives of 
1800 loyal hard working Weer minded employees in Philadelphia. DISC has done our 
fair share in downsizing and we are willing to continue to strive at the goals our leaders 
set forth for the sake of our country. But we must speak out now, because this 
recommendatioin is an unjustice to the employees, to Philadelphians and to the military 
whom will all be affected if this recommendation becomes law per the 1995 BRAC. I 
would appreciate any assistance you could provide me. Thank You. 



205 Friendship Road 
Drexel Hill, Pa. 19026 + C 
27 March 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
BRAC Commission 
Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) 
located in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense 
Logistics Agency (DLA) as is the Defense Personnel Support Center 
located in South Philadelphia. 

I am writing to express my concern relative to the recent 
recommendation made by DLA to "disestablishN DISC which will result 
in the movement of 1,000,000 weapons items from DISC to centers in 
Columbus and Richmond. In DLAts 1993 recommendation to the BRAC 
Commission, movement of items from DISC was considered to be too 
risky from a military standpoint. Now, not only can these items be 
moved, the Center which has the best overall performance statistics 
of all the DLA centers is to be "disestablishedm, resulting in no 
rights to DLA or DoD jobs for their personnel. In 1993, the Base 
Closure Commission overturned the Department of Defense's 
recommendation to close DISC as well as the Aviation Supply Office 
and the Defense Personnel Support Center. The Commission recognized 
that the military value of these facilities was the people and their 
skills and experiences to maintain the nation's readiness. Despite 
this, DLA is once again recommending the closure of DISC, an action 
which jeopardizes the entire workforce of DISC. 

DISC has consistently been recognized by DLA as a first-rate 
innovator leading the centers in every area of performance - 
backorders, leadtimes, average age, supply availability and sales - 
while reducing the workforce. In 1993, DISC was one of the first 
government organizations to actually "reinventH government, 
reorganizing into Commodity Business Units, partnering with our 
suppliers and our military customers. This action enabled us to 
ma.ke great strides in our customer support and daily productivity. 
During personal visits to our military customers, I have been 
repeatedly told that DISC is a world class organization providing 
them the best weapons support in DLA. 

The disruption of the DISC workforce will have a serious 
impact on the ability of DLA to provide adequate military support to 
their customers. Currently, DISC is responsible for 34.5% of all 
the DLA hardware items and 40% of the customer requisitions. The 
majority of the DISC items are weapons coded. Yet the 
recommendation is to move these items to the Defense General Support 
Center which currently manages the lowest number of weapons coded 
i tems . 



In 1993, it was recognized that DISC possessed a synergy with 
the Navy Aviation Supply Office, with which we are colocated. This 
recommendation ignores this. 

Any savings which DLA may hope to achieve by this movement, 
will most certainly be lost in the reduced efficiencies and impact 
an our military's readiness. 

Additionally, the 1995 DLA recommendation continues to move 
DPSC to the DISC facilities. However, it disestablishes DISC and 
puts into transit 1,0oO,Oo0 items of supply. Additionally, there 
will be expenditures of funds to close DISC and move items from 
other centers to DPSC. The most ludicrous part of this decision is 
that our military customers will suffer the most from this move. 
They will not gain, nor will any efficiencies be realized. 

In addition from a personal standpoint, I find it beyond my 
comprehension that I, a federal employee with 24 years experience 
possessing an intimate knowledge of my commodity, will be unemployed 
wLth no job retention rights while someone with much less experience 
and seniority will move into my position. 

I am appealing to you at this time of crisis to analyze and 
review the information which is provided to you. In truth, there 
appears to be little if any monetary savings realized and a huge 
disruption of service to our military customers. 

Anne F. O8Connor 



205 Friendship Road 
Drexel Hill, Pa. 19026 
27 March 1995 

BRAC Commission 
Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

I am an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) 
located in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense 
Logistics Agency (DLA) as is the Defense Personnel Support Center 
located in South Philadelphia. 

I am writing to express my concern relative to the recent 
recommendation made by DLA to "disestablishw DISC which will result 
in the movement of 1,000,000 weapons items from DISC to centers in 
Columbus and Richmond. In DLAOs 1993 recommendation to the BRAC 
Commission, movement of items from DISC was considered to be too 
risky from a military standpoint. Now, not only can these items be 
moved, the Center which has the best overall performance statistics 
of all the DLA centers is to be wdisestablishedm, resulting in no 
rights to DLA or DoD jobs for their personnel. In 1993, the Base 
Closure Commission overturned the Department of Defense's 
recommendation to close DISC as well as the Aviation Supply Office 
and the Defense Personnel Support Center. The Commission recognized 
that the military value of these facilities was the people and their 
skills and experiences to maintain the nation's readiness. Despite 
this, DLA is once again recommending the closure of DISC, an action 
which jeopardizes the entire workforce of DISC. 

DISC has consistently been recognized by DLA as a first-rate 
innovator leading the centers in every area of performance - 
backorders, leadtimes, average age, supply availability and sales - 
while reducing the workforce. In 1993, DISC was one of the first 
government organizations to actually "reinventw government, 
reorganizing into Commodity Business Units, partnering with our 
suppliers and our military customers. This action enabled us to 
malce great strides in our customer support and daily productivity. 
During personal visits to our military customers, I have been 
repeatedly told that DISC is a world class organization providing 
them the best weapons support in DLA. 

The disruption of the DISC workforce will have a serious 
impact on the ability of DLA to provide adequate military support to 
their customers. Currently, DISC is responsible for 34.5% of all 
the DLA hardware items and 40% of the customer requisitions. The 
majority of the DISC items are weapons coded. Yet the 
recommendation is to move these items to the Defense General Support 
Center which currently manages the lowest number of weapons coded 
items. 



In 1993, it was recognized that DISC possessed a synergy with 
the Navy Aviation Supply Office, with which we are colocated. This 
recommendation ignores this. 

Any savings which DLA may hope to achieve by this movement, 
will most certainly be lost in the reduced efficiencies and impact 
on our military's readiness. 

Additionally, the 1995 DLA recommendation continues to move 
DPSC to the DISC facilities. However, it disestablishes DISC and 
puts into transit 1,000,000 items of supply. Additionally, there 
will- be expenditures of funds to close DISC and move items from 
other centers to DPSC. The most ludicrous part of this decision is 
that our military customers will suffer the most from this move. 
They will not gain, nor will any efficiencies be realized. 

In addition from a personal standpoint, I find it beyond my 
comprehension that I, a federal employee with 24 years experience 
possessing an intimate knowledge of my commodity, will be unemployed 
with no job retention rights while someone with much less experience 
and seniority will move into my position. 

I am appealing to you at this time of crisis to analyze and 
review the information which is provided to you. In truth, there 
appears to be little if any monetary savings realized and a huge 
disruption of service to our military customers. 

Sincerely, (1 



Robert J Shultz 
6150 Newtown Avenue 
Phila., PA 19111 

Defense Base Closure & Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Brac Commission: 

I am a Vietnam Veteran, protesting the disestablishment of the 
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), 700 Robbins Avenue, 
Philadelphia, PA 19111, as proposed by you the BRAC Commission. 

DISC has a proven performance record that has won accolades from 
General Schwartzkopf for our key role in the success of Desert 
Storm. DISC leads all of the Inventory Control Points (ICP) in 
every area of perofrmance (e.g. stock availability, procurement 
lead time etc.). DISC leads all other ICP's in innovative 
operations including multi-functional teams designed for quick and 
efficient handling of every aspect of supply (i.e. logistics, 
procurement, technical and quality); automated procurement 
systems; electronic data interchange to allow for paperless 
procurement. The transfer of these items to Richmond, Virginia or 
Columbus, Ohio would be a MAJOR step backwards since these ICP's 
do not have DISC'S proven track record. The cost savings 
projected by DLA is not realistic as proven by the fact that the 
procurement system has still not recovered from a much smaller 
transfer of items to Richmond, Virginia five years ago. The 
unprecedented massive proposed transfer of one million items to 
Virginia and Ohio would cause a great increase in cost of 
procurement and vital lead time to supply our troops, and the loss 
of valuable expertise in these weapon system itmes. 

Pennsylvania has already lost proportionately as many jobs through 
base closures as California, the worst hit state. The economic 
impact of further job loss on this area would be devastating. A 
better solution would be a consolidation of the Defense Personnel 
Support Center (DPSC) and DISC at the 700 Robbins Avenue location. 
This would allow for great savings as duplication of functions 
(~.g. personnel, legal, security, policy, staff, etc.) would be 
eliminated, without endagering the military preparedness of this 
country or the economy of the region. 



I as a Vietnam Veteran am asking for your support in this time of 
crisis and I will remember your efforts in the future. 

6150 Newtown Ave 
Phila. PA 19111 
215-725-3542 (home) 
215-697-4579 (work) 
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Ms. Carol T. Wasniewski. 
218 Belle Arbor Drive 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 
29 March 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon 
Char iman 
Defense Base Clousre and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in 
Philadelphia, and I am writing to you to appeal for help to stop the 
disestablishment of my installation. There are 1800 people currently 
employed here; and if DISC is closed, they will be put out of their jobs 
with no rights to positions at the remaining ICPs due to the language that 
DLA chose to use in its BRAC proposal. Because of one word, 
"disestablish," all of our rights to transfer with our items or to bump the 
employees of DPSC, with whom we are actually merging, are negated. 

Many of us are perplexed because the BRAC 93 DLA proposal to move DPSC and 
DISC to New Cumberland was overthrown and a more rational alternative was 
accepted by the BRAC Commission. At that time, it was considered too 
dangerous to our national defense to disrupt the expertise and talent that 
was needed to effectively manage the weapon systems items. As a result, it 
was decided that ASO, DISC and DPSC should stay in Philadelphia intact as a 
large percentage of the work force would not relocate to New Cumberland. 
Why is it not dangerous two years later? What has changed? As a concerned 
citizen as well as a DoD employee who fully understands what is meant by 
the "management" of a weapon systems item, I believe that our national 
3efense would be in jeopardy if DLA were allowed to relocate millions of 
zritical NSNs in the manner that is proposed. 

L know that they have disestablished DESC and are in the process of 
:ransferring their items to DCSC. The situation between Dayton and 
Columbus, Ohio is a little different than DPSC and DISC, both in 
Philadelphia. Dayton is 1 1/2 to 2 hours from Columbus, and many of the 
employees from DESC were picked up for employment by DCSC. In 
Philadelphia, DPSC will be moving into our offices and DISC personnel will 
he going out the gate. It is rumored that DPSC has already asked for a 
waiver from the POM 4% reduction since "their" workforce will increase from 
2300 to 2600 employees. Without bumping rights this means that someone 
like me with 26 years of government service and a multifunctional 
designation will be on unemployment while someone from DPSC with one year 
cf service will have a job. There's something wrong with that scenario. 



Let me tell you a little about myself and DISC. In January 1993, we had a 
huge reorganization. The stove pipe structures were dismantled and 
Commodity Business Units (CBUs) were created. I am a Division Chief in a 
CBU, and I supervise a multifunctional workforce consisting of Contract 
Specialists, Item Managers, Quality Assurance Specialists, Equipment 
Specialists, and Supply Catalogers. After some growing pains, the 
reorganization has begun to pay off. We are training our people to become 
multifunctional which is possible due to our advanced computer systems, and 
our statistics are showing the results of our success. Our supply 
availability has increased, our administrative leadtimes have been reduced, 
and our customer response has improved, In other words, we're out 
performing the other ICPs! Many of our military customers were distressed 
when they learned of our pending demise. To quote an unnamed Air Force 
customer "You can't even talk to an Item Manager at Columbus." 

I realize performance was not considered in the DLA BRAC proposal. Again, 
as a citizen of the USA concerned with the safety of my family and friends 
as well as the men in uniform, I believe it should have been. 

There are two issues here: first, the bad treatment of the DISC workforce 
who have been stripped of their rights to continue in government service; 
and second, the national security of our country which will be jeopardized 
by the disruption of the management of millions of weapons systems items. 
I beseech you to do all in your power to stop the disestablishment of DISC. 

Thank you for reading this letter. 

Sincerely, 

fz#-ij?J-d.-k7 C OL T .  WASNIEWSKI 



Defense Ease Closure and Realignment Commission 
1'700 North Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlingtcn, VA 22209 

30 Ma:rch 1995 
Dear Mr. Chairman 

I am cu~>rently employed as a supervisor at the Defense Industrial 
Supply CenterIDefense Logistics Agency (DISC/DLA) in Philadelphis, 
PA. As I'm sure you are fully aware, DISC has been recommended for 
disesta.~lishment under BRAG 95. Disestablishment is synonymous with 
the wor3 "closure". 

Under the current proposal DISC will be transferring the bulk of the 
items it manages to: Defense General Support Center (DGSC) in 
Richmond, VA. The majority of items to be transferred are Weapons 
systems support items many of which have critical application. The 
cadre c f  people who have developed commodity expertise in managing 
these I tems at DISC will become casualties of the closure, as 
personr'el at closing or disestablished activities simply put, are out 
of a job. Moreover, they have no rights to transfer with the items 
being -;ransferred nor do they have any reemployment rights with "any" 
other government activity locally or otherwise to do the same or 
simila-3 type of work. 

Under 3RAC 93, the DISC and the Defense Personal Support Center 
(DPSC) were recommerided for transfer. to Mew Cumtse~~land, FA. , to be 
collocated with the Defense Distribution Region East (DDRE) depot in 
place there. In addition, the Aviation Supply Office (AS01 was 
recomrrended for transfer to Ships Parts Control Center (SPCC) in 
Mechanicsburg, PA. The successful argument presented to the BHAC 
which changed the recommendation was based on the synergy of 
operations and expertise, that resulted in dollar savings without 
sacrificing or jeopardizing national defense. Consequently, under 
the 9:') BRAC final decision, DISC remained in place on the AS0 
compound, the AS0 remained in place and the Defense Personal Support 
Centel. (DPSC), located approximately 15 miles south of the DISC and 
also .n Philadelphia, was scheduled to abandon their present site for 
relocltion to the AS0 compound to be "collocated" with DISC by 1997. 
No transfer of personnel or items has begun. Under BRAC 95 the DPSC 
move to the AS0 compound would be delayed until 1999. Given the 
proposals, studies and conclusions of BRAC 93, BRAC 95 defies logic 
and is contradictory. 

Under BRAC 95, DISC as an Inventory Control Point (ICP) is bei.ng 
uprocted and disestablished only to be replaced by DPSC, also a ICP, 
on a compound rated to have low military value, which appears to have 
been the deciding factor to disestablish DISC in the first place. It 
is eTren more odd that this is recommended, in that AS0 is likely to 
loose it's ICP status, combining with SPCC as one ICP. This will 
re1e:ste the AS0 a detachment with SPCC holding the purse strings. 
It i: suspicious at least that D L A  and Ad~iral Straw wfould recommend 
that DPSC become a tenant activity of a detachment that could abandon 
their present location with little fanfare and through gradual 
erosion and transfer of responsibility to SPCC Mechanicsburg which 
will become the Navy's ~ingle ICP. 

Thelye appeare t o  be a carefully orchestrated scheme t o  phase out ICPs 
in the Philadelphia area. It further appears that the " s m o k e  and 
m l r r o r e "  being employed :E to avoid the resi&tance llL,$ and the Navy 
exp6,rienced in BRAC 93 in their attempt to transfer DISC, DPSC and 



'0 
the AS0 to upstate Pennsylvania. It is even more curious that DGSC 
in' Richmond, together with the depot located there, has gone 
unscathed in BRAC 95. DGSC has extremely old buildings, part of it's 
"e~pand~tble acres" are wetlands which is conveniently omitted in the 
DLA proposal, and anyone who has visited DGSC finds it absolutely 
ludicro~ls that the BRAC recommendation stated that DGSC is in the 
best coldition of all the DLA Centers! It is simply not true. 
Furthernore, DGSC is not exactly doing a good job of handling the 
weapons systems items transferred to them only a few years ago. If 
they ars having problems handling the relatively small number of 
weapon system items they currently have, how will they function as a 
weapons system ICP? Moreover, how will national defense be affected? 

In Secretary Ferry's opening statements on February 28, he attempted 
to explain how more emphasis than ever before was being place on 
short term as well as long term savings. It appears that the DL,A 
proposal gave little or no forethought to long term savings nor the 
potential for mission failure. The long term maintenance, repai.r and 
modernization of one of the oldest facilities in DLA was obviously 
not a consideration; i.e. DGSC and the Richmond Depot; nor was that 
center's inovativeness or lack thereof or their track record, as 
compared to DISC'S record as consistently being the leading center 
above ~ . 1 1  others in most measurable categories and inithtives. It 
leaves to question as to what's being rewarded; and what is the logic 
behind the recommendation? 

Mathematicians and accounting types can do wondrous magic when the 
desiretl result is known beforehand, which is the reason no attempt is 
made to compute or dispute savings projected in DLA's proposal by 
further mathematical wizardry. Numbers skewed or omitted can alter 
any result. The fact of the matter is that the published data, 
saving,: and reasoning simply does not compute ln real life. 

There is no disputing that consolidation and restructuring is 
necessary to streamline government. However, logic must prevail 
especi3lly when national defense is at stake. Restructuring, 
reorganizing, rightsizing, downsizing, consolidation or what ever we 
want t 3  call i t  should be done with forethought and not just for the 
sake of putting something on the table. This writer does not have 
all the answers, but perhaps an option that should be 
considered/revisited is the New Cumberland Depot scenario, notlng 
that "merging" DGSC, DISC, DPSC and Depot Richmond at DDRE New 
Cumberland, results in combining five ( 5 )  activities at one site. 
Also noting that savings in locality pay alone which i f  project,ed out 
for five years would pay for any new construction required. 
Furthermore, jobs for anyone willing to transfer would be avail-able 
and dcwnsizing wauld take care of itself through those who declined 
tr~ans t er . 

V 4 5 7  Buck Ed. 
Holland, PA 18968 

F . S .  'Yhy not think tuwa~ds the i u t . u r e 3  



. '  Honorable Al i~~~pnella 
Deferse Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore St., Suite 1425 

, Arlington, VA 22209 
30 March 1.995 

Dear Mr. Commissioner : 

I am currently employed as a supervisor at the Defense Industrbial 
Supply Center/Defense Logistics Agency (DISC/DLA) in Philadelphia, 
PA. As I'm sure you are fully aware, DISC has been rec2ommended for 
disestablishment under BRAC 9 5 .  Disestablishment is synonymous with 
the word "closure". 

Under the current proposal DISC will be transferring the bulk of the 
items it manages to: Defense General Support Center (DBSC! in 
Ftichm.2nd, VA. The majority of items to be transferred are Weapons 
systems support items many of which have critical application. The 
cadre of people who have developed commodity expertise in managing 
these items at DISC will become casualties of the closure, as 
perso?nel at closing or disestablished activities simply put, are out 
of a job. Moreover, they have no rights to transfer with the items 
being transferred nor do they have any reemployment rights with "any" 
other government activity locally or otherwise to do the same or 
simi l , z r  type of work. 

Under BRAC 9 3 ,  the DISC and the Defense Personal Support Center 
(DPSC) were recommended for transfer to New Cumberland, PA., to be 
collo~~ated with the Defense Distribution Region East (DDRE) depot in 
place there. In addition, the Aviation Supply Office (AS01 was 
recomnended for transfer to Ships Parts Control Center (SPCCj in 
Mechanicsburg, PA. The successful argument presented to the BRAC 
which changed the recommendation was based on the synergy of 
operatlions and expertise, that resulted in dollar savings without 
sacriiicing or jeopardizing national defense. Consequently, under 
the 9: BRAC final decision, DISC remained in place on the AS0 
compound, the AS0 remained in place and the Defense Personal Si~pport 
Center (DPSC) , located approximately 15 miles south of the DISC and 
also jn Philadelphia, was scheduled to abandon their present site for 
relocz.tion to the AS0 compound to be "collocated" with .DISC by 1997.  
No trensfer of personnel or items has begun. Under BRAC 95 the DPSC 
move to the AS0 compound would be delayed until 1999.  Given the 
proposals, studies and conclusions of BRAC 93 ,  BRAC 95 defies logic 
and is contradictory. 

Under BRAC 9 5 ,  DISC as an Inventory Control Point (ICPj is being 
uprooted and disestablished only to be replaced by DPSC, also a ICP, 
on a compound rated to have low military value, which appears to have 
been the deciding factor to disestablish DISC in the first place. It 
is even more odd that this is recommended, in that AS0 is likely to 
loose it's ICP status, combining with SPCC as one ICP. This will 
relegate the AS0 a detachment with SFCC holding the purse strings. 
It is suspicious at least that DLA and Admiral Straw would reccmmend 
that KtFSC become a tenant activity of a detachment that could abandon 
their present location with little fanfare and through gradual 
erosion and transfer of responsibility to SPCC Mechanicsburg which 
wiii bscc~me the Navy's single ICP. 

m ihere 3ppeare to be a carefully 2rchest.rated scheme to phase out ICPs 

in the Philadelphia area. It f u r t h e r   appear^ that the "am;2ke and 
mirl?or3" being employed 1s to avoid t.he resistance D L A  a.fid the Navy 
experi2nced in BHAC 93 in their attempt t.o transfer DISC, DPSC arid 



. '  the f SO to xpstate Fennsylvania. It is even more curious that DGSC 
in Richmond, together with the depot located there, has gone 
unscathed in BRAC 95. DGSC has extremely old building::, part of it's 
"expandable acres" are wetlands which is conveniently omitted in the 
DLA ~roposal, and anyone who has visited DGSC finds it, absolutely 
ludicrous that the BRAC recommendation stated that DGSC is in the 
best condition of all the DLA Centers! It is simply not true. 
Furthermore, DGSC is not exactly doing a good job of handling the 
weapons systems items transferred to them only a few years ago. If 
they are having problems handling the relatively small number of 
weapon system items they currently have, how will they f1~nctic.n as a 
weapons system I C P 7  Moreover, how will national defense be affected7 

In Fezret,ary Perry's Gpsning statements on February 28, he attempted 
to explain how more emphasis than ever hefore was being; place on 
short term as well as long term savings. It appears that the DLA 
proposal gave little or no forethought to long term savings nor the 
potential for mission failure. The long term maintenance, repair and 
modernization of one of the oldest facilities in DLA wa.s obviously 
not a consideration; i.e. DGSC and the Richmond Depot; nor was that 
centen's inovativeness or lack thereof or their track record, as 
compa--ed to DISC'S record as consistently being the leading center 
above all others in most measurable categories and initiatives. It 
leave: to question as to what's being rewarded; and what is the logic 
behind the recommendation? 

Mathematicians and accounting types can do wondrous magic when the 
desired result is known beforehand, which is the reason no attempt is 
made ;o compute or dispute savings projected in DLA's proposal by 
furthcr mathematical wizardry. Numbers skewed or omitted can a1 ter 
any rc?sult. The fact of the matter is that the published data, 
savintls and reasoning simply does not compute in real life. 

There is no disputing that consolidation and restructuring is 
necessary to streamline government. However, logic must prevai 1 
especjally when national defense is at stake. Restructuring, 
reorgt.nizing, rightsizing, downsizing, consolidation or what ever we 
want t.o call it should be done with forethought and not just for the 
sake c f  putting something on the table. This writer do'ss not have 
all tte answers, but perhaps an option that should be 
considered/revisited is the New Cumberland Depot scenario, noting 
that "merging" DGSC, DISC, DPSC and Depot Richmond at DDRE New 
Cumberland, results in combining five (5) activities at one site. 
Also roting that savings in locality pay alone which if projected out 
for five years would pay for any new construction required. 
Furthermore, jobs for anyone willing to transfer would be available 
and dcwnsizing would take care of itself through those who declined 
trans fer . 

u 4 5 7  Buck Rd. 
Holland, PA 18966 

P.S. Why not think towards the future? 



J. Carole Tims 
258 Chestnut Street 
Runnemede, NJ 08078 

March 29, 1995 

Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700  N. Moore Street 
Suit? 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) and 
am rrotesting the disestablishment as proposed by DLA. 

DISC has a proven performance record that has won accolades from 
General Schwartzkopf for our key role in the success of Desert 
Storm. DISC leads d l  of the Inventory Control Points (ICPs) in 
eve,--y area of performance (e.g. stock availability, procurement 
leati time etc.). DISC leads all other ICPs in innova.tive 
operations including: multi-functional teams designed for quick 
and efficient handling of every aspect of supply (i.e. logistics, 
procurement, technical and quality); automated procurement systems, 
and electronic data interchange to allow for paperless procurement. 

The transfer of these items to Richmond, VA or Columlsus OH t~ould be 
a najor step backwards since these ICPs do not have DISC'S proven 
track record. The cost savings projected by DLA is not realistic 
as proven by the fact that the procurement system has still not 
recovered from a much smaller transfer of items to Richmond, VA 
f i l r e  years ago. The unprecedented massive proposed transfer of one 
million items to Virginia and Ohio would cause a great increase in 
cost of procurement and vital lead time to supply our troops, 
and the loss of valuable expertise in these weapon system items. 

Pe:lnsylvania has already lost proportionately as many jobs through 
base closures as California, the worst hit state. NOW, WITH THE 
PR3POSED DISESTABLISHMENT, 1800 JOBS AT DISC ALONE ARE IN JEOPARDY. 
The economic impact of further job loss on this area would be 
devastating. 

Defense cutbacks are necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at 
DFSC with one day of experience to have rights over DLA employees 
at DISC with 10, 20 or 30 years of experience? A better solution 
would be a consolidation of the Defense Personnel Support Center 
(DPSC) and DISC at the 700 Robbins Avenue location. This would 
allow for great savings as duplication of functions (e.g. 
personnel, legal, security, policy, staff etc.) would be 
e'.iminated, without endangering the military preparedness of this 
c3untry or the economy of the region. 



The questions arise: "Why are DISC employees being written off? 
Why is DLA throwing away the same center it continued to recognize 
year after year with quality awards and innovation awards?" Any 
savings DLA hopes to achieve by disestablishing DISC will be more 
than lost in the reduced efficiencies that will surely result from 
the dismantlement of our skilled workforce. Our skills and 
experience are critical not only to the readiness of our armed 
services, but also to our efforts to downsize governme:nt and save 
the taxpayer money. 

Thank you for giving this letter your consideration. 



Honorable Alan Dixon 

Chairman 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

1700 North Moore Street ,  Sui te  1425 

Arlington, V A  22209 

Dear Mr .  Chairman:  

I am an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center on the Aviation 

Supply Office compound in the Northaest,  as  well a s  a Philadelphia resident.  

W e  have been told that DISC is  being "DISESTABLISHED". Under the 

Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC 95) we will  be losing approximately 1800 

a, not the 300 some  jobs reported to the news media.  I do  not understand how 

1800 people can have no rights? We are the lead center in just about every 

function we perform. 

We are middleclass American citizens and I a lways thought we were the 

backbone of this country. DISC eemmpl~oyms mwd your help! 

Respectfully, 

~ C h c e Q .  3- 
\ L) Joyce A .  Stitsworth 

'.3 8145 Lister Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19 152 
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1221 Corporate Drive P.O. Box 5982 
Arlington, Texas 76006 (81 7) 640-1 322 

Fax (81 7) 652-1 566 

March 21, 1 995 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA, 22209 

Attention: Alton Cornella 

Subject: Base Closure Commission 
Defense lndustrial Supply Center (DISC) 

Dear Mr. Alton, 

We have been informed that the Base Closure Commission has designated the Defense lndustrial 
Supply Center as one of the bases or government facilities to be termina.ted. If our information is 
correct, we would like to make the following observations for your consideration. 

Our company and many of our employees have been involved in the production and technical 
requirements of aerospace fastener for over 35 years. In recent years the fastener industry, in 
particular the Aerospace Fastener industry, has been criticized by the government, the press, and 
individuals relative to substandard production and/or certification which resulted in the U S 
Congress formulating and passing the Fastener Quality Act. The necessity of The Fastener Quality 
Act was precipitated to a great extent by the government itself through the termination of various 
government sponsored fastener technical organizations such as FIOPs, AMFRG, etc. These 
groups had exercised prudent and knowledgeable control over our industry for many years. To 
remedy the void created by the termination of these organizations, DOD in 1992 assigned to the 
Defense lndustrial Supply Center the responsibility for the technical and quality specifications and 
requirements of fasteners procured by the government and their numerous sub contractors. This 
resulted in the formation of an engineering group within DlSC to administer these technical 
responsibilities. 

Due to the efforts of this DlSC Technical Group, the fastener products procured directly by the 
government and the many government contractors has greatly improved the consistency of the 
product and it's conformance to applicable specifications and requirements. In addition they have 
put into effect administrative systems to correct andlor delete requiremenis and specifications 
which are redundant, out of date, incorrect, invalid, and non cost effective. This increased reliability 
~f the fastener products has also increased the integrity of the various weapon systems they are 
designed to support. As an example, the wing on an aircraft can only function if the fasteners that 
~ o l t  that wing to the fuselage also function in the manner for which they were designed. The cost 
savings produced through their standardization and reliability efforts has been substantial. 

For the above reasons, we urge your commission to review any decision adversely impacting the 
Defense lndustrial Supply Center technical and reliability programs. In appreciation for your 
consideration and interest in this , we remain, 

Yours t r w  

( ~ a n a ~ y ,  Product Engineering 
\ 



: A ADHESIVE CONSULTANrS I NC, 

Mr. Alton Cornella 
Defense Base Closure & 
Rr3alignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Pear Mr. Cornella: 

This letter concerns the proposed discontinuance of the Defense 
Industrial Supply Center (DISC) activities located in 
Philadelphia. The laboratory has worked closely with DISC staff 
nembers, to a limited extent, to assure items purchased for the 
military do conform to the appropriate specifications. A 
significant number of samples have yielded data of variance with 
specificant requirements. 

This testing function of DISC is an essential element to the 
procurement and maintenance of supplies to the military. The cost 
of a typical analysis costs less than $1,000.00. If suppliers are 
aware their quality is being monitored, they will exercise greater 
care to assure conformance to specifications than if there is no 
monitoring. 

The staff members at DISC perform this quality function in a 
competent, responsive, and reliable fashion to the benefit of the 
DOD. Producers also benefit greatly in that forces which 
encourage continual upgrading of quality work to the forte' of U. 
S. industry. U. S. industry thrives on new ideas and methods of 
producing quality products compared to world competitors. 
Producers may not enjoy the "medicine" yet it is an essential 
philosophy to providing employment in the U. S. rather than in the 
low wage countries. 

We encourage you to continue the function of DISC. Of course, 
selfishly, we also encourage the use of specialized independent 
laboratories for testing as the most economical means for 
acquiring test data as diverse as is required by DISC. 

383 STANTON AVENUE 
AKRON, OHIO 44301 

PHONE: (216) 773-9181 
FAX: (216) 773-7184 

TECHNICAL SERVICE TO THE ADHESIVE INDUSTRY 



You may wish to know that the $1,000.00 for the material analysis 
previously mentioned yields $204.00 back to the Federal Government 
in the form of income taxes and $298.00 state and local taxes, 
social security, industrial comp, unemployment comp, medical 
ixurance, vacations, sick leave, etc. Profit was $136.00. 

Please do not hesitate to call me if we can be of assistance to 
you regarding these difficult decisions you must make. 

Very truly yours, 

ghhn M. Questel 
resident 



Mr. Alton Cornella - Page 2 
March 29, 1995 

With the possible demise of DISC we can only assume their strides 
made in developing a partnership with the Private Sector will 
disappear. Also, we feel the issues relative to the Public's 
safety, as detailed in the enclosed article, will continue un- 
checked. 

DISC provides a very important role. We strongly recommend its 
activities be continued. We trust you will give strong consider- 
ation to our comments during your review of this most disturbing 
decision. 

Enclosure 



Editorial 

Are Counterfeit Fasteners Good? 
As could be expected, we are privy to a lot of fact, fiction, June 10,1988 - U.S. District Court ofCalifornia issued 

and gossip. Among the many tales spun our way are those a Search Warrant to fastener supplier based on falsified 
relativeto the quasi-presence of Public Law 101 -592. 'The Law test results on bolts used on the Trident I1 Missile. 
that was signed on November 16, 1990, by Presi- July 31, 1988 - Substandard or counterfeit 
dent George Bush, but to date (more than four metal fasteners were linked to the death of an 
years later) has not been wrapped in regulations ironworker from Tennessee working on a U.S. 
that enable its implementation. highway bridge in Louisiana. 

Some of our correspondents question why August 26, 1988 - GIDEP Alert issued on 
such a Law was even considered. Others have numerous fasteners purchased from fastener 
said that we don't need additional legislation be- supplier by a major aircraft builder. The alert is 
cause there is already enough on the books to based on alterations and misniarking of fasten- 
handle the situation of bogus and/or counterfeit ers. 
fasteners. A few have actually stated that there September 26, 1988 - Fastener supplier 
is not a single shred of evidence to support the charged with 26 counts of false statements and 
theory that a fastener failure has killed, injured, I ?  collnts of mail fraud. On 11130/88 subject 
or damaged persons or property. pleaded guilty to 43 counts of fraud and false 

We are concerned that these attitudes exist statements. On 1211 2/88, subject was put out of 
and feel that if they advance beyond their present status, the business and fined $62,150 plus $34,500 reimbursement fee. 
safety of our nation will in fact be in jeopardy. In reply to the November of 1988 -While erecting a 230 KV lattice tower, 
notion that there is no need for P.L. 101-592 and its corre- eight 314" dia. bolts broke. Subsequent test determined 
sponding regulations, we submit the following chronicle of 20% of the lot faileddue to lack of stress relief, shear bands, 
events as solid evidence that there has been, still is, and will and zinc migration into bolt surface. 
continue to be a serious problem with counterfeit fasteners in November 5, 1988 - Inspector General's review of 
this country and abroad. Further, short of the Great Reforma- 685,000 parts in Georgia firm reported that 90% of the parts 
tion of Consciences in this country, there is a crying need for were substandard, failing to meet specifications, or use- 
legislation like P.L. 101 -592 and appropriate regulations to ap- less. Among the faulty parts were bolts used for the tail 
ply, administer, and enforce the concept that people have a drive section of H-3 helicopters. 
right to get what they pay for. Please consider the following January 27, 1989 - West Coast newspaper reported 
information as support of our thesis: several people lost their lives in crashes involving private 

planes that officials determined were caused by defective 
September 9,1979 - Correspondence from the Bureau fasteners. 

of Consumer Protection to the Federal Trade Commission February 18,1989 - NASA impounded thousands of 
stating: "The tragic loss of 274 lives in recent DC-I0 air bolts and examined every fastener on the space shuttle 
crash prompted this office to investigate allegations that after inspectors discovered that manufacturers were fak- 
counterfeit or otherwise materially altered and unsafe air ing certifications. 
craft fasteners are being sold and used by commercial air- February 20, 1989 - Twenty federal agents seized 52 
lines in the United States." crates of documents, test equipment, and fasteners in raid 

May 9,1988 - Reports that problem fasteners were found on firm in which a fictitious inspector ploy was uncovered. 
in large numbers in the vehicles of the Seventh Infantry Bolts were to be used for the B-2 Project. 
Division at Ford Ord., CA, and Ninth Regiment at Fort May 13,1989 - Canadian defect investigation on death 
Carson, CO. of tractorftrailer driver pointed to pinch bolt failure as caus- 

May 10, 1988 - U.S. Army told Congress it scrapped ing detachment and death. Bolt described as "...undesir- 
more than 30 million bad bolts over an eight month period ably hard-approaching brittleness." 
and that an unknown number of these bad bolts still re- June 27,1989 - U.S. District Court - Northern District of 
mained in its weapons where they can work loose and Texas, filed charges against 12 companies and individuals 
cripple weapons and soldiers. It has also stated that tests over a "Scheme and artifice to defraud." Eighty-seven tons 
conducted on the previous year's inventory revealed 30% of suspected goods were seized. 
of the common bolt inventory fell short of requirements. July 22,1989 - Federal investigators were studying the 

June of 1988 - The Commercial Carrier Journal pub- possibility that a dislodged nut may have been sucked into 
lished a 10-pg. article relative to the discovery of counter- the rear engine of a commercial plane causing the engine to 
feit bolts in truck 5th wheel installations and other critical fail. The aircraft lost control and fell in a fiery crash. 
truck and bus components. August 10,1989 - Jet engine builder offered $279,000 in 

June 9,1988 - NRC official told House subcommittee rewards to Iowa farmers who may have found missing air- 
that more than one half of the nation's 109 nuclear reactors craft parts from a DC-l 0. ' f ie tail engine blew apart and 1 1 1 
had substandard bolts in safety-related locations. people lost their lives. 

Continued on page 8. .. 
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Editorial Continued from page 6... 

August 13,1989 - Major U.S. retailer recalled bolts from 
faulty swing sets that could toss children to the ground. 

~ September 27,1989 - Release of Defense Criminal In- 
vestigation Service Report (dated July I I ,  1989) that the 
Pentagon was auctioning off scrap bolts to junk dealers 
who resold them for use in commercial aircraft and military 
systems. 

October 2,1989 - Chicago newscaster reported infiltra- 
tion of bogus fasteners into U.S. military was widespread 
and epidemic. 

November 1,1989 - Letter sent from Congressman to 
Subcommittee on Readiness that 750,000 fasteners in elec- 
trical switching boxes that connected 1 100 MX and Minute 
Man ICBM launching mechanisms did not meet specs. 

December 15,1989 - DoD Inspector General investiga- 
tion precipitated $2.8 million penalty on firm for false mark- 
ing and invoicing of boron steel fasteners. 

December 18,1989 - National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) notified its regional associates 
that certain suppliers of Grade 5 and Grade 8 bolt head 
markings did not meet SAE 5-429 and ASTM A325 stan- 
dards for such bolts. Associates strongly urged to demand 
certification reports and perform periodic inventory audits 
of fastener stock. 

December 22,1989 - Company pleaded guilty to five 
felony charges out of oftice of U.S. Attorney - Northern 
District of CA, for falsely certifying aerospace fasteners 

i that were sold to the U.S. military aerospace programs. 
February 21,1990 - Sheared bolts on cantilever-type 

road sign blamed for death of 41 yr. old woman in MI. 
March 22, 1990 - Company cited for substituting im- 

ported nuts and bolts for American-made products in high- 
way guard rail application. 

May 7, 1990 - Fleet of CH-47D Chinook helicopters 
grounded after cracks were discover in lot of barrel nuts 
used on helicopters. 

June 13,1990 - British Airways pilot was sucked out of 
his cockpit when a windshield blew out due to 84 of the 90 
bolts holding it in place being undersized. 

July 30,1990 - U.S. Customs Commissioner testifying 
before Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 
Committee on Energy and Commerce stated: "Billions of 
substandard, mismarked andlor counterfeit fasteners 
threaten the reliability of irldustrial and consumer products 
and our national security. Defective fasteners are not only 

I a waste of money, but may in some cases contribute to 
personal injury or death. The infiltration of substandard 
fasteners is due mainly to the profit incentive and delibcr- 
ate evasion of standards upon which manufacturing pro- 
cedures and product quality assurances are based." 

November 26,1990 - Four bolts failed in a pump engine 
application causing a fire that burned 800,000 gal. ofjet he1 
at an international airport. Six hundred fire fighters expended 
55 hrs. to extinguish the fire. 

March 9,1991 - Failed propeller pin caused plane crash 
in Key West killing three men. 

September 3,1991 - West Coast newspaper reported 
that the Stealth Bomber Program was beset by production 
problems including assemblies using wrong bolts and 
threaded fasteners. 

November 15,1991 - Cargo plane manufacturing execu- 
tives accused of approving the installation of substandard 
rivets on the wings of the planes. 

June 1, 1992 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Notice 92 - 42 stated: "Fraudulent bolts in seismically de- 
signed walls [revealed] that heads cut from bolts were at- 
tached to the angle iron to make it appear there were bolts 
supporting the walls." 

June 27,1992 - NHTSA received letter from manufac- 
turer of conunercial trucks that wheel mounting studs on 
certain iron front and rear hubs may break and cause the 
tire and wheel assembly to separate from the vehicle. 

Ju ly  7, 1992 - Transportation Inspector reported 
"...among 220 cases under investigation nationwide, agents 
have found counterfeit engine components, brake pads, 
thousands of low-quality bolts, and even junked parts that 
were welded and painted to look like new." 

July 16,1992 - Water reclamation facility broke down 
due to shearing of anchor bolt clamps. Pipes were found 
strewn about in four of the tank's chambers. 

September 5,1992 - Bolt jammed tether reel of satellite 
system in astronaut deployment exercise. 

November 10,1992 - Officers of bolt supplying com- 
pany plead guilty to selling Japanese-made nuts and bolts 
to federal contractor. 

October 5,1993 - East Coast company subject of Civil 
Forfeiture Action seeking $2.2 million, Porsche automo- 
bile, and GMC Typhoon, for supplying substandard fas- 
teners used in aircraft carrier, Titan missiles, and ground 
support systems for space shuttle. 

February 11,1994 - Eight U.S. firms nailed in sting for 
pawning off low-grade items on the military. 

September 14, 1994 - Automotive company recalled 
220,000 vehicles for fastener problems in brake assembly. 

October of 1994 - 1994 utility trucks recalled for trailer 
hitch bolt problems. 

January 6,1995 - Major defense supplier pleaded guilty 
to false testing charges and agreed to pay $1 8.5 million fine 
for selling potentially hazardous parts to the Pentagon. 
Substandard parts were used on F/A camer-based jets. 
About 1600 planes were involved. 

Finally, we conclude that counterfeit fasteners represent 
danger; therefore, they put us all at risk. In our view, the prob- 
lem will not only continue, but grow until measures are insti- 
tuted to stop it. 

We ask reasonable people to come together and work to- 
ward a solution to this monumental problem. It matters little 
whether these reasonable people come fiom industry, govern- 
ment, or academia-what is critical is that they come together, 
and soon. The existence of the problem has been confinned 
time and time again. Eradication of the problem is overdue. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Dreher 
Editor 
Fastener Technology International 
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PATLAS 
TESTING LABORATORIES, INC. 

6929 E l  ST SLAUSON AVENUE LOS ANGELES, CA 90040 2 13- 722 - 88 10 FAX 2 13 - 888- 1493 

March 29, 1995 

Mr. Alton Cornella 
DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE & REALIGNMENT COMMISSION (BRAC) 
1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Cornella 

RE: DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CENTER 

Be advised we are most concerned about the possibility of the 
closure of the Defense Industrial Supply Center. We offer the 
following for your kind consideration as evidence of the impor- 
tance of continuing their activities. 

DISC has led the way in establishing and enforcing standards of 
quality and insuring the Public Safety in the government procure- 
ment process. Through their activities products have been fully 
tested to insure they meet all specified quality and safety 
levels. Thus, DISC insures the Public Safety and the helps 
control the government's financial well being. 

The Center has been instrumental in using the Independent Labora- 
tory community for its testing requirements. They were the first 
and only activity to opt for existing capabilities in the Private 
Sector, rather than constructing and staffing their own govern- 
ment in-house laboratory, as other DLA Centers have done. They 
have led the way to a more cost effective government agency and 
set the standard for re-inventing how the government does busi- 
ness. 

As can be seen from the enclosed FASTENER TECHNOLOGY INTERNATION - 
&/February, 1995 article there is a definite need to maintain 
product quality to insure the Public Safety. DISC has been at 
the forefront of insuring the highest levels of quality and 
product safety were maintained. In light of the delayed imple- 
mentation of Public Law 101-592, the elimination of DISC'S activ- 
i.ties could present a real detriment to the Public Safety. 



l f 3 n ~ 8 ~  n @ l b b 8 @ s D  a dlv~slon ot THE MMR GROUP OmO 
308 WEST BASIN R O M  P.O. BOX 903 NEW CASTLE. DELAWARE 19720 (302) 328-0500 FAX (302) 3284417 

March 28, 1995 I 
Mr. Alton Cornella 
Defense Base Closing and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arl-ington, VA 22209 

J Dear Mr. Cornella: I 
I am writing to you relative to the proposed closing of the 

Philadelphia, PA Defense Industrial Supply Center and the disastrous 
impact it will have on the greater Delaware Valley and in particular, 
small businesses such as Lenigh Testing Laboratories, Inc. 

We are a small, independent material testing laboratory that has 
worked with the Philadelphia DISC facility for many of the forty years 
we have been in business, and have come to rely on this relationship for 
a significant portion of our yearly business. This relationship has 
been an excellent example of government and small business working 
together. DISC periodically has a need for independent evaluation of a 
myriad of products and laboratories such as Lehigh Testing Labs, and 
others, provide this service on an Itas needed" basis. The ~hiladelphia 
facility does not have to invest large sums of money into expensive 
testing equipment and the technically qualified staff to man and 
maintain the equipment. Our experience has been that where government 
facilities are utilized for product verification and appraisal, a 
significant amount of the data generated was flawed, and redundant 
testing was done to justify equipment and manpower requests. 

We well recognize the overall need for government downsizing; but 
is the closing of what appears to an outsider'st1 view as one of the 
few government facilities that utilizes good business practices, a 
positive example to set for the rest of government? To many, I would 
think, there would be the very negative message that conserving 
resources and attempting to operate efficiently not only is not 
rewarded, but may set you up for extinction. After all, this is not the 
way governments operate! 

In the interest of the Delaware Valley and the setting of a 
positive example of government efficiency, we sincerely hope you reverse 
the present plan of closing the Philadelphia DISC facility to keeping it 
open and possibly expanding their role as a trend setter in 
government/business partnerships. 

Very truly yours, I 
LEHIGH TESTING LABORATORIES, INC. 

k f ~ a r r ~  McCrudden 
President 



"Quality Metal Analysrs is accredited by the Amerrcan Assoc~atron 
for Laboratory Accreditation (or A2M) rn the Chemical field of 
testing, as l~sted in the current A2LA Drrectory of Accredited 

QUALITY METAL ANALYSIS, LTD. 
4201 Ncrrth Ravenswood 
Chlcago. lll~nols 60613 
31 2/348-3351 
FAX 31 2/929-0773 

D2fense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1 7 0 0  North Moore Street Suite 1 4 2 5  
Arlington, Virginia 2 2 2 0 9  

Attention: Alton Cornella 

Dsar Mr. Cornella; 

I understand that the Defense Industrial Supply Center !DISC), 700 
R3bbins Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania is under consideration for 
closure in the near future. 

We are a small minority owned testing laboratory that has been 
under contract to perform product testing for DISC since April 1986. 
Ws have performed tests on fasteners and critical safety products in 
the past. In some instances, we have reported products that have not 
mot the specifications that were required. 

I feel that DISC is an agency that is required to maintain the 
cmtrol on the quality of the products that the Defense Department 
purchases from its vendors. It is a necessary agency for Quality 
C~ntrol of the Defense Department's vendors. Without this control of 
its vendors, the possibility of failures in the field and risk of 
safety for defense personnel is a very likely. 

Quality Metal Analysis (QMA) will be greatly affected by the 
closing of DISC should this occur. Over 60 percent of our business is 
from DISC. I feel that probably QMA will not be able to remain in 
business if DISC is closed. 

I hope that your commission will reconsider the closing of DISC. 
Even if QMA does not receive any more business from DISC due to budget 
limitations, I still feel that DISC is a necessary agency to provide 
the Defense Department the quality control of its vendors. 

Sincerely yours, 

Allen Cheung 
President 4 

Where Ouality and Chemistry 
Come Together 



March 27, 1995 

Mr. Alton Cornella 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
7 700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
rhlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Cornella, 

I am writing as an active participant in the aerospace fastener industry. Until my retirement in 
1990, I was employed for twenty seven years by a major a s a m e  contractor and fastener user. 
Since that time I have been employed by a major aerospace fastener manufacturer. In both cases I 
have served as an Engineering specialist in this field. 

I recently became aware that the plans of the BRAC Commission include the closure of Defense 
Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in Philadelphia, with the transfer Xthis function to a supply 
depot in Richmond, VA. Ifthis information is correct, I would like to make you aware of an 
activity within DISC which I believe should not be included in the planned termination. While I 
am l l l y  aware that costs must be reduced and these reductions may be paidid to accept, there are 
areas in which down-sizing can be counterproductive and not cost effective. 

Within DISC, there is an Engineering Department which has, for many years, provided an 
excellent technical document support service for DoD. Although few were aware of it, the 
dedication of this organization to the task of maintaining many specification and standards 
contributed to the ability of industry to respond to government needs. Ifthis function were to be 
eliminated, there would cost savings in the short term, but in time, these would be more than 
overcome by the loss of this capability. 

In October 1992, a meeting was held in Washington, DC to address the very poor control of 
fastener related military documents by the services assigned to the task. Examples were cited in 
wbich delivery of aircraft were being delayed and proper maintenance of operating aircraft was 
not being performed, due to the unavailability of correct specifications. As a result of that 
meeting, which was sponsored by the Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense (OASD), the 
services were directed to transfer all fastener related government specifications and standards to 
DISC. Since that time there has been a marked improvement in this documentation and the 
relationship between DoD and industry has been greatly enhanced. Many long-standing 
Werences between government and industry were resolved through a cooperative effort initiated 
by DISC. It would be unfortunate if this is ended in the name of economy. 

If my understanding is correct regarding the plans of the BRAC Commission, it is recommended 
that a serious re-evaluation of the value provided by Engineering at DISC be considered. The 
worth of the endeavor by this dedicated group over the years should not be ignored in your 
deliberations. 

Bernard H. Beal 
Technical Product Manager 
Fairchild Aerospace Fastener Division 



25 March 2995 y1/9 
Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure & Realignment Commission 
700 N. Moore St. 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located in 
Northeast Philadelphia. I have worked at DISC for 14 years and would like to 
express my personal opinion on the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) proposal 
to "disestablish" DISC. I'm sure your first reaction is, here goes another 
complaint from someone losing their job. Well, I have to admit that I'm not 
thrilled with the prospect of beginning another career after 21 years of federal 
service but I'm quite sure I could very easily find another position, whether in or 
out of government. The fact of the matter is that the proposed recommendation 
by DLA is ludicrous and certainly not cost effective. 

I honestly think that this recommendation begs for some serious questions to 
be answered. For example, why is DLA transferring over 2 million items to 
centers which lack the expertise in these various commodities and are already 
struggling to manage their current workloads? Also, why has DLA changed its' 
1993 position that it is too risky to transfer so many items? Why is DLA 
displacing the best workforce in the agency and not ensuring that the knowledge 
and experience of skilled personnel is maintained in this downsizing era? 
Likewise, after transferring items and losing essential personnel, what is the 
impact to our military services? will DLA be in position to maintain supply 
availabilty levels required to support military readiness? Finally, the decision 
to transfer over 2 million items is very costly in itself but what about the certain 
increased costs in administrative leadtimes for the items being procured; did 
DLA factor such costs into their analysis? 

In looking at this proposal from a business perspective I am hard pressed to 
find any sense in this recommendation. I understand the "concept" DLA is 
developing, but their approach seems misguided at best. DLA wants to establish 
two Weapons System Inventory Control Points (ICPs) and one General Troop 
Support ICP and I agree with this strategy. However, when consolidating and 
realigning you would think that a plan would be developed which involves the 
least possible disruption. Specifically, why destroy a Weapon System site (DISC) 
which manages over one million such items and transfer those items to the Defense 
General Supply Center (DGSC) which manages 385,000 Weapons System items and 
225,000 general items. Logically thinking, it would make sense to retain DISC as a 



Weapons System ICP and transfer the 385,000 items from DGSC to DISC. 

From my point of view, the DLA recommendations for BRAC 95 are suspect and 
do not have the best interest of military services at  heart. I welcome the review 
of an independent commission and trust that the right decisions will come from 
the upcoming hearings. Thanks for your attention and feel free to contact me 
if there are any questions. 

Very Respectfully, 

820 Monticello Place 
Lansdale, Pa. 19446 



820 Monticello Place 5 ' 
Lansdale, Pa. 19446 
26 March 1995 

Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 N. Moore St. 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am an employee at  the Defense Industrial Supply Center in Northeast 
Philadelphia. I am writing to you to express my concern over the BRAC 
recommendation to "disestablish" this facility. Although the initial press releases 
seemed to indicate that there would only be 385 jobs lost in Philadelphia, further 
investigation has revealed that over 1800 DISC employees will lose their jobs with 
no rights to transfer when the work is moved to Richmond, Virginia. That is 1800 
more jobs being lost in the state which has the third highest unemployment rate in 
the country! 

As a private citizen and a taxpayer, I fully understand the need to reduce the size of 
the Defense establishment. And DISC has been doing this all along: in 1986 our 
staffing level was 2503; at the end of 1994 it was at 1824; with the 4% required 
annual POM reduction, it would fall to 1413 in 2001. In fact, on its own initiative, 
DISC implemented a major reorganization in 1993 which moved it away from the 
old stovepipe organization and into customer oriented teams. As a result, we have 
been able to realize significant productivity gains, reduced leadtimes, improved 
customer support, achieved a 99% product conformance rate, and streamlined our 
major processes ... all with less people ! In February I was invited to sit in on an 
MBA class at  St. Joseph's University where our reorganization was discussed. 
Everyone, to include the Professor, the President of the University, was highly 
impressed with our accomplishments. They stated what I also firmly believe: DISC 
reinvented Government before Vice President Gore ever even thought of it ! 

I simply do not understand the logic of the 1995 BRAC recommendation. There are 
two main issues which must be addressed: cost and readiness. Despite the fact that 
the recommendation is to disestablish DISC, there do not appear to be any savings 
in terms of closed facilities. Our current facilities would be occupied by DPSC 
personnel moving to DISC in 1999 (instead of 1997 as called for in BRAC 93). 
Although some costs might be saved in refurbishing AS0 compound buildings, what 
is the cost of DPSC occupying its South Philadelphia premises for two additional 
years? As far as personnel reductions, I believe that if the DLA inventory control 
points all took their 4% POM cuts every year, it would have the same effect as 
eliminating the DISC workforce. So why disestablish DISC ? And what about the 
costs of transferring items, of increased leadtimes, of increased investment 



costs...and most importantly, the costs to our customers, the military services, for 
production down time when someone from Richmond who has been managing 
books or cookware is called upon to make a decision involving a critical aircraft 
bearing, fastener, or turbine blade. DISC personnel are highly trained. Many have 
logistics degrees obtained in a special program which was developed and presented 
by LaSalle University; many others have advanced degrees. Loss of this expertise 
and retraining costs would be monumental. In its recommendation to disestablish 
DISC, did Headquarters DLA consider this? 

Readiness is even a greater concern to me than cost. If the parts are not available 
when our customers need them, what is the use of all the cost cutting in the world? 
In order to implement its BRAC 95 recommendation, DLA will have to transfer 
about one and a half million items from various locations into other locations, all to 
be managed by new personnel. There is no doubt that this will create a great deal of 
turmoil within the supply system. If, as intended, the DISC workforce is displaced, 
many of the people managing these items will be untrained, brand new employees. 
Expertise that took years to obtain will be tossed away. And, as I already 
mentioned, leadtime costs and investment costs will rise. In it's own analysis for 
BRAC 1993, DLA said that it was "too risky" to transfer DISC'S items. At that 
time they wanted to transfer DISC to New Cumberland, Pa. The BRAC 
Commission overturned this recommendation. Now HQ DLA wants to close DISC 
and now it is no longer "too risky" to transfer these items. Why did they change 
their minds? And the same people at HQ DLA are involved in BRAC 95 as were 
involved in BRAC 93. It just doesn't make sense. 

I look forward to your independent review of the rationale that went into DLA's 
decision to recommend closing DISC. I believe that when your review is completed 
it will be clear that the DLA recommendation did not consider many issues that are 
vital to our national defense. 

Sincerely, 

C/zoe% Carol Smeltz 



Paula Gidjunis 
4120 Davisvil1.e Rd. ?I 
Hatboro, Pa. 19040 
27 March 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chariman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
7C0 N. Moore St. 
Svite 1425 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am a Federal Employee who works at the Defense Industrial 
Supply Center(DISC), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I have been a 
loyal and dedicated Federal Employee for over 24 years. My 
agency, the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) was recently 
recommended for disestablishment (closure) in the 95 BRAC. 

As a loyal worker and as a taxpayer, I dislike waste and doing 
things ttdumbw. A few years ago, DISC won the OPM Quality 
Excellence Award. Total Quality is ingrained in our work 
culture. (In addition, my husband is an independent consultant 
who teaches Total Quality in the private and public sector, so I 
can not escape it.) That is why it is very hard for me to 
understand the logic of why DISC would be disestablish. Our 
workload is not aoina awav, it is beina moved to the Defense 
G e e  - 

DTSC has a highly trained, knowledgeable workforce. We manage 
over 1,000,000 weapons system type items for the armed services. 
Our people are on the cutting edge of many progressive, 
innovative programs. We have been reinventing ourselves since 
1982, long before reinventing became a buzz word. The other 
DJAA/DOD agencies come to us for help in such areas as 
multi-skilled workforce, Electronic Commerce/Electronic Data 
interchange. We have continued to manage a large workload, with 
less people, and do it better than any of our other sister supply 
centers. Our statistics speak for themselves. I challenge 
anyone to compare our numbers against any other DLA agency. We 
have no peer. 

So what do we get for our hard work and innovation? Our work 
gets moved to another activity that has not done as well and we 
have no rights to those jobs. We did our best to reinvent 
ourselves, and we get punished for it. Meanwhile, the other 3 
centers that are several years behind us, not only get to keep 
their jobs, but get rewarded with more work. 



While the BRAC recommendation presents the numbers as only a lost 
of approximately 400 jobs. This is greatly misleading. There 
are 1800 highly skilled, highly trained people at DISC who, under 
the BRAC recommendation, have no rights to their jobs. We are 
not even allowed to move with the work. That means someone like 
myself who has 24 years of service, numerous awards, and a wealth 
of current, up-to-date, progressive and innovative experience is 
out of a job. While someone with less experience, less awards, 
perhaps no up-to-date experience gets to keep their job. In 
addition, that person now has to be trained how to manage these 
weapons items. As I stated before, the items are being 
transferred to DGSC which currently handles such general items as 
light bulbs and photographic film. 

Besides the very personal concerns I have, I also have concerns 
as a taxpayer. There is a very large cost involved in moving 
management of over 1,000,000 items, both monetarily and in the 
support to readiness, and in the lost of expertise. This is very 
confusing, when there are ways of achieving the same savings that 
was recommend to the BRAC and not produce these loses of 
expertise, support and additional costs that the current 
recommendation would cause. All I am asking is that someone look 
at the real numbers and long term cost to the logistic system 
before making a final decision. 

I have one more point to be make. What kind of message is 
being sent to numerous government activities across the country 
when the best agencies are closed, and not only do the less 
efficient ones stay open, but get rewarded? In the case of the 
DLA Supply Centers, the 3 left open, are all getting more work, 
and very likely more jobs, while the one Center that has the 
numbers to prove they can take on more work and do it better is 
tho one that is being closed,(DISC). How in the future do you 
tell an agency that they have to reinvent themselves and be more 
efficient? Who will pay attention to that, when they have been 
rewarded for not being efficient? 

Thank You. 

Sincerely, 

&A+ 
Paula Gidlunis 



116 Richard Drive 
Chalfont, PA 18914 

24 March 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure nd Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center 
(DISC) lccated in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the 
Defense Ltogistics Agency (DLA). My husband and I have been 
commuting 28 miles from our home in Bucks County to DISC for the 
last fifteen years. My husband and I each have over twenty 
years of service at DISC. Between the two of us, we have 
accumulated almost fifty years of Government service including 
four years in the military and a year spent in Vietnam. We had 
planned to someday retire from civil service. 

Recent recommendations to the Base Realignment and Closure 
(BRAC) Commision to lldisestablishll DISC has put our jobs and 
those of our co-workers in jeopardy. I believe that the 
information used to make these recommendations was skewed to give 
the appearance that this would be the best way to trim the size 
of DLA. If you read the attached letter written by Congressman 
Borski, you will understand why I am asking you to question DLA1s 
proposal and do what I feel is best for the military services. 
I firmly believe that Congressman Borski's plan presents the best 
solution to a difficult problem. 

Diane Dunn 



HonoraSl e Alan Dixon. 
C h a i m n  
Defense Baee Closure  and Realignment Curmiss ion  - - - -  
1700 North Moore Street, suite-1425 

Dear Mr. C h a i m ~ :  

I brn w r i t i n g  to express my deep concern  about k h e  future of 
tha er.p?.ayees at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) in 
Fhiladelphia under the Derecse Logistics A3encySs ( D m )  
recom.e?dation to % i s e a t a b l i s h V h e  activity in t he  1995 rounC 
of defe2se base closures .  

In its recomzndation, DLA claims that; the action will 
result in a l o s s  of only 365 direct jobs at DISC. Howtver, up32 
further investigation of this mat ter ,  I have discovered that thc 
jobs of all of the more than 1800 people currently employed at 
DISC are in jeopardy. I: i e  my ucderstandinp t h a t ,  after D I S C  is 
disestabliahnd, the current em?loyaes a t  DISC will have no riahr 
W a c e m s n c  or transfer of func:lon entitlemezi i n  srly job,; 
withiz the DLA1s Inventory Control Points ( I C ? s ) .  

I? 1993, the B a s s  Closure  Comnissios overturned the 
Departzent  of Defense's recornendation to closa DISC,  a s  well as 
the Aviaticn Sup?ly Offjcn (930) and the Defense Personnel 
Support Center (3FSC). The Comis6ion recognized that the t m e  
military value of these f ac i -3 i t i e s  was the people and their 
 skill^ 2nd errperience that mzintain o u r  nation's readiness .  
D e s y i ~ e  t h i s  decieioa, the nWLA has  onca again recoir~nended an 
action t h a t  jeopardizes the entire workforce at DISC.  

The arguments we made two years ago - -  and the Commission 
u l t i r r a t e l y  accepted - certainly still apply today. The 
disruption of the DISC workforce would have a serious impact on 
t he i r  ability co provide our amed forces v i t h  the highest level 
of service at t h e  lowest l eve l  of c o s t .  These ergloyees have 
been "reinventing yovernrnenta long before Vice President Al Gore 
began L~~lementing h i s  reforms, and have been recognized with 
nw.erous awards and cilation,. Instead of disestshlishing DISC 
and its workforce, DLA should hold t h e m  up as a rnodel of 
efficiency f o r  other government agenciee to rep1icat.e. 

I am puzzled 2s tu why or& chooe to digestabl.ish DISC among 
t h e  four  DLA ICPS. DISC manages 3 4 . 5  percent of all Dm hardware 
I C P  i t e m  Used on one or multiple weapon s y s t e m ,  anrl processes 
4 0  percent of a l l  military cuatorr.er r e q ~ i s i t i o n s  forwarded to the 
four DL& hardware ~ c u s .  Y e t  ~ W ' r c c o m = ~ d o d  relocating DT9Cts 
Weapana-coded workload to the Defense General Supply Center 
(Ksc) , which currently manages t f r e  IQY~S amount of weapons- 

m~srsc oh *trr . tc> V M r  
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ccded workload of the DLA hardwarc ICPs. .Instead, DLA should 
seek to consolidate..its weapons-coded workload at the I C P s  t h a t  
are c u r r e n t l y  managing the higheet amount of weapons-coded 
workload in the most efficient mamer. DISC is also collocated 
w i t h  a N a v y  weapons m a n a g a n t  ICP and a weapons engineering 
facility, co~bining for an impressive on-compcund logistics pool 
of expertise and people ,  

requi 
l eve l  

D I S C  currently ha3 proportionally t h o  highest numhsr of 
.eitions from military customers, yet provides the highest 
of support of all hardwarc centers. DISC current ly  has the 

lowest n u d e r  of chronic below goal systems ar\.d..provides much 
better avdilability to weapon a y o t e m  items than t h e  0 t h ~ ~  
hardware I C P s .  

DISC has also achieved synergies  with AS0 that would be 
permanen~ly l o s t  t h r c u g h  ndi sea tab l i s t \Jnent .VThes6  nulti- 
service i n t e r e s t s  are due to the direct xelatfo~ship between DISC 
comodities nanaged and th2 AS0 mission. 

In short, any savings D-A hopes to achieve by 
dissstablishing DISC will be F.ore than Lo& in the reduced 
efficiencies that will r e s u l c  from che d i ~ ~ ~ e u t l c x e n k  of thia 
s k i l l e d  workforce. Their skills and experience are c r i t i ca l : , no t  
only to the readiness of our amed servicee ,  LuL also to our " 

efforts to dobnsize gavernPnent and save t h e  taxpayer money. 

S i n c a  t h e  DLk ~nnounced i t s  reco.m=ndation, I have been 
workins with Vayor Ed Rendell and representatives of DISC 
employee organizations to develop a more cost-effective 
z i l te rna t ive  chat preserves D I S C  as a veapons-system ICP snd 
mainr . a i r . s  most of its current skilled wsrkforce. We bel ieve  t h a t  
such an alternative vould allow DLA to achieve its concept of 
operations without disrupting a rrajor segment of i t s  I C P  
workforce. 

The alternative ws are developing waul2 transfer DISC'S 
ganeral support act . iv i t iea  to W S C  and DSSCls weapons systens 
activities to DISC. This would allow DL& to maintain two weapons 
s y s t e m  ICPS (DISC and t h e  Defense Construction supply Center in 
Columbus, OH) , one General Support I C P  (DGSC) and one Troop 
Support ICP (DPSC) , TO a ~ h i e v e  f tirther savings, DISC,  D?SC and 
AS0 could be consolidated under one base operating support 
s t ruc tu re  in order to maximize synsrgies among the three 
facilities. Thie alternative would save rnoney with minimal  
dierupt?on of D W 1 e  ICP workforce and limited custoner impact. 

O n c e  our- alternative is fully developed, we will ~rovide the 
E s e  Closure Conmiasion with nore detail and aupporting data. In 
t h e  meariLime, please do n o t  h s s i t a t ~  to ccntact. me or my ataf  f 
with ar.y que~tions you tray have. 



 hank you in advance for your attention t? these important 
r a t k e r s .  1 look f ~ w a r d  to hearing from you in thz  near f u t u r e .  

M~n33er 03 Congress 



1 . m  rotesting the disestablishment of the Defense ' 
Industrial 8upply Center (DISC), 700 Robblns Avenue, 
Philadelphia, PA. as pfoposed to the Base Realignment and 
Closure (BRAC) Comsslon. 

DISC has a proven performance record that has won 
accolades from General Schwartzkopf for our key role in the 
success of Desert Storm. DISC leads all of the Inventory 
Control Points (ICP) In eve area of performance (e.g. stock 
availability, pt-ocuremendd tjme efc. . DISC leads all 1 other ICP's.ln lnnovatlve operations lpc uding: 
multi-functional teams designed for quick and efficient 
handling of eve aspect of su ply (1.e. lo ~stlcs, X P ? procurement, tec nlcal and qua lty); automa ed procurement 
systems; electronic data interchange to allow for pa erless 
procurement. The transfer of fhese items to Rlchmon$, VA., 
or Columbus OH., would be a major step backwards slnce these 
ICP's do not have DISC'S proven track r~cord. The cost 

ro ected by DLA 1s not realistic as roven by the 
?Zin?~aB tie procurement system has still no: recovered from 
a much smaller transfer of lfems to Richmond, VA. five years 
aqo. Th? unpreced~nt~d.masslve proposed transfer of one 
ullion lfems to Vlrglnla and Ohlo wovld cause a-great 
increase In cost of rocurement and vltal l ~ a d  $ m e  to supply 
our troops, and the Poss of valuable expertrse in these 
weapon system items. 

Penns lvania has already lost pr?portionatel as many 
jobs througK base closures as Californl?, the worse hit 
state. The economic impact of further lob loss on this area 
would be devastating. A better solution would be a 
consolidation of the Defense Personnel Svpport C~nter iDPSC) and DISC at the 700 Robbins Avenue location. Thls wou d 
allow for great savingseas duplication of functions 6e.g. 
personnel, legal, security, pollc , staff etc.) woul be 
eliminated, wlthout endangering t g e mi4itary preparedness of 
this country or the economy of the reglon. 

I am asking for our support in this time of crisis and 
I will remember your e $ forts ~n the future. 

Sincerely, 



1019 Highland Ave 
BENSALEM, PA 19020 
March 21, 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Suite 1425 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: I 
I am writing as an affected employee of the Defense 

Industrial Supply Center (DISC), which is being considered for 
"disestablishment" under the BRAC '95 study. Under this 
disestablishment, our approximately one million National Stock 
Numbers (NSNs)  (managed items of supply) will be disbursed between 
two other DLA centers, the Defense General Supply Center in 
Richmond, VA and the Defense Construction Supply Center in 
Columbus, Ohio. This transfer will cause use a significant 
interruption of continuity in the military support of these NSNs. 
Also it will generate large manpower expense for the Richmond and 
Columbus associates to familiarize themselves with these NSNs, i.e. 
procurement sources, item standardization processes, etc. 

The Philadelphia commuting area has been hit hard in 
recent years by base closures and relocations, especially the 
Philadelphia Naval Base. In fact, many of the displaced Naval Base 
workers are now employed here at DISC. It seems unfair that these 
associates have to face another possible closure. Too much 
downsizing in one region causes severe economic impact. 

I kindly implore you to strongly and carefully consider 
keeping the Defense Industrial Supply Center open and in the 
Philadelphia region. Its closure will cause hardship for the 
majority of the work force and for the military supply system. 

Respectfully Yours, &dbpgf-,# 
Edward J. ~o&n Jr. 



In- 

~. - 

Bryan P. Healy 
5 1 0 Sunnemead Ave 
Warminster Pa. 18974 

Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Cornrnision 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

22 March 1995 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located on the Aviation 
Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part of the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA). I am married with our first child due in October. Base closings are not new 
tc me, I worked at the Phila. Naval Shipyard as an Electrician and an Equipment Specialist 
from 1982 to 1991. In 1988 we received the productivity award for being the best 
government shipyard in the country and in 1989 we were put on the Base closure list. I have 
been an Equipment Specialist here at DISC for the past four years. DISC has served as a 
model for the Defense Department as Vice President A1 Gore has said reinventing 
gwernment, being the first DLA center to implement Commodity Business Units, computer 
systems DPACS, AIMS, JEDMICS and various other computer systems. DISC is also a 
leader in Value Engineering savings. Why are DISC employees being written off? Why is 
DLA throwing away the same center it has continued to recognize year after year with 
quaility awards and innovation awards. In outside industry they reward the most productive 
and efficient employees. The Defense Department on the other hand punishes them and 
vaites them off with no rights. 

DISC is part of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support 
Center (DPSC), located in South Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. On 10 March 1995, our 
Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by closing DISC completely. DPSC will 
not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at DISC will lose their jobs. These people will have 
no rights to the DLA or DOD jobs, regardless of years of service, education or performance 
rating. THEY MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. In effect, DLA is 
sacrificing its employees at one center for the benefit of another center. Defense cutbacks are 
necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DPSC with one day of experience to have 
rights over DLA employees at DISC with 10,20 or 30 years experience? 



MEMORANDUM 

T O :  

F R O M :  

Federal Managers Association 
CHAPTER 208 

DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CENTER 
700 ROBBINS AVENUE 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 191 11 

24 March 1995 

FMA Chapter  208 Members 

Linda F r i e d r i c h  
P r e s i d e n t ,  Chapter  2QE! 

S U B  J : BRAC 95 

I encourage  you t o  w r i t e  o r  c a l l  your congressmen or  o. ther  government 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  on your concer-ns a s  a  r e s u l t  of BRAG 95.  

You w i l l  f i n d  a t t a c h e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  

* a sample l e t t e r  t h a t  w i l l  be u s e f u l  t o  compose your own p e r s o n a l  
l e t t e r  

a d d i t i o n a l  i n fo rma t ion  you may w i s h  t o  i n c l u d e  i n  your l e t t e r s  
o r  t e l ephone  c a l l s  

2: names, a d d r e s s e s ,  t e l ephone  and f a x  numbers of your s e n a t o r s  and 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  

: a d d r e s s e s  f o r  P r e s i d e n t  C l i n t o n ,  Vice P r e s i d e n t  G o r e ,  
Governor Ridge ,  Major Rendel l  and t h e  BRAC Commission 

x a  stamped addressed  enve lope  t o  your United S t a t e s  
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e  i n  t h e  House 

Don' t  pu t  o f f  t a k i n g  an a c t i o n ,  t h e  ERkC Commission is c u r r e n t l y  
ana lyz ing  t h e  d a t a .  We need t o  t e l l  our e l e c t e d  o f f i c i a l s  t h e  f a c t s .  

E n c l s  



Dear Mr.Dixonr 

I am an employee at the 

Defense Industrial Supply Ctr. in 

Philadelphia Pa. We here are very 

concerned about the possibility of 

DISC being disestablished by the BRAC 

commission. We feel that our jobs here 

are extremely important and that we 

employees here are highly trained and 

experienced. We understand the need to 

downsize but to eleminate our jobs 

completely is not in the best interest 

of the U.S.A. Please here what we have 

to say because we make a lot of sense. 

Let us all join together to find a 

better solution. We beleive in our 

strengths and commitment to the U.S. 

Defense Dept. We are here to do our 

jobs, so please dont take them away 

from us. We here are needed - please 

dont forget that. 
1 'iT\ILi.'<- )(_OX& 







Ms. Carol Adcox 
5746 Hasbrook Avenue 

Philadelphia, PA 19 120 

Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Suite 1425 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am writing as an employee of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), which is 
being considered for "disestablishment" under the BRAC '95 study. Under this 
disestablishment, our approximately one million National Stock Numbers (NSNs) 
[managed items of supply] will be disbursed between two other DLA centers, the Defense 
General Supply Center in Richmond, VA and the Defense Construction Supply Center in 
Columbus, Ohio. This transfer will cause a significant interruption of continuity in the 
military support of these NSNs to our customers. Also, it will generate large manpower 
expense for the Richmond and Columbus associates to familiarize themselves with these 
NSNs, i.e., procurement sources, item standardization processes, etc. 

The Philadelphia commuting area has been hit hard in recent years by base closures 
and relocations, especially the Philadelphia Naval Base. In fact, many of the displaced 
Naval Base workers are now employed here at DISC. It seems unfair that these 
associates have to face another possible closure. Too much downsizing in one region 
causes severe economic impact. 

I kindly implore you to strongly and carehlly consider keeping the Defense Industrial 
Supply Center open and in the Philadelphia area. Its closure will cause hardship ibr the 
entire workforce and the military customers we support. Thank you. 

Respectfully yours, 

Ms. Carol Adcox 
5746 Hasbrook Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 1 9 120 



March 22, 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

We are writing as affected employees of the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), which is 
being considered for "disesfablishrnent" under the BRAC '95 study. Under this disestablishment, 
our approximately one million National Stock Numbers (NSNs) (managed items of supply) will 
be disbursed between two other DLA centers: the Defense General Supply Center in Richmond, 
VA and the Defense Construction Supply Center in Columbus, Ohio. This transfer will cause us 
a significant interruption of continuity in the military support of these NSNs. Also it will 
generate large manpower expense for the Richmond and Columbus associates to familiarize 
themselves with these NSNs, i.e. procurement sources, item standardization processes, etc. 

The Philadelphia commuting area has been hit hard in recent years by base closures and 
relocations, especially the Philadelphia Naval Base. In fact, many of the displaced Naval Base 
workers are now employed here at DISC. It seems unfair that these associates have to face 
another possible closure. Too much downsizing in one region causes severe economic impact. 

We kindly implore you to strongly and carefully consider keeping the Defense Industrial Supply 
Center open and in the Philadelphia region. Its closure will cause hardship for the majority of the 
work force and for the military supply system. 

Respectfdly yours, 



March 22, 1995 

TO: CHAIRMAN ALAN DIXON 
1730 N. MOORE ST. 
SUITE 1425 
ARLINGTON, VA 22209 

Dear Chariman Dixon, 

I am an employee at the Oefense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located 
on the ,\viation Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part 
of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center 
(DPSC), located in South Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by 
closing DISC completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at 
DISC will lose their jobs. These people will have no rights to the DLA or DoD 
jobs, regardless of years of service, education or performance rating. THEY 
MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees 
at one center for the benefit of another center. Defense cutbacks are 
necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DISC with 10, 20 or 30 years of 
experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off? Why is DLA throwing away the 
same center it continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and 
innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the 
newspapers and the  radio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate 
hearing your position on this matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has 
another location in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal 
government service count for anything? I would appreciate any assistance you 
could provide me. Thank you. 



March 22, 1995 

TO: CHAIRMAN ALAN DIXON 
1700 N. MOORE ST. 
SUITE 1425 
ARLINGTON, VA 22209 

Dear Chariman Dixon, 

I am an employee at the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), located 
on the ,Aviation Supply Office Compound in Northeast Philadelphia. DISC is part 
of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The Defense Personnel Support Center 
(DPSC), located in South Philadelphia, is also part of DLA. 

On 10 March 1995, our Commander informed us that DLA is scaling back by 
closing DISC completely. DPSC will not be affected at all. Over 1800 people at 
DISC will lose their jobs. These people will have no rights to the DLA or DoD 
jobs, regardless of years of service, education or performance rating. THEY 
MUST REAPPLY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS. In effect, DLA is sacrificing its employees 
at one center for the benefit of another center. Defense cutbacks are 
necessary, but is it fair for DLA employees at DISC with 10, 20 or 30 years of 
experience? 

Why are DISC employees being written off? Why is DLA throwing away the 
same center it continued to recognize year after year with quality awards and 
innovation awards? 

I'm writing to make you aware of what is happening here since the 
newspapers and the  radio media have missed the truth. I would appreciate 
hearing your position on this matter. 

Why am I and other DISC people being discarded by DLA when DLA has 
another location in Philadelphia that could accommodate us? Doesn't loyal 
government service count for anything? I would appreciate any assj-stance you 
could prcvide me. Thank you. n 



May 19, 1995 
11710 Joseph Kelly Terrace 
Philadelphia, PA 19154 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Monroe Street 
Suite 1425 
~rlington, VA 22209 

Dear Base Closure Commission, 

My wife and I are federal employees in the Department of 
Defense. We are both 32 years old. The past two Base Closure and 
Realignment lists have hit many federal employees hard but none 
more unreasonably than the two of us. 

My wife Pamela works for the Defense Industrial Supply Center 
(DISC), a Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) in Philadelphia. The 1995 
BRAC disestablished DISC, whose functions are transferring to 
Dayton, OH and Richmond, VA. I work for PERA (Surface) 
Headquarters on the Philadelphia Navy Base. The 1993 BRAC 
disestablished PERA, which will be relocating to Portsmouth, VA and 
San Diego, CA in 1996. Neither of us wishes to leave the 
Philadelphia area, certainly not in different directions. We value 
our marriage, families and our way of life. 

Both my wife and I are college graduates, now pursuing Masters 
degrees. We have a combined twenty years government service, are 
heavily vested and at upper grade levels. We have worked hard our 
entire lives to get where we are and feel we deserve better than 
simply to be disestablished out of a job. Neither do we welcome 
being unemployed; yet it is a distinct possibility. There are very 
few specialized skill federal jobs in this area and leaving 
government for the private sector nowadays guarantees no job with 
the downsizing many companies are now undergoing. Have you any 
idea what this does to a person's morale? 

Since learning the fate of PERA nearly two years ago, I have 
spent much of my own time looking for another job and am registered 
in the Priority Placement Program (PPP). DISC'S disestablishment, 
however, is more severe. While the Command's functions are 
transferring to VA and OH, the employees are not. They are being 
offered no transfer rights of any kind, nor access to the PPP, 
which might allow them to be picked up by another agency. There 
are 1800 employees at DISC, whose closure is scheduled for 
completion in 2001. Speculation exists that Reductions-in-force 
may begin as early as this fall. The Defense Personnel Support 
Center (DPSC), another DLA activity located in Philadelphia, is 
scheduled to move onto the DISC Compound over the next few years. 
It appears DPSC employees will just replace their DISC 



counterparts. Yet this is not being accurately reported. 

One very vague number suggested by the 1995 BRAC list was that 
DISC would lose only 369 civilian employees. If DISC has 
absolutely no transfer rights, what happens to the other 1431? No 
mention was made of this by city and Congressional leaders. 
Instead they chose to focus on the 260 employees the city will gain 
in a transfer of Naval Surface Warfare Center employees from 
Annapolis, MD to Philadelphia. This is extremely unfair to every 
DISC employee and their families. When DISC, DPSC and the Aviation 
Supply Office were all slated for closure on the 1993 BRAC list, 
much attention was given to the fact that the jobs of 7800 federal 
employees were in jeopardy. I am telling your Commission now - the 
jobs of 1800 DISC employees (not 369) are in jeopardy. 

Two years ago, facts were revealed to your Commission which 
resulted in your removing DISC, AS0 and DPSC from the Base Ciosure 
list. If the facts supported keeping DISC open then, why is it 
back on the list? More importantly, don't those facts give 
sufficient reason and cause to keep DISC in business and again 
remove them from the list? I would like to see some attention and 
pressure put on DLA this Spring, exposing what they are trying to 
do to DISC. While DPSC is being saved in its entirety, DISC is 
being entirely closed! What is the reason for this? Why cannot 
the two commands be merged? Is this not a fair compromise? 

You can imagine the stress and frustration an employee in this 
situation must feel; but my wife and I are both facing this! 
Certainly no family should have to deal with the prospect of both 
husband and wife moving and/or losing their jobs. I am asking your 
Committee to please drop DISC from this year's Base Closure and 
Realignment list before it is forwarded to the President. Its 
effects on my wife and I, and many other defense employees in 
Philadelphia, would be devastating. Perhaps hearing individual 
circumstances how people are actually affected will help steer you 
toward a decision that is fair. 

I would appreciate and look forward to a reply. Thank you 
very much. 

Sincerely, 

Gerard J. Duffey 





Dear BRAC member, 

I am a tanker crewmember at Grand Forks AFB and feel I must respond to some of the 
statements made to the commission recently in Chicago. Senator Conrad commented on how 
tankers are important to deploying U.S. forces overseas, which is true. Then he went on to say 
that closing GFAFB would damage the ability to effectively respond to crises. I completely 
disagree and, in my estimation, so do a majority of tanker crewmembers. Having two tanker 
hubs in the mid-west makes absolutely no sense and one of them should be moved to the east 
coast. Just look at a map! ! ! ! ! The tankers at Grand Forks must fly at least three hours and bum 
30,000 of fbel to reach either coast. Usually the tankers based here must stage out of an east 
coast base when deploying overseas. This is always true when we drag fighters across the 
Atlantic, which would be absolutely vital to deploying air power overseas. Closing Grand Forks 
AFB would force the Air Force to put tankers on the east coast where it just makes much more 
sense. Right now our typical local sortie duration is probably 40 percent longer (thus more 
expensive) than it has to be because our location is so remote we end up flying 2 or 3 hours just 
to get to our receivers/ customers. 

Gen. Tenoso commented on the quality of life at GFAFB. Did he ever ask any of the rank and 
fle tanker folks and their families about quality of life here? Did he ever live through a North 
Dakota winter? The winter are five months long, the summers are mosquito ravaged, you have to 
drive 5 hours to get to the closest American big city, employment opportunity for spouses are 
limited, entertainment is lacking, housing is expensive, the list goes on. Most Air force families 
do not consider North Dakota a desirable place to live and to suggest otherwise is injurious to a 
person's credibility. 

Gov. Schafer stated that the relationship between the base and local population is hard to 
describe. It may be news to him and other local leaders, but the local population's relation with 
base personnel is notorious Air Force wide. I was told before I came here that AF personnel 
were not particularly appreciated in town and that has been proven true. Out of the 5 bases I 
have been stationed at, the military1 civilian relationship here is the worst. 

This letter was written by a concerned citizen who happens to be a military member. The 
thoughts expressed herein are personal opinion and in no way should they be interpreted as an 
oficial Air Force statement. I choose to remain anonymous. 



, 

1,e:;ta- <'. Fan-itigotl 
Senior .&ial?.st 
I>etnse Base CIost~re 
and Realig~unent C'olrunission 
1 700 N. hloors Street. Suite 1425 LC" 1 

Ileal- Sir: 

I kno\\ that this letter is onl?. one of ~ n a t i ~ .  tliat \.our BR.-\C co~n~nissioii ~rceii.es tk in  personndl that 
arc concerned on ho\v the s\.ststn \\.arks. hl?. true concern is tliat tlis BR.AC' team not let politics stand 
in '112 \\a>. of dorng \\hat sllould be right for our Country. 

( ) i ~ r  C'oi~~itr\. lias placed i l l  >.our hands the fiiturs of the LTnitsd States of .hnerica. 1-our decisio~~s 011 

hast clostrres \ \ i l l  affect tlie fi~ture of our Countr?. and our ?~oung sons and daughters tbr generations to 
colnc'. 

I \torh at tlie I-smote testing site in Dugwa!. Proving Ground. litah and have very littls h o \ \  Ic'dge of 
thz an?. of the other bases tliat arc undcr considcratioti. I atn conccnlcd tliat \\c \\auld closc or damage 
the abilit?. of a bass that liolds the ke!. to figliti~ig f i ~ t ~ ~ r e  uars. Tlie clie~nical and biological testiug tliat 
is goitig on here \ \ i l l  save tlie .hnericn~i lives of our children and their children. 

I c l ~ n s  to \\orb at Dug\\a\ Proving Grotrnd(DPG) in 1978 21s a ser\.ice~nan in tlis .-\nn\ I could scc 
t l i t ~ t  tile 1nIssIoIi at DPG \\as r~npor-tant for sacli and e\.sr! Inan atid \\olnan In her\ ~ c s  of'tlis~t- C'ountt-?. 
I rtiti1111ed to DPG as a ci\.ilian in 1982 as an elsctrotiic tecluiician. I take tlie \\orL serious \I it11 tlie 
same ~ O I I ~ S I I ~ S  that you ars no\+ hced \kith. .hn  I doing ths best job I can. is it the best job I ctm do. 
ant1 is it right for our C'ountr!*. Dug\\a\- Proi.ing Grou~id \+as not on all?' of tlie pre\,ious RR.AC' list. 
! e l  tlie fillout from the .1Lnn?.'s do\vnsizing or right sizing lias seriousl>. affrcted tlis mission and tlis 
per-so~ulel in\wlved. Tlie cuts taken hers liave far e\cerded tliat of any otlisr base that \\as not oti tlie 
prcvious FIR.-\(' lists. Tlie \\orlJorce lias declined b?. 1 3. \\e liave retno\.ed lights that \\ere there for 
sai>t\ ligliting. \.ellicles are in slior-t suppl! \11is11 testing takes place. s~perisnced psrso~uiel that \$ere 
of'grs:\t belietit took tlie \*ERA \*SIP ofieritigs. fewer perso~niel are itivol\.ed it1 tlie e\ecution oftssts. 
an3  tlie  nora ale lias suffsrsd ver?. badl?. 'flie cost saving cuts at DPC; lias liannsd our Countr>'s 
clit;tn~cal and biological readiness 

Dug\!a!. Pro\.ing Groutid has Inan! positi\.e things that our Countr?. cat1 gain fi-oln \\lien doitig 
se~isitive or risk?. tests. .A tnission tliat is Inore important than an!. otlisr time in Iiistor\.. it is retnots 
\\ itll  rlo er~croaclunsr~t. room at this time to expand it1 land h r  firturr testirlg. a statc that has suppo~-ted 
thr: eRo1-t~ of our Defense Depal-t~netit. and a \ \ o r f i r e s  tliat is \I illing to suppol-t eveti under ad\.ersc 
conditions because \is care about our Cou~itr?.. 



In closing. i t  is In\. concern that \\e \+auld cut Dug\\a\. Proving Grou~id at a time it is trt~l\. needed h\. 
tlie ITliitect States of .-i~nsrica. 

Bobb). L. Buell 
70 East 2 lid 
Dug\\fa\-. [Itah 8-1022 



June 6, 1995 

Defense Base Closure & Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Commissioners: 

The local politicians and the contractors that have forb 
years been living off Rome Laboratory contracts are 
celebrating. The word is out that the BRAC Commission 
and Senator D Arnato "have struck a deal" and Rome Labs will 
remain at Griffiss AFB. WE will see how true this is when 
the Commission votes the later part of this month. 

Much is being said about how wrong the Air Force is in 
calculating what it will cost the Government to close Rome 
Labs. The argument is, it all depends on what one uses as 
assumptions. First of all many of the engineers are of 
retirement age and will not move but retire. This is 
included in the moving cost. Second, there is a large 
number of high priced support personnel that are not needed 
that are a duplication which should be cut out from the 
cost of moving expenses. Thirdly, much of the equipment at 
the Lab is out dated and currently not being used therefore 
should be scrapped and cut out from the moving cost. 

What is being most importantly overlooked is the millions 
of dollars that can be saved by eliminating dupll.cation of 
research effort.The 500 to 800 million dollars of Rome Lab 
annual funding could be saved by consolidating R&D effort. 
The saving of 800 jobs doesn't justify keeping Rome Labs 
at Griffiss. When one looks at the closure of other Bases 
on the current closure list they have a far greater impact 
on their community than Rome Lab. 

The only justification for saving Rome Lab is politics. 

Concerned Taxpayers 



May 30, 1995 

John Grant 
33 86 Fallenleaf Drive 
Corona, CA 91720 

c1 JUW 395 

Honorable Members of the BRAC Commission: 

After reading all the headlines regarding California base closures, and how this is so 
devastating to the California Economy, I have become thoroughly disgusted with all this talk, and 
have just one question, what benefits can the military possibly derive from maintaining bases in 
California? This state seems to believe that these bases are here to provide money to this state, 
but I hear very little as to how the military benefits. Not only does this state benefit from the 
payroll and other perks of having bases here, but the state and it's elected officials have contrived 
a means to fill their budgets from the wallets of the military members who have the misfortune of 
being stationed here. 

I would like to share with you the experiences of one of these non-resident military 
members who was stationed in the state of California. First of all, let me establish my credentials. 
I served in the Marine Corps for 20 years as an enlisted Marine, and was stationed all over the 
U. S. and World. 

I was stationed here in California for 3 years and was a legal resident of the state of 
Florida. The state of California has devised a means of taxing the military income of the non- 
resident military members. Here is how the scam works. The state queries the IRS to determine 
who filed federal tax returns with California addresses. They then send out notices of taxes due to 
these non-resident military members. The tax pamphlets state that non-resident military income is 
not subject state taxes, but apparently, no representatives of the Franchise Tax Board ( this is the 
name of the state tax agency) reads these things. The military member, who is aware of what the 
tax pamph!ets say arid did not report iheii iion-rcsideni nclitary income conlacis the Frat~cllise Tax 
Board to alert them to the fact that they are non-resident military. The Franchise Tax Board then 
replies that and I quote, "We are not taxing your military income per se". What they fail to 
explain is what they are taxing. Apparently, non-resident military members have some sort of 
phantom income that the state is aware off, but no one else is. They then levy the military 
members pay. Voila, tens of thousands of military members have just been ripped off by the state 
to fill their budget. The only problem is this same military member must also file and pay state 
taxes for the state for which they are residents. I have tried to rectify this situation with the same 
people who are lobbying your commission so hard, namely Governor Pete Wilson, who did not 
respond, he passed the buck, State Senator Raymond Haynes, who essentially called me a liar and 
does not care, and U.S. Representative Ken Calvert, who decided that this was none of his 
concern, and whom I had to get testy with, to get your address. As one who spent 20 years in the 
military, I can tell you that no other state in our union treats non-resident military members in this 



fashion. By the way, I can fully document all these statements and would be more than happy to 
provide any and all documentation and/or testif) before you committee if necessary. 

Meanwhile, the military are definitely considered non-residents for any of the perks that 
the state provides. For example, non-resident military members must pay the non-resident tuition 
to attend the community colleges or universities. Illegal aliens pay the resident rate but our 
visiting military members can not. Again, this is the only state that I am aware of that requires 
non-resident military members pay the much higher non-resident tuition rates. They are entitled 
to pay the taxes, but not reap the benefits. 

Non-resident military must pay the outrageous registration fees to register their car in this 
state. Non-resident military must register their car in this state if it is to be used for business and 
they are to be reimbursed for mileage. Again, this is the only state I was ever stationed in with 
this policy. Hawaii, for example allows non-resident military members to register their vehicles 
for $.SO. 

California, without a doubt has the highest rents of anywhere I was ever stationed, 
including Tokyo and Hawaii. Most enlisted members who have families, find upon their arrival in 
this state, that they must wait at least a year or more for military family housing to become 
available. They must rent a home in the surrounding community, and they soon find that the 
meager allowance provided for this purpose does not begin to cover the expense of renting a 
home. You must keep in mind that the average enlisted military member's pay is considered in the 
poverty range by federal guidelines. 

What is the point of all this you ask? My point is that decisions regarding closing or 
maintaining military bases must be based upon the good of the military and the military alone. A 
crucial part of the military mission hinges upon the morale and welfare of the military members. I, 
as career Marine, propose to you that the morale and welfare of the military member is severely 
undermined by the hostility of the state of California. It is pretty hard to perform your job when 
the state is ripping off your meager resources through some tax scam, and the state and federal 
legislators just let it happen. I would propose to you that it would be in the best interest of the 
military and particularly, the military members, if you were to close all the bases in this state and 
move them to states that are appreciative cf our military forces aid ::eat them with dignity and 
the respect that they deserve. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

John Grant 
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DEFENCE HAS BEEN CUT SO MUCl-I I T  I S  AT A IIANGEROOS S'I'A'I'E, JUST 
LIKE WHEN JAPAN BOMBED US. 

LOOK, MORE FROM TIIE PKESIDENL'DOWIU' . SPliCE PIIOGI<AMS, WIII.ClI WILL 
LEAD TO NOTHING. WHAT ABOUT FOREIGN AID, TOO FIIJCII IIARDSIIIP NEIIE. 
TAKE CARE OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE FIRS'T. 

PLEASE, D0N"T KEEP ON CLOSING BASES A17?'I':R I3ASES \JE NEE11 'TIlEPl FOR SAFETY. 

'I'IIANK YOU! 



ALONZA L. CALDWELL 8609 OLD KEENE MILL ROAD SPRINGFIELD, VIRGINIA 22152 

TELEPHONE (703) 569-1527 

b 
May 26, 1995 ,*? '1' fl - ?/I i 
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Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street - Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Under authority of Public Law 101-189, Section 2821, the 
Department of the Army has a project to develop some 820 acres 
at Fort Belvoir on a formerly military testing site called the 
Engineering Proving Ground. The Army wants to get 2.9 million 
feet of office space by giving up the rights to develop the 
rest of the site. As part of the planning, the Army or developer 
will pick up the tab for a guideway transit system (people mover) 
from the proving ground to the Springfield-Franconia Metro 
Station scheduled to open in 1997. Also, the Army or developer 
will fund a portion of Fairfax County Parkway. 

The cost estimates on the guided transit system (people mover) 
range from $150 million to $400 million, which does not include 
the ~rmy's other costs, such as people to manage the project, 
the parkway and the like. 

To justify the project, the Army states they will save money 
by consolidating functions and activities presently housed in 
leased space in the National Capitol Region. In my mind, this 
project begs the following questions: 

o With so much space being made available through closures, 
WHY DOES THE ARMY NEED TO BUILD MORE SPACE IN THE WASHINGTON 
AREA? ISN'T THE ARMY DOWN-SIZING ITS OVERHEAD ALONG WITH 
THE REDUCTION OF ITS FORCE STRUCTURE? 

0 WITH A SHORTAGE OF FUNDS TO MAINTAIN COMBAT READINESS, 
WHY IS THE ARMY SPENDING MONEY ON COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT, AND BUYING A "PEOPLE MOVER", AS SHOWN IN THE 
FAIRFAX COUNTY PLANNING DOCUMENTS, WHICH THE ARMY PROGRAM 
MANAGER HELP PREPARE? 

In light of the present shortage of funds for the Department 
of Defense and the need to balance the federal budget, I believe 
the Army could come up with a more economical plan to give up 
their leased space, especially with technology we have today 
in telecommunications - overhead personnel can be placedin space 
becoming available almost anywhere. Some citizens, as well 
as elected officials,would say that this project is just another 
example of "pork barrel" politics at its worst! 



Please let me know if you have any questions or need add.itiona1 
information about this matter. 

Sincerely, 



May 23, 1995 

Defense Base Closure & 
Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore St. #I425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to voice my opinion of the closing of Allied Signal facility in Stratford, CT. 

I am very disturbed that government is closing facilities that weaken the strength of our country, 
and it is being weakened. If we have problems with the unfriendly countries and we have many, 
we will never be prepared to start up facilities like Stratford. We will lose the expertise of the 
work force that work there now. We keep the draft going (which we no longer use) but we still 
pour money into it. Lets keep our country as powerfbl as it used to be, we have too many 
enemies not to. 

Very truly yours, 

Mr. Richard A. Bennett 
754 Hunan St. NE 
Palm Bay, F132907 



25 May 95 

Defense Base Closure & 
Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Please read the attached correspondence and put the DCMDW agency on the list for closure or 
cealignment because of the fraud, waste and abuse being perpetrated there. 

Many people are being scamrned about the DCMDW. I now hear that they are closing the 
4tlanta office and realigning those people to the El Segundo and Boston office. This agency has 
been on a hiring binge for quite a very long time and no one has monitored their hiring practices. 
Now these people are being surplused into "other" positions for which they have no qualifications 
nnd at the same rate of pay. At one time; you had to be dropped to the grade level for which you .- 
qualified (you did not lose a whole lot of pay) if you were in the lower grade levels. But now 
we're talking about GM14 & 15's being placed in GS 13 slots without having the knowledges, 
skills or abilities in the new fields. That is unequitable in the eyes of many who have had to work 
I heir way up the ladder. 

PLEASE, CONSIDER REALIGNING THE DCMDW HQ OFFICE IN EL, SEGUNDO TO 
SOMEPLACE WHICH IS LESS COSTLY TO MAINTAIN AND TO A LOCATION WHERE 
TidOST OF THIS WORKPLACE WON'T TRANSFER. 

THERE NEEDS TO BE AN AUDIT OF THIS AGENCY. PLEASE DO SO. RECONSIDER 
THIS PROSPECT. THERE WOULD BE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS SAVED. 

CC: President Bill Clinton 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave 
Washington, DC 20500 

Asst. to the Secretary of Defense 
for Public AfFairs 
1400 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 2030'- 1400 



9 MAY 94 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
C m o N  STATION 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304-6130 

SUBJ: INCOMPETENCE RUNNING THE PERSONNEL OFFICE 

WHEN DOES SOMEONE INVESTIGATE THE UNFAIR PRACTICES AT THE DCMDW 
IN CALZM BYPASSING PEOPLE ON THE PRIORITY PLA- REGISTER. 
NOT PLACING PEOPLE ON THE REGISTER PROPERLY. NOT MATCHING 
PERSONS AGAINST THE STOPPER LIST PROPERLY. GROSS MISMANAGEMENT 
IN HIGH PLACES. lTS THE? BLIND LEADING THE BLIND AND THEN WHEN 
THE SOLDERS UND-TH TRY TO ADVISE THESE PEOPLE, THEY 
RESPOND IN RUDE, CONDESCENDING TONES AND MANNERISMS. IT IS 
APPALLING TO SEE PEOPLE PAID SO MUCH TO DO SO IJlTE WlTH EVEN 
MINIMAL EXE'ERTISE OR EXPERIENCE IN THE PERSONNEL AREA. 

THE PERSONNEL OFFICER DOES NOT KNOW HER JOB AND WAS BROUGHT IN 
BY HER FRIEND; AND NOW THE AGENCY IS DISREGARDING ALL PPP RULES 
AND REGULATIONS. lTS ALMOST AS IF THE PERSONNEL OFFICER IS 
TRYING TO CIRCUMVENT THE SYSTEM. DCMDW HAS BEEN CHALLENGED 
ONCE ALREADY BY THE PPP COORDINATOR AND NOW THEY'RE LOOKING TO 
DO lT A M .  

THEN THIS SAME PERSONNEL OFFICER PAYS NO ATI'ENTION TO THE 
ADVICE GIVEN TO HER. THESE TEAM CHIEFS HAVE NO PERSONNEL 
KNOWLEDGE WORTH A DAMN AND IT IS VERY FRUSTRATING ON THE PART 
OF SPECTATSTS WHO HAVE A DAMN "GOOD" WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
SYSTEM PLUS A SOLID FOUNDATION OF THE PRINCIF'LES OF THE? 
PERSONNEL FIELD. THE PEOPLE WlTH THE EXPERTISE ARE NOT 
PROMOTED. INSTEAD, THESE VERY PEOPLE ARE SHUNNED, PUSHED DOWN 
FURTHER THE SYSTEM, INTIMIDATED AND HARASSED AND MADE TO FEEL 
AS IF THEY ARE THE IDIOTS. PEOPLE WITH THE EXPERTISE ARE 
TREATE.D QUlTE INAPPROPRIATELY. 

THE SYSTEM HERE IS TOO POLITICAL. THIS CANNOT CONTINUE TO 
FUNCTION OR OPERATE WlTHlN THE CONFINES OF B O N W E  REGULATIONS 
AND POLICIES. 

SOMEONE NEEDS TO SHUT DOWN THIS PLACE. SEND OUT SOME 
INVESTIGATORS TO TALK TO THE SPECIALISTS. THEY WOULD LEARN 
A GREAT DEAI, OR IS THE HDQTRS OFFICE JUST AS CORRUPT???? 



5 MAY 94 

DEFENSE CONTRACT MGMT-HQ 
CAMERON STATION 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

SOMEONE NEEDS TO LOOK INTO THE USE OF OVERTIME, ALTERNATE WORK 
SCHEDULES AT DCMDW ESPECKLLY IN THE PERSONNEL OFFICE (NOW REFERRED 
TO AS THE HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTORATE). SINCE THE IMP-ATION OF 
THE AWS; lT SEEMS THT MORE AND MORE OVERTIME REQUESTS ARE B m G  
PLACED BECAUSE PEOPLE CANT SEEM TO GET 8 HOURS OF WORK DONE WlTHIN 
THESE 8 HOURS. ALSO; PEOPLE PUT IN FOR LEAVE., THEN RFIZTRN AND 
REQUEST OVERTIME HOURS. HOW CAN THIS BE? TALK ABOUT FRAUD, WASTE 
AND ABUSE!!! 

ITS ALSO CRAZY THE WAY PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME WORKING ON 
MUNDANE PROJECTS THAT GO NOWHERE OR ACCOMPLISH NOTHING. THE 
PHYSICAL 
MOVE OF THE PERSONNEL INTO TEAMS WAS A GROSS WASTE OF TIME AND 
MISMANA(j;EMENT AND THE AGENCY PAID A GS 13 TO DO NOTHING BUT MAKE 
MISTAKES. A FACXUIES MANAGEMENT PERSON SHOULD'VE DONE TKE WORK; 
BUT THEY PUT A LAZY PERSON IN CHARGE THE VERY SAME PERSON DOESNT 
MONITOR THE OVERTIME REQUESTS IN RELATION TO THE AWS PROPOSAL OF THE 
EMPLOYEES. 

THERE ARE GM/GS 13's DOING NOTHING AIL DAY LONG. THE TEAM 
LEADERS ARE DOING ALL THE WORK; AND lT APPEARS THAT THESE GS 13's AND 
GS 12's WILL BE UPGRADED IN THE FUTURE. THERE WAS NO TRUE 
ACCOMMODATING OF EMPLOYEES IN RELATION TO EMPLOYEE REQUESTS FOR 
CERTAIN POSlTIONS. PEOPLE WERE SELECTED BY ''WHO THEW KNEW" THAN FOR 
'WHAT THEY KNEW". lT WAS AND STLL IS A VERY POOR MIX OF PEOPLE 
SERVICING VARIOUS A- AND A WASTE OF MONIES. 

THERE WILL BE HELL BREAKING LOOSE IF THESE TEAM LEADERS GET 
UPGRADED AS WELL AS IF THE CHlEFS GET UPGRADED. lT SEEMS THAT THERE 
IS THE OLD "EMPE4.E BUILDING" BEING DONE HERE AND IT'S WASTEFUL. 
YOU'VE GOT SEVERAL 'ZAZT' CHIEFS IN THE ACTMTY AND THEY ARE MOST 
INEQUlTABLE IN REWARDING "GOOD" WORKERS. THE SLOUCHES GET REWARDED 
BY OVERTIME, HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS (WHEN THEY 
ARE 
GIVEN OUT) AM) GRATUITOUS DAYS OFF (59 MIN RULE EXERCISED). 

lT'S ALSO A SHAME THAT WILL ALL THE BUY OUTS BEING OFFERED; THE 
WONDEJWUL HIGHLY PAID (1 1,12'S AND 13's) ARE NOT GElTTNG OUT. THESE 
PEOPLE ARE JUST MlLKING THE SYSTEM ON A DAII,Y/HOURLY BASIS. UrHY 
A .  THESE PEOPLE FORCED OUT???? MONEY IS BEING SPENT TO PCS 



4 MAY 94 
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGMT-HQ 
CAMERON STATION 
ALEXAlUDRIA, VA 

TMS IS PlTIFUL TO BE SPENDING THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS ON A BUILDING 
THAT HAS TOlIEl3 OVERFLOWING CONTINUOUSLY, SECURlTY PEOPLE WHO DON'T 
HAVE THE AFORESIGHT TO ASSIST PEOPLE ENTERING THE BLDG WITH BUNDLES 
OF PKGS OR BOOKS, THEN THOSE SECURJTY PEOPLE WHO ARE Sl'ITING ON THE 
TEEPHONES (PERSONAL CONVERSATIONS) AND NOT P A W G  A'ITENTION TO THE 
SAME ISSUE JUST MENTIONJZD (PEOPLE LOADED WlTH BOOKS, ETC); PLUS 
IJGHTS THAT DONT GO ON TIL AF7ER 6 AM. ESPECIALLY ENTERING THE 
BATHROOMS; WATER THAT SPRAYS ALL OVER YOUR CLOTHES IN THE 
BATHROOMS 
BECAUSE THEY CHANGE THE FAUCETS; HAVING TO PAY FOR PARKING WHILE 
OTHER D.O.D. AGENCIES RESIDE ON MlLlTARY BASES, ETC. 

THOSE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE PROBLEMS WlTH THE PHYSICAL LOCATION. 
MOW, TO MENTION THE PERSONNEL PROBLEMS. PAYING GM 13's TO BE 
AWAGERS WHZLE THEY HAVE TEAM LEADERS, GS 12's DOING ALL THE WORK. 
THEN WHY THE HELL DO WE NEED THE MANAGERS??? THEY DO NOTHING 
PAYWAY. 
O w  MANAGER, IN PARTICULAFl IS THE LAZIEST PERSON AROUND. GETIWG 
PROMOTEX) PRIMARILY BECAUSE OF MINOIUTY CLASSIFICATION PLUS A 
HANDICAPPING CONDlTION AND BECAUSE ''THEYVE BEEN AROUND A LONG 
TIME." THE SALARIES THAT ARE BEING EXPENDED ON THESE PEOPLE IS 
FRAUD, WASTE AND ABUSE OF THE SYSTEM. THESE PEOPLE SHOULD BE RIFD. 
THERE IS NO QUALITY MANAGEMENT AT THIS ACTNITY. lT'S OUTRAGEOUS ON 
THE WASTE THAT GOES AROUND. 

THE PRIOIUTY PLACEMENT SYSTEM IS A FARCE. lT SEEMS THAT AGENCIES 
P a  SKIRTING AROUND THE SYSTEM. TJ!3ERE1S TOO MUCH DEAD WOOD AROUND 
THIS PLACE AND IT FEEDS TO BE SHAKEN LOOSE 

SOMEONE SHOULD TAKE A REAL HARD LOOK AT THE STRUCTURE HERE ... ALSO, 
PEOPLE IN THE PERSONNE3[, OFmCE GOSSIP ABOUT EVERYONE ELSE'S 
EUSlIWBS. THERE'S NOTHING SACRED AROUND THE FACILITY. ANOTHER 
REASON TO HAVE lT MONlTORED BY HEADQUARTERS. 



FROM: MEMBER OF THE "HUMAN' RESOURCE DIRECTTORATE, DCMDW, CA 
TO: DCMD-HDQTRS, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

S W ;  OBSERVABLE PREFERENTIAI, TREATMENT 

1. IT HAS BEEN OBSERVED THAT THIS "OLD TLMERS" ORG&SNIzATION IS ONE 
THAT IS REUUCTANT TO CHANGE. IT HAS ALSO BEEN NOTED THAT THE CURRENT 
DIRECTOR OF THE HUMAN RFGATIONS OFFICE IS VERY OPEN AND BLATANT IN 
PREFERENTIAL TREQTMENT OF CERTAIN EMPLOYEES OF THE PERSONNEL 
DMSION. 
WITH THE PLACING OF PEOPLE FROM THE "STOPPER" LISTS; THIS "OLD TIMERS" 
MENTATAT IS BECOMING MORE PREDOMINANT. THE "OLD TIMERS" WANT TO 
RUN 
THINGS THE WAY 'TI'S ALWAYS BEEN DONE THIS WAY" AND NOT AT AU 
RECEPTIVE TO NEW WAYS OR CHANGE. 

2. THE OBSERVABLE P R E '  TREATMENT THAT HAS BEEN EXHIBITED IS 
GREAT CAUSE FOR CONCERN AND IT3 ALMOST ASSUREDLY GOING TO CAUSE 
MORE 
MORALE PROBLEMS AS WELL AS DIVISION IN THE RANKS. THE H.R. OFFICE HAS 
UNDERGONE A REORG INTO A TEAMING CONCEPT EXCEPT THAT THE SELECTION 
OF 
TEAM LEADERS, AND PLACING OF INDIVIDUALS SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN DONE IN AN 
INEQUlTABLE NANNE3L ITS ALSO A MATIER OF CONCERN SHOULD THESE TEAM 
LEADERS BE UPGRADED IN THE FUTURE. WHICH HAS BEEN A SUBJECT OF 
CONVERSATION AS OF LATE. MONIES ARE BEING EXPEM)ED FOR TRAVEL, PER 
DEM, ETC FOR THESE 'TEAM LEADERS'' TO VISIT THEIR CUSTOMERS OFF SllX 
AND THIS COULD REALT,Y BE ACCOMPLISHED TELJPHONICAL1,Y. 

3. THE PERSONNEL OFFICER HERE ALSO OPENLY DISPLAYS HER FAVORlTISM 
TOWARDS CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS. ALLOWING OVERTIME PAY FOR A GS 12 TO 
CLEAN THElR WORKSPACWDESK IS APPALLING. ONE CAN VISUALLY SEE THE 
DISPARATE TREATMENT DISPLAYED BY MRS. MENNEIL. HER PREDECESSOR, 
CAROL 
SCHAEFER WAS VERY PREJUDICED. WELL, THIS ONE IS NO BETIER. PEOPLE 
HAVE BEEN PROMOTED INTO POSll'IONS FOR WHICH THEY ARE NOT QUALIFIED 
AND 
THIS WAS CHALLENGED BUT BECAUSE 'TIME" ELAPSED; NOTHING COULD BE DONE 
ABOUT THE MATIER. MRS. MENNELL'S DRESS LEAVES A BIT TO BE DESIRED 
ALSO. SHORTY SKIRTS SHOULD BE A NO-NO. MRS. MENNETL PAYS ATIINITON TO 
"HER" SELECT FEW. THE SITUATION IS VERY VOLATILE AND POLJTICAL. NO 
ONE SEEMS TO BE MONITORING THIS PERSONNEL OFFICE VERY CLOSELY. THIS 
IS A SHORTFALL FOR THE ENTIRE ORGANEATION. 



DCMDW 
222 N. Sepulveda Blvd 
El SEgundo, CA 90245 

DCMD 
CAMERON STATION 
,.QLExANDRIA, VA 22304-6190 

RADM VINCENT: 

J wau appalled when I attended a Christmas Party at DCMDW in December, this year. Ms. Am 
Memell gave her speech about the PME being done at the activity in Jan. Well in the next breath 
she goes on to say '%'she hears that anyone makes a negative comment about HR and she finds out 
about it, she will personally rip their lips off their firces". This is uncalled for by someone who is 
mpposed to be a professional person. This is not the only time that this woman carries on like a 
ranting and wing child The cuss words she uses at people is disgusting What is wrong with you 
leadership there????? How does a person like this get selected for positions of high visilibility? 

There is no monitoring of the woridbrce there. Someone needs to check the overtime budget. For 
d l  the overtime that is being approved; why is there such a backlog of actions/work? 

The activity be trandemed to another locality under the auspices of some "ethical" leaders. Too 
much money is being spent out here on flagrancy. 



24 Feb 95 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
DEFENCE CONTRACT MGMT CMD 
CAMERON STATION 
i1LEXANDRTA, VA 

Rear Admiral Straw: 

J don't h o w  what's wrong with you or the DCMC agency as a whole; but it seems that it is getting 
worse and worse in El Segundo. 

n e r e  is more overtime and less work More people abusing the AWS policy. People in 
p e r s o d  and hmmg can make their own work hours outside of core ~LIQ hours. WHY???? 
7Chey come at 10:30 am and leave whenever. No one monitors the overtime people where most of 
the money is allocated with virtually little or no return on investment. 

Someone needs to get rid of the El Segundo facility in its entirety. It needs to be under newer 
leademhip. The old HAS to go. You've got people beiog surplused into positions for which 
they have no exertise or even semblance of expertice. Where is the JOB Qualifications being 
tested I had to compete for certain positions and when I moved into another job series; I had to 
start at the lowest grade and then work my way up. This agency just promotes and reassigns 
arbitrarily without following any rules, regulations or procedure. THERE IS NO ETHICS OR 
MORAL CONDUCT HERE. AND YOU ARE VERY MUCH TO BLAME BECAUSE YOU 
r W D  YOUR DAMN PME PEOPLE ARE "WINED AND DINED" SO WONDERFULLY 
THAT THEY HAVE NO SCRUPPLES ABOUT TELLlNG THE TRUTH. l?iE AUDITS 
SHOULD BE DONE BYAN 0UTST.E ACZTWTYAND NOT FROM WTZ?YINHOUSE. 

YOU SHOULD GET THE HELL OUT ALSO. YOU'M NO DAMN GOOD ElTHER. A COPY 
OF THIS W L L  GO TO YICE PRESIDENT GORE TM;S TI-. 

YOU'VE GOT ANN MENNELL STILL THREATENING PEOPLE WITH EITHER GETTING OUT OR FITING 
INTO THE MOLD OF "HER" WAY OF DOING THINGS AND ABUSING PEOPLE. 



DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
CA.ME,RON STATION 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

REAR ADMIRAL V. STRAW 
CAMERON STATION 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304 

DEAR ADMIRAL STRAW: 

REAUY... SOMETHZNG MUST BE DONE AT THE PERSONNEL OFFICE IN EL 
SEGUNDO. NOW AGAIN THERE ARE MASSIVE CHANGES AND AGAIN CERTAIN 
PEOPLE 
ARE -0 PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT WITH RESPECTS TO THElR "DREAM 
SHEEIS" PROMULGATED BY ANN MENNELZ, 

WITH THE OF MR. TROY VERRE3T A GS 12; THEY ARE REPLACING 
HIM WITH A GM 13 MRS. BERNlTA KING (WHO, WILL HAVE AN ASSISTANT). THE 
QUESTION IS WHY IS SHE ALLOWED TO REMAIN AT l3ER GS/GM 13 AND TROY 
COULDN'T GET A PROMOTION NOR AN ASSISTANT??? lT SEEMS THAT MRS. KING 
HAS RECEIVED NOTHNG BUT P- TREATMENT AT DCMDW FOR A 
(3R.EAT 
MANY YEARS AND lT IS CONTiNUING. THE WOMAN BLATANTLY HATES TO WORK. 
THAT IS WHY SHE CiEIS AN ASSISTANT AND MR. VERREIT HAD TO WORK ALONE. 
SIR, THE OF'F'ICE IN EL SEGUNDO NEEDS TO BE UNDER THE MOTHERHEADS WING. 
lT NEEDS TO COLOCATED WIR HEADQUARTEX3 WHERE A WATCHFUL EYE CAN 
MONITOR THEIR ACTIONS. 

IF THIS C0NTNJF.S; THEN THERE WILL, BE A RIOT ONE DAY. NO ONE BELIEVES 
THE OUl'RICiHT PRELECl'ION/P- .TREAT BEIN0 DISPLAYED AT 
DCMDW. 

SIR, YOU NEED TO TAKE AN INDEPTH LOOK AT WHAT IS HAPPENING OUT HERE. 
YOUR WONDEWTL DCMDW SELF ASSESSMENT IS A FARCE UNLESS SOMEONE 
FROM 
THE DC HEADQUARTERS LOOKS lIUT.0 THE MA- MORE FULLY. 

SIR, YOU MUST GET INVOLVED MORE INDEPTH AND HAW THAT OFFICE 
INVESTIGATED. GOOD PEOPLE DON'T GET CREDlTED FOR THEIR WORK. YOU 
HAVE GS-12's WHO DO GS 3 WORK (MS. SUE WHTI'AKER). GOD, WOULDN'T MANY 
OF US LOVE TO JUST BLOW STEAM AND PLAY MR. FIXlT AND LOOK LIKE A 
PLUMBER WHEN IN llEAUW WE SHOULD BE LOOKING LME PROFESSIONALS; 
ESPECIAUY ATTHE GS 9/11 AND 12 LEVELS. 
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20,1995 
J0;h H. Crnlcdy 

1 709 Triangle Ave 
cDt-landn. t;I, 3 2806 

Defense Rase Closing 
aaJ 
Realignment G~mnGssim 
1705 N. Mime St. 
Arlingtcm, VA. 2 2 209 

Dear Sir: 

I am writ+ to inquire abut the possible uses of the rrnfitary basta which were 

closed and appropriate persons to contact about the future direction of hek uses. 

I have a prqram in the deve~opment d training program in Environmental Elmhh 
which is before the tJnited Nations Secretary General, has the interst. of I%esidmt Clinton, and 
under active consideration for use in Afghanistan and the Ukraine. 

The history of the efforts to develop this program date back to 19'73 when I was 

assigncd to the 1J.N.- W.14.O. a d  given a post in Afghanistan, E was also given executiv~ 
privilege ficnn thc; office of the U.S. Presiclrmt to participate in the h t e  activititis betwm the 
USSR and the United States. What evolved was the development of the training program in 
environmental health as a basis of establishment of a system of U.N. Intemtional Training 
Centers. 

I retumcd to the United States and develqxd a serics of tieid demonstrations of 
portions of the proposed program which werz carried into Russia awl installed 21s an active field 
level program in 1983, Additional devekyment of the field dewmtr.ation,c, here in the U.S. 
&fa14 at later dates ability of the program to improve the qm~ticml  efficicwies of 
g o v m t a l  agencies in excess of 18 94 [ U.S. Post m~ 1 wMc f t r h i a g  a Unicm spc~m{xsJ 
national level workplace k l t h  and safety prr,watn by the same wmkers. 

The proposal before the United Nations is for the cadre of this International 
Training Center system to be done with m the U.S.. The cqxrations center for this training effort I 
had hoped could be placed m Mtrrylsnd and I noted that Fort Dt:txick was on the list of ctosmg 

installations. 
I would like specfie information d who to ccmW fitere or the ~epresentative , 

agency determining its' future use. 



%me was a special request for trainbg the general fcc11s ofthis training 
proposal. A colleague ikom thf: W.H. 0. Basic Health Services lean in Afghanistan was fkom 
Russia [ USSR 1, the Ukraine. 

The prograin's proven ability to increase the operational efiicimies of gotemmental 
agencies was felt need& w i t h  the nuc1tx.r genaatlon system of the 1.J.S.S.R ... 

There was a furrrrsl request f~w such traiui3q ma& at thd time. 
Hbwever sadly it has been years until tf#: program has ~cac,hed this in 

development were the request wuld be acted on.. 
It is my uadmtandq that actual nuclear o-timl pmonnel's training is dcme 

um&r the auspices of the military in both countries. The Envir0nn1enki.l Health P r c v ' s  
interaction is routine environq monitoring fix faulty practices, emmissic~ns, safety in transport, and 
diqmal of waste, as kvell as disaster support. 

I am seeking a second Iwtion at a closing or closed military base -which could be 
considered for such specitic trainkg of Nuclear heration operations ~>ersonnel. I would like the 
address of any su& facility in Mass. as Harvard is the most likely fcwrual educatinnal entity 
involved with such a propm. 

I have included copies of my Iettm to tht: UNlUP in the Ukraine, with their 
notation of receipt, the reply of one cf the various governments in afghanistan, the government of 
Bolivia and the evaluation of the program by the United Naticms Institute I'm Training and 
Research [ UNlTARS 1. 

Thanking you fa your time and convideration. 



I 
I Slam Xritov, 03:36 PM 5/10/95, Re: training program 2, 1 
Retrrrn-Fa th: <sc3orp[4of f j  ce. u n .  kj ev. ua> 
D a t l e :  Wed, 1 0  May 1 9 9 5  i 5 : 3 6 : 0 0  +(I300 (EET PST) 
Fr 2m: Slava K r i  tov <scorp@un. kiev. ua> 
X-3ender: scorp@offlce.un.kiuv.ua 
To : 'John Carrnody <carrnodyj @ innet. corn> 
Si~~ject: Re: training program 
Kerurn-Receipt-To: scorp@un.kiev.ua 

E l i  ! 
Thlnx f o r  the remark - we had a f e w  h a l l d a y s  o u t  h e r e  ; )  
I ' fe f rwarded materials to MI. Brctwne ( hrowr~e@un.  k i e v .  ua ) - Res .Rep 
in 
Ukraine and to M r .  Llsovich ( Ilsovlch@un. k~ ev.ua } - his deputy .  
U n E o r t u n a t e i y  they're both absent f l o m  the o f f i c e  f o r  a week. 

B e s t  
S I. ava 

j Printed for carwndyj@imet. cam (John Carmody) 
L- - - - . I - - - - - - - .  - -  - - - - -. .-. -- -- -- I, I 
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com~nurdo@un.kiev.ua, 07:1E( M 5/10/95, training pxogram - 1 ] E- 
Tc : commando@un. kiev. ua 
Fx om:  carrnody j @innet. .  corn ( J o h n  Car~rtocly) 
Sr,bj ect : t r a i n i n g  prog.ram 

Dr ar Commando : 

I have been t r y i n g  to r e a c h  registry@un.kei.v.ua Apparently no 
or~.e is "minding the store". Can you assist. 

J o h n  Carmorly 

D'I te : Wed, 10 May 1 9 9 5  0 5 : 2 8 : % 1  10300 
F _om: M a i l  P e l  i v e r y  S ? & , s y s t e m  [MAILER-nAEMON@Sicpa. ICT*IP. Lviv.lJF] 
S r h j e c t :  Returned m a i l :  warn ing:  c a n n o t  send m e s s a g e  f u r  I day 

T 2 i s  is a MIME-encapsulated message 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
srsr T H I S  I S  A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY *+ 
** YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEME YOUR MESSAGE ** 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

The o r i g i n a l  message w a s  received a t  Tue, 9 Miiy 199.5 05:26:07 to300  
iron m a i l y 2 . p r o c i i g y . c n m  [ 1 9 2 . 2 0 7 . 1 0 5 . 4 1 ]  

----- T h e  following addresses had delivery probl.ema ----- 
ireyistr y@un. kiev.ua> (transient f a i l u r e )  

----- Transcript of session follows ----- 
registry@un, k i e v .  ua> . . . nefor rad :  C o n n e c t j  on t i m e c i  out wi th 

' c l g r ~ ~ . r a d i l .  iciev.ua. 
W a r n i n g :  m e s s a g e  still undelivereci  after 1 day 
6 1 i l l  keep trying until mossage is I week oZcl 

----- Or ig ina l  m e s s a g e  f a l L o w s  ----- 

i e t u r n - P a t h :  CVRG04A@rnail.p1odigy.com 
ioceived: from rnaily2.procliyy.com (maily2.proclic~y.cum 
[l92.207.105.411 ) by Sigma.:CMI-'.i,viv.TJA {S .C i .O /S .  3 )  wi.t-h ZSMTP i-d 
FHT4.04207; Tue, 9 May 1 9 9 5  05:26:(37 +0200 
Zeceived: from maii .prodigy.c!>m ( r n a i l . ~ r o d i q y . c u ~  [199.4.137.13]) by 
;naily2.prodigy.com ( 8 . 6 . 1 0 / 8 . 6 . 9 )  w i t h  SMTP id VAA.4163.8 f o r  
< reg i3 t . ry@un.k iev .ua>;  >Ton, 8 May 1995  2 1 : 5 4 : 4 3  -0400 
Date: M r ~ n ,  08  May 1995  21:40 :49  EDT 
From: C\NG04A@prc)ciigy. corn (ME J O H N  H CARMODY) 
X-Mailer : PRUIlIGY Services Compariy Internet mailer tJIM :! .2-342.5 6.1 

____.I_______.__. ______- __I____-. - __ -_ _ -_ _ _  ._ 1 printed for carmaiyj &innet. com ( JO- ~.rmody) 1 1  
_1 



, r- 
- -- - .- r ct--doe-.*i.~.-, 07:la AM S / ~ O / Q S ,  training prop- 

L 
Mc ssaqe-Id: < C ) I 3 . 0 6 3 3 4 9 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 4 ~ @ ~ r o i i i ~ ~ . c u m >  

- 

Slbject  : t r a i n i n g  program i n  Env i ronmen ta l  Hea 1 t h  

- - [ From: john H .  Carrnody * EMC.Ver # 2 . 1 0 P  ] -- 

D E E ~ ~  s i r :  

I have er~clc~sed a copy of materi a 1  s e n t  on 1 -c~  Mr. F e i n h a r i  , 
of the 
U P D P .  I ~ C J  n o t  know l t  h i s  o f f i c e  i:: in-country f o r  Ukraine a n d  have 
e rc losed  t h i s  second fo r  t h i s  UNDF,  I l k r a l n e  o f f i c e .  I a m  ir,terested 
i r  
r c c e i v i n q  your corncents 
f r o m  f i e i d  level .  

John H .  Carmody 

John H .  Carmndy 

c; rmocty j @ i n n e  t . corn. 7-is 

D c a r  M r .  Reinhart: 

I a m  w r i t i n g  concerrl irrg a program w b i c l l  i s  1)efore t h e  i 3 . N .  
Secretary 
G e n e r a l ,  WHO Geneva, has t h e  i n t e r e s t  o t  P r e s i d e n t  CLint.on, h a s  t h e  
31 pport of International and local Islam, and is c u l - r e n t 1  y s e c u ~ i n g  
t.t e 
f c ~ m a l  s uppor t  of the V a t i c a n .  A secor~d  e f f o r t  seek.i.ng forn .a l  
a1 proval 
i: underway .in t h e  PI o t e s t a n t  part i-on af the Chr i s t .~ . an  fai th as well . 
Tk e Pr.)pe w i l l  be a d d r e s s i n g  t h e  1I .N .  General Assernk~ly  a b c ~ u t  
d c v e l o p m e r l t a i  p r o g r a m s  suppuzted b y  s u c h  a s y s t e m  i n  Oct. c f  t h i s  
yc ax. 

The program cxrncerrls the e s t a k ~ l i s h r n e n t  of  a ser ies  c ~ f  IT. N. 
I r  t e r r ~ a t i o n a l  T r a  i n i n q  C e n t e r s  from a n  f o u n d a t i o n a l  f o c u s  c- f 
Firvironmental H e a l t h .  My pr imary  area of: e x p e r t i s o  1.3 i n  the state 
ar d 
11- c a l  governmental level ,q wi t h i  11 t h e  functj.orls of  Envi . r r )~mn~erl taL 
H e a l t h .  
T k a t  i s  the primary level in te r face  f o r  t h e  y c n e r a l  prograr itsclt. 

A brief  Lack y ~ c ~ u r l d  of t h e  prclgram e f fo r t s :  

I n  1964-196G 5 recolved my f l o l d  t r a i r i l  ny i n  Envlrc.nmontal 
- -- - - - - - -- -- - - -- - -- .- - - - - - A r Printed for cis-dyf @innet.  corn (John C-dy) 
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H ~ a l t h  v i a  
tt e ?farylanct S t ake  P u k ~ l i c  H e a l t h  prctgrarn, i i - j  t h e  Ct~t~nty-StdLee sys t2w .  
During t h i s  p e r i o d  t h e  Environmental  H e a l t h  PI-oqram was 
cc,ncept.ua lized 
f r o m  t h e  t h e n  e x i s t i n g  Fuh1.i c Heal th  Sanitation pros-rams of  bo th  
S t a t e  
a n d  Natlonal [USPHS] level s . The p ~ o q r a m  suppor t  a c t i v i t i e s  d e f i n e d  
a n d  created t h e  EPA and r t s t  proqrams,  a t  n a t l o n a l  level  d u r i n g  t h i s  
i n t e r v a l  a s  we1. l .  

There was a s e r i o u s  l o c a l  i n s u z g e r ~ c v  d u r i n g  t h i s  i n t e r v a l  i n  
t h 3  
Kat-yland wes te rn  areas, i n  w1hich t f l ~ s  env i r c~nmen ia !  h e a l t h  pol-tiort of- 
th-2 local g o v e r ~ m t e n t a l  t 3 program c a r r i  ed anti ma i r i t a i r ~ e c l  t.he f a c  t o l s  
of 
po2nla t ion  s t a b i l i t y  u n t i l  t h e  diffi_cr;l t ies cotrcc: t ion p e r m i t t e d  
n (3 I-ma 1 
ycj ~ e r n m e n t a i  f t ~ n c t j  on t o  brre rs -es takl l i  shecl  frc.,rn s t a t e  ant1 rmt i  anal 
l e ~ e l s .  That  success b r o u q h t  n a t i o n a l  l e v e l ' s  notice t o  this specit-ic 
f o r m  o f  Environmental  H e a l t h  w i t h i n  a t r a d l t i c j n a l l y  s o c i e t y  ovulvod 
f r  Irn 3 " f ree  individual" c r ~ l t u r a l  s t r u c t u r e .  

I n  1968-1972, t h i s  Environmentai  Hea l th  Progr :am w a s  asked to 
a d d r e s s  
thi: f a c t o r s  o f  C u l t r ~ r a l  t .3ransition from t_.rad.i t i  onal. rul-al. c r r l  t r r ~ : a  t-o 
cr%.at.ing an  urklan c u . i . t u r a i  s t ruc -Lure .  The si l-e u f  t!3is w o x k  w a s  
wi lh in  
Orange County, F1 [ Urlando ] some 1000 m i l e s  from t.hs or ig i ina l  
p r ~  )gramr s success. The m a i n  f e a t u r e s  caus  i.ng t h e  need of r ~ r t ~ a n i  za t.i  or1 
adiipticjnz f o r  t h e  area w e r e  t h e  advent of t h e  l a r g e  c_tefen,se pl.ant [ 
M a  - t i n ' s  3 and t h e  Gait Disney Worlii. The p o p u l a t i o ~ ~  view-point3  ts 
we.. l  35 t h e  t r a d i - t i o n a l  f o u n d a t i o n  frzr S t a t e  and l o c a l  gc,ver:nrncnta! 
~ 7 r ~ y a n . i  zatic-)n:; were from . t he  1)ri.o~- s.1ave.r~ syat-ems a n d  pS-ant;~t . i . i )n 
pa' t e r n s  of c u l t u r a l  s t . r u c t u r e .  

For m y  f o u r  y e a r ' s  c ~ f  e f t o r t s  h e r e  in Central Florida in 
re a t i o n  t o  
k~ot h t-he program use i r r  Envirorlmental H e a l t h  p r r ~ g r a n ~ ~ s  a t  l o c a l  ].eve1 
an(-\ t h e  f e a t u r e  of  its ' successful i n t e r a c t i o n  i n  e s t a b l i s h a d  
go\-ernmental l e v e l s  from a p r i o r  s l a v e r y  sys tem,  I was u i v e n  a  f i e l d  
c:or;lrnission t-o t.he World flea3 t.h O r g a n i z a t i o n  a n d  assicjned t.o a post i n  
A f c  h a r ~ i s t a r l .  

I w a s  g i v e n  a n  a c t i v e  ass iqnment  i n  t h e  D e n t - e  a c t i v i t i e s  
between t h e  
\ I . ; .  a nd  R u s s ~ a  as w e l l  the d u t i e s  t o  provide t h e  prcqram of 
En\ i ~ o n m e n t a l  Health for A f g h a n i s t a n .  

The program o f  t h e  1 2 . N .  International T r a i n i n g  C c n t e r s  w a s  
Jeb e loped 
i n  answer t r l  h o t h  t h e s e  ass igned duties. 

Simply p u t ,  7: developed three PI lncipals of ~ ~ n p c l a  t ~ ~ n  
modlficatiun t o  
-- -- -- - - - - -- -- - - I ~>=ir~t=d for c-dyjei met. corn (soh ca-dyl 3 i 
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a l s i s t  i n  t h a  improvement of  t h e  g e n e r a l  p o p u l a t i o n  quality l i f e ,  
13 

wi- i l e  
m a i n t a i n i n g  p o p u l a t i o n  s t a b i l i t y  d u r i n g  t h e  m a  j o s  res t r u c t u r i r ~ g  
l i k e l y  
tc o c c u r  I n  t h e  U . S . S . F . ;  from t h e  focrrs of a n  U.N. I r l t e rna t ionaf  
T r a i n i n g  C e n t e r s  b e i n g  l o c a t e d  1.n Afghanistan. The v a l u e  n L  t h e  
programs deve loped  w i t h i n  t h e  Model of  t h e  U . N .  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  
'Tra in ing 
C e n t e r s ,  t o  b o t h  Russia and t h e  U . S .  were to provide the i n c c ? n t ~ v e s  
in r 
the a c t u a l  fund ing  of t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  of the U . N .  T r a i n i n q  C e n t e r ,  
t h e r e  i n  A f c ~ h a n i s t a n .  Then, t h e s e  monies weru t o  prclvicte t h e  uconomic 
resources f o r  the devel oprnentaj programs for A f g h a n i  stan and  l a t e r  
t h -  
regic=.n i t s e i  f . ., 

The developmenta l  a c t i v i t i e s  p r o d r ~ c e d  t h r e e  m a i n  e t f o ~ - t s  
w h i c h  t h e  
IJSSR used.  

F i r s t  was: " t h e  democra t i .za t ion  of  the gerlcral p o p u l a t i o n "  

Second " t h e  church  as a v i a b l e  s o c i a l  i n s t i t u t i o n "  

Thisd " t h e  economics of a s m a l l  p r o f i  t 

When t h e s e  w e r e  produced,  I w a s  r e q u e s t e d  p e r s o n a l l y  b y  t h e  
1J5.;Rt s 
r e j i o n a l  Nuclear  g e n e r a t i o n  D i r e c t o r  to d e v e l o p  t r a i n i n g  f o r  t h e i r  
U f i 8 ; R ' s  R u s s i a  ] personnel . .  Tt h a s  been a c l i f f i c u l t  recquest t o  f i l l .  
I 
dict n o t  u n d e r s t a n d  i t  a t  t h a t  t ime .  

I r e tu rnec i  to the 1J .S .  t o  de- rel lop t h e  g e n e r a l  t l a i n i n y  r ~ f  t h ~ *  
cacire 
f u -  the U . N .  T r a i n i n g  Cen te r  ~ t s e l f .  I t  i s  e::pected t h a t  t h a  g c l n ~ r a l  
ca( lre  training w o u l d  be g i v e n  to the Nuclear  g e n e r a t i o n  per:;onnel i n  
En7rironmental  H e a l t h  for  t h e  USSR  participant.^ as w e l l  as t h e i r  
s p l s c i a l i z e d  s t u d l e s  proqrams s p e c i f i c  f o r  rlrrclear g e n e r a t i o n .  The 
ru::sian doctor r n  the  WHO, Basic h e a l t h  Services term i n  Kabul had 
a t  anged f o r  t h o  formal. r e q u e s t  f o r  t r a i n i n g  w h i l e  [ was i n  
a f ( r h a n i s t a n .  

1 s t r u c t u r e d  t h e  proyram and by  1 9 1 6  i t  w a s  ready,  i n  1978  
t h t :  USSR 
p ~ l i ) l i c l y  announced i t  ' 3 rezt ructure of church w i t h i n  the 1JS.W and  
Ru::sia.  I n  1978  I informed WHO-EKRO t h a r  t h e  proqram w a s  re;tdy. I n  
l.9 ' 9  
T h e  r e g i o n a l  D i r e c t o r  o f  WHO-Em0 t r i e d  t o  formally d e s t r o y  t-.he 
pr( 'gram 
a n ~ l  i n  d o i n g  s o  o r d e r e d  t h e  d e s t - r u c t i o n  of  t h e  Islamic a n d  C h r i s t i a n  
r e j i g i o n s  as  w e l l .  

I Printed for caxmodyj @innet. corn (John Camody) 
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E g p t  was jumping from Russ ian  f o r e i g n  AJD t o  t h e  F u r s e s  o f  

C I  e USAID. 
WRO-EMRO i s  i n  A l e x a n d r i a ,  Egypt. The e f f o r t  t o  form an I s l a m i c  
ccmmonwaalth in t h a  afghanistan area a l s o  threaten t h e  greater 
Egypt-ian 
c o n t c o l  of t h e  I s l a m i c  a n d  A r a b  w o r l d .  

There was a e f f o r t  at t h e  formal  des t ruc t io r .  of the prnqram 
i.n 1979  by 
WH3-EMRO R . D .  which w a s  immedia te ly  foilowed k~y t h e  s h o o t i n g  c1-f the 
A f g h a n i s t a n  P r e s i d e n t ,  t h e  d e s t r u c t i o n  o f  the government,  a n d  
d a  ve loped 
i n t o  t.he t w e n t y  years  of c i v i l  whlch h a s  fo l lowed .  

Because of D e n t e ' s  p o r t i o n  o f  program a c t i v i t i e s ,  i n  which I 
h a i  acted 
i n  t h e  name o f  t h e  O f f i c e  13f t.he U . S .  Pres ic ient ,  [ f o r  which I had 
he --? r1 

gi ~ e r l  E x e c u t i v e  P r i v i l e g e  o f  t h a t  o f f i c e  I ,  i n  1 9 8 1  1 started t o  
r e ~ ~ u ~ l d  t h e  program. The program i s  desiynad to provlde direct 
he ~ e f i t s  
t o  a l l  t h e  par t ies  [ couritries ] i n v o l v e d  in t.he clevelc~pmen t a l  
e f f o r t s  
bo-.h suppl ing and rece iv inq  t h e s e  values.  

These benef i ts  f o r  t h e  American p o p u l a t i o n  w a r e  wished a a  
we 1 as  
those s u p p l i e d  t o  t h e  USSR. 

By 1983,  I had the support  of U . S .  S e n a t o r s  P a t e r i c k  
Mo~rnihan, Vice 
C h i r m s n  of t h e  S e n a t e  I n t e l l i g e n c e  Curnrnittee arid t h e n  U . S .  S e n a t o r  
Lawton C h i l e s ,  chairnan of t he  Sena te  budqet Cornmittlee. 

Afghanistan w a s  i n  1-cj ta l  chaos i n  1983 arid t-!>e peacer talks 
h a c '  broken 
dow-n in Geneva. I was given a letter from Senator Chiles office 
s t r .  tiny 
. . . " what ever you [ m y s e l f ]  wr i t e  f r ~ r  these proyram will be s e r i c l u s l y  
co r  s i d e r e d  and a c t i v e l y  pursued".  . . . 

The program became a s s o c i a t e d  with t h e  r lqh t .  of a sclvereign 
n a t i o n  t.o 
c t e  t ermine its ~ w n  c-Jestirry versus the author it-y of an  nnn-e lec t  ed 
c ~ f i i c i a l  a£ a  nor1 governmerital agency t o  d e ~ y  t h o s e  I - i q h t s .  

Regarding the lenyhty Afyhanlstan d i f f i c u l t y ,  conslstcnt 
a v a i l a b i l i  t y  - 
ha: b ~ e n  m a i n t a i n e d  f o r  the  a f g h a n i s t a n  p r ~ r t i  o n  of  tfle c r r i y l r l a l  . - - 
e f f o r t .  2 

-. 
I received no r e p l y  from A f g h a n i s t a n  i n  1983, and s o  

prozet3cied t o  
develop t h e  i n  terrial  por t i o n s  o f  the proposed program fo r  c i i r e c t  
ben3flts it p r o v ~ d e s  the American p o p u l a t i o n .  
I - - - --- -- -- -- . --- - - . -  - ---- 
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There w e r e  t h r e e  f i e l d  tests of  Lhe prop~oseci PrC1glarnts 
cc n c e p t s  w i t h i n  
t-ke U . S .  

The f i i rs t  f i e l d  test c r e a t e d  i n  excess of  1 1 1 2  bi l l - i -on  
d c l l a r s  of new 
economic act iv i - ty ,  some 333 m i l l i o n  i n  new exports, and n 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  
stlowcase of Arrrerican I n d u s t r i e s  akl i l i  ties to prcrvr{le! d r l d  irnprr~ve t h e  
g e n e r a l  p o p u l a t i o n  q u a l i t y  o f  life. 

This f i e l d  a c t i v i t y  w a s  t a k e n  d i r e c t l y  t o  Moscow, Hus3ian and 
i n s t a l l e d  a s  an  a c t l v e  f i e l d  l e v e l  program i n  1964-€5, a s  a n  
a d j i t i o n a l  
p a r t  o f  t h e  Dent= a c t i v i t i e s .  I t  is q u i t e  succes s fu l  t h e z e  as well. 

The second f i e l d  a c t i v i t y  prodrrced increasec ,  p r o d u c t i v i t y  of 
ov'-1r some 
403%,  n e w  economic v a l u e  o f  3-4 b i l l i o n  d o l i a r  s ,  w h i l e  ~ e s t r u c t u ~ i n q  
a 
m a j o r  international i n d u s t r i a l  e n t i t y .  The i n d u s t r i a l  e n t i t y  i n c l u d e d  
th? program pr i .nc ipa l8  o f  environmental heal  t h  wi t h i  11 i t s  ' nanaqerneni  
an  J o p e r a t i o n a l  s t r u c t u r e .  

The t . h i l d  prcxiuced imploved o p e r a t i o n a l  ef f i ciancies 13f  civel- 

16 %.in a 
v e r y  major  governmental  agency w h i l e  procinci nc: a n a t i o n a l  w u r k p l a c e  
h e a l t h  and safety p r c q r a m  by t h e  unions of t h c  s a m e  aycncy. 

These effol- ts  fa r the r  defirled tile p r i n c i p a l s  or  concepts c ~ f  
thl: 
program as  was p rov ided  t h e  USSR: 

a .  t h e  a b i l i t y  or t.he general  pcryulat ion t o  u t i l i z e  t h e  
pr ( )gx a m  

i n f o r m a t i o n  i n  a p o s i t i v e  and successful 
manner . 

b. t h e  a b i l i t y  of t h e  proqram tu addxcss t h e  i n t e r n a l  
di -ficul.tles of 

a s e r i o u s  na t i r re  w i t h i n  a m a j o r  ~ n d u s t r i a l  e n t i t y  of  t h e  
pr  v a t  e sect or ;  by means s a t i s f a c t o r y  to E m t h  t h e  
mariagemen t and its 

erny)lciyees, c o ~ l s i v t e n t  wj t h  t h e  i n t e g  t - i t y  c ~ i  the prcrcj  r -am.  

c. t h e  abiiity of the of thc program to addrcss the internal 

ell f f iculties c ~ f  a m a  j c l r  arjerlcy CJ f t h c ~  cerli. r a l  g ~ ~ i r e r  r t r ( i e r1~  
c a ~ .  sed by t h e  po1ic:ies o f  tha t s a m e  c:er:~:ral qolbre1 nrnent . 

.- -- --- ~ - -.-------.A.w--.- r Printed for carmodyjeinnet. cam (John Cannociy) - -- --- -- I 
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M y  r e a s o n  i n  w r i t i n g  i s  to -,offer b o t h  t h e  qcmera: t.rai n i n g  

program and 
tk e s p e c i a l i z e d  p o r t i o n  f o r  t h e  t r a i n  ~ n g  of the n u c l e a r  gene1 a  t i o n  
personnel t o  t h c  U . N .  Ukraine effort. T h i s  g c n o r a l  proqram could k ~ e  
hr oaden f o r  the e n t i r e  scope of genera! Envi ronmenta l  Ilea l th. 

Because of t h e  p o l l t i c a l  problems incurreid k,y t h e  e q y p t i a n  
a c t i o n s  and 
t k e  s e n ~ i . ~ j . v i t y  a €  t h e  midclie-east,  1 had n o t  d f o r m a l  pc-jsi t - i  on or 
f i l r m a l  governmental f1ind3ng to develop !.his prclyram. I cteveloped tlie 
program e t f o r t s  u t i l i z i ~ g  a wes te rn  f o r m  of  t h e  Ganclhi c o n c e p t .  I 
funded  t h a  procjramfs development and m y s e l f  v i a  t h e  positlon of 
tcnporary day laborex. 

T h i s  also was t o  p r e v e n t  ruy s imply  J i r e c t i n q -  t h e  s u c c e s s  o f  
t l i z  field 
t e s t s ,  o r i  cjina1l.y t o  s a t i s f y  t h e  a f g h a n i s t a n  gc>vernn;ent, and l a t e r  
af:.err t h e  E g y p t i a n  a c t i o n ,  i t  was necessary to mainta i r t  the Dente 
b e t w e e n  t-he U.S. and R u s s i a .  

The v a l u e  of t h e  proyram i t s e l f  had t o  ma in ta ined  a s  t h e  
h o w r  of 
th? Of f i  ce c ~ f  the  U . S .  E'r.esiclent was invo1vc:d. 

Fillldinq : 
I m a y  have the i n t e r e s t  o f  t h e  Witaker  f o u n d a t i o n  because  of  

t h ( ?  
o c c u p a t i o n a l  h e a l t h  a s p e c t s  of  t-he program. They have some '172 
m i  l i o n  
wh c h  m u s t  he s p e n t  i.n t.he general. alrea of medical bioengineering. 
Thf  : 
WOJ k p l a c e  and i t s  a c t i v i t i e s  produce  t h e  b i g y e s t  c a u : s a t i v e  need of 
biclenqineering.  

The Witaker  F(-~ur~cia t ic) r i  i s  interested i n  the t l t i l i z a t i . u n  of 
t I - ,c> 
knc~wledye that the p o r t i o n  of e ~ p e d ~ t u r e s  f o r  p u r e  r e s e a r c h  produces 
l= io1 a d a p t a t i o n s  [ i n  occ=upati.onal h e a l t h  workplace iny3rovements and 

f o r  
FOX-erty e l i m i n a t i o n  ] for  t h e  q e n e r a i  p o p u l a t i o n  of the U . S  and 
Car  ada 
c u r r e n t l y .  

1 have d e s i g n e d  t h e  g e n e r a l  p rog ram of t r a i n i n q  f o r  t h e  
selected 
fore ign  s t u d e n t s  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  cadre of t h e  U . N .  p roposed program; 
to 
be within a p o r t i o n  of t h e  i n d u s t r i a l  s t r u c t u r e  of the U . S .  a t  b a s i c  
l e v e l s .  

Inclrrdecf a s  well are  t h e  g e n e r a l  governmental  func t - lons  
whlzh s u p p o r t  
Fu t~Lic  H e a l t h ' ,  E n v i ~ o n m e n t a l  H e a l t h  p o l t i o n  w i t h i n  crqanizeci  
wor kplace  

-_--I_ _ _--- I _ _ _ __I_ _ . _ _- _ _  ____ 
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a c : t i v i t e s  of i n d u s t r y  and governmental agaenc~es . 
T k e  Uniteci S t a t e s  governmental USPHS types of  t ra in - inq  a r e  t h e  
f ~ n c t i o n s  o f  o t h e r  proyrams. T h i s  p r  ocjrarrt a ~ d r e s s c i s  r e y i o n s l ,  State, 
axd l o c a l  l e v e l s  

The proposed proqram's t r a i n i n g  a c t i v i t i e s ,  of  f o r e i q n  
s t u d e n t s  w i t h i n  
t h e  U . S .  I n d u s t r i a l  s e c t o r ,  producss a recovery system of  cardboard, 
w h i c h  can amount to some t w e n t y - f i v e  b i l l i o n  y e a r l y  i n  the 1J.S. .  
These 
funds  aEu t o  be placed i n  trust and those earnincjs ~ ~ t i l i z e d  to pay 
fo r 
the health c a r e  of americarr economically d i z a d v a n t a g e d .  

This part of the program has the formal interest of President 
Cl i - n t o n .  

The e f f o r t  i s  t o  d i s p l a y  t h e  va lue  of  the t r a i n i n g  s r o q r a m  t o  
t h ?  
popul-at ion directly and a s  an express ion  of t h a n k s  by the fo re ign  
z t l d e n t z  t o  Ameri-ca fur the t r a i n i n g ,  by u t i l i z a t i o n  of the k~~owleclge  
sul'plied them. 

A second reason i n  w r i t i n g  i s  t h a t  I no ted  t h a t  y o u r  present  
re::Our ces 
arc: from EPA. Without t h e  e s t a b l i s h e d  suppor t  a t  t h e  l e v e l s  of 
enlrironmental health denoted i n  t h e  program proposal, t h e i r  LEPA : 
prctgrams g e n e r a l l y  t a i l .  Within t h e  geographical  a r ea  of t h e  f i e l d  
te :  ts, OSHA's programs had a l r e a d y  f a i l e d  b a d l y .  After  t h e  success o f  
thct program, they [ OSHA ] acknowledged  hey knew t h e  probl~:ms 
ex] s ted  
k,ut w e r e  rlnable to do anyth-ing about t h e m .  

S ince  t hen ,  t h e  proposed program has been w3thdrawr f r c ~ m  
i n t e r a c t i o n  
w i t h  t h e  major yovsrnmantal agency of t h e  c e n t r a l  government; t h o  
operational e f f i c i e n c i e s  a r e  falling hack to the level of being one 
of 
t h e  worst i n  t h e  n a t i o n  aga in .  

We have also t h e  review o f  UNITARS act j-nq c h i e f ,  o f  t h i s  
p r o g r a m  
prc~posa l  s t a t i n q  t h a t  i t  provicIes a  ma jo r  need of  t h e  popula t ion  but 
1s 
heyrjnd UNITARS competence t o  provide it. 

A s  f o r  the nuclear  t r a i n i n g  of t h e  Ukraine nuclear qane ra t ion  
per3onne l ,  we have a closinq M i l i t a r y  b a s e  with a new nuclear 
gena-.ration school already b;rild and i n  p l a c e .  - - 

W e  have t h e  proposal  before t he  k ~ a s e  c l o s i n g  committee and 
the EJ.  S . 
P r e : ~ i d e n t .  We have Dr. Vons t i l e  who i s  an envi runs e x p e r t  £I(-~rn three 
- -- - - 
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m l e  i s l a n d  nlrcl-ear pr-oblem and is a v a i l a b j e  t o  d i s ~ u 3 3  c r ea t j r l g  t h e  
s l l ec i  f ic t r a i n i n g  neecied. The church  rn iss iuns  people j u s t  
h~ ought  t w o  
Rt:ssian [ u k r a i n e  d o c t o r s  t o  t h i s  a r e a  [' Orlando 1 .  The husband has 
d j rec t  experience with t h e  Nuclear  Generation problem and worked at 
tl e 
ncclear accident s i t e  t h e r e  i n  t h e  Ukraine .  H i s  w i f e ,  t h e  2:econd 
d~ ctor 
is concerned b e c a u s e  t h e i r  c h i l d  h a s  been b a d l y  damage by  r a d i a t i o n  
f r o m  t h e  a c c i d e n t .  

I n  a d d i t i o n  here we have the in fo rmal  suppc, r t  of  the s t a t e ' s  
n r ~ s l e a  r 
replati-on and sllpportiny a g e n c i e s  ( ~ f  Pub1j.c H e a l  tb f(-,u_ t h e i r  
p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  such t r a i n i n g  e f f o r t  b a s e d  a t  the c l o s i n q  m i l i t a r y  
ba?e i n  Orlando. 

My r c ~ l e  i s  as an U.N.-WHO expert ,  i r t f v r m a l  as i t  m a y  he ,  T arrr 
no - 
a l - o w e d  t o  s i m p l y  w r i t e  t h e  program. 1: may i a c i l i t a t o  i t s  devuLopment 
hor~ever . 

For t h e  t r a i n i n q  r e l a t e d  envirc-nmental hea l t .7  p e r s o n n e l ,  
thc,re i s  a 
forrr s t a g e  general  t r  a i  n i n g  program, w i t h i n  f o u r  cjeographi cal ar-cas 
o f 
the U . S .  which has  been de f ined .  T h e  fifth t r d in i r l g  area i s  e x t e r n a l  
t o  
the U . S . ,  to be determined a s  needed, will he utili zed to gage t h e  
level the t r a i n i n g  i s  successful i n  t h e  s t u d e n t  c;arrdi.dateu ky f i e l d  
p r a c t i c e .  

Since I have no formal p o s i t i o n  s t i l l ,  i n  t h i s  e f f o r t ,  you 
c a n  
v a l i d a t e  t h i s  with [J.S. Sena tor  G r a h a m ,  U . S .  S e n a t o r  Moynihan, 
Conjrussman McCollun. You can  c o n t a c t  N e i l  Boyar,  c t i r o c t o r  of  
I n t  3 r n a t i o n a l  agency f o r  lied3 ih and Transpor t -a t ion U .  S . Stat 1s Dept . 
of 
S t a z e  i n  D . C . .  That  o f f i c e  p r o v i d e s  t h e  U.N. budqet  from t h e  U . S .  
CJOV~? rnment . 

Yorr corrld c o n t a c t  D r .  Kochi, WHO Geneva, who s e r v e d  rlri t h  m e  
i 11 
a f g ! l a n i s t a n  and r ede f ined  t h e  proqram f r o m  b e i n g  f o r  o n l y  
Af y l ~ a n i s t a n ,  
t o  k)eing f o r  a f q h a n i s t a n  and o t h e r  countries in Sept 1993.  

T h e ~ e  is a A. Charlea Rutledye, cc>unl:ry prc,jects o f f i c e r  f o ~  
Cent r a l  
and Sou th  America, FAD, Rome. You c a n  c o n t a c t  the  IIN S e c r e t a r y  
Gent ra 1 
a s  be l l .  

The program F ; K C ~ F ) C J S ~ ~  i s  no t  offered as a so lu t . lon  f o r  evary  
,-- -- - -- - -- --- --- 

[ Printed for caxzmdyf @innet. cam (John Carmody) 
L_ -- 9 1  

-..- ----I-- J 



---- 7 
colllaurdo@un.kiev.ua, 07:18 AM 5/10/95, training program i- - i 

p -ohlem. 
F c i r t i c i p a t i o r l  is by i n v i t a t i o n  v n l y  arid i s  a f~irrctil :~n c - ~ f  earned 
r-  g h t .  

7: w i ~ u l d  need at a minimum, a letter of poss ib le  i n t e r a s t  to 
start the 
frnding considerations for program preparations. 

T h e r e  is a Itinerary ready to visit the s i tes  and  
cc in t  r i b u t i r r q  
a g s n c i e s  v f  the general and this specif ic  program pcttion i f  that 
wo lid 
help in any decision. Funding for travel may k ~ c  available f r o m  USIS'S 
f o r e r g z ~  visitors proqram 

John H. Carmocriy R. S. 

formerly AFGH 3001 
AFGH 4001  

Th4: proposed program code name is " the F i r e f o x  " 

-------- Original message header follows -------- 
>From <> Tue May 0 9  22:27:12 1995 [ F I N  3.2-342.561 
Rec2ived: frnrn Siyma.TCMP.Lviv.UA {Sigma.TCMP.Lviv.UP 
[193.124.228.32] ) by inetgare.prodiqy.com (8.6. iO/8.6.9) w i t h  ES??TP 
i d  @AM0377 f o r  <CVNGD..IA@mail.prodigy. corn>; Tuc, 9 May 1995 2 2 : 2 E :  52 
- 0 4  '10 
R e c  :ived: fsom l o c a l h o s t  { l o c a l h o s t  1 by Sigma. ICMP. 1 ,v - i~ .  UP. 
( 8 .  ̂ J . 8 / 8 . 3 )  w i t h  i n t e r n a l  I r i  FAA3.2545; W e d ,  1 0  May 1 9 9 5  0 5 : 2 8 : 2 1  
+031)0 
D a t e :  Wed, 10 May 1995 Q5:28:21. t 0 3 0 0  
Fro r~ :  Mail Delivery S1~1:system <M7%ILER-SsAEMC>N@Sipa. TCMP. L v i v ,  lJk> 

Sub e c t :  Returned m a i l :  w a r n i n q :  canrlot  s e n d  message Eor 1 c lay  
E"ics:*age-Id: <l995051002%8. E M Z 2 5 4 5 @ S i q ~ ~ .  ICMP. Llviv. iJIC> 
To: <CVNG04A@mai l . prodi qy . corn> 
~MI;:-Versic_lrl: 1 . 0  
Cont en t -Type :  mu l t i pa r  t / m i x e c i ;  
bourdary="FAA22545.80OOf2Cf01/.5;~gn~a. 1CM13.Lvl-v.LiAn 

-------------- End o f  message --------------- 

- -. - -- -- -- .- 

Printed for canndyj@lnnat. can (John Carmody) 
.- . .- - ---- - - 





B~B-GRAHAM 
-4 FLORIDA 

,f * 

Bnited States Senate 
WASHINGTON, DC 205 10-0903 

July 16, 1992 

Mr. John H. Carmody 
1709 Triangle Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32806 

Dear John : 

Tllank p u  for ta]:in,- tin; v ; r i t c  -22 rcqncst m-: is-' - + - - m m n  
1 -2-2 Ld"&.... 

with contacting the United States Mission to the United 
Nations. 

I have forwarded your correspondonce tc the appropriate 
officials for review. I am confident that a direct response 
will be provided to you as- soon as possible. 

Please know my staff and I stand ready to assist you rrith 
other issues in which federal guide:ines or potential f~:deral 
policy applies. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely, , 

United Sta tes  Senator 



21 April 1993 

Dear Mr. Carmody, 

I am pleased to acknowledge receipt of your letter (and 
attachments) of 29 March 1993, addressed to the Secretary General 
of the United Nations. 

While appreciating your efforts in providing assistance to the 
people of Afghanistan, we regret of not being able to pursue your 
proposal as long as we have not been officially requested to do so 
hy the Afghan authorities concerned. 

Yours sincerely, 

Krishan G. SJ,,&~ 2 

-tor 
Regional Bureau for Asia and the Pacific 

John H. Carmody 
1709 Triangle Ave. 
Orlando, FL 32806 

. . 

One United Nahons Plaza New York, NY 10017 Blephone: (212) 906 5000. Cable UNDEYPRO NEWYORI 



* 
W O R L D  H E A L T H  O R G A N I Z A T I O N  ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA SANTE 

L 

Teldphone Central/Exchange: 791.21.1 1 

Direct: 791 2 6 7 5  

In reply please refer to : 

Pricre de rappeler la r6fCrence: 
PDC 4.3 

Mr John H. Carmody 
1709 Triangle Ave. 
Orlando 
Florida 32806 
USA 

17 September 1993 

Dear Mr Carmody, 

Thank you for sending us your ambitious proposal for development of a 
training programme in environmental health for use in Afghanistan and other 
developing countries. We commend you for your efforts to pursue this 
interesting initiative, but regret that we cannot support your work as we 
have committed all of our training resources for workshops in various regions 
using newly developed WHO modules on "Managing tuberculosis at the district 
level. " 

We wish you the best of luck in your work. 

Yours sincerely, 

C J  
k u b r  A. Kochi 

Programme Manager 
Tuberculosis Programme 



* INSTITUT DES NATIONS UNIES 

c POUR LA FORMATION ET LA RECHERCHE . 
Tklegramme : UNATIONS G E N N E  Palais des Nations 

Tklex : 412962 UNO CH CH-1211 GENWE 10 
SWITZERLAND 

UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE 
FOR TRAINING AND RESEARCH 

2 1 March '1994 

Dear Mr. Carmody, 

The letter of March 4, 1994, which you addressed to Mr. M. Schmidt in New York has 
been forwarded to me. M o w  me fim to congratulate you on your initiative which seems 
to answer a defhite need. 

Unfortunately, your project falls beyond the sphere of competence of UNITAR. 
a 

With a l l  good wishes for the success b$ur undertaking and best reg;ar&. 

Marcel A. Boisard 
Acting Executive Director, UNITAR 

Mr. John H. Carmody 
1709 Triangle Ave. 
Orlando, FL. 32806-3 158 
USA 



EMEAJADA DE BOLIVIA 
WASHINGTON, D.  C . 2 0 0 0 8  

EMBO 500-89 
June 16, 1989 

ML-. John H. Cammdy 
1709 Triangle Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32806 

Dear M r .  canmdy: 

I received through Mr. Edgar Bernal, Counselor of this Embassy, your 
letter and materials about the ' k a h i q  Program for Bwirunmental 
Health Related Professions. This prcgram could be of interest for our 
country due to the lack of kained personnel in this field. 

  or this reason, I ~ ~ l d  like to know if yau could send us ca'npleta 
information about sponsoring institutions of the prugram and mre 
deeply details of it. 

Sincerely. yours. 



Mr. John Carmody 
1709 Triangle Ave., 
Orlando, FL 32806 

EMBASSY OF THE 

ISLAMIC STATE OF AFGHANISTAN 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 

September 4, 1992 

Dear Mr. Carmody : 

I acknowledge receipt of your letter dated the 29th of August, 1992 
requesting acknowledgement of the receipt of your proposal . 

Please be advised that the ~mbassy of the Islamic State of 
Afghanistan acknowledges receipt of the proposal for the 
"Immmedi ate Re1 ief o f  Hunger and Starvation in Afghani Stan". Moreover, 
the proposd has been forwarded to the appropriate office in the 
Islamic State of Afghanistan. 

The Embassy will forward to your attention any response received 
re1 ated to your proposal . 

Si ncerely s e e  
~ b d u l  ~Mfoor  Jawshan 
Mini ster-Counsel or 
Charge d1Affaires A.I. 



June 15, 1995 \ 
Defense Base Closure & Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

RE: Rome Laboratory AFB \ 
In reading the local newspaper we were surprised tc 
Commissioner Rebecca Cox come up with higher closi. 
than Congressman Boeh1ert.s figures. We all know the 
Congressmanes figures are inflated to support his 
arguments. Where did Commissioner Cox get her figures 
calculate the cost? How many items have been included 
her calculation$ that will in reality never be part of 
the closure costs. The grinding of figures is only as g 
as facta used in its assumptions. We are sure if 
Commissioners factors were reviewed one could find many 
items that never should have been given consideration. 
More importantly how does one calculate R&D effort when 
comes to Base closure particularly when such effort can 
combined with similar effort at other research 
establishments. 

Concerned Taxpayers 

cc: Secretary of Air Force 



6553 Fairview Lane 
Rome, NY 13440 
June 13,1995 

Base Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

I am writing to express the viewpoint of a military spouse whose husband is assigned to Rome 
Laboratory, which will remain after base realignment is complete at Griffiss A.FB, Rome I\1Y in 
September 1995. 1 sincerely believe you do all military members, their dependents and the 
Department of Defense a disservice by maintaining small numbers of active duty personnel at 
locations where there is no longer any base support. 

When active duty members are assigned to Rome Laboratory you now place them in the 
situation where they are exposed to some of the following abnormal situations. 

The housing market has been so affected by the realignment that a HAP buy back program has 
been instituted. A smart buyer on a three year tour to the Lab is in no position to buy in this 
market. The market rental rates have skyrocketed beyond reason for a community such as 
Rome where we pay the same rent we get for a similar house in the metropolitan area of 
Washington, D.C. Yet our housing allowance does not compensate us for this disparity. Now, 
that base housing is no longer available families must live in the local community. I do believe 
you would be appalled to see the housing that our enlisted members would be able to afford in 
Rome. Violent crime and drug busts are not unusual in this section of town. In NY we must also 
deal with insults such as, the high cost of utilities and a 8.25% sales tax, which we will now pay 
for essentials we could formerly buy on base for less, and we must live with some of the worst 
weather known. 

Since the base medical facilities will cease operation totally, we find it necessary to use civilian 
health care and file under Champus. We now are in the position of having to buy a Champus 
Supplement policy, at additional expense, as well as pay out of pocket for services not covered 
by these two plans. Again, this is uncompensated expenses for living here. Also, state law 
allows only 3 companies, out of the many, which sell supplemental policies to do business in 
New York. 

Quality of life becomes an issue when you assign personnel of the caliber you desire to work in 
an atmosphere such as Rome Lab. They should be afforded an educationally and culturally rich 
environment in which to live and raise their children not a town with no ammenities. 

I strongly encourage you to consider moving Rome Laboratory from Rome, NY and relocating it 
to an area where the active duty members can be serviced by a viable Air Force Base. If not, 
you should consider civilianizing the entire organization so active duty members and their 
dependents are not penalized for being part of the Air Force's scientific community. The mission 
of Rome Laboratory is not site specific and can be accomplished at virtually any location. 
Rome, New York is in no way necessary for this mission to continue. 

Thank you for taking the time to consider my views. 
* 

L .  i '  

,,-,-A L/L,. \.- ' -<. - L 
T-'% ; I  

lizabdth S. Gibson 



6 CLAY ST. 
P.O. BOX 317 
DANSVILLE, NEW YORK 14437-0317 
16 JUNE 1995 

General Gordon R. Sullivan 
Chief of Staff, United States Army 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310 

OPEN LETTER TO GENERAL SULLIVAN 

General, 
I understand you are in favor of closing most of the Army's Ammunition Depots 

and keeping only 3 open for the resupply of Ammo to the troops along with a very few 

Ammo Ships docked in friendly.ports around the world. 

As you know, Seneca on the East coast and Sierra in the mountains of California 

are the only 2 Ammunition Depots that have a big C-5 Runway right next to the bunkers. 

You say there will be time to interview and hire civilian contractors in time of crisis 

to handle the crises. 

General, I was only an Air Force Captain, am now a Civilian employee of yours at 

Seneca Army Depot, and on the wall next to my desk is a photograph of an intra-theater 

based C-130 buzzing the.ground-with . -- - its-bzck cargo-ramp open.and a parachute load of - .- ' .  - 
supplies that a big parachute has just pulled out of the aircraft skidding safely to a 

stop right behind the front lines where our boys are. The C-130 goes 300 MPH, the U.S. 

based C-5 carries ammo on the C-5/C130 roller pallets to the 130's and travels at 600 

MPH tc the C-130 Airfield. Suppose General, the mean, nasty enemy decides to blow up 

the Ammo ship in that friendly port. Boats can't go overland nor do they go 600 MPH. 

Plus they are sitting ducks to a plane, a missle or a frogman. 

The circumstances that-in my mind causes a dire need for Ammo, is when your, or 

my, or the Ladies down the street Grandsons with rifles in their hands find themselves 

in Somalia and the rebels just blew up their by regulation 15 to 30 day supply of Ammo. 

General, I can't believe your ultimate loyalty is not to that grunt. 

Sincerely, 

cy to: v' Mr. Alan J. Dixon, Chairman, Base Realignment and Closure Complission 

President Clinton 

Letters to the Editor Democrat & Chronicle 



J m  6, 1995 
715 Winged F(,wt Pive 
Aiken, 5t? 29803 

Ctmgmssman Floyd S'nce 
W e  of Representatives 
Kmhington, LC 20515 

I write to you taday to remind you of the critical z-oles that facilities 
1 ocatim a& demcp-arJ,ics play in the ability of the Reserve c~ampnt~nts of our 
Armed Forces to fulfill their missicrns as key elements of the Total Force, and 
the significant effect that decisions of the Ehse Clctsure a d  Realignment 
Capkmixsion (l32C) will have upcn that ability. 

Rs I know yczu llre aware, matem of the Reserve cmpnents are cirfilians 
who are also --time soldiem - soldiers &me dedication, pmfessional 
achievement, and reliability have stood our nation in gocd stead sin,. the 
very beginniw of this nation, atld who m t  recently served superbly in 
Qm-atiom W e r t  Sield, Lksert Starm and subsequent contingencies. Llnlike 
the Active cmponents, kthich freely assign and move their full -time pmonnel 
frm one unit to another, the Reserve cmpnents are constrained by the 
f ~ ~ a ~ i c s  of the pc,pulation centem in ihich their members 1 ive am' worJc 
(iuing their civilian status. Simply put, Reserve units and their facilities 
 rust follow their me&m if they are to be effective. 

As a practical matter, there are limitations on how far reservists might 
ie nasmably asked to cmute regularly to train as unit me&m or 12s 
individual citize~oldiers, sailom and airmen, 7hus, the closing of a local 
A'serve Center or other training facility can have the effect of deny.ing the 
Koaerve components access to highly qua 1 if led, exprienced personnel &o w w  1 d 
otherwise have served, and obviate the need for substantial training 
rraplacement c:c\sts. 

&my fact- are comidered in hse realignment a& cl asure decisiom. 
I ~ c l  uded are mi 1 i tary requirements, casts, environments 1 i s u e s ,  the ecomic 
i~)pct on stinmmding cmunities, and many other issues. I am concerned that 
tke calculaticm of the military value of facilities does not quantify the 
ur ique needs and priorities of the Reserve cmpnents. 

&@asis is being plaeed upn the shared use of facilities. Saring a 
fa :il ity by two or more reserve cmponents or the use of Active cmpc,m?nt 
fazil ities by a Reserve cmpnent can el imimte duplication and thus & cmt- 
ef."ective; however, I caution that there are real 1 imitations to the shared 
use of facilities. It is not mlistic to clase a Resewe facility in an area 
Wt.m a large n m h r  of Reservists reside and expect those Reservists to 
trcvel great distances to train at anuther site. 

There may be a concept ion that the drawdown of the ActivG forces will 
fl-s, facilities for use by the Reserve cmpnents. In reality, the ability to 
sav? additional fuods in this manner is minimal. Ihe instances of Reserve 
com,mmnts being able to take over facilities previously used by Active forces 
wit,?wt suhStant id1 a1 teration or nnczvat ion have been, and will continue to 



be, very few. Additionally, because of the dewaphic  factor, facilities used 
by the Active forces often will mt meet the needs of the &sene c:mponents. 
To the extent that Active cmponent facilities can be usefully trar-rsfeured t o  
the Reserve cmpunents, those actions have already been cunsidered in current 
planning and are re f  l ected in the Msident 's budget request. 

I hop that you will encourage the Cmission to c m ~ ~ f u l l y  weigh all of 
these issues &en reaching its decisions m i n g  the future of Resewe 
ccwpunent facilities being considered for clamre 02- reali-gment. Given the 
proper resuurces, the &serve cmpunents can continue to  be the best m a i n  
in the &@ment of Defense ttday. With yc~lr help, they wi'll have :the 
facilities that they need to play their critical m le  wl'thin the Total Force. 

Sincere I y, 



JLUE 6, 2995 
725 Winged Foctt h-ive 
Aiken, 37 29&?03 

Senator Snrm Rwmond 
United States Snate 
W*-hirgton., K 2051 0-6-050 

I wite to you tcday to re~nind you of the critical ro.les that facilities 
location rvrl demqra@ics play in the ability of the Re3ewe cmpm,nts of o w  
Armed F w c s  to fulfill their missions as key elements of the Total .Force, an9 
the significant effect that decisiom of the Base Closure and Real igrunent 
Commission ~.€R4CI will have upn that ability. 

As I knuw you are aware, menhem of the m e w e  campnents are civilians 
M% are also @-time soldiers - soldiers whose dedication, pfes3ional 
schievement , and rel iabil ity have stood our nation in good stead since the 
very beginning of this nation, and who most recently served superbly in 
*rat iom W e r t  aield, me& S t m  and subsequent cont irgencies. Unl ike 
the Active cmpnents, which freely assign and move their full-time persunnel 
frwn one unit to another, the Resene cmpnents are constrained by the 
3emqraphics of the ppulation centers in which their me- live and work 
lduing their civilian status. Simply put, Resene units and their fac;il ities 
.nust follm their membeys if they a m  to be effective. 

As a pact ical matter, there are 1 imitatiom on how far resewjsts might 
.be reasonably asked to cammute regularly to train as unit members or as 
.individual citizemoldiers, sailom ancl airmen. Ihus, the closing 01' a local 
i?eserve Center cu- other training facility can have the effect of denying the 
I?eserve campnents access to highly qua1 ified, experienced pemonnel who would 
othemise have sen&, and obviate the need for suhstantial training 
1-csplacement casts. 

Ahoy factm%40nslderwl In base real lgment and clcsure dec*~slons. 
1-1#7ltaded are military nquinment. P, casts. enviromntal issues, the ecomic 

#@ :ntwct on suwrmnd~ng communities, and many other ~ssues. I am concerned that 
the calculation of the military value of faclllt~es does not quantify the 
~lnique needs and prim1 tles of the Reserve cmpnents. 

Bn@asis is being placed u p n  the shared use of facilities. Smring a 
lacility by two or more m e w e  cc~mponents or the use of Actlve cmponent 
lacilities by a Reserve ccunpnent can eliminate duplication and thus .be cost- 
effective; however, I cautim that there a m  n a  I 1 imitations to the s h d  
Lse of facilities. It is not realistic to close a Reserve facility in an area 
where a large number of Reservists reside Jnd expect thclse Reservists to 
travel great distances to train at another site. 

w 
mere may be a conception that the dramlorn of the Active forces wil I 

free facilities for use by the Reserve cmpnents. In real it)., the ab.ility to 
swe additions I funds in this manner is minimal. i'he instances of Reserve 
cmpnents being able to take over facilities previmly used by Active forces 

' without suhstantial alteration or mmvation have been, and will cont.inue to 



be, very few. Additionally, because of the d e w a m i c  factor, facilities used 
by the Active farces often w i l l  not met  the needs of the Reserve canpnents. 
To the extent that Active ccampnent facilities can be usefully trans.fe& to 
the Reserve cmpnents, thclse actiom have already been comided  in current 
01 aming and are ref  1 ected in the President 's  budget request. 

I hope that you w i l l  encourage the Conunission to carefully wei-gh a1 l of  
these issues &en reaching its decisiom regriding the future of Reserve 
mnpnent facilities being considered far cl amre or real igrmnt . Given the 
,-per resources, the Reserve cmpnents can continue to be the best batpain 
in the Lkpu-tment of Lkfense tcday. With p u r  help, they will have the 
facilities that they need to play their critical role within the Total Force. 



WEST CORNWALL, CT. 
RAILROAD STATION 

Elvira Delany Hart 
Donald R. Hart, Jr. 

Mailing Address 
P.O. Box 127 

West Cornwall, CT 06796 
(203) 672-61 22 

Senator Joseph I. Li2berman 
S e n a t e  O f f i c e  B u i l d i n g  
, ' ~ a s h i n g t o n ,  9. C. 

g e a r  S c n a t o r  Licb.,rman: 

I r r r . i t c  t o  you t o d a y  t o  remina you o f  thc c r i t i c a l  rolzs that f a c i l i t ~ ~ \ s  
l o c a L i o n  snci c,lcrnographics p l a y  i n  t h c  a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  - :cservc compncnt:; 
of a j r  ~,rrn*:c, .~'ol-r,c:; t o  i 'u:i-fill t h e i r  m i c s i o n s  as key i$lr;mcnt:: o f  t h ~ >  
'i'otal- lt'ol-c? and t h o  s i g n i I i c m t  c f f t c t  t h a t  thi, c i s c i s i o n s  o f  t n c  1 3 n ~ ~  
Cl(~:~urr:  m u  ,:c nl ignniznt  ( u ~ : ~ L C )  i;ommisL3ion v r i l l  have upon t h a t  n b i l i  t y  , 
As I am s u r c  you ar.. a n a r c ,  mernb,;rs o f  t h o  _-:cservc component:; arc c i v i l -  
ian:- sho  ar.;. d : ;o  p a r t - t i m e  s o l d i e r s  --- s o l c i i e r s  whose d e d i c a t i o n ,  'ore- 
f c s ; . i o n a l  achicvcmc;nt, and r e l i a b i l i t y  have s t o o d  o u r  n a t i o n  i n  gooci 
ster:d cine(:: its v e r y  beg inn ingz .  Unliki: t h e  l i c t i v ~  components,  ylhich 
assi-gn ant rnove t h e i r  fu l l - t imc:  p e r s o n n e l  from on2 u n i t  and location t o  
a n o t h c r ,  t h e  .:CZcrVC! cnmgoncnts a r c  c o n s t r a i n e d  by t h c  dcinographics  o f  
t h z  popu la . t i on  c c n t c r s  i n  which t h e i r  membcirs l i v c  and vmrk i n  t h c i r  
c iv : ' - l i an  s t a t u s .  Simply -put, ; :cscrvc u n i t s  and t h e i r  f a c i l i t i e s  mu;;t 
fo1:iow t h i : i r  meribcrs i f  t h e y  a r e  t o  be c f f c c t i v c .  

6s 3 p r a c t i c a l  m a t t e r ,  t h c r c  ai-c l i m i t a t i o n s  on j u s t  how f a r  : i e sc rv i s t ;  
might  r e a s o n a b l y  be ookcd (an2 c a l  a i i o r d )  t o  commuto r e g u l a r l y  t o  t r a i n  
as u n i t  members o r  as i n d i v i d u a l  c i t i z e n - s o l d i e r s ,  s a i l o r s ,  a n d  airrncn. 
Thus, thi .  closinp; o f  :t l o c a l  ;;i:ocrvc c t ; n t c r  o f  o - t l l r r  training f a c i l i t y  
c a r  lizv;: t hL!  c . f f i :c t  o f  cicnyini3 .the :\li.sc;.rvc-: component:; a c c e s s  t o  highly 
q u e l i f i ~ i i ,  ~ x p c r i c n c , a  y c r s o n n e l  who rioulci o thc rv r i sc  havc ;cr.ved. 1.t :L:; 
n o t  r e a l i s t i c  t o  c l o s e  a. A ? e s c ' r v ~  f a c i l i t y  i n  a r e a  yjhcrc ~3 l a r g e  nuln- . . bci- o f  , ; c s c r v i s t s  r z i ; l c c  a l C L  c:; ;p~ct t h ~ ~ c  ; c s ; : r v i s t s  to t r a v < ; l  c ; r i a k  

d i : ; tanccs t o  t r a i n  a t  a n o t h e r  s i t e .  

I hope t h a t  you r r i l l  Lncourogi? t h c  Commission t o  c a r e f u l l y  weigh t h c s c  
i s:.;uc~; whi1.n r,:,aching th:, dc;c:~siono r c  g a r d i n g  the f u t u r o  o f  i i e ~ e r v c  com- 
p u ~ c n t  f o c i l i t i i ;  b e i n g  conoid;r-cd fo r*  d l o c u r c  o y  rcali6*nmcnt.  ' i j i th  
y o u r  help, t h c  A;cccrvc  f o r c e s  1 1 n l l  have t h e  f a c i 1 i t i . c ~  t h e y  nceci t o  
p l a y  t h c i r  c r i t i c a l  r o l e  i n  t h e  T o t a l  Force.  

K C  . Chxirman All:.ln lii:on, Gauc  C l o s u r c  ~ I U  L : c d i g n m e n t  Cornmi~i:ic,n 
1700 l l o r t h  I'ioorc , ; t r c c t  
A r l i n g t o n ,  VA 22209 



WEST CORNWALL, CT. 
RAILROAD STATION 

Elvira Delany Hart 
Donald R. Hart, Jr. 

Mailing Address 
P.O. Box 127 

West Cornwall, CT 06796 
(203) 672-61 22 

J u n e  6, 1995 

S e n a t o r  C h r i s t o p h e r  J. uoud 
Scnat l -  O f f i c c  13ui ld ing  
Idash i ig ton ,  u. C. 

I w r i t c  t o  you t o d a y  t o  rcmina  you o f  t h c  c r i t i c a l  r o l e s  t h a t  f a c i l i t i ~ s  
l o c a t i o n  mb b~umogranhic: ,  o l a y  i n  t h e  a b l l ~ t y  o f  t h e  ,:c,servc componctn1;s 
01 o u r  Lirmc~ ~ ' o ~ c ~ s  cd f u l f i l l  t h e i r  rni:~zions as k e y  c le rncnts  o f  t h ~  
T o t a l  I'orcc a n d  t h i  : l i g n i f i c a n i  c f f ~ c t  t h a t  t h e  c l e c i s i o n ~  o f  t h c  da: c 
C l o s u r ~  ana i L c a l i g n r i ~ n t  ( A L i i C )  Cornmiscion w i l l  have  upon t h a t  a b i l i t y .  

A s  I a m  s u r e  you arc a u a r e ,  members o f  t h e  lieiserve components a r c  c i v i -  
l im: v~ho a1.c. sl;;o p a r t -  ( ; i m ~  s o l d i e r s  --- s o l d i e r s   hose d ~ d i c a t i o n ,  
professional ach ievcmcnt ,  a n 5  r e l i a b i l i t y  have s t o o d  o u r  n a t i o n  i n  good 
s t c a t  s i n c e  i t s  v c r y  b ~ g i n n i n g s .  Un l ike  t h c  Ac t ive  components,  a h i c h  
a s s i ~ n  and move t h c i r  f u l l - t i m \ :  personnel from one  u n i t  and l o c a t i o n  t o  
a n o t h e r ,  thi? i<zse rv?  component:; a r c  cons t r a inec i  by t h e  dcmographicc o f  
t h e  p o p u l a t i o n  center;:  i n  v ~ h i c h  t h c i r  mcmbcrs l i v e  and work i n  t h c i r  
c i v i l - i a n  s t a t u s .  Simply put ,  .;-:eserve u n i t s  and t h e i r  f a c i l i t i e s  must 
fol lovr  t h c i r  m!.;rnbr;r8~ i f  t h z y  a r e  -to be c t f f e c t i v e .  

As a n r a c t i c a l  m a t t e r ,  t h c r c  arc l i m i t a t i o n s  on j u s t  how f a r  l<e : ;c rv ic ts  
migh" bbc r e a s o n a b l y  anlrctl (an* can  a f f o r d )  t o  commute r e g u l a r l y  t o  
t r a i n  as u n i t  mcmberz; o r  a:; i n d i v i d u a l  c i t i z e n - s o l a i e r s ,  s a i l o r s ,  aid 
airmen. 'I'hus, t h e  c l o s i n ~  o f  a l o c a l  A , e s e r v e  c e n t e r  o r  0 th i . r  t r a i n i n g  
f a c i l i t y  c a i  havi. t h e  effc2ct o f  deny ing  t h e  ..:eserve ccmponents a c c e s s  
t o  h i g h l y  q u a l i f i e d ,  zxp5riencec.i _neibsonncl who would oLherwise  havc  
s e r v - d .  It i:; n o t  r.;alisi;ic to clo:;c a L - : ~ s ~ ~ v L  I a c i l i t y  i n  an aroa 
where a l a r g e  number o f  L < c s e r v i s t s  r e s i d e  and expect t h o s e  H e s e r v i s k s  
t o  t r a v e l  g r e a t  d i s t a n c e s  t o  t r a i n  a t  a n o t h e r  s i t e ,  

1 hope t h a t  you \ ! r i l l  encourage t h c  Commission t o  c a r e f u l l y  weigh thesf ;  
i s s u e s  whcn r c a c l ~ i n g  Lhc decisions r e g a r d i n g  t h c  futui-c  o f  A-[cservc com- 
ponen t  f a c i l i t i e s  bc ing  cons ic lc red  f o r  c l o s u r e  or r e a l i g n m e n t .  Y i t h  
y o u r  h e l p ,  t h c  : :cscrvc f o r c e s  w i l l  have  t h c  X a c i l i t i e s  t h e y  need  t o  p l a y  
t h c i r  c r i t i c a l  r o l e  i n  t h c  'Tota l  Force ,  

Yours v e r y  s i n c e r e l y ,  

Co lone l  AUG- ile t 
Chairman i L l l c n  ~,i::on, I~ ;L  Closure ant1 l ietl l ignmcnt Cornmi:;sion 
1700 Nor th  lhoore ; t rceL 

A r l i n g t o n ,  V R  22209 







A1 Arno ld  Gore 
Old Execut ive B ldg  
Washington DC 20501 

w4 ,(> 216 Newport Ave 
Long Beach CA 90803 
Mar 14 1995 

Subject:  The Ascent o f  Man 
Two Extremes Gone Ast ray  

FRIEDRICH NIETZCHE ( 1844-1900) a noted phi losopher who stood f o r  
a u t h o r i t a r i a n  r u l e  and a r i s t o c r a c y  s a i d  t h a t  " the  hi ;@hest W i l l  t o  L i f e  
does n o t  f i n d  expression i n  a miserable s t r u g g l e  f o r  ex is tance b u t  i n  
a W i l l  t o  War, a W i l l  t o  Power, a W i l l  t o  Overpower. During the pas t  
generat ion o r  so, i t  appears t h a t  t h i s  nation's leaders have f o r g o t t e n  
these pioneers who l a i d  down the foundat ion o f  our  democracy spurred 
by s c i e n t i s t  1  i ke Gal i 1 eo , Coperni cus and Faraday ,and . then brought  about 
t he  enl ightenment o f  such phi losophers as V o l t a i r e ,  Spinoza and Schopenhauer. 
Below I have prepared those w i t h  two d i f f e r e n t  ideo log ies ;  

Pro Democracy & Yeace Pro A r i s toc racy  t i  

Baruch Spinoza Ib32-1bn) Nap01 eon Boneparte 
v o l  t a i  r e  (1694-{778 ) Marie An to ine t te  & Louis X V I  
Imnanuel Kant (1  724-1 804) Rei ch Boys ( B i  smark, W i  1  helm ,Hi tl e r )  
Schopenhauer ( 1788-1 860) A1 exander Hai g 
Mohandas Gandi (1  869-1 948) Henry K i ss inge r  
Ber t rand Russel l  ( 1872-1970) George Schultze 
M a r t i n  Luther  King ( 1929-1968) Cap Weinberger 
Jimmy Carter  Nancy & Ronnie Reagan 

E l i zabe th  & Bob Dole 
Ayn Rand 
L iber tab ians  l ead  by Rep Dana Rohrbacher 
Ni c o l  ae Ceausescau 

The ascent o f  man f o r  the  coming century r e s t s  on the  advancement o f  
ou r  s c i e n t i s t s  .This poses a grave concern f o r  s o c i e t i e s  when science has 
c lose  c o n t r o l  by the  government. For t he  pas t  30 years more and more 
o f  t h i s  n a t i o n ' s  research funding has been d i r e c t e d  towards the  m i l i t a r y  
which a t  t he  present  and over  the  cen tu r i es  has found a path t o  e n r i c h  
the  l i f e  s t y l e s  o f  a r i s toc racy .  Also the  purpose o f  mi 1 i t a r y  weapons i s  
t o  p u t  f e a r  i n t o  s o c i e t i e s  t o  become subserv iant  i n  p rov id ing  a r i s t o c r a c y  
w i t h  ma te r i a l  ism and t h e i r  s a t i a b l e  indulgances. .#\ 

To reverse t h i s  dilimma, more funding i s  needed t o  educate our  c h i l d r e n  
f o r  peacefui  purposes a t  zne expense o f  n ~ i  i i t a r y  anu a r i  si;ocracj .LspeLia.i ;y 

f o r  Somolia. 9 ;:::b 

Leon Panneta, c h i e f  o f  s t a f f  c c 
Barbara Boxer , senator  L i f e  & Times Chan 28 
Dianne Fei ns te in ,  senator Wh) 3 &(bllv16* B ~ S L  CLOSUEG aWg, 
Roland Dellums, congressman 

3 
W i  11 iam Perry, Sec o f  Defense 
Steve Horn, congressman 
Tom Hayden , s t a t e  senator  
Ralph Nader , a c t i v i s t  f o r  democracy i n  Cal i f o r n i  a 
LA Time 
Orange County Reg is te r  ,where Rohrabacher8 Dornan spew the i r  hype regu l  a r i  l y  





216 Newport Ave 
Long Beach CA 90803 
May 9 95 

A1 Gore, Vice President  
01 d Execut ive Bldg Subject:  M i  1 i t a r y  f o r  Nat ional  Securi  ty-A High P r i c e  
Washington DC 20501 t o  Pay 

By t ime our  c h i l d r e n  reach the age of 18 years o f  age, on the average, 
they have watched 20,000 v i o l e n t  acts i n  the media. What message does 
the media p o r t r a y  on our  c h i l d r e n ?  I f  the media d i d  n o t  have any e f f e c t  
then you and B i  11 would n o t  spend $30 m i  11 i o n  i n  the  for thcoming 1996 
e l e c t i o n .  Consequentely du r ing  t h e i r  ch i ldhood are  young boys a re  
preoccupied w i t h  G I  Joes and war games on t h e i r  PCs. They become 
desens i t i zed  t o  v io lence and then buy guns t o  p lay  o u t  t h e i r  f an tas ies  
and f r u s t r a t i o n s  t h a t  face them i n  the  r e a l  wor ld.  
A f t e r  l eav ing  highschool they are 1 ured i n t o  the m i l i t a r y  by watching 
m i l i t a r y  TV commerciais nypeii ig :' 6e A i l  That (ou 2,313 Be " or+ be 6 
" Top Gun " l i k e  Tom Cruise and ge t  your  g i r l  a t  a Tai lhook convent ion. 
They are seduced i n  l i v i n g  o u t  t h e i r  fan tas ies ,  see the  wor ld  besides, 
and meet i n t e r e s t i n g  poeple and blow them up.Recently the ROTC has had 
d i  f f i  cu l  t y  i n  r e c r u i  t i  ng . Thus they have changed t h e i  r promotions from 
the  a r t  o f  k i l l i n g  t o  concent ra t ing  more i n  diplomacy, c a t e r i n g  and 
f l o r a l  arrangements. I t  i s  obvious i n  what the ROTC r e c r u i t e r s  are 
empl o y i  ng i s  mi 1 i t a r y  psychology and de l  v i  ng i n t o  the  c h i  1 dren ' s  
engrained minds , obsessed w i t h  guns, death and des t ruc t i on .  
About 300,000 o f  our  c h i l d r e n  per  year  are r e c r u i t e d  i n t o  the  m i l i t a r y  
forces t o  enhance t h e i r  d e s t r u c t i v e  minds i n t o  a d i s i p l  i ned  and 
organized way t o  k i l l  f e l l o w  man.Also more advanced courses are taught  
i n psychological  warefare ( media propaga~da)  c i  v i  1 a f f a i r s  ( m i  1 i t a r y  
government ) speci a1 a v i a t i a n  operat ions t o  support g u e r r i  1 l a  type forces 
i n t e l l i g e n c e  operat ions,  unconvent ionat ional  warfare,  para-mi li t a r y  jackasses, 
communications, l o g i s t i c s ,  and demol i t ions  ( a l a  Oklahoma City ) .  
As the  ay sca le  i s  low ( E6 sargent w i t h  4 years makes $17856/yr ) and 
p romot i i s  a re  l i m i t e d  t o  a few 'I good 01 boys ' I ,  t he  m a j o r i t y  leave the  
mi 1 i t a r y  t o  s t a r t  a new 1 i f e  and unfoFuneately t h e r  minds tuned i n  
f r u s t r a t i o n  t o  propagate a l i f e  o f  guns, death and des t ruc t i on .  This  i s  
a formidable fo rce  o f  300,000 pe r / y r  o f  m i l i t a r y  types t o  unleash onto 
s o c i e t y  f o r  the  sake o f  a few Fed/State/Ci t y  government jackasses who 
1 i ve a 1 i f e  o f  greed/corrupt ion/power. 

cc Orange County Reg is te r  , where Go1 dwa t e r  ' s 
Leon h n e t t a  daughters are  se1ected"women o f  the year "  
W i  11 W.Per ry ,  Sec o f  Defense WOW, WOW 
Barbara Boxer L i f e  & Times 
Dianne Fei  ns t e i  n Alan Dixon, Defense Closure Commission 
Ronald Dellums 
Steve Horn 
Tom Hayden, s t a t e  senator  
Cardinal  Roger Mahoney 
Ralph Nader, a c t i v i s t  f o r  democracy i n  C a l i f o r n i a  
LA Times 





&lliedSignal 
A E R O S P A C E  

11 May 1995 

NliedSignal Inc. 
AlliedSignal Ilngines 
550 Main Street 
Stratford, CT 06497-7593 

General (Ret.) James B. Davis 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear General Davis: 

AlliedSignal Engines (AE) assumed control of the Stratford Army Engine Plant (SAEP) 
in Stratford, Connecticut on 28 October 1994. As the Site Manager of the AlliedSignal 
Engine Stratford operation, I am obviously very focused on the Base Realignment and 
Closure recommendation that is before your Commission. 

Because you were unavailable for our 5 May hearing in New York City, we would like 
the opportunity to meet with you at your convenience to present our case for retaining the 
SAEP facility. 

AlliedSignal is running a gas turbine engine production operation at SAEP which will 
have over $400M annual sales even after AGT1500 (Abrams tank engine) production is 
complete. Over the past year, we have expended over $5 million on projects to increase 
productivity and cut overhead costs. These projects, which the Government has coined 
"downsizing", will be completed in 1995 with an additional expenditure of $5 million of 
AlliedSignal funds and $6 million of Government funds which were just approved in 
Aprii 1995. 

Ideally, we would ask that you visit our site to see first hand that the Army has 
drastically underestimated the Military Value of SAEP and completely ignored the costs 
associated with recreating these essential capabilities elsewhere. A visit of three hours' 
duration would accommodate a full tour of our facilities and would include time to hear 
the presentation which we gave to the Commission in New York City. 

As I stated, we would first request that you visit Stratford Army Engine Plant; however, 
if that is impossible we will bring our presentation to the BRAC Office or whatever 
location will best meet your schedule. Please ask your staff to contact me to propose 
dates, and we will take if from there. We are extending the same invitation to 
Commissioner Montoya who also did not attend the 5 May presentation. 



i 
General (Ret.) James B. Davis 

I look forward to meeting you and discussing the fate of the Stratford Army Engine 
Plant. 

Sincerely, 

AlliedSignal Engines 

Michael L. Meshay 
Site Manager 



AlliedSignal Engines (AE) assumed control of the Stratford Army Engine Plant (SAEP) 
in Stratford, Connecticut on 28 October 1994. As the Site Manager of the AlliedSignal 
Engine Stratford operation, I am obviously very focused on the Base Realignment and 
Closure recommendation that is before your Commission. 

Because you were unavailable for our 5 May hearing in New York City, we would like 
the opportunity to meet with you at your convenience to present our case for retaining the 
SAEP facility. 

AlliedSignal is running a gas turbine engine production operation at SAEP which will 
have over $400M annual sales even after AGTl500 (Abrams tank engine) production is 
complete. Over the past year, we have expended over $5 million on projects to increase 
productivity and cut overhead costs. These projects, which the Government has coined 
"downsizing", will be completed in 1995 with an additional expenditure of $5 million of 
AlliedSignal funds and $6 million of Government funds which were just approved in 
April 1995. 

Ideally, we would ask that you visit our site to see first hand that the Army has 
drastically underestimated the Military Value of SAEP and completely ignored the costs 
associated with recreating these essential capabilities elsewhere. A visit of three hours' 
duration would accommodate a full tour of our facilities and would include time to hear 
the presentation which we gave to the Commission in New York City. 

As I stated, we would first request that you visit Stratford Army Engine Plant; however, 
if that is impossible we will bring our presentation to the BRAC Office or whatever 
location will best meet your schedule. Please ask your staff to contact me to propose 
dates, and we will take if from there. We are extending the same invitation to 
Commissioner Davis who also did not attend the 5 May presentation. 

&lliedSignal 
A E R O S P A C E  

1 1 May 1995 

Rear Admiral (Ret.) Benjamin F. Montoya 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Admiral Montoya: 

I F 1  

NliedSignal Inc. 2033852000 
AlliedSignal Engines 
550 Main Street 
Stratford, CT 06497-7593 



Rear Admiral (Ret.) Benjamin F. Montoya 

I look forward to meeting you and discussing the fate of the Stratford Army Engine 
Plant. 

Sincerely, 

AlliedSignal Engines 

Michael L. Meshay 
Site Manager 

/ 



Doloves M. b ~ i ~ s k i  
38 Kitchcr Court 

Tmrmhll, C T  06611 

May 5,1995 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Gentlemen: 

Re: Closurs of Allied Signal Stratford Army Engine Plant 

I would appreciate if you would reconsider closure of the above. This being 
the only facility for the manufacture and updating of the Tank engine it would be in the 
interest of the Army to maintain this Base. Any product must be improved upon and in 
the Stratford Base is the qualified personnel to accomplish this. 

It seems poor budgeting to close this Base with the costs that will be 
incurred. We here in the State of Connecticut have had down sizing of many defense 
plants and have suffered many economic hardships. 

Thanking you in advance 

Dolores M. Kaminski 



3790 Broadbridge Ave . 
Stratford, CT 06497 
3 May 1995 

Defense Base Closure and Reahgnment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Sirs, 

I urge you to help keep the defenses of this country strong. A key part of those 
defenses is the Ml Abrams Adah Battle Tank. In order to keep the Main Battle Tank 
mission capable, spare parts and support provided by the AUiedSignal Stratford Atmy 
Engine Plant are essential. 

Therefore I urge you to recommend that this facility be kept open. 

Sincerely yours, 

g& KV 
Brian K. Grafton 



3790 Broadbridge Ave . 
Stratford, CT 06497 
3 May 1995 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Sirs, 

J urge you to help keep the defenses ofthis country strong. A key part of those 
defenses is the MI Abrams Main Battle Tank. In order to keep the Main Battle Tank 
mission capable, spare parts and support provided by the AUiedSignal Stratford Army 
Engine Plant are essential. 

Therefore I urge you to recommend that this facility be kept open. 

Sincerely yours, 



May 1, 1995 
Celine Rose Mariotti 
4 1 1 Coram Avenue 
Shelton, CT 06484 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon and fellow members: 

As a resident of the state of Connecticut, a lifelong resident, by the way, I am very 
displeased that Allied Signal has been put on your list of defense facilities you wish to 
close. I wish to share my views with you. 

1) Allied Signal recently took over the old Textron-Lycoming. Previous to that, 
they were AVCO-Lycoming. They have been in our state for over forty years now 
providing thousands of people with good paying jobs. 

2) Allied Signal has contributed to the s e ~ c e  of this country by building quality 
tank engines. Despite what some liberals in both the Congress and the Administration 
believe, we need tanks. Russia and China have their tanks and they keep building them. 
But we have to be fools. We have to dismantle our whole defense. Don't mislead 
yourselves-there is no such thing as a peacell world. We need a strong defense. 

3) If Allied Signal is closed, who will take that huge complex? Do you realize how 
huge it is? Have you seen it? There aren't any companies who can possibly utilize the 
whole complex. 

4) This is the most important reason -if you close Allied Signal, you put another 
1800 people out of work. Do you realize how many people are losing their jobs in our 
state? We're in bad shape in Connecticut. The last thing our state needs is for you to 
close Allied Signal. 

Please take Allied Signal off your list. Keep Allied Signal open. Keep the people of 
Connecticut working! Keep making tanks! Keep America strong! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

A v e ~ y  concerned resident of the state of Connecticut, 

Celine Rose Mariotti 



3790 Broadbridge Ave . 
Stratford, CT 06497 
3 May 1995 

Defense Base Closure and Reahgnment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
ArhqzJon, VA 22209 

Dear Sirs, 

I urge you to help keep the defenses of this country strong. A key part of those 
defenses is the MI Abrams Main Battle Tank. In order to keep the Main Battle Tank 
mission capable, spare parts and support provided by the AUiedSlgnal Stratford Army 
Engine Plant are essential. 

Therefore I urge you to recommend that this facility be kept open. 

Sincerely yours, 

& A d  a& 
Donald M. Grafton 



54 Canaan Court 
Stratford, CT 06497 

May 2,1995 

Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Sear Sir: 

Closing the Allied Signal Stratford, CT, Army Engine Plant will devastate our 
I 

all ready painfully slow area economy. Please reconsider. 1,600 jobs plus another 

1,800 jobs contingent upon work done at the Allied Signal Stratford Plant are at 

peril. In your hands is the power to destroy and depress or to uplift and encourage. 

Joan Neves 
Stratford Resident 



3790 Broadbridge Ave . 
Stratfmd, CT 06497 
3 May 1995 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Sirs, 

I urge you to help keep the defenses of this country strong. A key part of those 
defenses is the MI Abrams Main Battle Tank. In order to keep the Main Battle Tank 
mission capable, spare parts and support provided by the AlliedSignal Stratford Amy 
Engine Plant are essential. 

Therefore I urge you to recommend that this facility be kept open. 

Sincerely yours, w Phyllis E. 



May 2, 1995 

Dear S i r  o r  Madam: 

We are w r i t i n g  t o  you on a  very, very important  i ssue 
and t h a t  i s  i n  reference t o  the  s h u t t i n g  down of t h e  
A l l i e d  Signal  S t r a t f o r d  Army Engine P lan t .  

We have c lose  r e l a t i v e s  t h a t  have been working the re  
f o r  years and t h e i r  l i v e l i h o o d  depends on keeping t h e i r  p l a n t  
f unc t i on ing .  

So PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE do your  very  utmost i n  
keeping t h i s  p l a n t  a l i v e .  

Thank, ever  so. 

Yours t r u l y ,  

Miss Fr ieda nastu 
Miss Catherine Nastu 







To: Whomever is involved in or From: COL 0rvalQ.Matteson 
concerned with the 1995 Base RA, Retired 
Closure and ~ealignment Action. 306 Reynolds St. N.W. 

Jacksonville, AL 36265 
(205) 435-3500 

The DOD's fundamental basis for existence is to be prepared 
to be at war for our nation's survival. A secondary basis 
is to be prepared to engage in conflicts to protect national 
interests anytime, anywhere. In terms of installation 
retention requirements there is a gigantic difference! 
While those installations required to meet the needs of war 
also meet the needs for conflicts, the reverse is vastly- 
different. 

2. This paper will and should lead you to my detailed study on 
Base Closing, more properly referred to as Base Retention as 
that aspect is most critical. It lists the who-why-how of 
22 Installations which should be selected for this 1995 
closure action, one which the Army must retain, and two 
which should be recovered. 

3. The need is to materially change the established base 
selection criteria as it fails to recognize, and thus 
consider, the DOD1s most critical mission, a criteria which 
could be declared suicidal. I do not disparage those from 
Hq. DOD/DA or otherwise previously or presently involved in 
this operation for what has been done for they are all too 
young to have the experience to recognize the effects of 
that criteria. 

4 .  All of the thinking on readiness within DOD, whether by 
civilians or military, including that involving Base 
Closures, is totally addressed to conflicts; they are 
seemingly mesmerized by their own experiences. In terms of 
the DOD1s, and thus the Army's fundamental mission that is 
suicidal. 

5 .  I consider that insofar as Base Closures have been 
concerned, the needs and requirements for the fundamental 
mission have not been deliberately ignored, but they have 
not been recognized as they are unknown, and war is 
inconceivable. Why is this? Everyone in DOD is too young 
to have knowledge or appreciation of critical requirements 
in terms of land and facilities to handle the operations 
involved to meet that mission of assuring national survival. 
They need to get that knowledge and appreciation from those 
who have it - those who were involved in total mobilization. 
I was and I have it. 



6. Today, thinking is just as it was in 1917 when 20 days 
before we declared war on Germany the War Department did not 
expect it, and as in 1938-39+ when, I know, the Army did not 
expect to be at war (nor did others: in late 1939 Mrs. 
Roosevelt had a CCC Co. C.O. dismissed because he had a 
Recruiting NCO talk to his men about joining the Army; in 
1941 Congress extended the draft by just one vote; Japan was 
not even considered. 

7. That kind of thinking has again mesmerized DOD's thinking 
and actions The idea that maintaining our capability to 
rapidly mobilize should dominate is seemingly ridiculous, 
unworthy of being considered, inimical; it is reflected-in 
the selection criteria for The Base Closing program, which 
in effect prohibits such considerations. 

8. I know what the criteria in this respect should be, I've 
been there. Who am I? Attached is a paper I received when 
I retired which will help you to decide if my observations 
and recommendations are worthy of consideration at the 
decision-making level (they have been, many times, and at 
the highest level). 

9. What do I know about mobilization and its demands in terms 
of land and facilities? I lived it. I also,with a year as 
a 2nd Lt. in the 6th Infantry, know what the Army had and 
thought before the 1940 draft. I was again called to active 
duty in Aug. 41 (after two years with the CCC, most of the 
time although a 2nd Lt. drawing a Captain's pay) with the 
Hq. of the Replacement Training Center at Ft. Warren; when 
the 5th QM Training Regt. was formed in Jan. 1942 I was its 
S-3 .  Then after a year-plus I went to Vancouver Barracks to 
organize a separate QM Bn. HQ. Detachment as its only staff 
officer; after several weeks it moved to Ft. Lewis, got an 
Ex. 0 and S-4 and four new QM companies to take through 
basic training. When that phase was completed we all moved 
to the California - Arizona Desert Training Center where we 
acquired four more companies and took all of them through 
advanced training supporting the Command, shipping out and 
picking up companies until early 1944 when the Hq. moved to 
Ft. Warren (by then, I had become a Major and the Bn. Ex. 
0 .  From there we shipped to Hawaii, to a make-shift base 
where we picked up several companies to get ready to take to 
Guam. After about a month I sailed for Guam with a 
detachment of the Hq. and arrived a week after the invasion; 
the Bn. Hq. and eight companies arrived a few months later. 

10. So I experienced mobilization in all of its aspects and 
problems to a full degree, which very few could match. I 



know, for example that we sent men with only QM basic 
training with a wooden mock-up rifle, directly into rifle 
companies boarding ships with Gen. Patton's command. And 
back then before 7 Dec. we had over a year of the draft with 
highly accelerated acquisition of land and building of troop 
facilities and we were still held back in mobilization 
because of lack of facilities into 1943. 

Now we have the Total Army Concept, which cannot be 
implemented even just for conflicts without some 
mobilization, which immediately creates the demand for Co.- 
Bn. sized training plus individual training to fill up RC 
units and other units. Also the 60% drawdown of RC units 
and that of the RA units now underway will require their 
rapid replacement with more individual and unit basic and 
advanced training demands, plus those for replacements. 

12. The demands are Big! The land plus facilities capacity to 
do all this must be on hand, whether it's next year or, say, 
2020. Close the essential bases now and the demand can't be 
met, any year, whenever. 

13. Yet the Army must close installations, now. 

14. My study, (para. 2 above) tells how to meet the demand to 
close installations, 22 of them with the Who-Why-How. It 
tells how to keep those retained fully operational at 
reduced costs: Why, Who, How. 

15. I will send a copy to anyone who wants to make use of it in 
resolving this about-to-be-lost opportunity to preserve our 
capacity to meet the call for national survival. 

.&&@/-- Orval Q. Matteson 

COL, RA, Retired 



EXTRACTS FROM 201 AND EFFICIENCY REPORT FILES 

Orval Q. Matteson 

1967-68 : 
DCSLOG HQ DA, Logistics Doctrine and Systems Office, Special 
Assistant for Concept Development and Future Systems Design; COL J. 
J. Strnad: "He is undoubtedly one of the most highly qualified and 
experienced military logisticians in the business." 

1966-67: 
Special Consultant to the DA Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics 
Systems (Brown Board). Developed new concept for services support 
to the Army in the field and produced a five volume study 
describing and depicting it: I1Total Services Support System for 
the Theater-1970 (MAT'TSSST).lt COL Lockhart, and confirmed by MG 
Bigelow: "COL Matteson's concept and study are the single most 
significant product developed by or for the DA Board during its 20- 
month tenure and offers the very real prospect of advancement in 
logistics concepts and operations at least equal to those made in 
strategy and tactics since World War 11." 

1964-67: 
Quartermaster of I11 Corps, and CO and CS of the 13th Support 
Brigade. MG George Ruhlen: llHe is a skilled logistician whose 
experience, knowledge, calm appraisal and logical decisions on 
problems facing this command have been of significant assistance. 
The more responsibility and the greater the task that has been 
placed upon him, the more enthusiastically and effectively he has 
performed. He is a dependable, competent officer on whom one can 
particularly rely during periods of difficulty and pressure." 

1964 : 
Six months TDY with the QM School studying the curriculum in terms 
of its responsiveness to the changed concepts for support of field 
operations. Considerable changes in courses and in material taught 
made as results of study. Prepared paper on new concepts and 
trends distributed worldwide to senior QM officers, and which was 
selected by Army Comptroller as a basis reference for the new 
TECSTAR Committee, studying the future missions of the Technical 
Services Corps. COL Wilson: "As a researcher and analyst COL 
Matteson takes nothing for granted. He is a critical, independent 
thinker who makes outstanding use of his extensive knowledge and 
experience in the field of Army logistical organizations and 
doctrine to develop questions and test associated concepts and 
proposals. He is a poised, self-confident speaker, with an 
exceptional talent for reducing complex subjects to plain, 
understandable terms." COL John D. McLaughlin concurred in above. 



the job done now without supervision." COL Arthur C. Tillson: 
I1The services rendered by the Quartermaster to this division have 
been outstanding. This is a direct reflection of the strong 
personality, professional competence, and close attention to duty 
by this officer. He has shown a willingness to accept any task 
assigned and an aggressiveness in completing it efficiently. He 
organizes his work carefully, delegates responsibility, and follows 
up. When problems arise, his ready solution is the result of calm 
deliberation, exercise of logic, and forthright presentation of 
facts.'' MG Teddy H. Sanford: "Concur with the rating officer and 
add: This officer has displayed forceful, determined leadership. 
His leadership coupled with his professional knowledge has enabled 
him to render an outstanding performance." 

1954-58: 
At the personal selection of General W. Palmer, the DCSLOG, was an 
action officer in Plans Division, Office of the Deputy Chief of 
Staff for Logistics, HQ DA. "Developed the Army's first detailed 
study on the nation's civil defense capabilities and requirements. 
This became the basis for the DA policy on the support of civil 
defense and the model for civil defense plans at HQ CONARC and the 
ZI Armies. For three years developed all the HQ DA logistics 
doctrine and policies on matters related to civil defense. He has 
been the major HQ DA contributor to all DOD directives on these 
programs. Also he has been a major contributor to many of the 
national policy statements on domestic emergencies, such as the 
'!Basic Responsibilities After Attack on USu paper and the 
"Memorandum of Understanding Between the DOD, the Federal Civil 
Defense Administration, and the Office of Defense M~bilization.~' 
He has also been a principle participant in annual Government 
Readiness Exercises. Developed the logistics portions of all HQ DA 
plans involving civil defense, as well as DA position on all JCS or 
interdepartmental papers. Represented DA Staff on all DOD 
committees on these matters. Personal advisor to the CofSA, and 
prepared papers for the CofSA1s presentations on civil defense and 
domestic emergencies. Prepared Army's first paper recommending 
that the DA take over full responsibility for civil defense 
planning and operations; although not adopted in full for several 
years, its proposals became the basis for the Chief of Staff's 
decision to have the Army to be prepared to take over full 
responsibility in case of an emergency. Founder of DA program for 
assessing damage from nuclear weapons. Has developed all the DA 
policies, doctrine, techniques, and procedures for post-strike 
analysis. Instigated techniques of damage assessment for DA 
participation in Government Readiness Exercises, established and 
directed the Army and JCS Damage Assessment Centers; developed and 
established procedures for use at ZI installation level. Developed 
andbdirected all DA participation in OSD and with other federal 
agencies such as Office of Defense Mobilization and National 
Security Council. Developed procedures and program for reflecting 
status of DA resources in the electrical accounting machines of the 
National Damage Assessment Center. Initiated action to reflect the 
effects of nuclear attacks on CONUS in DA and JCS plans and 
mobilization programs. Developed the procedures for considering 



briefing on the affairs of this command to the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense. He conducted most of the briefing and did his usual 
superior job. It 

1950-51: - 
Property Officer, Chicago QM Depot, Procurement Expediter. 

1949-50: - 
Logistics representative on a three-man group which did the (then 
classified) planning for the establishment of the COMM Z in France. 

1948: 
Superior rating at the QM Schoolts Advanced Class. 

1947: 
Organized and headed the DA1s Special Services School for 
Rzcreational Officers. MG R.B. Reynolds: "He had the job of 
organizing the school, developing the curriculum, selecting the 
faculty, and conducting the instruction. Results achieved were 
outstanding in my opinion. 

1943 
P 

Superior rating (2nd in class) at the Command and General Staff 
College. 



To: Whomever is involved in or From: COL 0rvalQ.Matteson 
concerned with the 1995 Base RA, Retired 
Closure and ~ealignment Action. 306 Reynolds St. N.W. 

Jacksonville, AL 36265 
(205) 435-3500 

The DOD's fundamental basis for existence is to be prepared 
to be at war for our nation's survival. A secondary basis 
is to be prepared to engage in conflicts to protect national 
interests anytime, anywhere. In terms of installation 
retention requirements there is a gigantic difference1 
While those installations required to meet the needs of war 
also meet the needs for conflicts, the reverse is vastly . 
different. 

2. This paper will and should lead you to my detailed study on 
Base Closing, more properly referred to as Base ~etention as 
that aspect is most critical. It lists the who-why-how of 
22 ~nstallations which should be selected for this 1995 
closure action, one which the Army must retain, and two 
which should be recovered. 

3. The need is to materially change the established base 
selection criteria as it fails to recognize, and thus 
consider, the DOD's most critical mission, a criteria which 
could be declared suicidal. I do not disparage those from 
Hq. DOD/DA or otherwise previously or presently involved in 
this operation for what has been done for they are all too 
young to have the experience to recognize the effects of 
that criteria. 

4 .  All of the thinking on readiness within DOD, whether by 
civilians or military, including that involving Base 
Closures, is totally addressed to conflicts; they are 
seemingly mesmerized by their own experiences. In terms of 
the DOD's, and thus the Army's fundamental mission that is 
suicidal. 

5 .  1 consider that insofar as Base Closures have been 
concerned, the needs and requirements for the fundamental 
mission have not been deliberately ignored, but they have 
not been recognized as they are unknown, and war is 
inconceivable. Why is this? Everyone in DOD is too young 
to have knowledge or appreciation of critical requirements 
in terms of land and facilities to handle the operations 
involved to meet that mission of assuring national survival. 
They need to get that knowledge and appreciation from those 
who have it - those who were involved in total mobilization. 
I was and I have it. 



6. Today, thinking is just as it was in 1917 when 20 days 
before we declared war on Germany the War Department did not 
expect it, and as in 1938-39+ when, I know, the Army did not 
expect to be at war (nor did others: in late 1939 Mrs. 
Roosevelt had a CCC Co. C.O. dismissed because he had a 
Recruiting NCO talk to his men about joining the Army; in 
1941 Congress extended the draft by just one vote; Japan was 
not even considered. 

7. That kind of thinking has again mesmerized DOD's thinking 
and actions The idea that maintaining our capability to 
rapidly mobilize should dominate is seemingly ridiculous, 
unworthy of being considered, inimical; it is reflected-in 
the selection criteria for The Base Closing program, which 
in effect prohibits such considerations. 

8 .  I know what the criteria in this respect should be, I've 
been there. Who am I? Attached is a paper I received when 
I retired which will help you to decide if my observations 
and recommendations are worthy of consideration at the 
decision-making level (they have been, many times, and at 
the highest level). 

9. What do I know about mobilization and its demands in terms 
of land and facilities? I lived it. I also,with a year as 
a 2nd Lt. in the 6th Infantry, know what the Army had and 
thought before the 1940 draft. I was again called to active 
duty in Aug. 41 (after two years with the CCC, most of the 
time although a 2nd Lt. drawing a Captain's pay) with the 
Hq. of the Replacement Training Center at Ft. Warren; when 
the 5th QM Training Regt. was formed in Jan. 1942 I was its 
S - 3 .  Then after a year-plus I went to Vancouver Barracks to 
organize a separate QM Bn. HQ. Detachment as its only staff 
officer; after several weeks it moved to Ft. Lewis, got an 
Ex. 0 and S-4 and four new QM companies to take through 
basic training. When that phase was completed we all moved 
to the California - Arizona Desert Training Center where we 
acquired four more companies and took all of them through 
advanced training supporting the Command, shipping out and 
picking up companies until early 1944 when the Hq. moved to 
Ft. Warren (by then, I had become a Major and the Bn. Ex. 
0 .  From there we shipped to Hawaii, to a make-shift base 
where we picked up several companies to get ready to take to 
Guam. After about a month I sailed for Guam with a 
detachment of the Hq. and arrived a week after the invasion; 
the Bn. Hq. and eight companies arrived a few months later. 

10. So I experienced mobilization in all of its aspects and 
problems to a full degree, which very few could match. I 



know, for example that we sent men with only QM basic 
training with a wooden mock-up rifle, directly into rifle 
companies boarding ships with Gen. Patton's command. And 
back then before 7 Dec. we had over a year of the draft with 
highly accelerated acquisition of land and building of troop 
facilities and we were still held back in mobilization 
because of lack of facilities into 1943. 

NOW we have the Total A m y  Concept, which cannot be 
implemented even just for conflicts without some 
mobilization, which immediately creates the demand for Co.- 
Bn. sized training plus individual training to fill up RC 
units and other units. Also the 60% drawdown of RC units 
and that of the RA units now underway will require their' 
rapid replacement with more individual and unit basic and 
advanced training demands, plus those for replacements. 

12. The demands are ~ i g l  The land plus facilities capacity to 
do all this must be on hand, whether it's next year or, say, 
2020. Close the essential bases now and the demand can't be 
met, any year, whenever. 

13. Yet the Army must close installations, now. 

14. My study, (para. 2 above) tells how to meet the demand to 
close installations, 22 of them with the Who-why-How. It 
tells how to keep those retained fully operational at 
reduced costs: Why, Who, How. 

15. I will send a copy to anyone who wants to make use of it in 
resolving this about-to-be-lost opportunity to preserve our 
capacity to meet the call for national survival. 

Orval Q. Matteson 
COL, RA, Retired 



THE POOR MAN'S EQUALIZER 
Two New Weapons 

by: COL ORVAL Matteson 
QMC, RA Retired 
Jacksonville, AL 

1991 
Yes, by today's standards the Army and the other services are 

first class high-tech. And today the Army and the others, except for 
nuclear forces, are being dedicated and designed to fit the concept 
of meeting time-urgent military contingencies, anywhere, anytime, 
engaging unconventional or high-tech forces. (In its concentration 
on that objective the Army in its planning has disregarded the possi- 
bility of ever having to meet its most critical mission, that of ever 
having to get capable of fighting a war; no doubt it has been so 
disregarded just because it seems too improbable to be a major consid- 
eration. But that's another story.) 

So now we're high-tech oriented, and all of our forces are 
increasingly becoming more dependent on high-tech machines and equip- 
ment for controlling, for fighting and supporting, whether for land, 
air, or water forces or operations. Increasingly we are becoming 
more dependent on rapidly massing forces and materiel, whether deploy- 
ing or while fighting. Increasingly we are becoming better at both 
the application of high-tech everything and at massing anything, so we 
are becoming more dependent on them. Thus, we are becoming more 
vulnerable, and really more restricted and less mobile. 

It's our forte: high-tech; massing. We excel, compared to any 
"contingency enemy. " 

Whether that enemy is also high-tech or unconventional, compared 
to us in military resources he is apt to be a Poor Man. So, how is 
this contingency enemy to overcome or even resist this U.S. invader? 
What is the Poor Man's Equalizer? It has to be something he can 
afford and that he either has or can make or obtain; he has to be 
able to use it. As I see it, no matter who he is he has it or can 
easily get it and he has an inherent capability to use it effectively. 

Soon, I trust our combat conceptual thinkers and our high-rank- 
ing leaders will realize that the dominant defensive--and thus 
offensive--weapon of at least these contingency-type enemies against 
our high-tech, high-consuming-dependent, massed, mobile-dependent 
forces will be persistent chemicals precisely, finitely applied. 

Simply stated, spattered persistent chemicals on finite targets 
on air fields--either on land or afloat--will close them to both 
returning flights and to future flights, thus curtailing our air 
superiority. Similarly, anywhere, persistent chemicals finitely 
targeted on ammunition stocks reduce fire superiority, and on fuel 
stocks reduce mobility; on logistic airfields, beaches, harbors or 
key transportation junctions they curtail resupply; on command head- 
quarters and on control centers at any echelon they destroy or at 
least disrupt operations; and the selections go on and on. 



Combat troops may still be chemical agent targets, but for per- 
sistent chemicals such large area troop targets will be outranked by 
habitats of Generals and Admirals and by targets with POL or ammo 
handlers, communication specialists, fork lift operators, stevedores, 
and the like. 

No, the Services haven't been thinking in real terms of the 
possibility of facing persistent chemicals, but such thinking has been 
done, and in high places. 

"Even a light sprinkling of persistent gas on Omaha Beach could 
cost us our footing there," said General Omar Bradley, the principal 
U.S. ground commander for the assault at Normandy, back then in 1944. 
(See SOLDIERS, Jan 93.) 

No, it did not happen then, but if it had they could not h-ave 
done anything to reopen the beach, nor could we do it now; nor, under 
current programs, will we be able to do it in the future. 

Back in the 40's the capabilities and versatilities of persistent 
agents were penny-ante stuff compared to today's, just as today's will 
no doubt be tomorrow. 

But back then there was at least one senior officer who apprec- 
iated the potential impact of persistent chemicals on US operations, 
and it wasn't even taught then at C&GSC (I know)--and I'll bet it 
still is not, at least to its ultimate in both importance and poten- 
tial utilization. Omaha Beach was no finite target, but some terrain 
Key to getting off of it was. (Stop to think, what if they had been 
used at Normandy?) 

O.K. Any contingency enemy can have the persistent chemicals, 
but how can he get them on key targets, finite or not, with our high- 
tech air power, etal? What is the "second weapon" he has to have to 
provide him his Equalizer? He already has it, and it is something 
which we won't have (of course, we won't have the persistent chemi- 
cals nither). 

Yes, these easy-to-produce-or-obtain chemical agents may still 
be delivered on targets by conventional means, particularly by sophis- 
ticated forces. But they will be delivered by all types of forces by 
a weapon we won't have, a Kamikaze, with the characteristics of a 
chameleon. 

"es, this the Poor Man's Equalizer, his two weapons: persistent 
chemical agents to secure the finite target, and the Kamikaze to hit 
it. Yes, the Kamikaze fits his needs perfectly, traveling by land, 
air or water, using bombs, projectiles, disposable short range mortars, 
briefcases or whatever everyone carries, or whatever u.$,,emy 9bo/s/,ii #raye-, I 

The Kamikaze will be a common type of adversary, with delivering 
these agents just one of hislher missions, who must be .recognized in 
our doctrine, planning, and training. In the 40's those we called 
The Japs performed Kamikaze-like actions in practically every ground 



combat conflict, but their efforts were generally instinctive and 
uncoordinated. We did not recognize these performances as inherent 
until they brought in their special forces against our Navy. 

But surely we must realize that the world's potential trouble 
makers have Kamikaze as a major MOS and that on their own stamping 
grounds they will be a most common and dangerous weapon to be rou- 
tinely faced. 

Anyway, if I were they I would use the Kamikaze as the primary 
delivery me'ans of persistent chemicals, and I would wisely, widely 
and frequently employ these two weapons to/equalize, yes neutralize, 
the U.S. high-tech, massing-oriented and mobile-dependent forces. 

As an old line logistician in the 60's I was about up to-my chin 
in the creation of concepts, doctrine, organizations and operational 
t?chniques for such as the development and the redevelopment of ROAD 
and COSTAR and TASTA while I was with the Quartermaster Board, the 
Army Logistics Management Center, and the Combat Services Support 
Group of the Combat Developments Command. As the first chief of 
CSSC'S Organization and Doctrine Division I conceived and sold the 
Theater to Division Support Command concept and developed its various 
TO&Cfs, doctrines and applications, including the first use of ADPE 
in the field. Later I was in even deeper at Hq. DA in developing 
MAT'TSSST for the Brown Board, and then as Special Assistant to the 
DCSLIOG for Concept Development and Future Systems Design, and after 
retirement as a consultant to ODCSLOG on ROLS-75. 

In between and before those assignments were ones designing 
the to-be COMM Z in France, and later for three years the chief of 
its G4 Plans; four years in Hq DA OflCSLOG's Plans; Quartermaster of 
the 7th Inf. Div. in Korea; Quartermaster of I11 Corps; CS and CO of 
the 13th Support Brigade. 

Thus I can easily visualize the targets in the service support 
systems of any theater of operations which when attacked, finitely, 
with persistent chemicals would in turn take the supported forces - 
whether combat, combat support or service support - out of action, 
at lsast until the targets could be replaced or reconstituted. This 
impact is particularly assured as the Army's personnel and materiel 
resupply systems are still designed and organized to deliberately 
insure that the using unit, combat or otherwise, will never be at 
full TO&E or Basic Load strength once engaged or supporting forces 
in combat; but that too is another story. 

The impact on command, control, and communications systems would 
be equally devastating. Although I have no personal experience with 
airf:[eld operations on land or afloat, I am sure they each also offer 
their critical finite targets, reachable to the Kamikaze. 

Generally, similar attacks on off-shore support bases and in the 
ZI will have delayed effects on in-theater operations, although the 
repercussions, particularly from those in the ZI, could be most pro- 
found. But, progressively, the targets will resemble the proverbial 
sitting ducks, and chances are the delivering agent will be able to 
exectlte repeat performances. 



So, what's to be done? Well, first at comparable command levels 
start to emulate General Omar Bradley in his appreciation of the 
devastating effects of persistent chemicals. Then get the conceptual 
thinkers aboard that idea train and at the same time start getting 
prepared for the attacks. Get going on assuring individual defensive 
skills against the agents and in creating and developing mobile decon- 
tamination teams and units to overcome the effects of such attacks; 
get going on assuring that developing the best possible equipment for 
these protective and these decontamination missions is high in the 
K & D program. 

Get this chemical defense program high up in command interest 
from the Army C.S. down to the company level; get it high up for 
funding for training, equipment, and R & D. 

Make full use of the specialized training facilities of the 
Chemical Defense Training Facility (CDTF) at Ft. McClellan to get 
the top command interest and use the total Chemical. School at full 
capacity for training the trainers who go back to their units to train 
tlie troops. 

How? Have all generals and all other top-level commanders and 
their Command Sergeant Majors go through a session at the Ft. McClel- 
lan CDTF. That experience will challenge not only their personal 
protective equipment but their minds and bodies as well. The interest 
created will assure their emphasis on training, equipment and R & D. 
The truly lackadaisical attitude toward Chemical Training found in all 
echelons since 1938 (to my knowledge), and even now for those who have 
not been personally associated with the CDTF, will be dissolved. 

So, these initial and continued demands on the CDTF will exceed 
its present capacities. Then, expand the capacity and give the pro- 
gram the support needed to handle the load. 

Also, pfess for completion of the new Decontamination Apparatus 
Training Facility (DATF) which is now under construction at Ft. Mc- 
Clellan. Expand its capabilities and scope of training to meet the 
demands for the skills, equipment and techniques visualized to meet 
attacks by t h e s e  Poor M a n ' s  equalizing weapons. 

Yes, meeting these demands for emphasizing individual protective 
capabilities, for developing some in-house decontamination capacities 
in each unit and particularly in key-target ones, and organizing, 
equipping, and training specialized mobile, even airdrop, decontamin- 
ation units for areawide missions will in these times of increasingly 
limited funds and forces, require some realignments in both funding 
and the force structure, not only for the Army, but for the other ser- 
vices as well. So be it. Time is wasting. Potential enemies already 
have the capacities and capabilities and we must expect they have 
both the will and the knowledge tdrnake use of the capability in the 
manner discussed herein. 

Those in the Army we used to call Combat Types need to think 
about what the application of these equalizer weapons on their service 
support lines will do to their combat capabilities. They know that 



their combat successes are totally dependent upon keeping the service 
support lines operating at the rate to meet their combat needs, and 
then some. These Combat-types should be the strongest advocates for 
mseting these two programs, and soon. 

Demands from the other services should be equally strong. The 
Marines can expect to be the first to be so greeted by these weapons. 
The air forces, afloat and ashore, can expect their air fields to be 
constant priority targets. The Navy should know that beach and har- 
bor operations will be equally popular. 

The uniqueness and similarity of these requirements for those 
services and the technical complexities and costs of the specialized 
training facilities, the CDTF and the DATF, precludes the other ser- 
vices from establishing their own Chemical Schools and specialized 
facilities. This magnifies the importance of and the demands to be 
placed upon Ft. McClellan's Chemical School, which is as it should be. 

In fact, the training of individuals and of mobile decontamina- 
tion teams and units at Ft. McClellan and the concurrent development 
of doctrine and procedures by the Chemical Corps and its continued 
training could very well become the keystone to assure that U.S. 
forces are able to successfully operate in the environment that can 
be created by the poor man's high-tech weapon delivered by his 
fanatical Kamikaze. 

H'm'm.. . . 
Oh. Are persistent chemicals and the Kamikaze new weapons? No, 

not really. One predates Omaha Beach. The other flourishes in the 
world's oldest societies. 

But they will be new to us, and are most certain to be disruptive. 
How disruptive depends on whether we have prepared for them. As of 
now we have not. At the highest levels we have not considered them a 
threat, nor getting prepared to meet them as important. This can be 
changed. 

As in all things, it is a matter of top level emphasis. May 
they hear the voice of General Omar Bradley! 



May 6, 1995 

B R A C  
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Re: Allied Signal, Stratford, Base Closing 

Dear Sirs: 

As a small business owner I am very concerned with the 
continued attack on our region's economic base. Connecticut is 
still feeling the effects of recession long after the rest of the 
county has started to recover. 

I appreciate the need to cut government spending, but pulling 
more jobs out of one of the weakest regions in the country will 
only cost more in the long run. Base closures must be evaluated 
for their long term community affects as well as national 
needs. 

Please consider bases in more economically stable regions for 
closure. Connecticut needs a few more years to turn its 
economy around before we can absorb more defense cuts for 
the nation. 

President 


